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ABSTRACT 

Vast amounts of mine dewatering in the Pilbara iron ore mining industry are arguably not 

legally authorised pursuant to the State Agreements’ framework that governs most mines in the 

region.  An appreciation of that hiatus in legal authority is the basis for a new evaluation of how 

Western Australian water resources law reform may implement the Intergovernmental Agreement 

on a National Water Initiative (NWI).  This new evaluation will provide the basis for regulating mine 

dewatering in this very important region, which supplies 38% of global iron ore production and 

depends on groundwater for the future of its very high environmental and social values.   

In the Pilbara, the practice of mine dewatering—that is, the abstraction and disposal of 

groundwater to allow safe mining below the water table—is a relatively new environmental risk.  

Pilbara mine dewatering increased rapidly during the 2003 – 2013 commodities boom and is 

projected to rise further.  The State government, the iron ore industry and other stakeholders 

recognise that mine dewatering presents significant current and long-term environmental 

management issues, particularly in areas of intense mining where the impacts accumulate.  

Regulating that mine dewatering requires a statutory water plan appropriate for the Pilbara’s aquifer 

system, iron ore industry, and environmental, social and cultural values (Pilbara water plan).  

However, there are political and legal obstacles to delivering a Pilbara water plan.   

General legal understanding sees a significant obstacle to introducing a Pilbara water plan in 

the government’s regulation of 93 percent of the industry through the Pilbara iron ore State 

agreements (PSAs).  PSAs’ are contracts ratified by an Act of Parliament that can modify the general 

State laws regulating mining, water, and the environment.  A bipartisan government policy holds the 

PSA rights as inviolable—the government only amends PSA rights by negotiating the changes with 

the PSA proponents (sovereign risk policy).   

Two key questions inform discussion of the effect of the sovereign risk policy on water 

resources law reform.  First, are the mines authorised by PSAs subject to the Environmental 

Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act)?  Secondly, which PSAs confer mine dewatering rights and what 

are those rights?  Answering the first question informs the evaluation of the EP Act’s capacity to 

deliver a Pilbara water plan.  Examining the PSAs’ mine dewatering rights informs the evaluation of a 

Pilbara water plan that new legislation could deliver without abrogating the PSA rights or disturbing 

the sovereign risk policy (new Pilbara water plan).  The conclusion drawn, first, is that the EP Act 

could deliver a Pilbara water plan regulating mine dewater, subject to a few limitations.  Secondly, 

new legislation could deliver a new Pilbara water plan with the capacity to regulate a majority of 

mine dewatering because the PSA groundwater rights may be more limited than generally 

perceived. The PSAs generally confer groundwater extraction rights for the purposes of supplying 

water for operations but not for excess dewatering that requires disposal, so regulating excess mine 

dewater would not be violating PSA rights. 

However, the economic importance of iron ore revenue may constrain the political will to 

introduce a Pilbara water plan with the capacity to regulate mine dewatering via either the EP Act or 

new legislation.  Mine dewatering and iron ore extraction are co-dependent activities, so regulating 

the former could limit the latter.  This constraint may be met by proposing reforms that do not limit 

mine dewatering and, undertaking further research to progress to robust water law reform over 

time.   
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Map 1 Location of the Pilbara region Western Australia1 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
  Created by Toby Hudson, image based on data from the Australian 2011 Census of Population and Housing 

compiled by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The data plotted is from the Basic Community Profile, field 
54 entitled "Indigenous Persons Total Persons", licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 
license (Australia). 
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 ‘Everything is important and water is the main thing.’2 

1 Introduction  

A major challenge for Western Australia’s Pilbara iron ore industry is managing the 

environmental impacts of mine dewatering,3 which is the practice of groundwater abstraction and 

disposal to allow safe mining below the water table.4  The Pilbara is unique; it has high ecological, 

social, and cultural value and, it also produces 95 percent of Australia’s most important mineral 

export for the State and the Nation—iron ore.5  In 2017, Western Australia (WA) was the world’s 

largest producer of iron ore (38 percent).  Its export sales were valued at $67.3 billion, it generated 

$4.6 billion in royalties, and accounted for 18 percent of State revenue.6  The Pilbara iron ore 

industry is the ‘backbone’ of the State economy,7 the Nation’s ‘engine room’,8 and the greatest 

consumer of water in the Pilbara.9   

                                                           
2
  Hillary Rumley and Sue Jackson, “We used to get our water for free …” Identification and Protection of 

Aboriginal Cultural Values of the Pilbara Region (Water and Rivers Commission of Western Australia, 2004) 
[5]. 

3
  Lauren Butterly, 'Keeping the Engine Room Running: Key Themes and Developments in Water Resources 

Management in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia' (2012) 15(2) Australasian Journal of Natural 
Resources Law and Policy 191, 193 (and references cited there); Department of Water (WA), Pilbara 
Regional Water Plan 2010-2030 (June 2010) 4, 7 – 8; Department of Water (WA), Securing Western 
Australia's Water Future, Position Paper - Reforming Water Resource Management (September, 2013) 3 – 
4.  

4
  Mark Hamstead and Steve Fermio, ‘Integrating the mining sector into water planning and entitlements 

regimes’ (Waterlines Report Series No 77, National Water Commission, March 2012) 6; Butterly, above n 3, 
193; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan, above n 3, 8; Department of Water (WA), 
Pilbara Regional Water Plan Supporting Detail 2010-2030 (June 2010) 40 – 41. 

5
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile 

(December 2017) 1, 3.  See also, 98 percent in 2016, Department of State Development (WA), Western 
Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile (September 2016) 3 – 4.  Note, 95% of production equates to 98% of 
exports see Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics (Cth), Australian bulk commodity exports and 
infrastructure – outlook to 2025 (July 2012) figure 7.6, 85 – 86. 

6
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Iron Ore Industry Profile, above n 5, 1 – 3. 

7
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 November 2010, 1 – 2 (M McGowan); 

Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 1, 15 (Robin Chapple, 
Wendy Duncan). 

8
  Butterly, above n 3, 191 – 194; Pilbara Development Commission (WA), Our Region 

<http://www.pdc.wa.gov.au/our-region/region-pilbara> 
9
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy.  A Long Term Outlook of Water 

Demand and Supply (Regional Water Supply Strategy Series, report 1, October 2013) 43 [5.2].  See also 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 16 – 17 (Jon Ford); 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 November 2010, 16 (VA Catania); 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 November 2010, 3 – 4 (T G Stephens). 
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Groundwater is also an important Pilbara resource.  The Pilbara’s Fortescue Marsh and 

Karijini National Park are both ecologically fragile features that rely on groundwater and 

groundwater fed springs and streams.10  Further, the region is home to a large number of Traditional 

Owners, people who have deep cultural connection to the Pilbara’s land and waterscapes and a 

strong interest in long-term water sustainability.11  Balancing the benefits of exploiting a high-yield 

economic resource with the Pilbara’s unique ecological and social values that depend on 

groundwater is a challenging task because iron ore production and mine dewatering are inherently 

co-dependent activities.  

Pilbara groundwater sources are coming under increasing pressure as iron ore production 

has rapidly expanded, and multiple new projects have commenced.12  The region’s iron ore 

production has increased from 1 million tonnes (mt) per annum (pa) in the 1960s, to 1.5 mt per 

week in the 1970s, to 1.8 mt a day in 2014.13  The production rate has trebled since the 2003 

commodities boom (243mt per annum (mtpa)) to a staggering 757mtpa in 2015 – 2016 and is 

expected to level off around 817mtpa in 2019.14  The commodities boom established iron ore as the 

most important economic mineral resource for the State and the Nation.15   

                                                           
10

  Department of Conservation and Land Management (WA) (CALM), National Parks and Nature Conservation 
Authority, Karijini National Park Management Plan 1999 – 2009 (Management Plan 40, 1999) [B.3.2]; 
Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental and water assessments relating to mining and 
mining-related activities in the Fortescue Marsh management area, Advice of the EPA to the Minister for 
Environment under Section 16(e) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (Report 1484, July 2013) 12.  

11
  Marcus Barber and Sue Jackson, ‘Aboriginal Water Values and Resource Development Pressures in the 

Pilbara Region of North-West Australia’ (2011) Australian Aboriginal Studies 32, 45 – 47; Marcus Barber and 
Sue E Jackson, Water and Indigenous People in the Pilbara, Western Australia: A Preliminary Study 
(Research Gate, National Research Flagships Water for a Healthy Country, 2011) 45 – 47, 54.  For the 
importance of Pilbara water culturally see Rumley and Barber above n 2.  First Nation cultural sites are 
usually connected to water, these sites cannot be viewed in isolation because they are interconnected (app 
9.6), see also comments on this issue, at [5].  The Pilbara is home to over twelve First Nation language 
groups and a multitude of important sites, at [2.2], [5], app [9.2], [9.6] 

12
  S Jackson and M Barber, M, ‘Recognising indigenous water cultures and rights in mine water management: 

the role of negotiated agreements’ (2015) 5 Aquatic Procedia 81, 84, [3.1]; Barber and Jackson, ‘Resource 
Development Pressures’, above n 11, 32 – 33, 44 – 47. 

13
  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Quantity and Value of Minerals and Petroleum 2014, Resource 

Data Files (the 2014 figure is based on the DMP’s statistic of 696 mtpa) 
<http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/1521.aspx> 

Chris Pash, ‘How Australia's Mining Boom Changed Perth and Its People’, Business Insider Australia (31 March 
2014) 3.  Note the figures are based on saleable ore, overburden in the industry is generally 2:1 (no definite 
data available), with tailings (hard waste) recorded at 130 mt for 650 mt iron ore which produced 520 mt of 
iron ore concentrate, see Gavin M Mudd, ‘Australia’s Mining Legacies’ (2013) 124 Arena 19, 20 – 21.  

14
  Department of State Development (WA), Iron Ore Industry Profile (2016) above n 5, 1. 

15
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Iron Ore Industry Profile, above n 5, 3.  See 

also, Fig 1.3.   
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Figure 1.1 Iron Ore Production Quantity and Value.

16 
 
In addition to its great economic value, mining is by far the greatest consumer of water in 

the Pilbara; in 2012, the mining industry accounted for 360 gigalitres (gl) out of the region’s 400gl 

total groundwater abstraction.17  Mining groundwater abstraction is estimated to reach 490 

gigalitres per annum (glpa) by 2020,18 and 700 – 1100glpa by 2042.19  The rapid increase in iron ore 

production, and the relative newness of mine dewatering as an environmental risk in the Pilbara,20 

means that managing the environmental impacts is complex.21  An overarching issue is the 

cumulative impacts of multiple projects mining in a relatively confined region of high ecological and 

                                                           
16

  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Commodities Iron Ore, Iron Ore Quantity, Iron Ore WA vs 
Australia, Resource Data Files <http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/About-Us-Careers/Latest-Statistics-Release-
4081.aspx> 

17
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy (2013), above n 9, 43 [5.2].   

18
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study Summary Report (Department of Water 

(WA) 0814, July 2015) 3, [2.1]. 
19

  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy (2013), above n 9, 43 [5.2], 50 -51, fig 
20.   

20
  Department of Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, above n 3, [2.1.3]; Department of 

Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan, above n 3, 8. 
21

  See generally, Aidan Kelly, 'Managing Timely Regulatory Approvals for Resource Development Projects' 
(2007) AMPLA Yearbook 385, 392 – 400; Charles Roche and Gavin Mudd, ‘An Overview of Mining and the 
Environment and Western Australia’ in Martin Bruckner et al (eds), Resource Curse or Cure? (2014) 186.  
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cultural value.22  The State and the industry recognise that managing mine dewatering, particularly 

its cumulative impacts, is a major challenge that requires attention.23 

 
Figure 1.2  Pilbara Resources Sector Water Abstraction

24 

By the Intergovernmental agreement on a National Water Initiative (or NWI),25 Western 

Australia has committed ‘to follow nationally consistent guidelines for undertaking transparent, 

statutory based water planning that relies on the best available information’.26  The NWI proposes 

the development of enforceable statutory water plans that prescribe management objectives, rules, 

                                                           
22

  Minerals Council of Australia, Cumulative Environmental Impact Assessment Industry Guide (July 2015); 
Nikki Harrington and Peter Cook, National Centre for Groundwater Research and Training, Australia, 
Groundwater in Australia (2014) 24.  See Barber and Jackson, Water and Indigenous People (2011) above n 
11, 67; Marcus Barber and Sue Jackson, Barber and Jackson, ‘Resource Development Pressures ’ above n 
11, 44 – 47.  

23
  Sally Audeyev, ‘Managing Cumulative Impacts Commercially’ (Paper presented at Australian Mining and 

Petroleum Law Association 39
th

 Annual Conference, 21 – 23 October 2015) 1-2; Department of Water 
(WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy, above n 9, [2.2]; Department of Water (WA), Securing 
Western Australia's Water Future, above n 3; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Cumulative 
Environmental Impacts of Development in the Pilbara Region, Advice of the Environmental Protection 
Authority to the Minister for Environment under Section 16(e) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 
(August 2014) 22 – 25; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental and water assessments 
relating to mining and mining-related activities in the Fortescue Marsh management area, above n 10; 22; 
S.L Johnson and A.H Wright, Waters and Rivers Commission (WA), Central Pilbara Groundwater Study Part 
1 (Hydrogeological Record Series report 8, 2001); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 
Assembly, 24 November 2010, 9537 – 9538 (Colin Barnett); Minerals Council of Australia, Cumulative 
Environmental Impact Assessment Industry Guide (July 2015) 23; Natascha Sommer, ‘Mine Dewatering in 
the Pilbara: A Legal Framework for Managing Cumulative Impacts on Environmental Values and Indigenous 
Interests’ (2012) 31 Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 65, 68. 

24
  Deloitte Access Economics, 2015-2025 Western Australian Resources Sector Outlook (Report prepared for 

Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, November 2014) 99. 
25

  Council of Australian Governments, Intergovernmental Agreement on a National Water Initiative 
Agreement (2004) <http://nwc.gov.au/nwi> (National Water Initiative) 

26
  Barber and Jackson, Water and Indigenous People (2011) above n 11, 65 – 66, [4.1.1]; National Water 

Initiative, above n 25, cl 93.   
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and entitlements for defined regions.27  Clause 34 recognises that the resources industry faces 

specific challenges that may need special consideration.28  In 2010, the National Water Commission 

(or NWC) in their Mining Position Statement commented that little progress had been made in 

developing special provisions for the mineral industry, or integrating the industry into general water 

planning, despite the considerable potential benefits.29  In 2013, the WA department responsible for 

Pilbara water management (water department) advocated legislative and policy reform to meet 

challenges that the current regulatory regime did not envisage, such as managing mine 

dewatering.30  The State committed to the NWI agreement over ten years ago;31 yet, the State has 

not implemented a statutory Pilbara water plan.32  The question here is, how WA can satisfy its NWI 

commitment by developing special provisions in accordance with clause 34 and the NWC statement 

to manage the Pilbara iron ore industry’s mine dewatering.  The aim of this study is to determine the 

legal basis on which WA can answer that question.   

The Pilbara does not naturally fit into the NWI’s proposed water allocation plan framework 

because it has a predominantly fractured rock aquifer system.33  The water department states that 

allocation limits are not appropriate for the Pilbara’s aquifer system because its capacity is difficult 

to quantify.34  The National Water Commission report on integrating the mining industry into the 

water planning framework commented that the general logic is that water allocation is not 

necessary where mines operate in fractured rock systems and do not compete for water.  In remote 

areas, where a mine is the only consumer of water, it may be reasonable to assume that the 

environmental impacts are adequately managed through mining development approvals 

processes.35  However, even in remote fractured rock regions, if multiple mines are operating, the 

cumulative impacts of mining on water systems (such as Western Australia’s Fortescue Marsh) may 

                                                           
27

  Harrington and Cook, above n 22, 34; National Water Initiative, above n 25, sch E, 35-36; cl 23(ii). 
28

  National Water Initiative, above n 25, cl 34. 
29

  National Water Commission (Cth), Mining Position Statement (May 2010) 1. 
30

 Department of Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, above n 3, 3.  The department 
administers the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) under which the ground water abstraction 
licences for Pilbara iron ore mining are granted.  As explained at heading [3], because of the changing 
names of departments between 1960 to 2017 generic names are used to avoid confusion.   

31
  National Water Initiative, above n 25. 

32
  The Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and 

Planning Series report 55, October 2013) is a non-statutory guideline.   
33

  Hamstead and Fermio, above n 4, [5.6], 43, Department of Water (WA), Western Australian Water in 
Mining Guideline (Water licensing delivery series, Report 12, May 2013) (vii). 

34
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan, above n 32, 5 – 6, 15, 17; Barber and 

Jackson, Water and Indigenous Peoples (2011) above n 11, 1, 65, [4.1.1]; Hamstead and Fermio, above n 4, 
89. 

35
  Hamstead and Fermio, above n 4, [5.12]. 
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require holistic management.36  In these cases, it ‘is less about managing entitlements to water 

within a consumptive pool, which is difficult to define in poorly studied and understood remote 

water systems’ and more about managing the cumulative impacts of mine dewatering on 

ecosystems and cultural values.37  The report stated that the current systems of approving mining 

developments are not capable of addressing the cumulative impacts of mine dewatering.38   

The NWC report recommends that remote areas need water planning when mines 

cumulatively impact on water systems, even if there is no other significant water use.39  It is not 

within the scope of this study or this discipline to discern what type of water plan the Pilbara needs.  

This study’s main aim is to identify the legal foundation for a statutory groundwater management 

plan that is appropriate for the Pilbara’s fractured rock aquifer system, its iron ore mining industry, 

its ecology, social value and, the cultural values of the Traditional Owners (Pilbara water plan). 

The regulation of groundwater management in the Pilbara iron ore industry is legally and 

politically complex for a number of reasons.  First, since the 1960s, successive WA governments have 

chosen to facilitate the industry by negotiating and enacting State agreements—a contract between 

the State and industry party (proponent), which is ratified by an Act of Parliament and, can modify 

other State laws.40  Pilbara iron ore State agreements (PSAs) are very important instruments because 

they authorise and regulate the mines that produce over 93 percent of the Pilbara’s iron ore,41 many 

of which engage in mine-dewatering.  The PSAs interact with, and often modify, the WA State laws 

that otherwise regulate mining, water, and the environment.  Each PSA independently establishes its 

own regulatory parameters;42 its interaction with State laws is contingent on its specific terms, and 

the existing State legislation at the time each mine commences operation.  Further, each PSA 

authorises the making of a confidential development proposal detailing and guiding the construction 

                                                           
36

  Ibid, [5.12]. 
37

  Ibid, 56. 
38

  Ibid, (xi).   
39

  Ibid, (xii) – (xiii), Recommendation 9, see also recommendations for discharge trading and beneficial use, 
13 – 14.  

40
  Michael Crommelin, ‘Australian Mineral Law as a Resource Management Regime’ (1981) 14(2) Australian 

Journal of Forensic Sciences 2, 9.  
41

  BHP 34%, Rio Tinto 49%, Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) 10%, and others 7%, see Chapter 2, Fig 2.1.  See 
also, Australian Government, Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development, Bureau of 
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, Freightlines 2 (May 2014) 3; Bureau of Resources and 
Energy Economics (Cth), Bulk Commodity Exports 2025, above n 5, figure 7.6, 85 – 86.  BHP’s, Rio Tinto’s 
and FMG’s projects are all authorised by PSAs, see BHP, Annual Report (2017) 260, at n 10; Rio Tinto, 2014 
Annual Report Delivering Sustainable Shareholder Returns (2014) 214.  Note Rio Tinto’s currently available 
annual report (2016) does not contain this information.   

42
  Crommelin, above n 40, 6. 
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and operation of the mine.  The result is a complex, opaque, and fragmented resources 

management system.43   

The second reason is that enacting legislation that delivers a Pilbara water plan with the 

capacity to limit mine dewatering may abrogate PSA rights and disturb the State’s sovereign risk 

policy.  The term sovereign risk refers to the proponent’s vulnerability when contracting with the 

State, because the government can unilaterally amend contracts by passing legislation to that effect.  

Western Australia’s sovereign risk policy protects the proponent’s State agreement rights because 

successive governments (from both sides of politics) have agreed not to amend the agreements by 

legislation unless the proponent agrees.44  In 1972, Mr Graham (MLA) assured the McCamey PSA 

proponent that successive State governments would honour the agreement ‘because that’s the way 

business is done in Western Australia’.45  The State’s sovereign risk policy was a ‘selling point’ that 

attracted investors,46 because the policy ensured that the government would not unilaterally amend 

their PSA rights by enacting inconsistent legislation.   

Third, during the 2003 – 2015 commodities boom, raw iron ore exports (direct-shipped iron 

ore) became the most important source of revenue for the State and, an important revenue source 

nationally, which underlines the difficult task of balancing environmental and social impacts against 

the industry’s economic benefits.  Mine dewatering and iron ore extraction are co-dependent 

activities because excess water accumulating in the pit will stop the mine operating.47  Consequently, 

any limit imposed on mine dewatering will affect iron ore production, industry profits, and State 

revenue.  The State’s economic dependence on iron ore may act as a greater political constraint to 

introducing a Pilbara water plan than its sovereign risk policy.   

                                                           
43

  Crommelin, above n 40, 9.  
44

  Richard Hillman ‘The Future Role for State Agreements in Western Australia’ (2006) 25 Australian 
Resources and Energy Law Journal 293, 295 – 296; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 
Assembly, 26 August 2004, 5754 [522] (C M Brown); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 
Council, 15 October 2003, 1, 5 (Tom Stephens); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 
Assembly, 16 May 2002, 10555 – 10570, 13 – 14 (C M Brown); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Assembly, 14 November 1972, 5141 (Herbert Graham). 

45
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 14 November 1972, 5141 (Mr Graham).  

Debating the Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Bill.  
46

  Ibid.  
47

  Hamstead and Fermio, above n 4, 40. 
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Figure 1.3 Iron Ore Facts

48
 

2 The research question 

In 2012, Lauren Butterly49  identified a large gap in our knowledge about the law regulating 

the Pilbara iron ore industry’s mine dewatering—namely, the legal effect of PSAs.   

State Agreements form a large 'gap' in knowledge with respect to water planning in the Pilbara. There 
has been little recent academic exploration of State Agreements in Western Australia generally and 
there has been no specific consideration of the impacts of State Agreements relating to iron ore in the 
Pilbara on water allocation planning. This particular area requires urgent research attention.

50
 

This study endeavours to fill this knowledge gap by evaluating the scope and effect of the PSA terms 

that impose environmental obligations and confer groundwater abstraction and mine dewatering 

rights to determine whether and, how, those terms might constrain the introduction of a Pilbara 

water plan.  The fulfilment of that objective raised the following research questions. 

1. Does the existing legislation—the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA)—have the 

capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan without disturbing the sovereign risk policy?   

                                                           
48

  Office of the Chief Economist (Cth), Resources and Energy Quarterly (March 2018) 30.  Source: Licensed 
from the Commonwealth of Australia under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Australia Licence. 

49
  Butterly, above n 3, 201.  See also, on the need for further research on this topic, Sommer, above n 23, 73. 

50
  Butterly, above n 3.  Lauren Butterly did the preliminary work on the ‘Pilbara Project’, this thesis is the 

continuation of the ‘Pilbara Project’.   
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2. If the government proposed new legislation to deliver a Pilbara water plan, to what extent 

would PSA rights and the State’s sovereign risk policy confine the scope of the plan?  

The research questions identify the two statutory options to deliver a Pilbara water plan—

using the existing legislation or introducing new legislation.  These alternate possibilities drove the 

study in two distinct directions, raising the following sub-questions.  First, are PSA mines required to 

comply with the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) Part IV (EP Act 1986 or EP Act)?  Second, 

do PSAs confer groundwater rights that pose an obstacle to introducing new legislation?  Chapters 

three to five answer those questions for three sets of PSAs that have common terms that are 

enacted in common time frames (the 1963 – 64, 1972, and 1990s PSAs).  Ultimately, chapters six and 

seven use the analysis of the PSA terms to answer the two research questions.  

The answer to the first research question, can the EP Act deliver a Pilbara water plan, is 

ultimately both ‘no’ and ‘yes’.  Currently, the Environment Minister can impose environmental limits 

on a case-by-case basis via implementation conditions under the EP Act 1986.  Theoretically, Part IV 

conditions could require a proponent to comply with a Pilbara water plan.  However, not all PSA 

mines are subject to Part IV— PSA mines commenced in the 1960s did not engage Part IV, so were 

not subject to environmental assessment or implementation conditions.  Consequently, a Pilbara 

water plan delivered by Part IV conditions would not include those mines.  Alternatively, the Act 

does provide for the development of statutory environmental protection policies under Part III, and 

such a policy could deliver a Pilbara water plan.  However, there are some limitations to using the 

Act for this purpose, which are elucidated in chapter six.  Introducing new legislation that delivers a 

Pilbara water plan may provide the better option.   

In relation to the second research question, this study finds that, although the sovereign risk 

policy and PSA rights could constrain the scope of a Pilbara water plan delivered by new legislation, 

the PSA rights to groundwater are probably not as broad as the parties believe.  The study concludes 

that all PSAs confer rights to abstract and use groundwater for mining and associated domestic 

purposes (utilised mine dewater).  However, the majority do not confer rights to abstract water that 

is not utilised for those purposes and requires disposal (excess mine dewater).  Two PSAs confer 

rights to negotiate a mine dewater amount, but, arguably, that right to negotiate does not imply a 

right to dispose.  Accordingly, this thesis submits that none of the PSAs confer a right to dispose of 

excess mine dewater.  In respect of excess mine dewater disposal, the proponents’ exercise a 

Common Law right to discharge.  The salient point of this argument is that the sovereign risk policy 

only protects the proponents’ PSA rights—it does not protect their Common Law rights.  Therefore, 

the government could propose legislation that delivered a Pilbara water plan that regulated most 
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excess mine dewater abstraction and all excess mine dewater disposal without disturbing its 

sovereign risk policy.  This is significant, for two reasons.  First, because most of the industry’s 

groundwater abstraction is excess mine dewater.  Second, if statute regulates the Common Law right 

to water disposal that necessarily affects its abstraction.  In practice, the capacity to regulate excess 

mine dewater disposal also affords the opportunity to control its abstraction.   

The study concludes that either the existing or new legislation could deliver a Pilbara water 

plan, however, both these options face a final hurdle that supersedes the sovereign risk policy—that 

is, the State’s economic dependence on iron ore revenue.  Any reform that has the capacity to limit 

mine dewatering will also potentially limit iron ore production and State revenue.  Chapter seven 

discusses this pervading issue and addresses it by identifying reform options that do not disturb the 

sovereign risk policy and do not necessarily limit mine dewatering.   

3 Terminology, abbreviations, and citation 

For reading ease, this study refers to State agreements or PSAs and their terms, clauses or 

rights.  A reference to a State agreement or a PSA may refer to the ratifying Act and the scheduled 

agreement together or, only the scheduled agreement, the distinction is implied by the context of 

the discussion.  A reference to State agreement or PSA terms or clauses refers to the scheduled 

agreement terms or clauses authorised by the ratifying Act.  A reference to State agreement or PSA 

rights refer to the rights conferred by the scheduled agreement terms or clauses ratified by the 

authorising Act.   

Chapters three to five analyses the PSA groundwater rights by categorising the agreements 

chronologically, dealing in turn with, the 1963 – 64, 1972 and 1990s PSAs.51   

To distinguish broader State statutory provisions from PSA provisions, this thesis refers to 

legislation not associated with a PSA as State or general laws/legislation/Acts/statutes and so forth.  

                                                           
51

  1963 - 64 Agreements: Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount 
Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); Iron Ore 
(Robe River) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); 1972 Agreements: Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement 
Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount 
Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA); Iron Ore 
(Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA); 
1990s Agreements: 1980’s agreements: Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA); 1990’s 
Agreements: Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA); Iron Ore (Hope Department of Water 
(WA)ns) Agreement Act 1992 (WA); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA); 2000’s Agreements: 
Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA); Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2002 (WA); Railway (Roy Hill Infrastructure Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2010 (WA). 
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At times, to distinguish a Pilbara water plan delivered under the existing EP Act from one 

introduced by new legislation, the latter option is referred to as a new Pilbara water plan.   

This research refers to multiple government departments over nearly 50 years, and during 

that time, the departments have had numerous names.  For example, the PSA department is 

currently the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation,52 but has previously been the 

Department of State Development, Department of Resources Development, or the Department of 

Industry Development (among others). For consistency and ease of reference, I refer to the 

departments and ministers responsible for administering the environmental, mining and water 

legislation throughout the thesis according to the following nomenclature.  

 The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) administers the Environmental 

Protection Act 1986 (EP Act or EP Act 1986) Part IV.  

 The Department of Environmental Regulation (environment department) administers 

the EP Act 1986 Part V. 

 The EPA and the environment department answer to the Environment Minister; 

 The EP Act 1986 repealed and replaced the Environmental Protection Act 1971 (EP Act 

1971).  The EPA and Environment Minister also administered this Act.  

 The mining department administered the Mining Act 1904 (MA 1904) and currently 

administers Mining Act 1978 (MA 1978), the department answers to the Mining 

Minister. 

 The department and the Minister responsible for managing State agreements are 

referred to as the PSA department, and the PSA Minister. 

 The water department administers the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (RiWI 

Act) and answers to the Water Minister. 

Similarly, the major proponents’ companies that operate the PSA iron ore mines are referred to as 

BHP, Rio Tinto, and FMG (Fortescue Metals Group) rather than previous names such as BHP Billiton, 

Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd or, operating company names, Hamersley Iron, Pilbara Iron, and so forth.   

At times, the thesis cites earlier editions of texts for historical discussion, or department 

websites, as they existed at the time of research if the information is no longer available on the 

current website.   
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  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA) What we do <http://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/what-
we-do> 
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4 Methodology and literature review 

This research is primarily a legal doctrinal study, drawing also to some extent upon economic 

and environmental considerations (as relevant).  It fills a knowledge gap in relation to PSA 

groundwater rights by analysing the interaction of those rights with general State laws (in particular 

the EP Act) and interpreting the terms to identify the scope of the rights.   

I reviewed the available literature on State agreements and found the focus has been 

primarily on the legal effect of the agreements.  There is commentary on the general operation and 

purpose of ratified agreements;53 the effect of ratification provisions and the capacity of the 

agreement to bind the State;54 the sovereign risk associated with government contracts;55 and the 

contemporary efficacy of State agreements to manage resources and major projects.56  There has 

been very little written on the specific operation of iron ore agreements,57 or their interaction with 

the State laws relating to water and the environment.58   

                                                           
53

  John Chandler, ‘Shale Gas and Government Agreements in Western Australia’ (2014) 33 Australian 
Resources and Energy Law Journal 44; Colin Barnett, ‘State Agreements’ (1996) Australian Mining and 
Petroleum Law Association Yearbook, 314; Michael Crommelin, ‘The Legal Character of Resource Titles’ 
(1998) 17 Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 57; Michael Hunt, Tim Kavenagh and James Hunt, 
Hunt on Mining Law in Western Australia (5

th
 ed, 2015) 12 – 23; Nicholas Seddon, Government Contracts 

Federal, State, Local (5
th

 ed, 2013). 
54

  Enid Campbell, ‘Agreements About the Exercise of Statutory Powers’ (1971) 45 The Australian Law Journal 
338; Enid Campbell, ‘Legislative Approval of Government Contracts’ (1972) 46(5) Australian Law Journal 
217, 218; R.J. Daugherty, ‘Comment on State Agreements’ (1977) 1(1) Australian Mining and Petroleum 
Law Journal 49; Philip McNamara, ‘The Enforceability of Mineral Development Agreements to which the 
Crown in the Right of a State is a Party’ (1982) 5 The University of New South Wales Law Journal 263; Leigh 
Warnick, ‘State Agreements – The Legal Effect of Statutory Endorsement’ (1982) 4(1) Australian Mining and 
Petroleum Law Journal 1; Leigh Warnick, ‘State Agreements’ (1988) 62 The Australian Law Journal 878 

55
  Nicholas Seddon, ‘State Instrumentalities and Sovereign Risk’ (2005) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law 

Association Yearbook 29; Peter Turner, ‘Sovereign Risk’ (1993) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law 
Yearbook 135. 

56
  Anne Fitzgerald, Mining Agreements, Negotiated Frameworks in the Australian Minerals Sector (2001); 

Hillman, above n 44; John Southalan, 'Parliamentary-ratified agreements in the resources sector' in Kanaga 
Dharmananda and L Firios (eds), Long Term Contracts (Federation Press, 2013) 161 

57
  For examples of papers on specific agreements see Goran Galic on coal mining, Leigh Warnick on uranium, 

and Natascha Sommer’s comments on the Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA); 
Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) and references at n 77.  Goran Galic and Richard 
Steenhof, ‘Interaction Between State Agreements and the Mining Act: Latest Developments – The Wardens 
Court Decision in Genbow Pty Ltd v The Griffin Coal Mining Company Pty Ltd’ (Paper presented at Legalwise 
State Agreements Seminar, Perth, 11 June 2014); Goran Galic, ‘The Relationship (and Interaction) Between 
State Agreements and Legislation: A Discussion’ (Paper presented at Legalwise State Agreements Seminar, 
Perth, 11 June 2015); L A Warnick, ‘The Roxby Downs Indenture’ (1983) Australian Mining and Petroleum 
Law Association Yearbook 33; Sommer, above n 23, 73. 

58
  I relied on this article by Michael Crommelin, which comments on State agreement interactions with 

environmental and water laws.  Michael Crommelin, ‘State Agreements: Australian Trends and Experience’ 
(1996) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Yearbook 328, 339 – 340.  See also, Mark Gerus, ‘Mining and 
Water Resources’ in Richard H Bartlett, Alex Gardner and Bob Humphries, Water Resources Law and 
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Some commentators and the Keating review (an extensive report on reforming the 

approvals system for major developments) did expose weaknesses in the State agreement regime,59 

such as its lack of transparency and lack of integration with the broader general legislative regime.  

These matters are referred to in appropriate context in this study, particularly in the final chapter, 

which discusses further research possibilities and reforms.  The research questions demanded that 

this study go further than identifying weaknesses in the regime—that it push through the opacity to 

expose how the PSAs interact with State laws and the scope of the agreements’ water rights.   

Specific information on the operation of the PSA terms was difficult to obtain because State 

agreement documents are classified as commercial-in-confidence; thus, exempt from public 

disclosure.  The information necessary for this study, in particular the development proposals and 

specific water licence information, is not publicly available.60  The first PSAs (1963 – 64) posed a 

distinct difficulty because mines authorised by these agreements had commenced prior to 1986 so 

did not undergo the EP Act Part IV environmental review, which provides a more easily accessible 

public source of information. 

The archived records at the State Records Office proved to be a key source of information on 

the 1963 – 64 and 1972 PSAs.  The commercial-in-confidence records are publicly accessible when 

25 years old,61 so access was available to a wealth of correspondence between the State and the 

proponents, inter-agency documents, and most importantly the State Solicitor’s Office legal advice 

to the PSA department on contentious issues arising from the parties’ interpretation of PSA terms.  

This archival research has been important support for my arguments and insights, contributing 

original substantive content that hopefully helps to make this thesis a substantial contribution to the 

understanding of this opaque area of the law.   

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Management in Western Australia (1996) 316 – 318, 332 – 334.  Articles such as Hollick were on point but 
pre-dated the EP Act 1986, Malcolm Hollick, ‘Industry Agreement Acts and Environmental Management in 
Australia’ (1983) 7(3) Environmental Management 253. 

59
  Michael Keating, ‘Review of Project Development Approvals System’ (Government of Western Australia 

Independent Review Committee, April 2002) (Keating Review). 
60

  Clare Ward, ‘Miners’ Liability to Redress Reduced Water Quantity and Quality After Mine Site Closure: A 
Case Study of the Collie Coalfields in Western Australia’ (2015) 32 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 
455, 462, n 79.  See also, State Records Act 2000 (WA) s 45(2).  Regarding documents related to State 
agreement development proposals, Application by author, Department of State Development, Section 30 
Notice of Decision under Freedom of Information Act 1992, application S0025/201501 (6 May 2015).  On 
water information see, Mark Gerus, ‘Transferable Water Entitlements in Western Australia: Water Markets 
and Property Rights for the Mining industry’ (2001) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association 
Yearbook 474, 497; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 1 
(Robin Chapple); Department of Water (WA), The Water Register Licence and Water Availability 
Information <http://atlases.water.wa.gov.au/ags/waterregister/> 

61
  State Records Act 2000 (WA) s 45. 
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This thesis is not heavily dependent on existing commentary—which, as noted above, is 

limited in important respects.  The thesis uses this commentary to establish the foundational 

understanding of State agreement operation and the relevant State laws.  However, the work rests 

primarily upon analysis, synthesis, evaluation and collation of information from primary sources such 

as legislation, Hansard, cases, government and industry documents, and archived State records.  It is 

hoped that the result of this approach is that the work presents original insights and conclusions on 

the operation of PSAs and groundwater regulation and management.   

4.1 Establishing the foundational knowledge  

To understand the operation of PSAs, this thesis relies on three commentators, Crommelin 

and Warnick, who have written insightfully on State agreements, and Fitzgerald who undertook a 

relevant thesis.  Warnick’s seminal work on State agreements’ ratification provisions was 

illuminating on various technical issues arising in this context.62  There was little written on the 

interaction of State agreements and water or environmental law, and in this respect Crommelin’s 

commentary was both valuable and unique.63  The works of Campbell, Fitzgerald, Hillman, Hunt, 

Gerus, Southalan, and Seddon were the cement used to build a foundation to discuss this complex 

niche of law.64   

The topic of PSAs and groundwater regulation necessarily requires an understanding of State 

mining, water, and environmental law.  A PSA’s interaction with State laws depends on the 

agreement terms.  Further, most PSA terms will engage the State laws in existence at the time the 

mine authorised by the PSA commences operation.  In this context, the thesis relies necessarily on 

archived legislation available from the State Law Publisher (WA) and correlatively, on occasion, 

sometimes cites older articles and earlier editions of texts.  

A significant component of the research involved reviewing legislation because State 

agreements are legislative instruments.  I compared the terms of all the PSAs by developing a 

spreadsheet, which allowed me to identify common terms and discuss the agreements in three 

groups: the 1963 – 64 agreements, the 1972 agreements, and the 1990s agreements (or post 1986 

                                                           
62

  Leigh Warnick, ‘State Agreements – The Legal Effect of Statutory Endorsement’, above n 54; Leigh Warnick, 
‘State Agreements’, above n 54. 

63
  Crommelin, ‘State Agreements: Australian Trends and Experience’, above n 58.   

64
  Campbell, ‘Agreements About the Exercise of Statutory Powers’, above n 54; Campbell, ‘Legislative 

Approval of Government Contracts’ above n 54; Fitzgerald above n 56; Gerus, above n 58; Hillman, above n 
44; Hunt et al, above n 53; Seddon, above nn 53, 55; Southalan, above n 56.   
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agreements).65  I also compared State agreements relating to subjects other than iron ore, 

particularly if the relevant agreements had received judicial consideration.66 

Hansard transcripts are used to illustrate the political landscape of each era, the evolution of 

iron ore development, and to evidence some issues such as industry’s agreement to the 2003 EP Act 

amendment.67  The contemporary Parliamentary debate on the 2010 Iron Ore Agreements 

Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (No 2) (WA) (the Integration Act), that amended the PSAs relevant 

to this study, illuminated the ongoing issues.68   

The historical case law on State agreements was limited because disputes were largely 

negotiated not litigated due to the State’s sovereign risk policy.69  More recent commercial 

                                                           
65

  1963 - 64 Agreements: Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount 
Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); Iron Ore 
(Robe River) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); 1972 Agreements: Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement 
Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount 
Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA); Iron Ore 
(Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA); 
1990s Agreements: 1980’s agreements: Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA); 1990’s 
Agreements: Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA); Iron Ore (Hope Department of Water 
(WA)ns) Agreement Act 1992 (WA); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA); 2000’s Agreements: 
Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA); Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2002 (WA); Railway (Roy Hill Infrastructure Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2010 (WA) 

66
  Aurukun Associates Agreement Act 1975 (Qd); Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Act 1985 (WA); Collie 

Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 (WA); Collie Coal (Western Collieries) Agreement Act 1979 (WA); 
Diamond (Argyle Diamond Mines Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1981 (WA); Commonwealth Aluminium 
Corporation Pty Limited Agreement Act 1957 (Qd); Goldfields Gas Pipeline Agreement Act 1994 (WA); Nickel 
(Agnew) Agreement Act 1974 (WA); Nickel Refinery (Western Mining Corporation Limited) Agreement Act 
1968 (WA); in cases such as Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) WASCA 239; 
Commonwealth Aluminium Corporation Ltd v Attorney General (Qld) [1976] Qd R 231; Genbow Pty Ltd v 
Griffin Coal Mining Company Pty Ltd [2013] WAMW 11; Kidd v State of Western Australia [2014] WASC 99; 
Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288; Western Australia v Ward (2002) 213 CLR 1; Wik 
Peoples v Queensland (1996) 187 CLR 1.  

67
  A few examples, Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 September 1912; 

Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 September 1963, 1419; Western 
Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 September 1971; Western Australia, 
Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 2 May 1972; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Assembly, 11 May 1972; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 15 
October 2003, 11979 (Tom Stephens); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 16 
September 2003, 11315b – 11315b, question 1692. 

68
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 18 November 2010, p9163b – 9165a; 

Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 November 2010, p9334c – 9365a; 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 November 2010, p9535b – 9548a; 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 24 November 2010, p9447b – 9449a; 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a. 

69
   A rare example is a tax case in the Federal jurisdiction Goldsworthy Mining Ltd v Commissioner for 

Taxation (Cth) (1973) 128 CLR 199; Iron Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA).  State 
agreements did arise in the Native Title context post 1990, for example, Western Australia v Ward (2002) 
213 CLR 1; Wik Peoples v Queensland (1996) 187 CLR 1; Western Australia v Brown [2014] 253 CLR 507. 
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litigation,70 and disputes arising from the contemporary Mineralogy agreement, have provided some 

useful judicial commentary on State agreement operation.71  One case provided an excellent analysis 

of the development proposal process and indicated the current attitude of the State Courts to State 

agreement interpretation.72  A number of cases on State agreement ratification provisions, in 

particular, Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288, clarified some muddy areas of 

interpretation and speculation about the operation of the Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA).73  

The cases often provided further insight by considering documents (and hence revealing to some 

extent) documents that were not publicly available.74   

4.2 Department and proponent documents  

The Environmental Protection Authority’s (EPA) Part IV environmental reviews, the 

Environment Minister’s Approval Statements (implementation conditions), and the environment 

department Part V licence documents all provided important information for this thesis.  The 

documentation about contemporary mines often supplied background information on the older 

mine developments such as the Whaleback and Tom Price mines.75  For example, the Part V licence 

                                                           
70

  For example, Cazaly Iron Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9; Commissioner of State 
Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] 
WASCA 259; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2002] WASCA 224; Mount Margaret 
Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 
288. 

71
  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v Sino Iron Pty Ltd (No 6) [2015] FCA 825; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v Kumura (2002) WAMW 

3; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v Chief Executive Officer, Department of Environment Regulation [2015] WASC 21; 
Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The Honourable Warden K Tavener [2014] WASC 420; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State 
of Western Australia [2004] WASC 275; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 
69. 

72
  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2004] WASC 275; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of 

Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69. 
73

  Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP 
Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 259; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2002] WASCA 
224; Kidd v State of Western Australia [2014] WASC 99; Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources 
Ltd [2001] WAMW 6; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288.  

74
  For example the Rail Transport agreement in Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2002] 

WASC 224 [16] – [20]; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 259 [14] – [15]; 
Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 20; or the Minister’s letters, Mount Margaret 
Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6 [25]; the detailed proposals in Mineralogy Pty Ltd v 
The State of Western Australia [2004] WASC 275; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia 
[2005] WASCA 69. 

75
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 

Protection Act 1986) Western Turner Syncline, Section 10 Iron Ore Project, Shire of Ashburton (Statement 
807, 17 September 2009); Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be 
implemented (pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Marandoo Mine phase 
2, Shire of Ashburton (Statement 833, 8 July 2010); Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement 
that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental Protection Act 1986) Western Turner Syncline Stage 2 
– B1 and Section 17 Deposits (Statement 946, 22 August 2013); Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental 
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relating to a 2010 mine developed under a 1963 – 64 PSA alerted me to the fact that 1960s mines 

had never been subject to environmental review under the EP Act 1986 Part IV (attached appendix 

1.1).76  This insight initiated the research on whether mines that had commenced prior to 1986 had 

complied (or currently were required to comply) with Part IV.   

The study has drawn upon government documents and the proponent’s publications to 

illustrate the importance of this research in the contemporary context.77  These evidence, in 

particular, the extraordinary growth of the iron ore industry and the commensurate mine 

dewatering that has been required.78  The maps and statistics were essential for locating mines, 

charting the growth of the industry,79 and evidencing the use and disposal of mine dewater.80  Since 

the writing of the majority of this thesis, the environment department has commenced publishing 

the proponents’ Audit Compliance Reports.  The reports reveal the actual amount of mine 

dewatering disposal, for example, a mine may be licenced to abstract a large amount of water 

annually but actually abstract a smaller quantity.  To illustrate, the Whaleback orebody’s 29/30/35 

Part V licence allows up to 80gl of mine dewatering,81 however, in 2016 – 2017 the mines required 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Protection Act 1986) McCamey’s Monster Iron Ore Proposal (Statement 022, 8 March 1988); Environmental 
Protection Authority (WA), Statement to amend conditions applying to a Proposal (pursuant to the 
provisions of section 46 the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Jimblebar Iron Ore Mine Rationalisation 
and Expansion (O35/917) (Statement 385, 23 May 1995); Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986) Orebody 29/30/35 Mining Below Watertable (Statement 963, 18 March 2014); RPS 
Aquaterra, Hydrological Assessment of Orebodies 29, 30, 35 for Mining Approvals Below the Water Table 
(Report prepared for BHP Billiton Iron Ore, 24 July 2013) 1, [1.2].  See also, 2 – 3, [2.1] and figures 3 – 4.  
Note mRL refers to the mines relative level, so the pit depth below the ground surface from a survey mark 
specific to the mine.   

76
  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to 

license conditions, L4792/1973/13 Premises: Greater Tom Price Mine (File No DER2013/001057) 7 [1.4.1]. 
77

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Fortescue Marsh Report, above n 10; Environmental Protection 
Authority (WA), Cumulative Impacts in the Pilbara Region, above n 23; Hamstead and Fermio, above n 4. 

78
  The thesis cites statistics and commentary from the mining, water, and PSA departments, National Water 

Commission, Geoscience, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Auditor General reports, Bureau of Resources and 
Energy Economics, State Treasury reports, and proponent websites (among others). 

79
  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA) Historical Statistical Data, Resource Data Files, Quantity and 

Value 1896 – 1984; Department of Mines and Petroleum, Latest Statistics Release, 2015 Major 
Commodities Resources Data <http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/>; Geoscience Australia (Cth), Australia's 
Identified Mineral Resources Table 1 as at December 2014 <http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-
topics/minerals/mineral-resources/aimr/table1> See also, Department of State Development (WA), Iron 
Ore Industry Profile (2016) above n 5, 4.  

80
  Rio Tinto, Water Management <http://www.riotinto.com/ironore/water-management-12094.aspx> See 

also BHP Billiton’s water reporting, BHP Billiton, Taking the Long View, Sustainability Report 2015 (2015) 
42; Department of Water (WA) Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy (2013), above n 9, 43, 45.   

81
  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence for 

Prescribed Premises, Whaleback orebody 29/30/35 (Licence No: L4503/1975/14, File No: 
DER2013/000903).  
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only 2.9gl.82  The reports’ content is used for chapter seven and, added into previously written 

chapters as relevant.  The information was not available for inclusion in the article that largely 

comprises chapter three (attached appendix 9).83   

The Keating review was an important document that highlighted early in this research the 

weaknesses of the State agreement system in modern resources management.84  In particular, the 

review highlights the regime’s lack of transparency,85 which was a significant research obstacle—

overcome by the searching of archival records.  The regime’s opacity blocked many mainstream 

pathways of doctrinal research.  For example, mining development proposals authorised under the 

State mining legislation are available on Minedex,86 in contrast, there is no public access to PSA 

proponent’s development proposals.87  I pursued PSA documentation access through a Freedom of 

Information (FOI), submitting an application that was deemed too broad, which when narrowed 

revealed no available documents.88  As it eventuated, the State Records Office provides public access 

to development proposals, legal correspondence, and some cabinet documents more than 25 years 

old.  I followed this course because in 2014 another researcher pursued an FOI to access 

development proposals in the coalmining context without success.89   

The water department’s non-statutory Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan illustrated the 

current conflict between State agreement rights and groundwater conservation.90  The water 

department states in the Collie Plan that their water licensing had to accommodate the 

                                                           
82

  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, BHP Annual 
Audit Compliance Report 1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 (Licence No: L4503/1975/14, File No: 
DER2013/000903).  Report is relevant to Mount Whaleback orebody 29/30/35. 

83
  Natalie Brown and Alex Gardner, ‘Still Waters Run Deep: The 1963 – 64 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements 

and Rights to Mine dewatering’ (2016) 35 (1) Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 142.   
84

  Keating Review, above n 59.  
85

  Ibid, 101 – 102, app 4, 203 – 205. 
86

  Department of Mining and Petroleum (WA), Minedex 
<http://minedexext.dmp.wa.gov.au/minedex/external/common/appMain.jsp>  

For example see Atlas Iron, Mining Proposal, Wodjina DSO Project—Stage III Hercules Deposit (9 May 2013) 
available at 
<http://geodocs.dmp.wa.gov.au/viewer/multipageViewerAction.do?documentId=445144&viewMarkId=0&
ct=true&at=none&btv=true&atv=false&vmtv=false&ac=ff0000&cabinetId=1900&pg=0&scl=64&bds=0|0|2
560|3584> 

87
  Ward above n 60, 462, n 79. 

88
  Department of State Development, Section 30 Notice of Decision under Freedom of Information Act 1992, 

application S0025/201501 (6 May 2015). 
89

  Ward above n 60, 462, n 79. 
90

  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan, above n 3; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara 
Regional Water Plan Supporting Detail, above n 4; Department of Water (WA) Pilbara Groundwater 
Allocation Plan, above n 32; Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and Planning 
Series report 20, August 2009). 
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unsustainable use of groundwater by the coal mining industry because the government had 

committed to coal mining under the State agreements.91  The department did not reference the 

State agreement provisions that conferred that right and, as per the PSAs, the right was not 

immediately apparent in the agreement.  This raised an important question, which PSA provisions 

authorised the proponents’ mine dewatering, and was the right express or implied?  This issue 

prompted the State Records Office research, because the projects development proposal could 

potentially reveal the source of the PSAs’ mine dewatering rights.  

While the necessity of accessing a development proposal initiated the archival research, the 

State Records Office provided a wealth of additional information—particularly the State Solicitors 

Office legal advice on the operation of particular terms.  For example, a key discovery was the State 

Solicitor’s advice to the PSA department regarding a 1963 – 64 PSA.  The Solicitor advised the State 

that the PSA did not require the proponent to submit an additional proposal to increase iron ore 

production.  Even though the parties had not envisaged the mine’s significant production increase to 

46 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) the PSA conferred on the proponent an unlimited iron ore 

production right and did not require the proponent to seek the State’s approval to increase 

production (see State Record attached appendix [1.2]).  This advice became the cornerstone of an 

argument in chapter three that explains why the 1960s mines have not engaged the EP Act Part IV.  

The 1963 – 64 PSA proponents were not required to submit a proposal to increase iron ore 

production and it is the proponent’s proposal submission that engages Part IV and triggers the 

environmental review procedure.   

The State Records Office, EPA and environment departments’ archived records were also 

valuable to explain the application and operation of environmental regulation.92  Of particular 

interest was the EPA’s role in relation to the PSAs after the High Court found the Environment 

Protection (Impact of Proposals Act) 1974 (Cth) was valid in Murphyores Inc Pty Ltd v Commonwealth 

(1976) 136 CLR 1.93  The records also document the transition from the past to the current 

environmental legislation (the EP Act 1986) and the operation of its application provision in relation 

                                                           
91

   Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and Planning 
Series report 20, August 2009) 27, [1.11]; Department of Water, Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan, 
Statement of Response (August 2009) 10. 

92
  P J Browne-Cooper, Statutory Responsibility and Decision-Making at the State Level (Environmental 

Assessment Workshop, 19 July 1976) 30 [2.2.2], in State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment 
(item 1976 1247, volume 2, consignment 5654, Department of Mines); Dr D Kelly, State Agreement Acts 
(Environmental Assessment Workshop, 20 July 1976) in State Records Office, Environmental Impact 
Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2, consignment 5654, Department of Mines).   

92
  State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1973 1247, volume 1, consignment 5620, 

Department of Mines) 56I – 56K, 28 – 30, and particularly 72. 
93

  Ibid, 70 – 76.  See also Meeting of State Ministers for Mines (Brisbane, 7 November 1975) 90 – 128.  
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to the 1972 PSAs.94  Additionally, the records resolved an issue relating to the EP Act’s interaction 

with the 1963 – 64 PSAs that was uncertain.95  One commentator interpreted the Act’s application 

provision as relieving the proponents from complying with the entire Act,96 and another 

commentator considered that the provision required the proponent to comply with the Act when 

consistent with State agreement terms.97   

The assessment of archived records was necessarily selective because of the quantity of 

records available and the difficulty of searching the documentation.  The government department 

hard copy records are filed chronologically; the records include various subject matters and types of 

documents (correspondence, reports, file notes, advice, maps and so forth).  The records were 

searched selectively until sufficient evidence to support or disprove a specific argument was 

acquired.  The author reviewed over 70 files, each file containing on average around 300 pages of 

documents.  The records assessed sufficiently legitimised the thesis methodology and supported the 

thesis arguments.  It should also be noted that the statutory time limit imposed on the availability of 

archived records (25 years for restricted documents and 30 years for cabinet documents) inevitably 

means that further relevant records may become available after this research.  This research is 

based on the archived records available at the time of writing.   

5 Chapter summaries  

The thesis commences by establishing the fundamental mechanics of PSA operation—as 

necessary to support the arguments in chapters three to five.  Chapters three to five discuss the 

PSAs chronologically in three groups according to the time of their enactment and commonality of 

terms.  The three groups are:  

 the 1963 – 64 PSAs authorising the 1960s mines (chapter three);  
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  State Records Office (WA), Environmental Legislation 1986 (item 1986 057 volume 1, consignment 6197, 
Department of Conservation and Environment) NB there are no page numbers in this file see ‘suggested 
amendment s to draft five’ per Peter Johnston, approximately page 10, ‘Agreement Acts’ approximately 
page 12 – 13, letter from Senior Assistant Crown Solicitor, 20 November 1984, approximately page 22 – 23.   

95
  State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 082 

volume 4, consignment 6582, Department of Resources Development) 1 – 7, 44 – 49.  
96

   R P Maxwell, ‘Mining and its Interaction with Commonwealth and State Laws Relating to Environmental 
and Aboriginal Issues’ (1982) 4(1) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 55, 63; Environmental 
Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 7(1) – (2); Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) s 5(1) – (3), 
as passed. 

97
  Michael Crommelin, ‘State Agreements’, above n 58, 339 – 340; Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 

7(1) – (2).   
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 the 1972 PSAs authorising the 1972 mines (chapter four); and  

 the 1990s or post-1986 PSAs (1991 – 1996) authorising the 1990s mines (chapter 5).   

Chapters three to five inform the reform discussion in chapters six and seven by answering 

two questions in relation to each group of PSAs.  First, are the PSA mines required to comply with 

the EP Act 1986 generally and more specifically Part III and IV?  Second, what is the scope of the 

PSAs’ water rights?  

Chapters six and seven evaluate the State’s options to introduce water law reforms by using 

existing legislation (the EP Act), or by enacting new legislation.  Chapter six explores whether the EP 

Act can deliver a Pilbara water plan via its Part IV implementation conditions, or Part III statutory 

policies.  Chapter seven evaluates a Pilbara water plan the government could propose to deliver 

under new legislation that is consistent with PSA rights and the government’s sovereign risk policy 

(referred to at times as a new Pilbara water plan).  The study finds, while both options are possible, 

the economic importance of iron ore may constrain the political will to introduce a Pilbara water 

plan that has the capacity to regulate or control excess mine dewatering, by either means.  With 

cognisance of this political reality, chapter seven identifies reforms that could assist Pilbara water 

management without immediately limiting mine dewatering, and chapter eight suggests avenues of 

further research to move towards more robust reform over time.   

5.1 Chapter two: State agreement fundamentals and interpretation 

Chapter two begins by describing the operation of the essential components of a PSA—the 

ratifying Act that allows the agreement to modify other State laws, the scheduled agreement that 

scopes out the parties’ rights and obligations, and the development proposal that provides the 

specific details of the project.  It also explores how new mines (under the same agreement) are 

authorised as a supplementary agreement or pursuant to the PSA’s additional proposal clause.  It 

then describes the sovereign risk policy and the types of statutory provisions and principles of 

statutory interpretation that preserves PSA rights from implied amendment by later enacted State 

laws.   

Next, the chapter explains the interpretation method I use to interpret PSAs and State laws.  

Only two PSA scheduled agreements are statute; the majority are ratified contracts and the 1960s 

agreement ratification provisions deem the scheduled agreement to be part statute and part 

contract (which raises specific legal issues).  An extensive examination of State agreement 

interpretation was undertaken.  However, for the purposes of this research on rights, the in-depth 

analysis was not within the limits of this thesis and a simpler methodology was adopted.  In this 
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respect, the chapter makes the following key points.  PSA terms confer rights and impose obligations 

on the parties, so the right either exists and modifies the law or it does not.  The PSAs do not ‘cover 

the field’; so, if a right is absent, the underlying State laws or Common Law fill the gap.98  

Importantly, the WA Courts have taken a strict approach to interpreting State agreement rights 

because the agreements confer significant rights and concessions and modify the laws that apply to 

the State’s citizens and servants.  

Lastly, the chapter gives an overview of the relevant State Act’s interaction with each PSA 

group.   

 the mining legislation that provides for the grant of production rights, the Mining Act 

1904 (WA) (MA 1904) and the Mining Act 1978 (WA) (MA 1978); 

 the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) (RiWI Act) that provides for the 

grant of water licences (s 5C to abstract groundwater and s 26D to sink a bore); 

 the environmental protection legislation, the Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) 

(EP Act 1971) and the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act) that may 

impose environmental limits; and  

 Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (No 2) (WA) (the Integration 

Act) that significantly amended the PSAs relevant to this study.   

5.2 Chapters three, four and five: PSAs rights to mine dewatering 

The next three chapters (three to five) progress the thesis arguments in detail by answering 

the following questions in relation to each group of agreements (the 1963 – 64, 1972 and 1990s 

PSAs).  Are the mines authorised by the agreements subject to the EP Act?  What are the 

agreements’ groundwater rights?  Each chapter uses the same format, beginning by describing the 

political and economic climate to provide the backdrop to the relevant era.  An analysis of the PSAs’ 

interaction with the State Laws follows—particularly focussing on the EP Act to determine if the PSA 

mines are required to comply with Part IV implementation conditions or could be required to comply 

with a Part III policy.  This analysis informs the chapter six evaluation of the EP Act’s capacity to 

deliver a Pilbara water plan via Part III policy or Part IV implementation conditions.  Next, each 

chapter appraises the PSAs’ groundwater rights.  As the chapters’ progress, the study draws 

distinctions between each era as regards the PSAs’ interaction with the EP Act, and the scope of 

PSAs’ groundwater rights.  The PSA water rights analysis informs chapter seven’s evaluation of the 
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  State agreements do not ‘cover the field’, when the right is absent the proponent is subject to other 
statutory or Common laws.  See, BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd v Martu Idja Banyjima (MIB) Native Title 
Claimants [2009] WAMW 6 [90]. 
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scope of a Pilbara water plan that could be delivered by new legislation so as not to disturb the 

sovereign risk policy (new Pilbara water plan).  This section now provides a summary of each 

chapter’s conclusions in relation to the PSAs’ interaction with the EP Act 1986, and the scope of the 

PSAs groundwater rights.   

5.2.1 Chapter three: the 1963 – 64 PSAs 

The 1963 – 64 PSAs confer broad rights to groundwater and iron ore production and 

authorise three significant mines in the 1960s; Mount Tom Price, Paraburdoo, and Mount 

Whaleback (the 1960s mines).  This chapter answers two questions.  Are the 1963 – 64 PSA mines 

required to comply with the EP Act 1986?  What is the scope of the 1963 – 64 PSA groundwater 

abstraction and/or mine dewatering rights?   

In answer to question one, the 1960s mines have not undergone the EP Act Part IV review 

because the review is triggered by a proposal submission.  The 1960s mines’ initial development 

proposal submission did not engage Part IV because they commenced prior to 1986.  Additionally, 

the 1963 – 64 PSAs authorising the 1960s mines did not require the proponent to submit an 

additional proposal when a 1960s mine increased production, so there was also no proposal 

submission post 1986 to trigger Part IV review.  Therefore, a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part IV 

implementation conditions would not include the 1960s mines.  Initially, these agreements did not 

include environmental clauses (common in later PSAs).  However, in 2010 the Integration Act 

inserted into these agreements a clause that requires compliance with the EP Act, so the 1960s 

mines could be subject to a Pilbara water plan delivered by a Part III policy, which (unlike Part IV) 

does not need a proposal to trigger its operation.  

In relation to question two, the 1960s mines’ dewatering rights may not be as 

comprehensive as perceived.  The 1963 – 64 PSAs confer rights to use groundwater for operational, 

mine site, and domestic purposes (utilised mine dewater) but do not confer rights to mine dewater 

that cannot be utilised and requires disposal (excess mine dewater).  If so, the 1960s mines water 

licences authorising past and current excess mine dewatering may not have been validly granted 

under the RiWI Act.  The chapter concludes that legislation could introduce a new Pilbara water plan 

with the capacity to regulate the 1960s mines’ excess mine dewater abstraction (and disposal) 

without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.   

5.2.2 Chapter four: the 1972 PSAs 

Chapter four reviews the 1972 PSAs that authorise the 1972 mines—it focusses on the Iron 

Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) (McCamey) PSA that authorised 
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mining development currently known as the Jimblebar Hub.  The chapter answers the same 

questions as chapter three, are the 1972 PSA mines required to comply with the EP Act 1986?  What 

is the scope of the 1972 PSA groundwater abstraction and/or mine dewatering rights?  

In contrast to the 1963 – 64 PSAs (and reflecting the changing social attitude towards 

environmental conservation), the 1972 PSAs included a term that required compliance generally 

with any environmental legislation (AEL clause).99  The economic climate prevented the 1972 mines 

from commencing prior to 1986, so the 1972 mines’ initial development proposal engaged Part IV 

review, and the Environment Minister imposed implementation conditions.  In contrast to the 1960s 

mines, the 1972 mines would be subject to a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part IV implementation 

conditions or a Part III policy.  Additionally, the AEL clause may require the mines to comply with the 

RiWI Act because amendments to that Act in 2000 incorporated environmental objectives.  

Consequently, the RiWI Act post 2000 may be characterised as legislation that requires ‘protection 

of the environment’ for the purposes of the AEL clause.   

The 1972 and 1963 – 64 PSA groundwater rights are essentially the same although the terms 

are different.  Therefore, the conclusions in relation to rights are the same.  It may be that the 1972 

mines water licences authorising past and current excess mine dewatering were not validly granted 

under the RiWI Act, and that new legislation could deliver a new Pilbara water plan regulating the 

1963 – 1972 PSA mines excess mine dewatering and disposal without disturbing the sovereign risk 

policy.   

5.2.3 Chapter five: the 1990s PSAs 

Chapter five reviews the 1990s PSAs, by analysing the three PSAs enacted from 1991 – 1996 

(new 1990s PSAs) and selecting two supplementary PSAs enacted in 1991 and 1992 (scheduled to 

the 1963 – 64 Hamersley agreement) that authorise the 1990s mines (Hope Downs, BHP Yandi, Rio 

Tinto Yandi, Marandoo, and Brockman 2).  Following the format, this chapter answers the same 

questions posed in relation to the 1963 – 64 and 1972 PSAs.  Are the 1990s mines required to 

comply with the EP Act? What is the scope of the 1990s PSA groundwater abstraction and/or mine 

dewatering rights?   

All the 1990s mines were subject to the EP Act Part IV review and the Environment Minister 

imposed implementation conditions.  The new 1990s PSAs all include a clause that requires 

compliance with all the EP Act provisions (the EP Act clause).  The Hamersley supplementary 1990s 

PSAs clauses had some distinctive features, which raised doubts, in particular, about the application 
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of the EP Act’s Part III to these projects.  Ultimately, the insertion of an EP Act clause into the 

supplementary PSAs’ principal agreements in 2010 brought these mines within the ambit of Part III 

policy.  Although the EP Act clause is not as broad as the 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause, it never the less 

brings the 1990s PSA mines within the operation of Part IV and Part III and a Pilbara water plan 

delivered under those provisions.   

Similar to previous PSAs, most of these PSAs do not confer rights to excess mine dewater.  

However, in contrast to all the other PSAs, two of the new 1990s agreements do confer a right to 

negotiate a mine dewater amount.  This thesis submits that the PSA right to negotiate a mine 

dewatering amount does not include a PSA right to dispose of excess mine dewater.  In the absence 

of a PSA right to excess mine dewater disposal, the proponents may exercise their Common Law 

right to drain or discharge water.  The salient point is that the sovereign risk policy does not protect 

Common Law rights.  In practice, the capacity to regulate excess mine dewater disposal would also 

necessarily control excess mine dewater abstraction because the proponent cannot abstract water if 

they cannot dispose of it.  The chapter concludes that new legislation could deliver a new Pilbara 

water plan with the capacity to regulate all 1990s mines excess mine dewater disposal without 

disturbing the sovereign risk policy. 

5.3 Chapters six, seven, and eight: water law reform  

Chapters six to eight discuss reform.  Chapter six examines whether the existing legislation 

(the EP Act) could deliver a Pilbara water plan via Part IV implementation conditions or a Part III 

statutory policy.  Chapter seven evaluates a new Pilbara water plan delivered by new legislation 

consistent with the sovereign risk policy, the significance of economic dependence as a barrier to 

introducing reforms under the EP Act or new legislation, and reforms that do not limit mine 

dewatering.  Chapter eight suggests further avenues of research to move towards robust reform 

over time.   

5.3.1 Chapter Six: the capacity of the EP Act to deliver a Pilbara water plan 

There were obvious problems with utilising Part IV implementation conditions to deliver a 

Pilbara water plan.  On top of the fact that the plan could not include the 1960s mines, there was 

also the onerous administrative task of amending existing conditions and the potential appeals on 

those amendments.  A Part III policy could deliver a Pilbara water plan that incorporated the 1960s 

mines because (in contrast to Part IV) it does not require a proposal submission to trigger the 

procedure.  However, the Environment Minister must approve and subsequently Parliament must 

allow a proposed Part III policy.   
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In addition, other aspects of the Act and its operation limit its effectiveness as a vehicle to 

deliver a Pilbara water plan.  The Act’s objects may limit the plan’s content, and the Environment 

Minister’s discretion subjects long-term environmental planning to the winds of political policy 

changes.  In addition, the transparency of the decision making process is limited under Part IV review 

because it does not address balancing economic and environmental values and, public engagement 

comes very late in the decision making process.  Lastly, chapter six introduces an over-arching issue 

that applies to reform measures introduced by existing or new legislation—namely, how to pay for 

the administration of a Pilbara water plan when the relevant agencies are already under resourced.  

Chapter seven further explores this point.  

5.3.2 Chapter Seven: PSA water rights and water law reform 

Chapter seven considers the reform options that could be delivered by new legislation.  After 

first summarising the PSA rights analysis (chapters three to five) the chapter expands on the 

argument introduced in chapter five—that new legislation introducing a Pilbara water plan with the 

capacity to regulate excess mine-dewater disposal would not disturb the sovereign risk policy.  Next, 

the chapter considers whether the parties would negotiate, or the State would propose legislation 

introducing, such a plan.  That consideration leads to acknowledging the pervading issue—the fact 

that iron ore production and excess mine dewater abstraction and disposal are co-dependent 

activities.  The State’s economy relies on iron ore revenue and reforms that have the capacity to 

limit excess mine dewater abstraction or disposal could potentially limit State revenue.  The 

economic importance of iron ore revenue may constrain the political will to implement a Pilbara 

water plan via the EP Act Part III or new legislation.  

To illustrate the economic constraint the chapter describes the development of the Pilbara 

iron ore industry in a broader Federal and global context, and the State’s ‘developmentalist’ policy 

that relied on the establishment of secondary industry to insulate the State’s economy from global 

market fluctuations.  To address this constraint, the study proposes an alternative reduced scope 

plan that does not disturb the sovereign risk policy or limit mine dewatering (reduced scope plan).  A 

reduced scope plan is not ideal but it could monitor and collate groundwater data regionally, 

facilitate data-sharing, and regulate how and where mine dewater disposal occurs, taking into 

account best water use and cumulative impacts.  Further, it could establish the provision of new 

services on a cost recovery basis providing an adequately resourced administrative framework for a 

future more robust plan.   

Cognisant of the economic constraint, the chapter explores the way forward by considering 

options that improve the current system that do not limit mine dewatering.  First, the reforms the 
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industry would voluntarily comply with, and whether the self-regulation system could effectively 

manage the cumulative impacts of mine dewatering.  In this respect, the limitations of self-

regulation, particularly in relation the issue of data-sharing (which is necessary to manage the 

cumulative impacts of mine dewatering) suggests the establishment of a State data-sharing and/or 

water planning agency is necessary.  The next issue is how to pay for the new services by introducing 

a user pays cost recovery model, as proposed by the National Water Initiative.  In this respect, it may 

be possible to adjust the existing Part V licence fees to contribute to a cost recovery model.   

5.3.3 Chapter Eight: Avenues of further research 

The clarification of the PSA regime’s operation and the obstacles impeding the introduction 

of a Pilbara water plan, in this thesis, provides a foundation for further inquiry assisting the 

establishment and development of a robust, transparent, and integrated planning strategy to 

manage and balance the unique economic, social, cultural and environmental values of this region.  

Chapter eight suggests four research avenues:  

 improving the regime’s transparency by evaluating the commercial-in-confidence 

exemption to disclosing PSA information and requiring mandatory public reporting; 

 investigating the benefits of introducing an integrated State/Federal governance 

Pilbara water plan; 

 a comparative law study of Alberta’s (Canada) shared stewardship legislation to 

develop the content of a Pilbara water plan; and  

 a re-evaluation of native title rights in relation to the PSAs absence of a right to 

excess mine dewater and/or disposal, which may provide the Traditional Owners a 

stronger voice in Pilbara water planning and management discussion.    

6 Limits of this thesis  

This thesis has achieved its aims.  However, there were some unavoidable limits on the 

scope of the analysis.   

The complex discussion relating to 1963 – 64 ratification provisions was not within the scope 

of the thesis word limit.  The issue identified in relation to 1963 – 64 PSA ratification provisions may 

affect the validity or lawfulness of the subsequent amendments to these PSAs, but it does not affect 

the thesis analysis about the scope of the PSA rights purportedly conferred by the State.  In brief, the 

1963 – 64 PSA ratification provisions nominate some terms as legislative while others are contract.  
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The Federal Court has distinguished these agreements in the native title context.100  The Federal 

Court’s interpretation of these ratification provisions raises question about the validity or lawfulness 

of some later supplementary agreement terms that purport to amend terms the Parliament ratified 

as legislation with terms that the Parliament has ratified as contract terms.101  A chapter was written 

on this subject, but including an analysis of the 1963 – 64 ratification provisions was not within this 

thesis limits, which required the evaluation of a Pilbara water plan for the PSAs from 1963 – 1996.  

The chapter was not included because the issue did not significantly affect the evaluation of PSA 

water rights.  First, because the 1963 – 64 supplementary agreements included, but did not amend, 

the key provision conferring water rights (the mutual covenants clause).102  Secondly, because, in 

practice, the State government has the power to enact legislation that unilaterally amends 

contractual or legislative State agreement terms conferring water rights.103  To date, the government 

has preferred to uphold its sovereign risk policy.  Moreover, in 1979, when faced with the same 

issue, the Government passed legislation to ensure the validity and lawfulness of State agreement 

terms.104  So, in regard to Pilbara water planning, the validity or lawfulness of PSA terms is less 

relevant because the government can simply unilaterally enforce a plan or, confirm the proponents’ 

PSA water rights, by passing new legislation.  The analysis distinguishing whether PSA terms 

purportedly conferring rights are either invalid or unlawful, is not essential to the core analysis of 

this thesis, which focusses on the scope of the rights conferred.  Consequently, the thesis describes 

PSA provisions as ‘unauthorised’ and avoids if possible describing PSA provisions as ‘unlawful’ or 

‘invalid’ because reaching that conclusion requires an analysis in accordance with Project Blue Sky 

Inc v Australian Broadcasting Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355, and does not affect the evaluation of the 

scope of PSA rights to which the parties intended to agree.  The government’s responsibility in 

relation to the conferral of past unauthorised RiWI Act water licences that allowed excess mine 
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) s 3(2)(b), sch 1, cl 3(2)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
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  Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA).   
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dewater and, the conferral of future water licences that allow excess mine dewater in accordance 

with the RiWI Act, is discussed in chapter 7 at heading [2.4].   

The 1963 – 64 PSAs ratification provisions and, the potential invalidity of PSA terms 

conferring the mining lease right, is highly relevant in the context of native title claims and the 

application of the Native Title Act 1996 (Cth), because the State cannot legislate to rectify the 

unauthorised actions of the State or the proponent in that context.  The author intends to publish 

the chapter (that was not included in this thesis) on the 1963 – 64 ratification provisions as a 

separate article.  The research required to investigate the complex issue of the potential invalidity of 

amendments to PSA provisions in the native title context is worthy of a PhD in itself (see Chapter 8 

‘Avenues of further research’, heading [5]).   

Other commentators’ have already identified the regime’s opacity and the lack of 

integration into the regular State law regime.  For this reason, these issues are only referred to when 

they arise in context, and when I discuss further research avenues, but they are not central thesis 

themes.   

The thesis does not discuss all PSAs in detail.  A chronological list of PSAs and the relevant 

legislation is provided at appendix [1.4].  The study selects some 1963 – 64 and 1972 PSAs because 

there is sufficient commonality of terms for the arguments to apply to the group.  The PSAs chosen 

for detailed discussion were ones authorising operating mines.  Some agreements do not have any 

mines operating (Rhodes Ridge PSA) or the mines may only use water for mine site purposes (West 

Angelas mine, Robe River PSA).105  The Goldsworthy agreement was an anomaly, combining both 

1963 – 64 and 1972 terms, but ultimately operating the same as a 1972 PSA.  A case study of the 

Goldsworthy agreement’s operation is provided at appendix [4.4].   

The 1990s agreements required a broader selection because they confer divergent rights to 

mine dewatering.  Only two 1990s supplementary agreements were discussed by way of illustration, 

as the task of analysing all supplementary agreements thoroughly was not within the thesis word 

limits.  This thesis does not discuss three PSAs that fall into the post 1986 era—the Iron Ore 

Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) (Mineralogy agreement), the Railway 

(Roy Hill Infrastructure Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2010 (WA) (Roy Hill agreement), and the Iron Ore 

(Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA) (Channar agreement).  The Mineralogy 

agreement does not include groundwater rights—the proponent acquires their water supply by 
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desalination.  The Roy Hill agreement only deals with access to railway infrastructure.  The relevant 

clauses of the Channar agreement have more in common with the 1972 agreements; the agreement 

only differs from 1972 agreements in that it was enacted after the EP Act 1986.106  The Iron Ore 

(FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) (FMG agreement) also does not confer water 

rights, however, it warrants inclusion for comparative purposes because the Chichester and Solomon 

Hubs authorised by the FMG PSA are significant operations (producing 170mt in 2017).107  Further, 

the Chichester Hub contributes directly to mine dewatering cumulative impacts in the Fortescue 

Marsh region.  Because the projects are significant and the mines contribute to the cumulative 

impacts in the same region a number of 1990s PSA mining operations, the thesis refers to FMG iron 

ore production and mine dewatering statistics in chapter five and compares its water terms to the 

similar Yandicoogina agreement’s water terms.   

The distinctions between the PSA ratification provisions and the import of those differences 

in interpreting the PSAs were extensively researched, but were not ultimately relevant to answering 

the research questions.  For the purposes of this study, the interpretation of terms did not require 

in-depth analysis of those distinctions and some other technical legal interpretation issues.  For 

example, the Doctrine of Executive Necessity has no practical application to PSAs because of the 

State’s sovereign risk policy.108  In WA, the prospect of the executive deciding to breach a State 

agreement on the grounds of necessity is virtually unthinkable because the policy holds those rights 

as sacrosanct.  

Regarding the Common Law water rights to use or discharge or drain water that underlie the 

PSA rights, it was not within the scope of this thesis to examine the legal intricacies of how these 

rights attach to underlying land tenure, such as a mining or pastoral lease.  The arguments proceed 

on the assumption that the proponents can exercise Common Law water rights regardless of the 

type of land tenure.   

The study only discusses briefly the Commonwealth Environmental Protection and 

Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and the Act’s water trigger as potential avenues of 

controlling mine dewatering.  There are several reasons for this.  First, around 1974 (after the first 

Commonwealth foray into environmental protection) the States and the Commonwealth agreed to a 

method of review to avoid duplication of agency services.  Essentially, the State approval will also 
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satisfy the Commonwealth Act (if that Act is triggered).  Secondly, the EPBC water trigger that 

specifically provides for review of mine dewatering only applies to coal, not iron ore.  However, 

extending the trigger to iron ore is an option that the thesis refers in relation to State and Federal 

integrated governance in chapter eight.  Last, the Constitution requires acquisition of property on 

just terms whether that property is a PSA, statutory, or Common Law property right.  It is not within 

the scope of this study to discuss the import of that requirement in the Pilbara mine dewatering 

context if the Federal government sought to impose limits.  The State is not limited in this respect 

and can enact legislation abrogating PSA, statute or Common Law rights without compensatory 

liability.109   

This thesis submits propositions regarding the content and scope of PSA water rights that, in 

practice, the interested parties may dispute.  The PSAs provide arbitration provisions to resolve 

disputes about the content of development or additional proposals, or ultimately, there is the Court 

process.  It is not within the scope of this thesis to discuss the potential disputes, methods of 

resolution, or outcomes.  The thesis instead refers to consultation and/or negotiation as procedures 

to introduce legislative change.  

In May 2016, to improve transparency, the environment department advised the 

proponents that they would publish the Part V licence annual compliance audit reports submitted 

after July 2016 on their website.110  To the author’s knowledge, the environment department 

published the first PSA reports around mid-2017.111  The reports provide previously unavailable 

information about the proponents’ mine dewatering—it provides the actual annual discharge 

amount.  For example, the Part IV implementation conditions may allow the proponent to discharge 

up to 10glpa but the proponent may only need to discharge 5glpa.  The audit reports do not include 

how much mine dewater is used for mine site purposes, only the discharge, so there are no available 

figures to compare discharge and use with abstraction (abstraction figures being collected under the 

RiWI Act).  The additional information came after the article publication (chapter three) and the 

drafting of chapters four, five and six.  I have used the reports in chapter seven and added in extra 

information to previous chapters where relevant.  Thus far, only the first year of reports are 

available, which limits their value for comparative purposes.  The new information did not change 

the study’s conclusions.   

                                                           
109

  See Chapter 2, heading [3] explaining sovereign risk.  Nicholas v State of Western Australia [1972] WAR 168 
provides an example of the State abrogating existing rights without providing compensation.   

110
  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), ‘Publication of Annual Audit Compliance Reports Part V 
Environmental Protection Act 1986’ (May 2016). 

111
  Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, Licences and Approvals Search 
<https://www.der.wa.gov.au/our-work/licences-and-works-approvals/current-licences>  Search ‘iron ore’ 
subject.   
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Additionally, the contemporary Hansard referencing has changed since the article 

publication.  At the time of writing the debate on the Integration Act was provided as excerpts 

indicating the Hansard page range (such as 5735 – 5984) but the actual pages were numbered 

consecutively from one on.  This debate is now provided with Hansard page numbering.  The author 

has endeavoured to adjust these references to the standard Hansard pages.  However, some 

references may refer to the excerpts that are still available online by searching for the Integration 

Act.   

Lastly, while there was abundant documentation on the potential impacts of mine 

dewatering, there was less on the actual impacts on the Pilbara.  The Pilbara has a complex and 

varied aquifer system,112 mostly fractured rock, which can be difficult to quantify.113  Although mine 

sites constitute only a small fraction of the region, it increasingly affects water resources as it 

progresses below the water table.114  The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organisation (CSIRO) conducted an extensive assessment of the Pilbara’s groundwater, focussing on 

the groundwater dependent ecosystems.115   

 
Figure 1.4  Named groundwater dependent ecosystems Upper Fortescue Valley

116
 

                                                           
112

  Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Don McFarlane (ed), Pilbara Water 
Resource Assessment: Upper Fortescue region (7 October 2015) 19, 30 – 31.  

113
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan, above n 32, 6, 15. 

114
  CSIRO, Pilbara Water Resource Assessment, above n 112, xxiv. 

115
  See publications available at Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Pilbara 
Assessment Publications <https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/LWF/Areas/Water-resources/Assessing-
water-resources/Pilbara/Publications> 

116
  CSIRO, Pilbara Water Resource Assessment, above n 112, 28. 
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Figure 1.5  Unnamed groundwater dependent ecosystems Upper Fortescue Valley

117
 

The CSIRO commented that conducting a thorough analysis was constrained because of the 

limited hydrological datasets available due to the large spatial gaps outside the main mining 

operations.118  The main issues for the assessment was the lack of monitoring data (only occurring 

close to mining operations) the quality of the data (inconsistent reporting and recording methods 

and at times the omission of critical data), and the lack of collated data.119  The CSIRO commented 

that the development of a collated central database and a regional model were necessary for Pilbara 

groundwater management.120  The CSIRO notes that mining in the region ‘can lead to a lasting effect 

on GDEs [groundwater dependent ecosystems] in the vicinity of the mine and downstream from 

mine water discharge zones’.121  Some such impacts are well known, such as the drawdown of the 

Weeli Wolli Spring that requires supplementation.122  Otherwise, the documented impacts are the 

Traditional Owners’ observations, and some observations (such as the proliferation of sinkholes) are 

                                                           
117

  Ibid, 29. 
118

  Ibid, 92 – 93. 
119

  Ibid, 135 – 137. 
120

  Ibid, 135 – 137. 
121

  Ibid, 191.  See also CSIRO, Pilbara Water Assessment The Upper Fortescue Region Factsheet (June 2015) 4.   
122

  See Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental 
Protection Authority, Hope Department of Water (WA)ns Iron Ore Mine, 75km North-West if Newman, 
Pilbara Region—Change to Conditions of Ministerial Statement 584 under s46 of the EP Act (Report 1424, 
15 December 2011) 2. See also Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may 
be implemented (Environmental Protection Act 1986) Hope Department of Water (WA)ns Iron Ore Mine, 
75 Km North-West of Newman Pilbara Region (Statement 584, 1 February 2002) att 3 (20 April 2012) (pdf 
26 – 27/30); and also, CSIRO, Pilbara Water Resource Assessment, above n 112, 191 – 193.   
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apparently not yet attributed to mining water table drawdown.123  The main problems are that the 

impacts of mine dewatering today will not truly eventuate until the future, and groundwater 

dependent sites outside the relatively confined mining zones are not monitored.124  However, the 

Traditional Owners’ observations indicate that changes have occurred and continue to occur—

primary concerns include a general drying of country, obstruction of water flows, impacts from 

inappropriate discharge, and negative and cumulative changes to country at specific sites.125   

 

                                                           
123

  Barber and Jackson, above n 11, ‘Resource Development Pressures’, 44. 
124

  CSIRO, Pilbara Water Resource Assessment, above n 112, 135 – 137. 
125

  Jackson and Barber, ‘Recognizing indigenous water cultures’, above n 12, 85. 
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Chapter Two – Fundamentals and Interpretation of State Agreements 

Map 2 Pilbara Regions and Mines 20151 

 

 

1 Introduction  

This chapter begins by explaining how State agreements operate, then justifies the 

interpretation method adopted in this thesis, and lastly, it provides an overview of the Pilbara iron 

ore State agreements (PSAs) interaction with the relevant State Acts.   

The Western Australian government uses PSAs to facilitate, regulate and manage the Pilbara 

iron ore industry.  PSAs are important legislative instruments because Western Australia’s (WA) 

Pilbara region accounts for 95 percent of Australia’s iron ore production (98 percent of its exports) 

and PSAs authorise around 93 percent of WA’s iron ore production.2  The State Government’s 

                                                           
1
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study (Summary Report DOW0814, July 2015) 

Figure A1.   
2
  Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development (Cth), Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and 

Regional Economics, Freightlines 2 (May 2014) 3; Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics (Cth), 
Australian bulk commodity exports and infrastructure – outlook to 2025 (July 2012) figure 7.6, 85 – 86.  
BHP’s, Rio Tinto’s and FMG’s projects are all authorised by PSAs, see BHP, Annual Report (2017) 260, at n 
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decision to use PSAs to manage the Pilbara’s iron ore mining has created a separate regime for this 

resource because the PSAs have the capacity to modify otherwise applicable State laws.3  The PSA 

regime does not have consistent rules because the agreements authorise the Pilbara iron ore mines 

on a case-by-case basis.4  The parties’ (the State and the proponent) rights and obligations under the 

PSA vary for each mining project depending on political and economic climate at the time of the 

PSAs enactment.  The diversity of individual proponent rights and obligations create a complex and 

opaque regime. 

The legal parameters that apply to each mine depend on two things, the PSA terms and the 

time at which the mine commences production.  First, the mine is subject to the PSA terms that 

impose the rights and obligations on the parties.  Second, the time at which the mine commenced 

production affects how a particular PSA project interacts with the general legislation.  For example, 

several mines may be authorised under the same PSA but commence at different times—the mine 

commencing prior to 1986 would not have initially engaged the Environmental Protection Act 1986 

(WA) (EP Act 1986 or EP ACT) Part IV but the mines commencing after 1986 could.  The time the 

mine commences determines whether the mine engages Part IV because the EP Act operates 

prospectively.5   

Despite the diversity and variability of PSA terms, PSAs in particular eras have common 

terms.  For example, in the 1970s, environmental protection became a social and therefore political 

issue, so 1970s PSAs include common environmental protection clauses.  Likewise, the economic 

climate affected when mines could commence production—mining projects under agreements with 

common terms usually commenced production around the same time because that was when the 

international demand for iron ore made them viable.  To illustrate, mining projects authorised under 

the 1972 PSAs did not commence until the 1980s because of the iron ore trade economic downturn.6  

For these reasons, this thesis analyses the PSAs and the mines they authorise chronologically in 

three groups as follows.   

 The 1963 – 64 PSAs authorising the 1960s mines (the topic of chapter three).  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
10; Rio Tinto, 2014 Annual Report Delivering Sustainable Shareholder Returns (2014) 214.  Note Rio Tinto’s 
currently available annual report (2016) does not contain this information.   

3
  Michael Crommelin, ‘State Agreements: Australian Trends and Experience’ (1996) Australian Mining and 

Petroleum Law Yearbook 328, 329-330; Nicholas Seddon, Government Contracts Federal, State, Local (5
th

 
ed, 2013) 125; Leigh Warnick, ‘State Agreements – The Legal Effect of Statutory Endorsement’ (1982) 4(1) 
Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 1, 1-2. 

4
  Anne Fitzgerald, Mining Agreements, Negotiated Frameworks in the Australian Minerals Sector (2001) 2. 

5
  The operation of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) is discussed below at heading [5.2] – [5.3]. 

6
  See for example Chapter 4, heading [3.4.1] describing the McCamey Monster mine under the Iron Ore 

(McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA). 
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 The 1972 PSAs authorising the 1972 mines (the topic of chapter four); and  

 The 1991 – 1996 PSAs (1990s or post-1986 PSAs) authorising the 1990s mines (the topic 

of chapter five).  As noted in the introduction the other post-1986 PSAs are not relevant 

to this study, however, the 2006 FMG PSA is compared to,7 and distinguished from, the 

1990s agreements.   

The 1963 – 1996 PSAs are important because they authorise the majority of the Pilbara’s 

iron ore mining.  Rio Tinto or BHP wholly, or by majority share, hold the rights under the 1963 – 1996 

PSAs and those agreements authorise all their Pilbara iron ore mines.8  BHP and Rio Tinto 

consolidated their iron ore production interests in the early 2000s,9 which confirmed their position 

as Australia’s major iron ore producers.  On the one hand, this creates a powerful duopoly in a very 

important State and national industry.  On the other, it also creates opportunities to negotiate 

amendments to all 1963 – 1996 PSAs.  The absence of water rights in some PSAs may open the door 

to negotiate a Pilbara water plan with BHP and Rio Tinto that applies to all their PSA mines.   

 
Figure 2.1   Australian Iron Ore Producers in 2011

10 
 

                                                           
7
  Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA); Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) 

Agreement Act 2002 (WA); Railway (Roy Hill Infrastructure Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2010 (WA). 
8
  See references above n 2.  See also, long title, Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 

2010 (WA) (No 61 of 2010) and Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (WA) (No 34 of 
2010).  Hansard refers to 11 agreements because the Tom Price and Paraburdoo agreements (under the 
Iron Ore Hamersley Range Agreement Act 1963 (WA) schs, 1, 3) are considered separate agreements.   

9
  Ellis Connolly and David Orsmond, The Mining Industry from Bust to Boom’, Reserve Bank of Australia 

Research Discussion Paper (2011) 10 – 11, 16.  For WA, breakdown 2017, Rio Tinto 323mt, BHP 268mt, 
FMG 170mt, others 83mt, see Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Western 
Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile (December 2017) 2. 

10
  Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics (Cth), Australian exports outlook to 2025, above n 2, 86, figure 

[7.6].  This image has been reproduced without alteration under a Creative Commons By Attribution 3.0 
Australian Licence.   
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Next, section two explains the fundamental principles necessary to analyse the PSAs by 

describing the components of State agreements and their operation.  Section three explains the 

State’s sovereign risk policy (that holds PSA rights as sacrosanct) and the principles that underpin the 

interaction of State agreements with other State laws.  After establishing the fundamental rules and 

policy, section four describes and justifies the approach taken in this thesis to the interpretation of 

PSAs as either contract or statute.  The author takes the view that, for purposes of this thesis—that 

is, for determining the scope of the PSAs’ water rights and potential implied water rights—the 

distinctions between interpreting the PSA as a contract or as a statute are minor.  This view is 

supported by WA Supreme Court and Mining Warden Court decisions that have taken a strict 

approach to the interpretation of State agreement terms, particularly in relation to rights, largely 

because the agreements confer substantial benefits, grant concessions, and modify State laws.  It is 

unlikely the Court would broadly construe a PSA to imply terms that expand the proponent’s 

rights—in this context the status of the agreement as legislative or contractual in nature has a 

limited impact.  Lastly, in section five, this chapter gives an overview of chapters three to five by 

providing a synopsis regarding how the three PSA groups interact with the State statutes relevant to 

this thesis—being the mining, water, and environmental protection legislation.   

2 Understanding State Agreements   

An analysis of the PSA terms begins by understanding how a State agreement operates.  

State agreements have the following three components.   

 The first component is the authorising Act that ratifies the agreement—that is, the 

legislation that authorises the agreement and allows it to modify otherwise inconsistent 

State laws (the authorising or ratifying Act). 

 The second component is the agreement scheduled to the authorising Act (the 

scheduled or ratified agreement)—which may be interpreted as legislation or contract 

depending on the wording of the ratification provision in the authorising Act (the two 

types of scheduled agreement are referred to in this thesis as a legislative or 

contractual PSA/agreement).  Like an ordinary contract, the scheduled agreement 

terms scope out the parties’ rights and obligations.  The scheduled agreement’s 

proposal clause requires the proponent to submit a development proposal for 

government approval before a mine can commence. 

 The third component is the development proposal that describes the details of the 

project plan as outlined by the scheduled agreement’s proposal clause.  The 
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development proposal is not scheduled to the authorising Act so it must comply with 

the ratified agreement terms.   

The parties’ negotiation of a State agreement project starts well before the agreement’s 

enactment.  First, the proponent will conduct pre-feasibility studies, and have preliminary 

discussions with the department responsible for administering State agreements (PSA 

department).11  The department and the proponent broadly define the project and each party’s 

responsibilities to move the project forward.12  For example, the department scopes out the key 

issues relative to other government departments, while the proponent conducts a detailed technical 

and economic feasibility study.13  After the feasibility study is completed, the proponent and Cabinet 

finalise the contract negotiation.14  The government introduces the finalised contract as a Bill to 

Parliament, comprised of the authorising Act and scheduled agreement.  Parliament cannot amend 

the terms of the agreement, because the agreement represents the parties’ private commercial 

negotiation and hard won terms.15  Parliament can only accept or reject the agreement.16  Likewise, 

the agreement negotiations are not subject to public involvement or scrutiny because it is a private 

commercial process.17  If Parliament decides to ratify the scheduled agreement, the Bill becomes a 

State agreement Act.18  After such ratification, the proponent submits the development proposal 

that describes the details of the project.19  Similarly, the development proposal is not publicly 

accessible or subject to Parliamentary scrutiny,20 although it may be subject to the Environment 

Minister’s approval, depending on the agreement terms and the time the project commenced.  

                                                           
11

  Colin Barnett, ‘State Agreements’ (1996) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association Yearbook 314, 
324, app 1.  State agreements were formerly administered by the Department of State Resources and the 
Department of State Development (among others), currently they are administered by Department of Jobs, 
Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA) What we do <http://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/what-we-do> 

12
  Barnett, above n 11, 324, app 1.   

13
  Ibid, 324, app 1. 

14
  Ibid, app 1.   

15
  Michael Keating, ‘Review of Project Development Approvals System’ (Government of Western Australia 

Independent Review Committee, April 2002) (Keating Review) 101 [5.6]. 
16

  Ibid, 101 [5.6]. 
17

  Ibid, 101 [5.6].  
18

  Barnett, above n 11, 324, app 1.   
19

  Ibid, 317. 
20

  Clare Ward, ‘Miners’ Liability to Redress Reduced Water Quantity and Quality After Mine Site Closure: A 
Case Study of the Collie Coalfields in Western Australia’ (2015) 32 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 
455, 462, at n 79.  See also, State Records Act 2000 (WA) s 45(2).  Regarding documents related to State 
agreement development proposals, Application by author, Department of State Development, Section 30 
Notice of Decision under Freedom of Information Act 1992, application S0025/201501 (6 May 2015).  
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The commercial and confidential nature of the negotiation process contributes to the 

regime’s opacity, identified by other commentators.21  The Parliament and the public cannot engage 

in the negotiation, nor are they informed of the negotiation content.  The Parliament becomes 

aware of the negotiation outcome when the Bill is tabled and it can only refuse the Bill (it cannot 

amend it).  The public has the opportunity to comment if the Environmental Protection Authority 

(EPA) initiates an EP Act 1986 Part IV environmental review (Part IV review) when the proponent 

submits their development proposal.  However, the Part IV Review process occurs prior to the 

development proposal approval but after the parties have finalised the terms and the agreement 

has been enacted.   

2.1 The ratifying Act  

The ratifying Act distinguishes a State agreement from an ordinary contract.  The Act 

empowers the agreement to modify other State laws and, depending on the ratification provision, 

may give the scheduled agreement terms the force of law.  The language of the authorising Act’s 

ratification provision determines whether the scheduled agreement terms are “contract” or 

“legislation”.   

 Two PSAs, the 1972 McCamey and Rhodes Ridge agreements, are in effect legislation.  These 

PSAs authorising Act’s ratification provision endorses these agreements as legislation by providing 

the agreement shall ‘operate and take effect as though [its] provisions were enacted in this Act’.22  

Only legislation can change legislative PSA terms, so amendments to the agreement also need to be 

ratified as ‘enacted’.23  The other PSAs (except the 1963 – 64 PSAs) ratify the agreements as 

contracts, by providing words to the effect that ‘the agreement shall take effect notwithstanding any 

other Act or law’.24  The 1963 – 64 PSAs’ ratification provisions may raise distinct legal issues, 

because the agreements are contracts,25 but with a few specific clauses designated as legislative.26  

                                                           
21

  For commentary on the regimes lack of transparency, see for example, Keating Review, above n 15, 101 – 
102, see also, app 4, 203 – 205; Richard Hillman ‘The Future Role for State Agreements in Western 
Australia’ (2006) 25 Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 293, 299, 306,307, 309, 328; Marcus 
Barber and Sue E Jackson, ‘Water and Indigenous People in the Pilbara, Western Australia: A Preliminary 
Study’ (2011) Research Gate, National Research Flagships Water for a Healthy Country, 1, 80, [5.5.1]; 
Fitzgerald, above n 4, 3.   

22
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) s 3(1); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) s 3.   
23

  See for example, Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) ss 4(2), 5(2), 6(3). 
24

  Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA) s 4; Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 
1991 (WA) s 4; Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) s 4; Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement 
Act 1996 (WA) s 4; Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) ss 4, 6; Iron Ore Processing 
(Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) s 4. 

25
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA); s 3(1); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 

1964 (WA) s 3(1).   
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Exploring the complex issues that arise from interpreting these agreements as partly legislation and 

partly contractual, is not within the scope of this thesis.  The author argues that for the purposes of 

this study it is unlikely to make a significant difference whether the PSA terms are construed 

pursuant to contract or statutory interpretation principles (see heading [4]).   

2.2 The Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) 

The Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) (GA Act) rectified any deficiencies that may 

have existed in the PSA ratification provisions.  In 1978, in the case of Sankey v Whitlam,27 the High 

Court distinguished ratification provisions that approved agreements and those that incorporated 

agreement terms into the Act.28  In particular, State agreements that only gave a ‘mere approval’29 of 

the agreement by stating, ‘the agreement is ratified’ may not have validly modified State laws.30  The 

possibility that State agreement terms purporting to modify other laws lacked authority meant that 

the parties’ actions supposedly authorised by the agreement potentially breached the otherwise 

applicable statutes.  For example, PSAs commonly modified the mining legislation by authorising 

mining leases of a size and duration that the legislation did not allow.31  The government’s grant of 

the mining lease under the mining legislation authorised the proponent’s production of iron ore, so, 

if the PSA had not validly authorised the lease grant, the proponent’s mining operation potentially 

breached the mining legislation.   

The WA government promptly responded to the Sankey v Whitlam decision by enacting the 

GA Act to rectify any deficiencies in its State agreements’ ratification provisions.32  The GA Act 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
26

  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) s 3(2)(b), sch 1, cl 3(2)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) s 3(2)(b), sch 1, cl 3(2)(a).  See the interpretation of the equivalent clause in the 
Iron Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) s 4(2)(b), sch 1, cl 3(2)(a)) in Goldsworthy Mining 
Ltd v Commissioner for Taxation (Cth) (1973) 128 CLR 199, 206; and distinguished in the case of State of 
Western Australia v Graham on behalf of the Ngadu People [2016] FCAFC 47, [36] – [37], discussing Brown 
(on behalf of the Ngarla People) v State of Western Australia (2012) 208 FCR 505, [127] – [128].  However, 
in the Western Australian Supreme Court the Newman PSA was interpreted as a contract, see Hancock 
Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 259 [70]), For related discussion [64] – [70] and 
affirming that decision Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2002] WASCA 224.  See 
Chapter one, heading six for explanation of why this discussion was not within the thesis limits.   

27
  Sankey v Whitlam (1978) 142 CLR 1. 

28
  Sankey v Whitlam (1978) 142 CLR 1, 76 – 77; Nigel Bankes, ‘Constitutionalized Intergovernmental 

Agreements and Third Parties: Canada and Australia’ (1992) 30(2) Alberta Law Review 524, 551; Leigh 
Warnick, ‘State Agreements’ (1988) 62 The Australian Law Journal 878, 886, 889 

29
  Sankey v Whitlam (1978) 142 CLR 1, 31; Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 28, 886, 889 

30
  For example, Nickel Agnew Agreement Act ss 3, 3A; Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 s 3.  For 

further WA examples, see Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 28, 886 at n 26.   
31

  For example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 9(1)(a) modifies Mining Act 
1904 (WA) s 50.   

32
  Cazaly Iron Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9, [158]; Western Australia, 

Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 4 December 1979, 5705, 5846-5847 (Mr Mensaros, Minister 
for Industrial Development).  The Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) s 3 is principally the 
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eliminated any uncertainty about the ratification provisions’ efficacy, the State agreements’ 

authority and, the validity of any actions that were purportedly authorised by those agreements.33  

Similar to the majority of PSAs, the GA Act provides that State agreements take effect 

‘notwithstanding any other Act or law’—and it additionally provides that ‘any purported 

modification of any Act or law [in the State agreement] shall operate and take effect so as to modify 

that other Act or law’.34  This blanket ratification retrospectively authorises the parties’ actions 

under the agreements that had inadequate ratification provisions.35   

The GA Act validates and authorises the scheduled agreements, but does not elevate the 

agreements from contract to statute.36  In 2003, the Supreme Court of WA in the case of Re Michael 

confirmed that the Act’s provisions only validated State agreements as contracts.37  However, the 

Act does not diminish an authorising Acts’ ratification provision that enacts the scheduled 

agreement as legislation, so a PSA that is ‘enacted’ such as the McCamey agreement remains 

legislation.38   

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Parliamentary response to the High Court decision on the effectiveness of State agreement ratifying 
provisions, and the validity of executive government actions pursuant to scheduled agreement terms, that 
were not properly authorised by the authorising Act, Sankey v Whitlam (1978) 142 CLR 1, 89-90; Cazaly Iron 
Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9, [159]. 

33
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 4 December 1979, 5705 (Mr Mensaros). 

See also, Warden Calder’s comments on the second reading speech, Cazaly Iron Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley 
Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9 [157] – [158].   

34
  Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) s 3, government agreements defined at s 2. 

35
  Hillman, above n 21, 315; Warnick, ‘Legal Effect of Statutory Endorsement’, above n 3, 49; Government 

Agreements Act 1979 (WA) s 3.  
36

  Hillman, above n 21, 317; Leigh Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 28, 904; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC 
Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [29]–[30]; Cazaly Iron Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 
9, [164]; Genbow P/L v Griffith Coal Mining Company P/L [2013] WAMW 11 [79], the parties agreed the 
agreement was a contract; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 259 [66] – 
[67]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The Honourable Warden K Tavener [2014] WASC 420 [5]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v 
The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 [13] affirming Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western 
Australia [2004] WASC 275 [1], [36] – [37].  Contra Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources [2001] 
WAMW 6, [57], referring to the Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Act 1974 (WA) that the Warden considered was 
subject to statutory interpretation, although s 3 of the agreement appears to indicate the agreement is a 
contract. 

37
  Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [29]–[30]; Cazaly Iron Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley 

Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9, [164]; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 
259 [66] – [67]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The Honourable Warden K Tavener [2014] WASC 420 [5]; Mineralogy 
Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 [13] affirming Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of 
Western Australia [2004] WASC 275 [1], [36] – [37].   

38
  Leigh Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 28, 900.  The terms of Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) and Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 
(WA) remain legislation.   
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2.3 The scheduled agreement and development proposal 

The ratifying Act authorises the agreement provisions to modify existing laws to give effect 

to the agreement.  The scheduled agreement scopes out the rights and obligations of the parties but 

does not provide the details of the project.  The agreement’s proposal clause provides the 

framework for the proponent’s development proposal submission,39 by listing the things the 

proposal must address such as energy and water supply, roads, and the mining and recovery of iron 

ore.40  The development proposal is an important instrument because it confirms and clarifies the 

precise rights and obligations of the proponent for that mining project, and the State Minister’s 

approval of it finalises the agreement and obliges the parties to perform the agreement.41  Although 

the development proposal is not scheduled to the ratifying Act, it is part of the State agreement 

because it is required by the agreement’s development proposal clause.  If there is any doubt to that 

proposition it is clarified by the GA Act that encompasses the development proposal as part of the 

agreement by broadly defining State agreements to include ‘a document or instrument’, or ‘any 

other thing made, executed issued, or obtained’ for the purposes of the agreement or its 

implementation.42   

The proposal clause requires the proponent to submit their development proposal for 

approval by the Minister responsible for administering State agreements (PSA Minister).43  The 

development proposal describes the details of the project, such as the mine site development, 

production and water requirements,44 but it is limited by the scheduled agreement terms that 

                                                           
39

  Keating Review, above n 15, app 4, 205. 
40

  Hillman, above n 21, 311; Keating Review, above n 15, app 4, 205.  For example of proposals clause and 
content see Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1 cl 8(1); Iron Ore (Hamersley 
Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 5(1)(a)(A) requires generally plans and specifications’ of mining 
and cl 5(1)(a)(B) lists such things as town site, harbour dredging, housing, roads, facilities and water supply; 
Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 7(2) requires appropriate 
specifications of iron ore mining, and specifically listed are things such as port, rail, roads, housing, water 
supply, dust control (among others).   

41
  Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156 [183]; Department of State 

Development (WA) State Agreements <http://www.dsd.wa.gov.au/6656.aspx>  Consequently the 
authorising Act and the scheduled agreement commence at different times.  See for example, Cazaly Iron 
Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9 [148] discussing the Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA), the authorising Act commenced in June 1972 and the scheduled 
agreement commenced 11 October 1972.   

42
  Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) s 2(c). 

43
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Our Ministers<http://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/our-

minister>; Barnett, above n 11, 317 – 318; Michael Hunt, Mining Law in Western Australia (4
th

 ed, 2009) 18-
20 [1.5.3.1]; Michael Hunt, Tim Kavenagh and James Hunt, Hunt on Mining Law of Western Australia (5

th
 

ed, 2015) 16 – 17, [1.5.3.1]. 
44

  Barnett, above n 11, 317 – 318; Nicholas Seddon (ed), Halsbury's Laws of Australia, Energy and Resources, 
Ratified Mining Agreements [170] –[185]; Hunt (2009), above n 43, 18 [1.5.3.1]; Hunt et al (2015), above n 
43, 16.   
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authorise the project.45  The Minister can approve, require amendments, or defer approval of the 

development proposal until he/she is satisfied the proposal complies with the agreement, but the 

Minister cannot reject the proposal.46  In the case of Mineralogy Pty Ltd v State of Western 

Australia,47 Justice McLure commented that the Minister’s power to approve a proposal is 

necessarily limited by the scheduled agreement because the Minister has no power to refuse it.48  

Consequently, the proposals must comply with the scheduled agreement’s terms to receive the 

Minister’s approval.49  

The PSA Minister’s development proposal approval is the final approval that allows the 

project to commence.50 The Minister’s approval binds the parties and obliges them to perform the 

agreement.51  The approval requires the State to grant all other consequential approvals and licenses 

consistently with the development proposal,52 such as water licenses, and mining leases.53   

Scheduled agreements commonly include arbitration clauses to settle disputes about the 

development proposal’s content.54  If the Minister does not approve the development proposal and 

arbitration does not resolve the dispute, the Minister can give 12 months’ notice of the State’s 

                                                           
45

  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v Sino Iron Pty Ltd (No 6) [2015] FCA 825 [497]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of 
Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 [52] – [54]. 

46
  Hillman, above n 21, 311; see also Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156 

[182]. 
47

  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69. 
48

  See for example, the Ministers power to approve a proposal in Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1 cl 7; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 
[68]. 

49
  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v Sino Iron Pty Ltd (No 6) [2015] FCA 825 [497]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of 

Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 [52] – [54].  The 1963 – 64 PSA’s proposal clause allows some fleshing 
out of rights in the development proposal, however, this can still be confined by the other terms, see 
Chapter 3, heading [4.1].   

50
  Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156 [183]; Department of State 

Development (WA) State Agreements <http://www.dsd.wa.gov.au/6656.aspx>  Consequently the 
authorising Act and the scheduled agreement commence at different times.  See for example, Cazaly Iron 
Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9 [148] discussing the Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA), the authorising Act commenced in June 1972 and the scheduled 
agreement commenced 11 October 1972.   

51
  Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156 [183].  

52
  Hillman, above n 21, 311; Hunt (2009), above n 43, 20 [1.5.3.1]; Hunt et al (2015), above n 43, 17; 

Department of State Development (WA) State Agreements <http://www.dsd.wa.gov.au/6656.aspx> 
53

  Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156 [183]. 
54

  Michael Crommelin, ‘State Agreements’ above n 3, 333; Hillman, above n 21, 297.  For example, see Iron 
Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1 cl 7(4); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 6(1).  See also, Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 
46 WAR 156 [182].  The effect of an arbitration award will depend on the scheduled agreement clause, for 
example, Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1 cl 7(5) provides an 
arbitration award is binding on the State but the proponent may elect to give notice for the agreement to 
cease.  The Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 6(1), although worded differently, 
provides similar rights. 
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intention to terminate the agreement,55 after which the agreement will cease.56  However, reflecting 

the government’s sovereign risk policy, at least in relation to 1963 – 1996 PSAs, the parties have 

never sought arbitration.57   

2.4 Additional proposals and supplementary agreements  

Additional proposal clauses allow the proponent to submit a proposal to make changes to 

the approved development proposal or for a new project under the same agreement.  The 

development proposal clause will apply mutatis mutandis to an additional proposal submission, so 

likewise, the Minister cannot refuse the additional proposal but the proposal must comply with the 

scheduled agreements.  Since the Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (No 2) (WA) 

(referred to by Parliament as the Integration Act) amended the 1963 – 1996 PSAs,58 all these PSAs 

have had an additional proposals clause.59  This was not always the case, for example, as discussed in 

chapter three, 1963 – 64 agreements did not originally have an additional proposals clause.60  This 

caused contention between the parties when the proponent later substantially increased iron ore 

production beyond the government’s expectations, because the agreement did not require the 

proponent to submit a proposal for government approval.61  Consequently, the proponents’ 

secondary processing obligations were minimal in comparison to the shipped raw product.62  As 

discussed in chapters four and five, the 1972 and 1990s agreements corrected this oversight by 

requiring additional proposals.63   

                                                           
55

  Hunt (2009), above n 43, 19 [1.5.3.1]; Hunt et al (2015), above n 43, 17.   
56

  Hunt (2009), above n 43, 19 [1.5.3.1]; Hunt et al (2015), above n 43, 17.  For example, see Iron Ore 
Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1 cll 6(7), 36. 

57
  Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 28, 905.  The Mineralogy agreement proponent sought arbitration in 

2014, see Question Without Notice No. 375 asked in the Legislative Assembly on 10 June 2014 by Mr B.S. 
Wyatt, Minister responding C.J. Barnett, 39

th
 Parliament, Session 1. 

58
 Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA); Western Australia, Parliamentary 

Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 14 (Wendy Duncan).  Only the 1972 Rhodes 
Ridge agreement was not amended, however, this agreement has equivalent provisions see sch 1 cl 7.01.   

59
  Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA) (No 61 of 2010) Part 2, s 6, inserts sch 

12, cl 4(2) inserts cl 8A into the Hamersley Agreement Act principal agreement, Tom Price (sch 1); s 6 
inserts sch 13, s 4(2) inserts cl 5A into the 1968 Hamersley Agreement Act, Paraburdoo (sch 3); Part 7, s 29, 
inserts sch 7, cl 4(3) inserts 7A into the Newman Agreement Act.  The text of cll 5A and 7A are essentially 
the same as to cl 8A there are some distinctions, such as allowances for the Marandoo and Brockman 2 
mine agreements (schs 10, 11, see allowance sch 12, cl 8A), and the Newman agreement allowances (sch 3, 
cll 6A, 9A, 9E, sch 7, cl 7A). 

60
  Chapter 3, heading [4.2], [5.2] – [5.3]. 

61
  Ibid, heading [4.2]. 

62
  Ibid, heading [4.2]. 

63
  Chapter 4, heading [3.4.2]; Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 

7.01; Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) 
Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(1).   
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If the project requires a supplementary agreement, Parliament will need to ratify that 

agreement and so, like the principal agreement, it is subject to Parliamentary debate and public 

scrutiny.  Before the Integration Act amendments, the 1963 – 64 PSA proponents needed to 

negotiate a supplementary agreement for most new projects because their PSAs did not have an 

additional proposals clause.64  Even when the PSA does have an additional proposals clause, the 

parties will need a supplementary agreement if the proposed change or new project falls outside the 

scheduled agreement terms and, therefore, requires a change or addition to, the agreement’s 

provisions.65  Parliament ratifies a supplementary agreement in the same way as the scheduled 

agreement.  The authorising Act is amended to ratify the supplementary agreement and that 

agreement is appended as a second schedule to the ratifying Act.66  For example, until 2010, the 

1963 Hamersley agreement did not have an additional proposals clause so the parties needed to 

negotiate supplementary agreements to authorise mines in 1968, 1990 and 1992.67  The Hamersley 

agreement has 14 supplementary agreements and 15 schedules.68  Three of these agreements 

authorise additional mining projects, the Paraburdoo, Brockman 2, and the Marandoo mines.69  After 

2010, the Hamersley agreement included an additional proposals clause,70 so it is likely the Western 

Turner Syncline mine, which commenced after 2010, did not need a supplementary agreement 

because it could be approved as an additional proposal under the Hamersley agreement.71  

Supplementary agreements are subject to Parliamentary and public scrutiny—however, when the 

PSA has an additional proposals clause, a supplementary agreement is only necessary if the project 

cannot comply with the principal agreement and therefore needs amendment or additional terms.  

The additional proposals clause allows the PSA Minister to authorise new projects (that comply with 

the original PSA terms) without the necessity of additional legislation or Parliamentary approval.   

                                                           
64

  See for example Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 or other 1960s PSAs sch 1.   
65

  See for example, Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2004] WASC 275, [20] – [22]; Iron 
Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1, cl 32.  This case is discussed below at 
heading [4.4], ‘The Courts’ approach to interpreting State agreements’. 

66
  See for example Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) s 3A. 

67
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 3 (Paraburdoo), schs 10, 11 (Brockman 2 and 

Marandoo). 
68

  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) ss 3A – 4G. 
69

  Ibid, schs 3, 10, 11. 
70

  Chapter 3, heading [5.3]; Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA) (No 61 of 
2010) Part 2, s 6, inserts sch 12, cl 4(2) inserts cl 8A into the Hamersley Agreement Act principal agreement, 
Tom Price (sch 1); s 6 inserts sch 13, s 4(2) inserts cl 5A into the 1968 Hamersley Agreement Act, 
Paraburdoo (sch 3). 

71
  Chapter 3, heading [5.3]. 
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In contrast to non-PSA mining proposals (that are publically available on Minedex),72 PSA 

development proposals and additional proposals are not publicly accessible documents,73 or subject 

to Parliamentary scrutiny.  Development or additional proposals submitted after 1986 can engage 

the EP Act 1986 Part IV review—these documents provide detailed information about environmental 

subjects and are publically available.  When a development or additional proposal engages Part IV 

review, the proponent submits the project’s environmental management plan for Public 

Environmental Review, the EPA makes recommendations to the Environment Minister who may 

impose implementation conditions.  Additionally, proponents may need to acquire an EP Act Part V 

licence to discharge mine dewater.  These documents are available on the EPA website,74 and the 

website of the department that administers Part V (environment department).75  However, even 

with this information, it is often not clear which PSA authorises the mine when new projects are 

approved as ‘additional proposals’, so it is uncertain which agreement terms apply to that mine.  The 

Part IV documentation can assist, but this information is not always precise.  For example, the EPA 

recommendations indicate Rio Tinto’s Nammuldi and Silvergrass mines are ‘near’ the Brockman 2 

mine, so are probably authorised under the Brockman 2 additional proposals clause, but information 

to confirm that assumption is not readily accessible.76   

3 Sovereign risk and preserving State agreement rights  

The term ‘sovereign risk’ refers to the proponent’s vulnerability when they contract with the 

State.77  Subject to the law on manner and form, requirements strengthening an existing statutory 

                                                           
72

  Department of Mining and Petroleum (WA), Minedex 
<http://minedexext.dmp.wa.gov.au/minedex/external/common/appMain.jsp>  

For example see Atlas Iron, Mining Proposal, Wodjina DSO Project—Stage III Hercules Deposit (9 May 2013)  
73

  Ward above n 20, 462, n 79; State Records Act 2000 (WA) s 45(2).  Regarding documents related to State 
agreement development proposals, Application by author, Department of State Development, Section 30 
Notice of Decision under Freedom of Information Act 1992, application S0025/201501 (6 May 2015).  This 
issue is discussed thoroughly in Chapter 6, heading [4.3]. 

74
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA) <http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/> 

75
  Department of Water and Environmental Regulation <https://www.der.wa.gov.au/our-work/licences-and-

works-approvals/current-licences> 
76

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Nammuldi—Silvergrass Iron Ore Project, 55 km north-west of 
Tom Price, Report and Recommendations (Bulletin 997 assessment 1247, 2000) (i).  The Rio Tinto, Annual 
Report (2016) indicates the mine is operated by Hamersley Iron under the authority of a State agreement, 
but does not detail which State agreement, see 236 – 237.  See also Nammuldi Part V licence that indicates 
the mine is authorised by a State agreement but not which State agreement, Department of Environmental 
Regulation, Licence for prescribed premises Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Mt Brockman and 
Nammuldi Iron Ore Mines (License no: L5258/1991/11, File no: DER2013/000902). 

77
  Nicholas Seddon, ‘State Instrumentalities and Sovereign Risk’ (2005) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law 

Association Yearbook 29, 29 – 30.  
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position,78 the Western Australian Parliament can unilaterally amend a State agreement by enacting 

later legislation.79  Later legislation can impose new obligations or remove the proponents’ State 

agreement rights, including actions for breach of contract,80 and in Western Australia, there is no 

constitutional guarantee of compensation when the State acquires property.81  Some early State 

agreements attempted to bind the Parliament;82 however, terms purporting to prevent Parliament 

from enacting later inconsistent laws are legally ineffective.83   

The WA government has never amended PSAs without the proponents’ agreement because 

both sides of politics have adhered to the State’s sovereign risk policy that holds State agreement 

rights sacrosanct.84  The government will not amend State agreements by legislation without 

negotiating the change with the proponents.85   

To uphold the sovereign risk policy, and preserve the operation of the State agreement 

regime, later Acts often include terms that expressly preserve State agreement rights.  These types 

of provisions—preserving State agreement rights or other general laws and rights—are commonly 

                                                           
78

  Hillman, above n 21, 321 – 322; Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 28, 890 – 891; and references below 
n, 83. 

79
  Crommelin, ‘State Agreements’ above n 3, 331; Warnick, ‘Legal Effect of Statutory Endorsement’, above n 

3, 7, 12, 50-51; Mark Gerus, ‘Mining and Water Resources’ in Richard H Bartlett, Alex Gardner and Bob 
Humphries, Water Resources Law and Management in Western Australia (1996) 318; McCawley v The King 
(1920) 28 CLR 106, 107, 122 – 125; South Eastern Drainage Board (South Australia) v the Savings Bank of 
South Australia (1939) 62 CLR 603, 617; Kartinyeri v The Commonwealth (1998) 195 CLR 337, 355 [13]; 
Attorney-General (WA) v Marquet (2003) 217 CLR 545 [151], [153].   

80
  Crommelin, ‘State Agreements’ above n 3, 331; Seddon, Government Contracts, above n 3, 127 – 128; 

Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 28, 883 – 884, 890 – 891, 906; Commonwealth Aluminium 
Corporation Ltd v Attorney General (Qld) [1976] Qd R 231, 238 – 239, 259 – 263; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC 
Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [45]; Westlakes Ltd v the State of South Australia [1980] 25 SASR 389, 389 – 
390.  

81
  Seddon, ‘State Instrumentalities’, above n 77, 38 – 39; Constitution Act 1889 (52 Vict. No 23) (the Western 

Australian Constitution) compare to Commonwealth Constitution, s 51 (xxxi); Chang v Laidley Shire Council 
(2007) 234 CLR 1 [21]; Commonwealth Aluminium Corporation Ltd v Attorney General (Qld) [1976] Qd R 
231; Nicholas v State of Western Australia [1972] WAR 168.   

82
  See for example, Alumina Refinery (Mitchel/Plateau) Agreement Act 1971 (WA) sch 1, cl 3(3)(f) ‘no future 

Act of the said State will operate to increase the Company's liabilities or obligations’. See also, references at 
above n 80. 

83
  Crommelin, ‘State Agreements’ above n 3, 331; Seddon, Government Contracts, above n 3, [5.16]; Seddon, 

‘State Instrumentalities’, above n 77, 40; Warnick, ‘Legal Effect of Statutory Endorsement’, above n 3, 18, 
50 – 51; Attorney-General (WA) v Marquet (2003) 217 CLR 545 [153] – [156].  See also, The South Eastern 
Drainage Board (South Australia) v The Savings Bank of New South Wales (1939) 62 CLR 603, 618, 623, 625, 
636.  See for example, Alumina Refinery (Mitchel/Plateau) Agreement Act 1971 (WA) sch 1, cl 3(3)(f) ‘no 
future Act of the said State will operate to increase the Company's liabilities or obligations’. 

84
  Hillman, above n 21, 295 – 296; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 August 

2004, 5754 [522] (C M Brown); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 16 May 
2002, 10555 – 10570, 13 – 14 (C M Brown); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 
Assembly, 14 November 1972, 5141 (Herbert Graham). 

85
  Ibid.  
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termed ‘application’ or ‘savings’ provisions.86  Application provisions typically provide that the Act’s 

provisions apply only when consistent with State agreement terms.87  For example, the enactment of 

the EP Act 1986 potentially affected the 1963 – 64 PSA rights, so the Act’s application provision 

deferred to State agreements enacted before 1972.88  It did not defer to State agreements enacted 

after 1972 because those agreements included terms that required the proponent to comply with 

the State’s environmental legislation (discussed below at heading [5.3]).  In 2003, the proponents 

agreed to amend the Act’s application provision, so it now applies to all State agreements.89   

Savings provisions typically preserve existing rights and approvals,90 which in effect, 

generally expresses the statutory interpretation presumptions that later legislation operates 

prospectively and does not intend to affect accrued rights.91  The presumption that legislation 

applies prospectively arises when new legislation encroaches on accrued rights and duties.92  Rights 

accrued prior to the new legislation’s enactment remain unaffected unless the new Act rebuts the 

presumptions by clearly operating retrospectively.93   

4 Interpreting Pilbara iron ore State agreements  

The ratification provision of the authorising Act determines whether the scheduled 

agreement is contractual or legislative.94  However, for the purposes of this study: is there any 

significant distinction between interpreting the PSAs as contractual or legislative?   

                                                           
86

  See generally, D C Pearce and R S Geddes, Statutory Interpretation in Australia (8
th

 ed, 2013) [4.38], [6.15].   
87

  For example see, Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (WA) ss 7(1)(f); 7(2)(a)(i); Environmental Protection Act 
1971 (WA) s 7; Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) as passed, s 5; Mining Act 1978 
(WA) s 5 ; Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 26K; Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 (WA) s 9(3); 
National Parks Authority Act 1976 (WA) s 5(3) 

88
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) s 5, as passed.  See chapter 3 for full 

discussion. 
89

  Environmental Protection Amendment Act 2003 (WA) s 123; Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5; 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 16 September 2003, question 1692 (B K 
Masters, C M Brown).  See also, Goran Galic, ‘The Relationship (and Interaction) Between State Agreements 
and Legislation: A Discussion’ (Paper presented at Legalwise State Agreements Seminar, Perth, 11 June 
2015) 23; Hillman, above n 21, 296, especially at n 24.   

90
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 128; Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 5. 

91
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 128; Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 5. 

92
  Pearce and Geddes, above n 86, 402 [10.6].  For further discussion see, Pearce and Geddes, 414 – 416, and 

Perry Herzfeld and Thomas Prince, Statutory Interpretation Principles (2014) 187 – 192.  See also, Coleman 
v Shell Co of Australia (1943) 45 SR (NSW) 27, 30-31, Jordan CJ citing West v Gwynne [1911] 2 Ch 1, 11 – 12, 
Buckley LJ; Chang v Laidley Shire Council (2007) 234 CLR 1 [113]. 

93
  Singh v the Commonwealth [2004] 222 CLR 322 [19]; see also Pearce and Geddes, above n 86, 397.  See for 

example, Perry Herzfeld and Thomas Prince, Statutory Interpretation Principles (2014), 193;‘the intention 
appears with reasonable certainty’, Maxwell v Murphy (1957) 96 CLR 261, 267 Dixon J; and a ‘necessary 
implication’ Rodway v the Queen (1990) 169 CLR 515, 518, Mason CJ, Dawson, Toohey, Gaudron, McHugh 
JJ; Interpretation Act 1984 (WA) s 3(1). 

94
  See heading [2.1] – [2.2]. 
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The interpretation of PSA terms features prominently in this thesis because a key focus of 

this research is whether PSA terms confer rights to abstract groundwater.  The thesis evaluates the 

scope of the PSA express water rights and reaches a preliminary view on the possibility of implied 

water rights.  The author explored interpreting the 1972 PSA provisions as legislation and as 

contract.  The analysis indicated that, in relation to the PSAs’ conferring implied rights to mine 

dewater, the conclusions were the same, despite whether the terms were interpreted as contractual 

or legislative.  This study interprets the express PSA terms by focussing on the plain meaning of the 

language in the context of the instrument, which is a fundamental principle of both contract and 

statutory interpretation.95  In relation to implied terms,96 the author interprets the PSAs by adopting 

a predominantly contract interpretation methodology, because, for present purposes, there is little 

distinction between the contract and legislation results in the PSA context—and because only two 

PSAs are legislative.97  Moreover, the WA Supreme Court has taken a conservative approach to State 

agreement interpretation.98  In view of this conservative approach, the author suggests the Court is 

unlikely to imply State agreement terms that expand the proponents’ rights whether the agreement 

is contractual or legislative.   

This section justifies the author’s interpretation methodology by reference to:  

 the similarities between contractual and legislative interpretation methods regarding 

objective intention;  

 whether the Acts Interpretation Act 1984 application to legislative agreements creates 

any distinctions; 

 the contractual and legislative rules of interpretation in relation to implied terms and 

the methodology this thesis adopts in relation to such terms; and  

 the Court’s strict interpretation of State agreement terms. 

4.1 Interpreting objective intention in contract and statute 

The law interprets statute and contract similarly by identifying the objective intention the 

authors manifest in words of the document, not the authors’ subjective intention.99  Contract terms 

                                                           
95

  Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority (NSW) (1982) 149 CLR 337, 401 – 402; Project Blue Sky 
Inc v Australian Broadcasting Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355, 381 – 382, 384.  See further heading [4.1] 

96
  See heading [4.3]. 

97
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) s 3(1); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) s 3.   
98

  See heading [4.4].   
99

  Jacinta Dharmananda and Leon Firios, ‘Interpreting statutes and contracts: A distinction without a 
difference?’ (2015) 89 Australian Law Journal 580, 581. 
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are construed by discerning what the words would mean to a ‘reasonable person’, not the parties,100 

‘when one is speaking of aim, or object, or commercial purpose, one is speaking objectively of what 

reasonable persons would have in mind in the situation of the parties’.101  Likewise, in the 

interpretation of statute the ‘Parliamentary will’ or ‘legislative intent’ does not include the subjective 

intent of those drafting or voting on the Bill.102  ‘The primary object of statutory construction is to 

construe the relevant provision so that it is consistent with the language and the purpose of all the 

provisions of the statute’.103  For both instruments, the objective intention is determined by 

examining the ordinary meaning of the words having regard to the purpose of the Act or contract,104 

Consequently, the text is a primary consideration.105  Contracts are generally interpreted as at the 

time of the contract, in contrast to statute that is construed in the present and not ‘frozen in 

time’,106 but Courts may construe long-term contracts such as PSAs in the same manner as statute.107  

In short,whether contract or statute, the language of the instrument is construed to ascertain the 

objective intention and purpose of the PSA.    

                                                           
100

  See discussion of ‘reasonable person’ regarding contracts in Wilson v Anderson (2002) 213 CLR 401 [8] 
citing Gissing v Gissing [1971] AC 886 at 906, per Lord Diplock; Ashington Piggeries Ltd v Christopher Hill Ltd 
[1972] AC 441, 502; Australian Broadcasting Corporation v XIVth Commonwealth Games Ltd (1988) 18 
NSWLR 540.  Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority (NSW) (1982) 149 CLR 337, 351 (Mason J) 
quoting Reardon v Smith [l976J 1 W.L.R. 989; (1976] 3, AUE.R.237 (Wilberforce LJ).  NB in Australia, Codelfa 
is still binding, see Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust v South Sydney City Council [2002] 240 CLR 45, 
[39], [88]; Western Export Services Inc and Others v Jireh International Pty Ltd (2011) 282 ALR 604, [4]. 

101
  Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority (NSW) (1982) 149 CLR 337, 351 (Mason J) quoting 
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Wilson [2017] HCA 30.  See also, Dharamanda and Firios, above n 99, 581 – 582; citing Certain Lloyd’s 
Underwriters v Cross (2012) 248 CLR 378 at [23]-[25]; Zheng v Cai (2009) 239 CLR 446 at [27]; Singh v 
Commonwealth (2004) 222 CLR 322 at [19], [52]; Saeed v Minister for Immigration & Citizenship (2010) 241 
CLR 252 at [74]. 
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  Dharmananda and Firios, above n 99, 583.  
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250 CLR 503, [39] (French CJ, Hayne, Crennan, Bell and Gageler JJ) citing Alcan (NT) Alumina Pty Ltd v 
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4.2 The Interpretation Act 1984 (WA): the purposive approach and 

extrinsic materials 

For the purposes of this study, there are two relevant distinctions between legislative and 

contractual interpretation, first, the Acts Interpretation Act 1984 (WA) (Interpretation Act) applies to 

statute but not to contracts and, secondly, that Act allows for the use of extrinsic materials.  In the 

case of Hancock v BHP,108 the Court held the scheduled contract was not subject to the 

Interpretation Act s 18.  However, because the GA Act provides that a broad range of materials can 

be part of the State agreement, this distinction makes little practical difference.   

To assist statutory interpretation, the Interpretation Act allows the consideration of a broad 

range of extrinsic materials, such as Hansard and explanatory memoranda and committee reports.109  

Similarly, no ambiguity is necessary under the Interpretation Act, extrinsic materials are broadly 

allowed if they are ‘capable of assisting’ a provision interpretation, ‘in order to confirm the meaning 

is the plain meaning conveyed by the text’ in the context of the Act’s purpose,110 so extrinsic 

materials will inform but not displace the actual language of the term.111  In contrast, contract 

interpretation requires an ambiguity to arise before considering extrinsic materials.112  However, the 

GA Act includes a broad range of additional documents as part of the State agreement,113 some of 

which would normally be extrinsic materials without any apparent need for an ambiguity to arise.114  

Section 2(c) defines State agreements to include ‘a document or instrument’, or ‘any other thing 

made, executed issued, or obtained’ for the purposes of the agreement or its implementation, as 

part of the agreement.  For example, in the case of Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources 

Ltd,115 the Minister’s letter was examined by the Court to determine whether it was, for the 

purposes of the agreement, and, therefore, part of the agreement pursuant to the GA Act s 2, 

without any reference to ambiguity.116   
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Additionally, the Interpretation Act applies the purposive approach that interprets the 

provision to ‘promote the purpose or object underlying the written law’.117  Similarly, a contract’s 

objective is determined by discerning its ‘prescribed commercial purpose’.118  It makes little practical 

difference whether the PSA is legislative or contractual because they have the same objective and/or 

commercial purpose—that is, to facilitate iron ore mining.  The paramount consideration in both 

contract and statute interpretation remains the plain and objective meaning of the words in the 

context of the PSA’s purpose.119  The PSA ratifying Acts’ do not have an objects provision, and the 

WA Supreme Court determined that contract type agreements could not use the ratifying Acts’ long 

title to assist with interpretation.120  However, the recital in the scheduled agreements indicates the 

PSAs’ purpose is to authorise the agreement between the parties to develop the relevant iron ore 

deposit.121  For example, the recital may simply describe the project,122 or may also include words to 

the effect that the parties have entered into the agreement ‘for the purpose of assisting the 

establishment of the initial mining operation as described.’123  In any event, the Supreme Court has 

accepted, notwithstanding express terms of limitation,124 these ratified agreements generally 

provide for Pilbara iron ore mining.125  Consequently, for this research, it is unlikely that applying 

contract or statute interpretation principles would make a significant difference—whether the 

agreement is statute or contract, its purpose is to authorise an agreement that has the commercial 

purpose of developing an iron ore mine.   

4.3 Implied contract terms and filling legislative gaps 

This section examines whether there is distinction between legislative and contractual PSAs 

in relation to implied terms that may confer a right to abstract excess mine dewater to allow safe 
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mining—that is, groundwater that cannot be utilised for mine site or domestic purposes.  The 

interpretation principles for filling legislative gaps or implying contract terms are similar.  If filling a 

legislative gap, the Court will decide first, whether the implied term is necessary for the statute to 

achieve its purpose and,126 secondly, what words or provision the Parliament or the draftsperson 

would have included to remedy the issue (if they had been aware of the deficiency).127  Lastly, the 

Court must be able to state with certainty the words the Parliament or draftsperson would have 

used.128   

The author focusses on the principles of contract construction relevant to implied terms, 

rather than statutory interpretation, for two reasons.  First, PSAs are distinct from other State laws 

that create general rules for the public—whether contractual or legislative, PSAs are commercial 

agreements for a commercial purpose that imposes obligations and benefits on the parties.  

Secondly, all except two PSAs are contract,129 thus, subject to contract interpretation laws.  In the 

following PSA analysis in chapters three, four and five, the author focusses on the objective intention 

of parties and, whether the implied term is certain or capable of clear expression,130 because the 

satisfaction of those requirements are also necessary to imply a term in a legislative PSA.   

In the PSA context, the relevant principle of contract construction is the rule that allows 

terms to be ‘implied by fact’.131  To be implied by fact, the missing term must significantly affect a 

primary benefit or purpose of the agreement,132 in effect, it can be assumed the parties’ impliedly 

agree to do all that is necessary to enable the benefits of the contract to manifest.133  The Courts 

discern the parties’ intention objectively by considering the mutually known facts of the surrounding 

circumstances.134  Similar to legislative interpretation, the Court will imply a term by fact ‘to give 
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effect to the presumed intention of the parties to the contract in respect of a matter that they have 

not mentioned, but on which presumably they would have agreed should be part of the contract’.135   

A commercial contract is interpreted in accordance with what a reasonable business person 

would understand the terms to mean, with regard to the language of the contract, the surrounding 

circumstances, and the commercial object the contract intends to achieve.136  The contract should be 

interpreted to achieve a ‘business like result’ because it can be assumed that is what the parties 

intended.137  The Court will be reluctant to imply a term into a detailed and comprehensive contract 

because there is less ground to suppose that the parties have failed to turn their minds to the 

question at issue.138  Consequently, in a commercial context the five conditions that must be 

satisfied in relation to implied terms are onerous, it is not sufficient that the term is reasonable—it 

must be necessary to achieve ‘business efficacy’.139  In the case of Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v 

State Rail Authority (NSW) (1982) 149 CLR 337 (Codelfa), the High Court required an implied term to 

satisfy five conditions:140 the term must be reasonable and equitable (1), necessary to give business 

efficacy to the contract, in that the contract is not effective without it (2), so obvious it goes without 

saying (3), capable of clear expression (4) and, must not contradict other terms of the contract (5).   

To illustrate with a practical example in the PSA context, suppose a PSA term allows the 

proponent to produce 15 million tons per annum (mtpa) of iron ore, and another term allows the 

proponent to abstract groundwater for domestic and mine site purposes (utilised mine dewater).  

However, the proponent was unable to produce 15mtpa without abstracting 10 gigalitres per annum 

(glpa) of excess mine dewater.  In these circumstances, would the Court construe the agreement to 

imply a term allowing 10glpa of excess mine dewatering?  On the one hand, the term is reasonable 

and equitable (condition 1) because it would not affect the State’s benefits, such as royalties and the 

development of secondary industries.  The term allowing 10glpa of excess mine dewater is necessary 

to give the contract business efficacy (condition 2) because the proponent’s primary benefit is the 

right to extract 15mtpa.  Further, the parties intended commercial purpose (producing 15mtpa of 

iron ore) cannot be achieved without abstracting 10glpa of excess mine dewater.  In short, the 
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contract cannot work without an implied right to excess mine dewatering.141  If the term was 

necessary to achieve the commercial result intended by the parties (15mtpa), the assumption is that 

the parties have impliedly agreed to allow what is necessary to ensure 15mtpa (the intended 

commercial outcome).142  On the other hand, is the implied term necessary to achieve the 15mtpa?  

The proponent, like any other miner, can still apply to the water department and acquire the 

necessary water licences in the normal manner.  So, implying such a right may not be necessary for 

‘business efficacy’, and may abrogate the State’s contractual right to negotiate additional State 

benefits in exchange for that mine dewatering.  In relation to condition 4, the term is capable of 

clear expression because it can be expressed with sufficient precision and certainty.  The quantity of 

10glpa is determined by the amount of excess mine dewater necessary to extract the 15mtpa of iron 

ore safely.  Conditions three and five are discussed together because they overlap.  The term may 

not be so ‘obvious it goes without saying’ (condition 3) because the Pilbara is dry and the parties 

have only contemplated the abstraction of utilised mine dewater.  Consequently, the implied term 

would contradict the express term that only allows for utilised mine dewater (condition 5).  In 

contrast, if the PSA was silent on groundwater abstraction or generally allowed groundwater 

abstraction, the implied term would not contradict the express water term, and may be ‘obvious’ 

because removing groundwater is an accepted pre-condition of mining.   

Similarly, if the PSA is legislative, the purpose of the agreement is to develop a mine capable 

of producing 15mtpa, a provision conferring the right to 10glpa of excess mine dewatering may be 

implied to achieve that legislative purpose.  The same as a contract PSA, if the amount of iron ore 

extraction is prescribed as 15mtpa, then, the words can be implied with certainty because the 

legislative intent can be ascertained as intending the proponent to abstract the amount of excess 

dewater necessary to extract 15mtpa safely, which is 10glpa.  However, if the PSA expressly provides 

only for utilised mine dewater the Court may not imply a provision that is contrary to that express 

legislative intent. 

Whether legislative or contractual the commercial purpose of the PSA is not abrogated if a 

term conferring a right to excess mine dewater is not implied because the proponent has alternative 

options to acquire that right.  The proponent can apply for a licence to abstract excess mine dewater 

under the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) and exercise their Common Law right 

discharge the excess water.143  An implied term must be necessary, not merely convenient.  For 

convenience, the parties have the option to renegotiate and include additional terms.  In summary, 
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whether the PSA is legislative or contractual it is highly unlikely the Court would imply a term 

conferring a right to excess mine dewater.   

Further, in the contemporary context, the Codelfa conditions are even more difficult to 

satisfy.  The main reasons for this conclusion the is that iron ore production rapidly increased during 

the 2003 – 2013 mining boom to around 800 mt, a quantity far beyond the parties’ expectations and 

the production amount required to return a profit.144  An implied term allowing excess mine dewater 

proportionate to current production is not necessary for business efficacy, it is not capable of clear 

expression, and it is not so obvious it goes without saying.   

First, in many PSAs, one of the State’s primary benefits is proponent’s obligation to develop 

secondary industry—implying a term that facilitates the proponents’ unlimited iron ore production 

may not be ‘reasonable and equitable’ (condition 1) because the proponents’ secondary industry 

obligations under these PSAs does not increase in proportion to production rates.   

Secondly, implied terms conferring a right to excess mine dewater are not necessary to give 

the PSAs ‘business efficacy’ (condition 2).  Excess mine dewatering ramped up during the mining 

boom when iron production rose dramatically (from around 200mtpa to 800mtpa).145  In 1999, when 

the industry produced 143mtpa of iron ore the groundwater abstraction amount (about 24.5 glpa) 

was easily consumed for mine site purposes,146 at that rate there was no need for an implied term 

that conferred a right to excess mine dewater.  It cannot be argued (and the proponent has never 

raised the argument) that at 143mtpa production (or less in previous years) the contract lacked 

business efficacy.  In 1999, the value of 143mt of iron ore was 3.9 billion, the value of that amount 

today would be around 9.5 billion,147 and at the peak of the boom, around 24.5 billion.  In short, if 

the proponents had maintained a more modest rate of iron ore production the need to engage in 

excess mine dewatering may not have ensued, and certainly not at the current rate.  In 2017, an 

implied term allowing for the excess mine dewater necessary to extract 789mtpa (valued at 63.6 
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billion)148 is not necessary for the proponent to receive a benefit from the contract or achieve a 

commercial result.  A term is not implied to allow contractual benefits or a result far exceeding what 

is necessary for business efficacy.  If iron ore production value of 3 billion dollars was acceptable in 

1999, presumably, 9.5 billion dollars in 2017 (an annual increase of about 17 percent) would have 

been sufficient to maintain business efficacy.   

Third, the term is not so obvious it goes without saying, even though abstracting 

groundwater is a necessary and essential precondition of most open cut mining.  However, the 

Pilbara is an arid region.  In arid regions the mine dewater is utilised and needed for mine site and 

domestic purposes.  Mining at a vastly increased rate that produces excess mine dewater beyond 

mine site needs is not necessarily a precondition in arid regions.  In 2013, the industry produced 

588mt of iron ore and utilised 131gl of mine dewater.149  The rate of groundwater consumption 

indicates that the industry could achieve a balanced production rate that provides a commercial 

result (business efficacy)—that is, a rate of iron ore extraction equal to the mine site and domestic 

consumption of the mine dewater.  Further, in the State agreement context, when the parties have 

contemplated excess mine dewater, the scheduled contract has included such a term.  For example, 

the 1979 state agreements that authorise the Collie coal mines expressly provide for excess mine 

dewatering because the region is not arid, so excess mine dewater was a precondition necessary to 

those coal mining projects that the parties contemplated and consequently included in the 

agreement terms.150  The PSA terms expressly confer rights to ensure the proponents access to 

groundwater needed for production and domestic use, but not to excess mine dewater because the 

parties did not conceive it as necessary in an arid region at the contemplated production rates.   

Fourthly, if the express PSA term does not prescribe a production amount (or the prescribed 

amount is exceeded) then a term implying a right to excess mine dewater will not be capable of clear 

expression (condition 4).  If the term can be expressed in different ways, it may fail this condition 

because the varieties of expression ‘are a matter of speculation’ and lack ‘“sufficient certainty to 

warrant the implication of a term”’.151  If the production amount is not prescribed then the amount 

of mine dewater necessary for safe mining is uncertain.  The amount of mine dewater to which a 

reasonable business person would have intended to agree cannot be ascertained if there is not a 
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corresponding production quantity to allow an objective calculation of the excess mine dewater 

amount.   

 Lastly, an implied term allowing excess mine dewater may conflict with the other contract 

terms that only allow for the abstraction of utilised mine dewater (or be deemed inequitable to the 

State as discussed above, condition 1).  

 In conclusion, it is highly unlikely the PSAs include an implied term conferring a right to 

excess mine dewater because such a term cannot satisfy the Codelfa conditions.   

4.4 The Courts’ approach to interpreting State agreements 

An important facet of interpreting PSAs is the WA Court’s strict interpretation of State 

agreement terms that has imposed firm limits on the parties’ rights and actions.  The cases discussed 

below concern contractual State agreements, however, the Courts’ strict interpretation of the terms 

did not rest on that aspect.  The Courts’ strictly construed the terms because the State agreements 

confer significant concessions and rights on the proponent,152 and modify other laws that apply to 

the State’s citizens and servants.153  The following section discusses three case examples of the 

Courts’ strict interpretation of contractual State agreement terms and general legislative provisions 

in the State agreement context, in essence these examples concern:  

 the proponent’s right under the PSA terms to expand their exports;  

 the PSA Minister’s purported grant of a right of first refusal to take water pursuant 

to a PSA term (contested by a third party); and  

 the provisions of a later Act’s terms that purportedly preserved the State agreement 

rights.   

In Mineralogy Pty Ltd v State of Western Australia (Mineralogy)154 the Court looked at 

whether or not the PSA Minister was obliged to consider the proponent’s additional proposal to 

expand their production of iron ore pellets for export to China,155 and then exercise his power to 

approve the proposal under the PSA.156  The Court ruled that the Minister was not obliged to 

exercise his powers because the additional proposal was not within the scope of the scheduled 
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agreement.157  The agreement’s additional proposal clause allowed the proponent to ‘vary their 

activities carried on pursuant to this Agreement in relation to a Project beyond those activities 

specified in the approved proposals relating to that Project’.158  The proponent wanted to expand 

their production of iron-ore concentrates for the purpose of sales and exports to China.159  At first 

instance, the Court held that because the expansion was for the purpose of sales to China it was not 

within the scope of (or in relation to) the scheduled agreement’s definition of ‘project’,160 which 

defined the project’s purpose as producing iron ore pellets ‘within Western Australia’.161  The 

proposal to expand iron ore pellet production and then export those pellets to China was not within 

the project purpose because that was limited production to ‘within Western Australia’.162  Therefore, 

the proposal was not within the scope of the scheduled agreement and the Minister had no duty to 

consider it.163  

On appeal, the Court again scrutinised the precise wording of the definition of ‘project’,164 

finding it ‘significantly circumscribed’ the PSA Minister’s powers to approve proposals.165  The Court 

noted that the Minister could not refuse an additional proposal, which was a strong indication the 

parties did not intend to permit variations outside the scheduled agreement definition of project.166  

The Court confirmed the first instance decision, that had found the agreement’s definition of 

‘project’ limited the content of the proponent’s additional proposal because the additional proposal 

clause only allowed the Minister to consider a proposal submission that was ‘in relation to a 

project’.167  Justice McLure stated that limiting the agreement’s purpose and scope to the definition 

of project significantly circumscribed the Minister’s power to consider the proposal, but, that was 

necessary because the appellants had ‘obtained very significant commercial concessions from the 
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State’.168  Justice McLure’s comment indicates that the Court does not view PSAs as ordinary 

commercial agreements between two private companies, and considers a strict interpretation is 

necessary to protect the State’s interests.   

Similarly, in Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd (WMC Resources)169 

Warden Calder said that State agreements ‘must be very carefully and very strictly interpreted and 

applied’ because agreements significantly modify other general legislation that confers rights and 

imposes obligations on the State’s citizens, Ministers and servants.170  Warden Calder considered 

two terms in the Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Act’s scheduled agreement—clause 14(5) that gave 

WMC an exclusive right to apply for a RiWI Act licence to draw groundwater from Depot Springs,171 

and clause 33 that allowed the Minister to vary or extend any date in the agreement.172  WMC had 

twice applied for a time extension to its Depot Spring water rights under cl 14(5), which the Minister 

had granted pursuant to cl 33.173  On WMC’s third request for an extension, the Minister (by way of a 

letter) granted the proponent a right of first refusal in the event other parties wanted to access 

Depot Springs’ groundwater (Minister’s letter).174  The GA Act incorporated the Minister’s letter into 

the agreement, as far as it recorded the exercise of the Minister’s discretion under cl 33.175  

However, the Minister’s letter was not ‘for the purposes of the agreement’ because the Minister did 

not grant an extension of exclusive rights as prescribed by cl 14(5).176  The agreement did not 

expressly or impliedly authorise the Minister to grant a right of first refusal;177 so, the Minister’s 

purported grant of that right was not binding on the State or enforceable.  Warden Calder’s decision 

and comments demonstrate the Courts’ strict interpretation of State agreement rights when they 

impinge on the potential rights of third parties, because third parties and decision-makers must 

abide by the general laws.   
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In the case of Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources (Re Michael)178 Justice Parker found the 

parties could not escape the plain language of a later Act, the Gas Pipelines Access (Western 

Australia) Act 1998 (WA) (GPA Act).179  In this case, the GPA Act purported to preserve the 

‘legitimate business interests’ of the proponent under the Goldfields Gas Pipeline Agreement Act 

(GGP agreement).  The GPA Act s 97(4) provided that nothing in ‘uniform laws’ (that included the 

GPA Act and its subsidiary legislation, the code),180 affected the GGP agreement’s clause 21(3).181  

Clause 21(3) provided any ‘uniform laws’ that ‘had material adverse effect on the legitimate business 

interests of the joint venturers’ were ineffective.182  The primary difficulty was the language of the 

GPA Act s 97(4),183 which provided ‘nothing in the law … is taken to affect the operation of’ cl 

21(3).184  Section 97(4) preserved the operation of cl 21(3); but, the clause was not legislation—it 

only operated as a contract term.185   

Despite the parties’ intention, the language of s 97(4) did not change the clause’s 

contractual operation by giving it legislative force—so, as a contract term, it could not affect the 

operation of the ‘uniform laws’.186  Section 97(4) only provided that the ‘uniform laws’ did not ‘affect 

the operation’ of cl 21(3).187  Clause 21(3) only ‘operated’ with the force and effect of a contract 

term,188 which had no capacity to limit the ‘uniform laws’, which were legislation.189  The parties 

intended to make the ‘uniform laws’ ineffective if the laws affected the proponent’s legitimate 

business interests, but, despite their intention as regards cl 21(3),190 they could not escape the plain 

words of s 97(4).191   
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These cases illustrate that the Court strictly interprets State agreements terms and their 

affect on other Acts.  The judiciary has strictly interpreted the language of the scheduled 

agreement,192 or the relevant State law,193 when required to interpret:  

 the State agreement proposals,194 or documents included by the GA Act’s 

definition;195  

 the scope of the Minister’s power to approve additional rights which affect the 

State’s or third party interests;196 or 

 another Act purportedly preserving the State agreements rights.197 

The judicial interpretation of PSAs is more likely to be influenced by the Court’s approach to State 

agreements as ‘laws unto themselves’, requiring an interpretation that protects the interests of the 

State, third parties and, the operation of other laws, rather than by whether the agreement is 

contractual or legislative.   

5 Pilbara iron ore agreements and otherwise applicable State laws  

PSAs can modify existing laws to give effect to the agreement, but equally, later legislation 

may expressly or impliedly prevail over earlier PSA terms (sovereign risk).198  The PSA’s interaction 

with the current State laws will depend on the State legislation existing at the time it commenced 

and, what amendments to those laws or new laws were later enacted.   

For the purposes of this research, there is little practical distinction between interpreting the 

agreement as contractual or as legislative when analysing the PSAs’ interaction with other State 

laws.  Whether the agreement is contractual or legislative the ratifying Act and the GA Act ensures 

there is no question about the PSA’s capacity to modify existing laws to give effect to the agreement 

rights.  Distinctly, when construing inconsistent legislative provisions (implied repeal) the Court will 

try to find a construction that allows both Acts’ provisions to operate in conjunction.199  That rule will 

only apply if the PSA is legislative.  For the purposes of this study, there is little scope for the 

distinction to make a significant difference.  The nature of rights means they will either modify or 
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not modify existing laws; so, if a PSA is legislative it is not likely the right will operate in conjunction 

with the general law provision it intends to modify to give effect to the agreement.200   

The WA Supreme Court referred to the legislative Rhodes PSA rights as amending or 

modifying State laws.  The relevant Rhodes PSA clause provides that ‘the provisions of any relevant 

existing Act will be deemed modified and amended to the extent necessary to enable this 

agreement’.201  This leaves little room for the PSA rights to operate in conjunction with another law.  

Either the right will modify the State legislation or it will not.  For example, if a legislative PSA confers 

a right to 300 square miles of mining lease, that right cannot be read in conjunction with the Mining 

Act provision that only allows for a mining lease of 48 – 96 acres.202  The nature of a water right, or 

iron ore production right, does not allow that right to operate in conjunction with an inconsistent 

statutory provision.  The PSA right (whether contractual or legislative) will either exist and modify 

the existing law, or it will not.  In the latter case, the applicable State legislation or Common Law 

should govern the field.  Likewise, a later enacted State law will abrogate and prevail over the PSA 

contractual or legislative right or it will not.  More relevant to this study is the statutory 

interpretation presumption that preserves existing rights unless the later Act clearly intends to 

abrogate rights,203 and the application and savings provisions in the later Acts that often defer to 

State agreement rights.204 

This section provides a synopsis of the three groups of PSAs’ (the topics of chapters three to 

five) interaction with the otherwise applicable State laws germane to this thesis.  The relevant laws 

are: 

 the Mining Act 1904 (WA) (MA 1904) and the Mining Act 1978 (WA) (MA 1978) under 

which the mining titles or tenements that confer rights to extract iron ore, were (or 

are) granted;  

 the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) (RiWI Act) under which water 

licences were or are granted; and  
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 the Environmental Protection Act 1971 (EP Act 1971) now repealed, and the 

Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act or EP Act 1986), under which 

environmental limits may be imposed on mining activities.   

5.1 The mining legislation  

The proponent requires a mining lease to produce iron ore.  The mining legislation 

authorises the grant of mining leases (also known as production licences) that allow proponents to 

extract iron ore.205  The Crown retains ownership of the mineral until the miner removes it from the 

soil and pays the royalty due to the Crown.206  The 1963 – 1972 PSAs authorised the grant of mining 

leases under the MA 1904.207  In 1982,208 the MA 1978 repealed and replaced the MA 1904; 

however, the MA 1978 savings provision allows PSA rights conferred under the MA 1904 continue as 

though that Act continues to operate.209  The PSAs enacted after 1982 authorise the grant of mining 

leases under the MA 1978.210  The MA 1978 is wholly subject to the EP Act 1986,211 and water rights 

granted pursuant to the MA 1978 are subject to the RiWI Act.212   

5.2 The Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) 

The proponent requires water licences to abstract groundwater for the purposes of ore 

processing and mine site or domestic use, or for mine dewatering to enable safe mining.  Under the 

RiWI Act, the administrator (water department) authorises the abstraction of groundwater by 

granting a section 5C licence (to abstract groundwater) and a section 26D licence (to sink a bore).  

The department can grant water licences pursuant the RiWI Act provisions or the PSA terms that 

modify the Act.   
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The Act as passed did not regulate all groundwater; it only regulated artesian groundwater—

that is, water under pressure that flows naturally to the surface.213  An amendment to the Act in 

1962 extended regulation to non-artesian groundwater (water that requires pumping to draw it to 

the surface) by imposing licence requirements on land occupiers’ wells in proclaimed areas.214  The 

Pilbara region did not become a proclaimed area until 1965.215  As discussed in chapter three, the 

1963 – 64 agreements did not expressly modify the RiWI Act provisions, which initiated a 

disagreement between the proponent and the water department regarding compliance with the 

Act.216   The 1972 – 1990s PSAs rectified the issue by including terms that expressly modify the RiWI 

Act by requiring the water department to grant groundwater licences in compliance with the 

agreement water rights.217 

Similarly, later amendments to the RiWI Act were sometimes inconsistent with the earlier 

PSAs and caused tension between the PSA proponents and the water department, if the provision 

did not exempt State agreements.  For example, in 1974 a RiWI Act amendment imposed a disposal 

license requirement (Part IIIA).218  Because the amendment had the capacity to abrogate 1963 – 

1972 PSA rights, Part IIIA provided that when it was inconsistent with a State agreement the 

Governor could issue a declaration exempting the agreement.219  Conversely, the RiWI Act 1978 
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amendment that provided for the regulation of ‘referrable dams’ did not allow for State agreement 

exemptions.220  So, in 1980, when the 1963 Newman PSA proponent constructed a tailings dam the 

department required the proponent to comply with the RiWI Act because its tailings dam was a 

‘referrable dam’.221   

The RiWI Act 1995 amendment, in effect, clarified the Act’s application to State agreements 

by inserting section 26K into Part III.  The effect of s 26K is that Part III, which confers rights to water 

(including ss 5C and 26D licences), only binds the Crown or an Acts’ administrator when consistent 

with State agreement terms.  Section 26K(1) provides, 

Except so far as a provision of this Part may be inconsistent with a Government agreement, 

this Part binds the Crown and a statutory undertaker.
222

 

Section 26K removes any doubt about whether the Acts' provisions take precedence over an 

inconsistent term in a State agreement.  The Act provides the primary authority to abstract 

groundwater by conferring licences, so the PSA proponents must hold 5C and 26D licences to 

abstract groundwater; but s 26K confirms that the RiWI Act decision-maker must grant those 

licences in compliance with the PSA terms conferring water rights.  A PSA right to abstract 

groundwater in conjunction with s 26K removes the RiWI Act decision-maker’s discretion to grant 

the licence in accordance with the RiWI Act.223  The decision-maker grants the proponents 5C and 

26D licences ‘as of right’ pursuant to the PSA terms.224   

This study focusses on identifying the PSA proponents’ rights to mine dewater to determine 

whether those rights pose an obstacle to implementing a Pilbara water plan.  An important issue is 

the possibility that the water department may have granted 5C and 26D licences to abstract excess 

groundwater ‘as of right’ based on the PSAs’ purported authority.  On this point, the RiWI Act did not 

require the proponent to acquire a s 5C licence to ‘take’ water until 2000 when the Act was 

amended, prior to the amendment, the proponents only needed a s 26D licence.  For ease of 
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reference the RiWI Act licences are referred to as water licences or s 5C licence, but, of course, a s 

26D licence to sink a bore is also required to facilitate the s 5C licence ‘taking’ of groundwater.225  

This thesis argues in chapters three to five that the 1963 – 1972 and some 1990s agreements only 

provide rights to mine dewater that is utilised, and do not provide rights to abstract (or dispose of) 

excess mine dewater.226  Therefore, the 5C licences granted for this purpose ‘as of right’ pursuant to 

the PSAs’ purported authority (as opposed to pursuant to the decision-maker’s discretion under the 

RiWI Act provisions) may not be properly authorised.   

Despite the fact that the EP Act 1986 prevails over RiWI Act, the EP Act’s Part IV review of a 

PSA mine, and the subsequent Environment Minister’s approval of the project, cannot rectify this 

potential lack of authority to take excess mine dewater by providing an alternative authority.227  As 

explained further below, the Minister pursuant to the EP Act Part IV can impose environmental limits 

on the primary authority by requiring the proponent to comply with Part IV implementation 

conditions.228  However, the Minister’s Part IV approval only provides authority for the proponent to 

take actions that may otherwise constitute an offence under the EP Act.229  The Minister’s approval 

of, or imposition of implementation conditions on, excess groundwater abstraction does not provide 

an alternative authority to grant RiWI Act licences.  The primary authority to grant the licence must 

exist pursuant to either the PSA or the RiWI Act.  The Environment Minister can approve 

implementation conditions that may impose limits on the primary authority (the licence) whether it 

is granted ‘as of right’ under the PSA or pursuant to the RiWI Act.  However, the EP Act 1986 does 

not go further and authorise the grant of a s 5C licence pursuant to the implementation conditions 

or the Environment Minister’s approval.  If the PSA does not provide the right to take excess mine 

dewater, the RiWI Act decision-maker should exercise their discretion pursuant to the RiWI Act 

provisions when deciding whether to grant the licence.   

As discussed in chapter five,230 the current approvals system that integrates the grant of 

water licences under the umbrella of the EP Act Part IV approval mitigates the practical effect of a 

PSA mines’ potential lack of authority to mine dewater.  However, the legal issue remains because 

the primary authority for a valid licence grant must exist under the PSA (that engages the RiWI Act s 

26K) or the decision-maker should grant the licence pursuant to the RiWI Act itself.  The potential 
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unauthorised mine dewatering at some PSA mines may open the door for the State to negotiate 

with the proponent a Pilbara water plan that applies to all 1963 – 1996 PSA mines.   

5.3 The Environmental Protection legislation  

This section gives a brief overview of the how the three groups of PSAs interact with the 

environmental legislation by outlining the operation of the Acts and then summarising the 

conclusions reached in chapters three to five about each groups interaction with the environmental 

legislation.   

The environmental legislation most relevant to this thesis is the EP Act 1986, which repealed 

and replaced the EP Act 1971.  As explained in chapters three and four,231 the 1971 Act had little 

effect on PSAs because the Act deferred to all State agreements.  Section 7(1) stated that its 

provisions prevailed over inconsistent provisions in other Acts, but s 7(2) deferred to State 

agreements by providing that s 7(1) had ‘no application to Acts ratifying agreements to which the 

State is a party’.  Moreover, even if the Act could apply, it had very limited authority because it did 

not impose a statutory environmental review procedure.232  The EP Act 1986 is important to this 

thesis because it does impose a statutory review procedure in Part IV that can require the proponent 

to undergo an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and the Environment Minister can impose 

limits on mine dewatering via implementation conditions.   

As chapter three details,233 if a PSA proposal submission requires a referral to the EPA 

(Environmental Protection Authority) under Part IV, the EPA can require the proponent to conduct 

an EIA.234  Based on the EIA, the EPA makes recommendations to the Environment Minister, who 

(after considering the recommendations) may impose implementation conditions when granting 

approval of the project; for example, limits on groundwater abstraction and methods of mine 

dewater disposal.235  Part IV implementation conditions can impose environmental limits on the 

primary authority that confers the right but they cannot confer the right itself.  The grant of the 

mining lease under the MA 1904 or MA 1978 confers the authority to produce iron ore; the grant of 

a RiWI s 5C licence confers the authority to abstract groundwater.  Part IV is an approval to proceed 

within the limits imposed on the underlying authority and otherwise relieve the proponent of 
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235

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the 
provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Pilbara Iron Ore and Infrastructure Project: 
Cloudbreak (No Beneficiation) (Statement 721, 24 April 2006) att 2, pdf 34/38. 
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liability for an offence under the EP Act 1986.236  The Supreme Court of Appeal (WA) discussed the 

same proposition in relation an EP Act Part V discharge licence—the licence is protective, that is, it 

prevents the holder from committing an offence under the Act and provides a defence to 

prosecution for those offences.237   

The EP Act 1986 as passed reflected the government’s sovereign risk policy because it 

deferred to State agreements enacted prior to 1972, which ensured it did not disturb the 

proponents’ accrued rights under the 1963 – 64 PSAs.  However, it did not need to defer to the 1972 

agreements, because those agreements included an environmental protection clause.238  The EP Act 

application provision s 5(1) (like the EP Act 1971) provided its provisions prevailed over other 

inconsistent State laws, but that its application provision did not apply to State agreements ratified 

before 1 January 1972 (EP Act concession).   

Inconsistent Laws 
5. (1) Subject to subsection (2), whenever a provision of this Act is inconsistent with a provision  
 contained in, or ratified or approved by, any other written law, the provision of this Act prevails. 

(2) This section does not apply to or in relation to any Act 
(a) which ratifies or approves a State agreement; and 
(b) which received the Royal Assent before 1 January 1972.

239
 

In 2003, by agreement with the proponents, the EP Act concession was amended.240  The 

current s 5 provides that the Acts provisions’ and statutory policies prevail over any inconsistent 

laws, including State agreements.   

Inconsistent Laws 
Whenever a provision of this Act or of an approved policy is inconsistent with a provision contained in, 
or ratified or approved by, any other written law, the provision of this Act or the approved policy, as the 
case requires, prevails.

241
 

However, the prospective operation of the Act or its amendments protects pre-existing rights.242  

Further, the Act includes a savings provision (s 128) that expressly confirms that prospective 

operation because it exempts projects previously subject to the EP Act 1971 from Part IV review (in 

effect, projects commenced prior to 1986).243   

                                                           
236

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) Pts V, VIA. 
237

  Eclipse Resources Pty Ltd v Chief Executive Officer, Department of Environment and Conservation [2013] 
WASC 152 [65]-[68]  

238
 Chapter 4, heading [3.4]. 

239
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) as passed, s 5.   

240
  Environmental Protection Amendment Act 2003 (WA) s 5 amended by No. 54 of 2003 ss 90, 123. 

241
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5. 

242
  Chapter 3, heading [3.3.2]. 

243
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) as passed s 128.  For the full discussion of this 
term, see chapter 3, [3.3.3].   
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A key distinction between the operation of the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ terms and the 1972 PSAs’ 

terms is the way they interacted with the environmental legislation.  In contrast to the later eras of 

PSAs (1972 – 1990s), the 1963 – 64 PSAs did not include terms that subjected the agreements to 

future environmental legislation or the EP Act 1986.244  As explained in chapter four,245 the 

government would have included the 1972 PSAs in the EP Act concession (s 5), but those 

agreements include a clause requiring the proponents to comply with any environmental legislation 

(AEL clause), which provides as follows. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Joint Venturers from compliance with any 
requirement in connection with the protection of the environment arising out of or incidental to the 
operations of the Joint Venturers hereunder that may be made by the State or any State agency or 
instrumentality or any local or other authority or statutory body of the State pursuant to any Act for the 
time being in force.

246   

The broad scope of the AEL clause, which states ‘nothing’ in the agreement should be construed to 

exempt the proponent from compliance with any State law requirement relating to environmental 

protection, raises contemporary interpretation issues.  In chapter four, the author argues that the 

AEL clause may require the proponent to comply with the current RiWI Act because that Act’s 

objectives were amended in 2000,247 and now include environmental protection.248  On plain 

reading, the AEL clause requires compliance with environmental protection provisions in any State 

Act.  Arguably, the RiWI Act post 2000 may be characterised as legislation that requires ‘protection 

of the environment’ for the purposes of the AEL clause.249  So, was the 1972 PSA proponents’ 

groundwater abstraction after 2000 properly authorised under the RiWI Act?   

Chapter five examines the 1990s PSAs interaction with the EP Act 1986.  These PSAs were 

enacted post 1986, so, the agreement terms have the capacity to modify the EP Act provisions 

because the PSA ratification term provides words to the effect that the agreement shall ‘operate and 

                                                           
244

  Chapter 3, headings [3.3] – [3.3.3]; [5] – [5.2].  
245

  Chapter 4, headings, [3.4]. 
246  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 23; Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch1, cl 26; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 30; Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA) sch 1, cl 27; Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, s 19.01; Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 29.  The Rhodes agreement differs a little in that it specifically requires compliance with the EP Act 
1971 ‘or any other Act’.  

247
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Amendment Act 2000 (WA) s 7 inserts s 4.   

248
  Chapter 4, heading [4.3]. 

249
  Another example is the National Parks Authority Act 1976 (WA) (repealed) s 5(3), which provided ‘[n]othing 
in this Act shall affect or be construed to derogate from the operation of [a state agreement]’.  Similar to 
the statute provision in the case of Re Michael, this type of application provision would not affect the 
operation of the AEL clause.  So arguably, a PSA with an AEL clause could have been subject to the National 
Parks Act prior to its repeal. 
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take effect notwithstanding any other Act or law’.250  To compensate for the potential effect of the 

ratification provision, the 1990s agreements defer to the EP Act by their own terms.  Most 1990’s 

PSAs subject the entire agreement to the EP Act (EP Act clause) by providing:  

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Company from compliance with any 
requirement in connection with the protection of the environment arising out of or incidental to its 
activities under this Agreement that may be made pursuant to the EP Act.

251
 

The replacement of the AEL clause with an EP Act clause in the 1990s PSAs may indicate that the 

1972 PSAs’ AEL clause was problematic because it broadly encompassed any Acts with 

environmental requirements and the narrower EP Act clause may reflect the parties rectifying that 

issue.   

The supplementary 1990s PSAs (under the 1963 – 64 agreements) did not initially have an EP 

Act clause, however, in common with the other 1990s PSAs, these agreements required that the 

development proposal (and additional proposals) were approved by the Environment Minister 

before the PSA Minister could give his/her final approval.  The development proposal clause 

required the proponent to acquire the Environment Minister’s approval, and the PSA Minister to 

ensure the development proposal complied with the EP Act Part IV by providing: 

On receipt of the said proposals the Minister shall subject to the Environmental Protection Act 1986 
approve of the said proposals … provided always that where implementation of any proposals 
hereunder has been approved pursuant to the Environmental Protection Act 1986 … the Minister 
under this clause shall if the case so requires incorporate a requirement that the Company make such 
alterations to the proposals as may be necessary to make them accord with those conditions or 
procedures.

252
 

Since 2010, all PSAs include an EP Act clause.  The 2010 Integration Act amended the 1963 – 1964 

and most 1972 PSAs by inserting an EP Act clause into the principal agreement interpretation clause 

(the Integration Act did not amend the 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause, so most of those agreements have 

both).253  The Integration Act did not amend the Rhodes Ridge agreement to include an EP Act clause 

so that agreement only has an AEL clause.  For the purposes of this study, it makes no significant 

difference because the AEL clause would require compliance with the EP Act 1986 and operates at 

                                                           
250

  Chapter 5, heading [3]. 
251

   Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 2(3); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) 
Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1 cl 39, Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1 cl 36; Iron 
Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 2(3). 

252
  See for example, the Brockman 2 mine under the Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) 
agreement sch 10, cl 10I(4).   

253
  See for example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12, cl 4(1)(l) amends sch 1 cl 1; 
Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 5 cl 4(2) inserts sch 1 cl 2(4).   
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least as broadly as the EP Act clause.254  The amendment of the 1963 – 64 PSAs principal agreement 

to include an EP Act clause also incorporates the clause into their 1990s supplementary agreements 

because the principal agreement terms apply unless varied by the supplementary agreement.255  The 

EP Act 1986 is central to this study because since 2010, all PSAs are required to comply with that 

Act—it is the only existing Act that can potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan that includes all PSA 

mines.   

Chapter six evaluates the capacity of the EP Act 1986 to deliver a Pilbara water plan, that is, 

a statutory groundwater management plan appropriate for the Pilbara’s aquifer system.  Since 2010, 

all PSAs mines’ have the potential to engage Part IV, which ultimately allows the Minister to impose 

implementation conditions.  Part IV is triggered by a proposal submission that is likely to have a 

‘significant effect on the environment’;256 in the PSA context, this is generally a development 

proposal to commence the project or additional proposal to expand the project.  This raises an 

important question, does the Act have the capacity to impose a Pilbara water plan via 

implementation conditions?  Chapter three, explains the limitations of Part IV in this respect.  Even 

post the 2010 amendments, the 1960s mines have not been subject to Part IV review.  The EP Act’s 

prospective operation protects the 1960s mines pre-existing rights, and only a proposal submission 

can trigger Part IV review.257  The 1960s mines development proposals were approved prior to 1986 

so did not engage Part IV review.  When the mines expanded, the PSAs’ terms did not require an 

additional proposal, so there was no proposal submission to trigger Part IV review.258  So, the 1960s 

mines would limit the efficacy of a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part IV implementation conditions 

because it could not include these mines.   

Could the EP Act 1986 deliver a Pilbara water plan under its other provisions, such as a Part 

III environmental protection policy?  This is a very important question because the legislation already 

exists, and the PSA proponents have agreed to comply with it.  Since the inclusion of the EP Act 

clause in 2010, the PSA proponents have agreed that ‘nothing in the agreement[s] shall be 

construed’ to exempt the proponents from complying with that Act.  Since the 2010 amendment of 

the 1963 – 64 PSAs, Part III environmental protection policies could apply to all PSA mines, including 

                                                           
254

  Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) cl 19.01.  The Rhodes PSA only had its 
royalty provisions amended, see Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 Pt 9.  The iron ore 
deposits under this agreement are currently undeveloped, see chapter four, heading [2.1]. 

255
  See for example, the Brockman 2 mine under the Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) 
ninth supplementary agreement sch 10, cll 1, 4 vary the principal agreement.   

256
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 3, 37B(1), 38.  A ‘strategic proposal’ is a ‘future proposal that 
will be a significant proposal’, s 37B(2)).  See further, Chapter 3, heading [3.3.2]. 

257
  Chapter 3, headings [3], [5].  

258
  Chapter 3, heading [5]; chapter 6, heading [3]. 
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the 1960s mines that have not engaged Part IV.259  Consequently, chapter six argues that an 

environmental protection policy could potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan.   

5.4 Common Law water rights  

If the PSA does not confer a necessary water right, the proponent can acquire a State law 

statutory right (a RiWI Act licence) or exercise their Common Law rights to water.  The proponent 

does not need to negotiate an amendment to the PSA to acquire an absent right because the PSA 

terms do not ‘cover the field’.260  The RiWI Act displaces the Common Law right to take groundwater 

by requiring the ‘taker’ to hold a 5C licence,261 the Act does not generally constrain the Common Law 

rights to use, discharge, and drain water (although the 5C or 26D licence could impose conditions on 

those rights).262  The RiWI Act and the Common Law groundwater rights attach to land tenure that 

the ‘occupier of the land’ can exercise.  The holder of a mining tenement is an ‘occupier of land’ for 

the purposes of acquiring water licences under the RiWI Act.263  An analysis of whether the 

proponents can exercise their Common Law water rights in relation to land tenure (mining or 

agricultural leases) is not within the scope of this thesis.  Land tenure may limit the water use, for 

example, a mining or agricultural lease may limit the Common Law rights to water to mining or 

agricultural purposes.  For present purposes, the higher proposition is adopted—that is, the 

proponents can broadly exercise the underlying Common Law water rights to use, discharge, or 

drain.   

In relation to the proponent’s Common Law water rights, chapter seven presents a key 

argument—that is, none of the PSAs (including the 1990s PSAs)264 confer a right to dispose of excess 

mine dewater.  In this respect, the proponents’ exercise their Common Law right to use, drain or 

discharge.  The salient point is that: the sovereign risk policy does not protect Common Law rights.  

Therefore, new legislation could deliver a Pilbara water plan with the capacity to regulate excess 

mine dewater disposal without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.   

                                                           
259

  Chapter 6, heading [3]. 
260

  BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd v Martu Idja Banyjima (MIB) Native Title Claimants [2009] WAMW 6 [86] – 
[90]. 

261
  ICM Agriculture Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (2009) 240 CLR 140, [54], [72], [194] – [196].  This case relates to 
New South Wales water laws but the principle (that the legislature displaces rather regulates the Common 
Law right) equally applies to Western Australia water law.  For commentary on Common Law displacement 
by the RiWI Act prior to the section 5C amendment see Gerus, ‘Mining and Water Resources’, above n 79, 
312 – 315. 

262
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) Sch 1 cl 15; Butterly, above n 214, 199.  On Common Law 
water rights see Alex Gardner et al, Water Resources Law (2

nd
 ed, 2017) chapter 8.   

263
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan, above n 215, 28.  Butterly, above n 214, 
199.  See also on tenement distinctions, Homestake Gold of Australia Ltd v Croesus Mining NL (unreported, 
Kalgoorlie Warden's Court, 20 March 1991) 4, 17 – 19. 

264
  Two 1990s PSAs confer a right to negotiate a mine dewater amount, see Chapter 5, headings [4.4], [4.6]. 
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5.5 The Integration Act  

In 2010, the Integration Act amended the 1963 – 1996 PSAs to enable the integration of 

infrastructure of the PSA mines operated by BHP and Rio Tinto.265  The Integration Act and its 

Hansard debate feature prominently in this thesis because it was the most recent and perhaps the 

last opportunity to negotiate significant changes to the PSA regime,266 such as water law reform.  

Chapter seven examines the possible economic reason why the government did not take greater 

advantage of the opportunity presented by the proponents’ desire to amend all their PSAs at the 

one time—that may be explained by the State’s dependence on the revenue generated by iron ore 

royalties.  For the present, it is sufficient to note that the Integration Act inserted into the 1963 – 64 

PSAs the two terms common to the later PSAs—an additional proposals clause, and an EP Act 

clause.267  This means that, under all PSAs, new project proposals (as long as they comply with the 

agreement terms) may be submitted as additional proposals, which are not public documents.  As 

noted above,268 additional proposals submissions can contribute to the PSA regimes’ opacity—a key 

issue identified by other commentators.269  Chapter eight suggests an additional research topic to 

improve the regime’s transparency.   

6 Conclusion 

This chapter provides the foundation for an in-depth analysis of PSA mine dewatering rights 

and environmental obligations.  It has explained the PSAs’ operation as State agreements and the 

interpretation methodologies appropriate for this study.  The brief chronological summary analysis 

above provides an overview of the main issues identified and examined in this thesis, that arise from 

the PSAs interaction with the relevant general legislation.  Chapters three to five discuss the PSAs in 

three groups due to their common terms:   

 the 1963 – 1964 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements and Rights to Mine Dewatering; 

 the 1972 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements and Rights to Mine Dewatering; 

 the 1990 – 1996 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements and Rights to Mine Dewatering. 

                                                           
265

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 15 
(Wendy Duncan); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assemble, 2 December 2010, 9163 
(Colin Barnett); Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA) (No 61 of 2010); see 
also Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (WA) (No 34 of 2010). 

266
  Chapter 3 heading [5.3]; Chapter 5, heading [2.3], Chapter 7 heading [3]. 

267
  Ibid, heading [4.3]. 

268
  See heading [2.4]. 

269
  Keating Review, above n 15, 101 – 102, see also, app 4, 203 – 205; Hillman, above n 21, 299, 306,307, 309, 
328; Barber and Jackson, above n 21, 1, 80, [5.5.1]; Fitzgerald, above n 4, 3.  Alex Gardner et al, above n 
262, 708, 718, [27.30].  For access to chapter 27 see 675.  
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The chapters chronologically discuss the historical context affecting the Pilbara iron ore industries’ 

development during each era, and evaluate the PSA terms that interact with the environmental 

legislation and, the PSA terms that confer rights to mine dewatering, particularly the right, or the 

lack of a right, to abstract or dispose of excess mine dewater.  Chapter six examines the capacity of 

the existing law, the EP Act 1986, to deliver a Pilbara water plan.  After which, chapter seven 

discusses the alternative option—the introduction of new legislation to deliver a Pilbara water plan 

consistent with PSA rights and the sovereign risk policy.   
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Chapter Three – The 1963-64 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements and 

Rights to Mine Dewatering 

 

Map 3 1960s Pilbara iron ore mines 1 

 

 

Of course it would have been proper when the original proposals were submitted, for the State to 
insist that they take account of the possibility of increased production in the future2 

1 Introduction  

The Pilbara Iron Ore State agreements (PSAs) enacted in 1963 and 1964 (1963 – 64 PSAs) 

were the first PSAs that facilitated and authorised iron ore mining in the Pilbara.  These PSAs confer 

substantial iron ore production rights and authorise three significant mines that commenced 

operation in the 1960s—the Mount Tom Price (Tom Price), Paraburdoo and, Mount Whaleback 

(Whaleback) mines (the 1960s mines).  The 1963 – 64 PSAs also confer rights to abstract and use 

groundwater for mining operations.  This chapter argues that the 1963 – 1964 PSAs’ groundwater 

rights are not as comprehensive as the parties may believe; in particular, they do not confer a right 
                                                           
1
  Map created by Christine Hearne for the purposes of this thesis.   

2
  State Records Office, Hamersley Iron – Expansion Proposals (item 1976 142, consignment 6582, 

Department of Industrial Development) Crown Law Department advice, 128, Crown Law Department 
response to question 4, 132 – 133. 
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to abstract mine dewater that is not utilised for mine site, processing or, mining town domestic 

purposes (excess mine dewater).  This means new legislation delivering a statutory water plan, as 

proposed by the National Water Initiative, that is suitable for the Pilbara’s aquifer system (Pilbara 

water plan) that regulates excess mine dewatering would not disturb the State’s sovereign risk 

policy that holds PSA rights as sacrosanct.  Chapter seven discusses the introduction of such a plan in 

relation to all PSAs examined by this study (1963 – 1996 PSAs).   

This study also examines the capacity of the existing legislation, the Environmental 

Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act 1986 or EP Act), to deliver a Pilbara water plan.  In this respect, the 

1963 – 64 PSAs are distinct from all other PSAs because the 1960s mines have not undergone 

environmental review pursuant to the EP Act Part IV (Part IV review).  In 2013, the department 

administering the EP Act Part V licences (environment department) commented that, ‘Tom Price 

Mine has not been subject to the [EPA] assessment process due to its construction in the 1960s.’3  

Presumably, the same applies to the Paraburdoo and Whaleback mines,4 also constructed in the 

1960s.  This means that a Pilbara water plan delivered via Part IV could not incorporate the 1960s 

mines.5   

The majority of PSAs have terms that defer to the EP Act 1986 in the principal agreement;6 

consequently, the projects authorised by these agreements have always complied with the EP Act.  It 

was not so for the 1960s mines because the 1963 – 64 PSAs were enacted, the 1960s mines’ 

development proposals were approved, the mines commenced production and, the proponent 

accrued those rights, prior the EP Act’s commencement in 1986.  Reflecting the State’s sovereign risk 

policy, the EP Act made a special concession in its application provision to ensure the Act did not 

abrogate the proponents’ rights.   

Until 2003, the EP Act’s application provision provided the Act only applied to State 

agreements (which included PSAs) receiving Royal Assent before 1972 when consistent with the 

agreements (EP Act concession).   

Inconsistent Laws 

                                                           
3
  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to 

license conditions, L4792/1973/13 Premises: Greater Tom Price Mine (File No DER2013/001057, 21 May 
2015) 7 [1.4.1].  See appendix [1.1].  

4
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 3; Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 

1964 (WA) sch 1. 
5
  See Chapter 6 for full discussion.   

6
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5.  For examples of PSA environmental clauses applying the EP 

Act 1986 as an agreement term see, 1980s Agreements: Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 
1987 (WA) sch 1, cll 11(1), 41; 1990s Agreements: Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 
1, cll 7(1), 8(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cll 7(1), 8(1), 39; Iron Ore 
(Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cll 2(3), 7; 2000s Agreements: Iron Ore (FMG Chichester 
Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cll 2(3), 8(1), 9(1), 10(2); Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1, cll 6(1), 7(1), 37(2).   
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5. (1) Subject to subsection (2), whenever a provision of this Act is inconsistent with a provision  

 contained in, or ratified or approved by, any other written law, the provision of this Act prevails. 

(2) This section does not apply to or in relation to any Act 

(a) which ratifies or approves a State agreement; and 

(b) which received the Royal Assent before 1 January 1972.
7
 

In 2003, the proponents (all except for Amcor Limited, the Paper Mill agreement) agreed to 

amend the EP Act 1986 so that it applied prospectively to all State agreements.8  The key provisions 

that can regulate the PSA operations are those relating to the environmental impact assessment 

(EIA) pursuant to the Act’s Part IV review.  Part IV provides for the Environmental Protection 

Authority (EPA) to assess proposals that may have a significant effect on the environment and to 

recommend ‘implementation conditions’9 for subsequent Ministerial determination.10  

Contemporary Part IV implementation conditions can and do impose mine dewatering limits on 

projects mining below the water table.11  However, even after 2003, the 1960s mines did not (and do 

not) engage Part IV review because the PSA terms do not require the proponent to submit proposals 

for mine production expansions and a proposal submission is the action that engages Part IV.12   

Additionally, in 2010, the 1963 – 64 PSA proponents agreed to amend their PSAs to include a 

clause in the PSAs’ definition section that requires compliance with the EP Act 1986 (EP Act clause). 

The clause provides that ‘[n]othing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Company 

from compliance with any requirement … that may be made pursuant to the EP Act’.13  In chapter 

six, the author argues that, post 2010, the EP Act clause potentially brings the 1960s mines within 

the ambit of the EP Act Part III policy provisions.  A Part III statutory policy potentially could deliver a 

                                                           
7
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) as passed, s 5.   

8
  Richard Hillman ‘The Future Role for State Agreements in Western Australia’ (2006) 25 Australian 

Resources and Energy Law Journal 293, 296, especially n 24; Environmental Protection Amendment Act 
2003 (WA) s 123; Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Assembly, 16 September 2003, question 1692 (B K Masters, C M Brown); Paper Mill Agreement 
Act 1960 (WA). See also, Goran Galic, ‘The Relationship (and Interaction) Between State Agreements and 
Legislation: A Discussion’ (Paper presented at Legalwise State Agreements Seminar, Perth, 11 June 2015) 
23. 

9
  Implementation conditions were historically referred to as ministerial conditions.  The contemporary EP 

Act 1986 refers to implementation conditions, Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 45 – 46.   
10

  See heading [3.3].   
11

  This document is not paginated; the reference is to the pdf page.  EPA, Statement that a proposal may be 
implemented (pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Pilbara Iron Ore and 
Infrastructure Project: Cloudbreak (No Beneficiation) (Statement 721, 24 April 2006) att 2, pdf 34/38 
(approved 12 July 2010).  See generally, (search iron ore), EPA, Ministerial Approval Statements 
<http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/all-ministerial-statements> 

12
  See heading [3.3] – [3.3.3] and [5]. 

13
  See for example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12 cl 4(1) inserts cl 1(l)(a); Iron 

Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 7 cl 4(1) inserts cl 1(k)(a).   
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Pilbara water plan that incorporates the 1960s mines because it does not require a proposal 

submission to trigger its operation.   

The EP Act concession applied to four out of the 16 currently operating PSAs because they 

commenced in 1963 and 1964.14  These agreements have been called the pioneer agreements 

because they were the first PSAs to facilitate the development of the iron ore industry in the remote 

Pilbara region.15  This chapter focuses on two of those pioneer agreements that authorise three 

1960s mines:   

 the Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) (Hamersley agreement), 

Schedules 1 and 3 of which authorise the Tom Price and Paraburdoo mines; and  

 the Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) (Newman agreement), Schedule 1 

of which authorises Whaleback. 

The Hamersley and Newman agreements are contracts,16 with a few specific clauses designated as 

legislative.17  For this study, it is sufficient to know that the PSAs' ratification overcomes any doubts 

about the validity of the scheduled agreement terms that modify other Acts.18  Similarly, for present 

purposes, it is sufficient to note that the Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) corrected any 

deficiencies in the State agreement ratifying provisions enacted before 1979.19  This confirmed the 

                                                           
14

  Note, not all iron ore agreements are in the Pilbara, for example the Murchison Agreement Act.  For a list of 
iron ore agreements see Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), List of State 
Agreements <http://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/what-we-do/manage-state-agreements/list-of-state-agreements>   

1963 – 64 Agreements: Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount 
Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA); Iron Ore 
(Robe River) Agreement Act 1964 (WA). 

15
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 11 May 1972, 1516 – 1522 (Mr Court). 

16
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) s 3(1); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 

1964 (WA) s 3(1).   
17

  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) s 3(2)(b), sch 1, cl 3(2)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) s 3(2)(b), sch 1, cl 3(2)(a).  See the interpretation of the equivalent clause in the 
Iron Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) s 4(2)(b), sch 1, cl 3(2)(a)) in Goldsworthy Mining 
Ltd v Commissioner for Taxation (Cth) (1973) 128 CLR 199, 206; and distinguished in the case of State of 
Western Australia v Graham on behalf of the Ngadu People [2016] FCAFC 47, [36] – [37], discussing Brown 
(on behalf of the Ngarla People) v State of Western Australia (2012) 208 FCR 505, [127] – [128].  For related 
discussion see Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 259 [64] – [70] affirming 
Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2002] WASCA 224.   

18
  Nicholas Seddon, Government Contracts Federal, State, Local (5

th
 ed, 2013) [3.8] 122; Nicholas Seddon, 

‘State Instrumentalities and Sovereign Risk’ (2005) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association 
Yearbook 29, 34; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [21] and generally [20] – [30]. 

19
  Hillman, above n 85, 317; Leigh Warnick, ‘State Agreements’ (1988) 62 The Australian Law Journal 878, 898 

– 900; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [20] – [30], [47] – [48]; Government 
Agreements Act 1979 (WA) s 3.  See also, Cazaly Iron Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 
9, [157] – [158], [164]; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 4 December 1979, 
5705, 5846-5847 (Mr Mensaros).   
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validity of the scheduled agreement terms,20 but did not elevate or convert contractual State 

agreements into legislation.21  

The Hamersley and Newman PSAs are important because they confer substantial iron ore 

production and groundwater abstraction rights over large areas of the Pilbara.  Even though mine 

dewatering was not necessary for mining in the 1960s, these PSAs grant significant water rights 

because the pioneer industry needed water for mining operations and the mining town domestic 

supply.22  The Tom Price and Whaleback mines authorised by these PSAs in the 1960s are the largest 

of the 26 iron ore mines in the Pilbara,23 if not the world.24   The question is, do those agreements 

also grant rights to mine dewatering?    

The EP Act 1986 prevails over the relevant State water legislation—the Rights in Water and 

Irrigation Act (the RiWI Act)—so the RiWI Act administrator (the water department) must grant 

licences that comply with the project’s implementation conditions.25  As explained in chapter two, 

although the EP Act prevails over the RiWI Act, its implementation conditions do not authorise water 

abstraction—its implementation conditions impose environmental limits on the primary authority 

(the water licence).26  However, the 1960s mines have not engaged Part IV so are not subject to 

implementation conditions, so, the licence needs only to reflect the PSA rights.  If the PSA does not 

confer the right to mine dewatering, then licences for mine dewatering should be granted under the 

RiWI Act alone and in accordance with its procedures.  It is not clear that this has been done. 

The author concludes that the Hamersley and Newman PSAs allow the abstraction of 

groundwater to supply the town and mine sites, but it is doubtful whether their terms authorise 

                                                           
20

  Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [21].   
21

  Hillman, above n 85, 317; Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 19, 904; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC 
Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [29]–[30]; Cazaly Iron Ore Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 
9, [164]; Genbow P/L v Griffith Coal Mining Company P/L [2013] WAMW 11 [79], the parties agreed the 
agreement was a contract; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v BHP Minerals Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 259 [66] – 
[67]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The Honourable Warden K Tavener [2014] WASC 420 [5]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v 
The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 [13] affirming Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western 
Australia [2004] WASC 275 [1], [36] – [37]; cf Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources [2001] 
WAMW 6, [57]. 

22
  See headings [2.2], [4.1]. 

23
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study (Summary Report DOW0814, July 2015) 

see areas [2.2.2], see map Figure A1.  The number of mines (26) is calculated from the West, Central, and 
East Pilbara areas. 

24
  BHP Billiton, Businesses, Iron Ore, Assets <http://www.bhpbilliton.com/businesses/ironore>; Department 

of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to license conditions, 
L4792/1973/13 Premises: Greater Tom Price Mine (File No DER2013/001057, 21 May 2015) 4, [1.3]; Nick 
Evans, ‘Mt Whaleback: the backbone of BHP’ The West Australian, October 19 2014.  

25
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5. 

26
  This point is less relevant to the 1960s mines because they have not engaged Part IV review, however it is 

germane to the study as a whole because the Environment Minister has imposed implementations on 
mines authorised by the 1972 – 1996 PSAs.  
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groundwater abstraction in excess of those needs, to facilitate a safe mining environment (excess 

mine dewatering).  Arguably, the 1960s mines excess mine dewatering may not be properly 

authorised under the RiWI Act (unauthorised mine dewatering).  The water department’s decision-

maker may have granted the water licences ‘as of right’ pursuant to the purported authority of the 

PSA, rather than exercising his/her discretion in accordance with the RiWI Act.  This means the 1960s 

mines may have engaged in past unauthorised excess mine dewatering and may currently engage in 

unauthorised mine dewatering.  Chapter seven explores two propositions that are raised by 

potential unauthorised mine dewatering.  First, should the current unauthorised mine dewatering be 

regulated in accordance with the RiWI Act.  Secondly, can unauthorised mine dewatering at some 

PSA mines provide a platform to engage in consultation or negotiate a Pilbara water plan for all PSA 

mines.   

It is difficult to comment on the scope of the 1960s mines’ potential unauthorised 

dewatering because there is limited publicly accessible information about the 1960s mines’ current 

or past mine dewatering, or how it was authorised.  Specific RiWI Act water licence details and State 

agreement records (less than 25 years old) are confidential and not publicly available.27  The EP Act 

1986 Part V licences (regulating discharges) often apply to more than one mine, which limits 

information about specific mines.28  As noted in the introduction, the EP Act Part V Audit Compliance 

reports became available in 2017.  However, a search for Whaleback and Tom Price as separate 

entities did not produce results.  Whaleback’s mine dewatering may be included in the Whaleback 

orebody’s report, and Tom Price may be included as part of the Western Turner Syncline or ‘Greater 

Tom Price’ mine.29  Additionally, current licence information or the Audit reports do not show past 

                                                           
27

  Clare Ward, ‘Miners’ Liability to Redress Reduced Water Quantity and Quality After Mine Site Closure: A 
Case Study of the Collie Coalfields in Western Australia’ (2015) 32 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 
455, 462, at n 79; State Records Act 2000 (WA) s 45(2).  Regarding documents related to State agreement 
development proposals, Application by author, Department of State Development, Section 30 Notice of 
Decision under Freedom of Information Act 1992, application S0025/201501 (6 May 2015); On water 
information see, Mark Gerus, ‘Transferable Water Entitlements in Western Australia: Water Markets and 
Property Rights for the Mining industry’ (2001) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association Yearbook 
474, 497; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784b 
– 9828a, 1 (Robin Chapple); Department of Water (WA), The Water Register Licence and Water Availability 
Information <http://atlases.water.wa.gov.au/ags/waterregister/>  

28
   Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Greater Tom Price Mine license amendment L4792, above 

n 24; Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986: License Grant, 
L5275/1972/12, Premises Paraburdoo Iron Ore Mine, File No DER2014/000429 (15 May 2014); Department 
of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to license conditions, 
L4503/1975/14, Premises: Mt Whaleback/Orebody/29/30/35, File No DER2013/000901 (11 June 2015).  

29
  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence for 

Prescribed Premises, Mt Whaleback/Orebody 29/30/35 (Licence No: L4503/1975/14, File No: 
DER2013/000901); Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Department of Environmental 
Regulation (WA), Greater Tom Price Mine license amendment L4792, above n 24; Department of 
Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, BHP Annual Audit Compliance 
Report 2016 (Licence: L4503/1975/14, File No: DER2013/000901) (Whaleback); Department of 
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mine dewatering.30  The Whaleback mine (Newman agreement, sch 1) commenced mine dewatering 

in 1984.31  A 2013 hydrology report shows that the Whaleback pit has drawn down the water table 

150m to date, and the final pit will drawdown over 300m in total.32  State records show that, in 

1988, Whaleback produced around two million cubic metres of mine dewater a year (two 

gigalitres).33  Whaleback’s mine dewater may have gone into the Ophthalmia dam,34 which was 

constructed around 1981 – 82 as part of the ‘Newman Water Resources Development Project’ to 

supply the Newman town.35  By 1988, the dam and Whaleback’s mine dewatering had created a 

water surplus.36  Part IV review documents show that some of the Newman agreement’s 

contemporary mines currently dispose of excess mine dewater into the dam.37  Information about 

Whaleback’s current mine dewatering is not readily accessible partly because there is no Part IV 

review.  Other researchers say that groundwater abstracted to supply Tom Price town has created 

sinkholes, and that waterholes near Paraburdoo have dried up,38 but the author was unable to find 

specific information about mine dewatering at either mine. 

From a legal point of view, the difficulty of accessing information about mine dewatering 

and, if dewatering did occur, how that was authorised, show that the State agreement regime lacks 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto Annual Audit 
Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L4792/1973/13, File No: DER2013/001057) (Greater Tom Price mine). 

30
  Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (WA), Licences and Works Approvals 

<https://www.der.wa.gov.au/our-work/licences-and-works-approvals> 
31

  RPS Aquaterra, Hydrological Assessment of Orebodies 29, 30, 35 for Mining Approvals Below the Water 
Table (Report prepared for BHP Billiton Iron Ore, 24 July 2013) 1, [1.2].  See also, Andrew Gray, Slope 
Stability Considerations of a Major Excavation in Rock: the Mt Newman Case Study (Doctor of Philosophy 
thesis, Department of Civil Mining and Engineering, University of Wollongong, 1988) [7.1], this document is 
not paginated, see pdf 219/566.   

32
  RPS Aquaterra, above n 31, 1, [1.2].  See also, 2 – 3, [2.1] and figures 3 – 4.  Note mRL refers to the mines 

relative level, so the pit depth below the ground surface from a survey mark specific to that mine.   
33

  State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 082 
volume 4, consignment 6582, Department of Resources Development) 66 (Newman volume 4).  See also, 
letter from the Deputy Premier to Mount Newman Mining (replying to letter 18 March 1988) regarding the 
issue of supply versus demand in the light of the ‘expanding dewatering program’ being undertaken at 
Whaleback (at [10]) and the uses of surplus water from the dam and dewatering program (at 3).  This letter 
does not have a reference number, it is between page 45 and 46.  

34
  State Records Office (WA), Newman volume 4 (item 1977 082), above n 33, 66. 

35
  State Records Office (WA), Newman volume 4 (item 1977 082), above n 33, 86 – 87, 139 (West Australian 

Newspaper clipping 8 April 1981).  The proposal for the dam construction was under the Newman 
agreement cl 20(3), Newman volume 4, 73.  

36
  See reference and notes at n 33.  

37
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the 

provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986), Jimblebar Iron Ore Project, 49 kilometres East of 
Newman, Shire of East Pilbara (Statement 857, 18 February 2011) 1, see also [9.2], and table 1 on page 12.  
See also, Environmental Protection Authority, Report and Recommendations, Jimblebar Iron Ore project 
(Report 1371, October 2010) 22.   

38
  Barber and Sue E Jackson, ‘Water and Indigenous People in the Pilbara, Western Australia: A Preliminary 

Study’ (2011) Research Gate, National Research Flagships Water for a Healthy Country, 41 - 43. 
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transparency,39 a key objective of the National Water Initiative.40  Other researchers have noted 

more broadly that the PSAs create a legal barrier that prevents the flow of important information.41  

The regime’s opacity hampers independent research and public debate, which impedes the 

formulation of water law reforms. 

The State Government has conflicting obligations.  On behalf of the people and as a party to 

the National Water Initiative, it has a responsibility to promote a transparent regime.  Conversely, 

the Government has entered into confidential agreements that prevail over the State laws, and its 

sovereign risk policy defers to the proponents.  This policy suggests that, without the proponents’ 

agreement, the Government would not propose holistic water law reforms, unless those reforms are 

consistent with the 1963 – 64 PSA rights.  In 2010, the PSA water rights were a topic of debate 

because the Government negotiated amendments to 11 of BHP’s and Rio Tinto’s PSAs,42 which 

represented a rare opportunity to negotiate water law reform in the Pilbara.43  The only PSAs not 

amended were the FMG, the Mineralogy, and the Roy Hill Railway agreements (the mines 

authorised by these agreements are operated by other proponents).44  Norman Moore (MLC) stated 

changes to the PSAs’ water rights were not up for discussion,45 which suggests that proponents are 

unlikely to agree to water law reforms that potentially diminish their PSA rights.  If water law 

reforms cannot be negotiated, the Government’s remaining options are to propose reforms 

consistent with the PSAs or to depart from the State’s sovereign risk policy.   

This chapter analyses the general State laws and their interaction with the Hamersley and 

Newman PSAs that authorise the 1960s mines, as follows. 

                                                           
39

  Hillman, above n 85, 299, 306, 307, 309, 328. 
40

  Council of Australian Governments, Intergovernmental Agreement on a National Water Initiative (2004) cl 
93 (National Water Initiative). 

41
  Barber and Jackson, above n 38, 1, 80, [5.5.1]. 

42
  See heading [5.3], for discussion of this legislation.  All of BHP’s and Rio Tinto’s PSAs except for Rio Tinto’s 

Rhodes Ridge PSA.  This deposit is not developed.   
43

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9753b-9774a, 3 – 
4, 17 – 18, 20 (Jon Ford); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 November 
2010, excerpt 9334c – 9365a, 16 – 17 (VA Catania); See also, 24 – 25 (R H Cook); Western Australia, 
Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784 – 9828, 1, 15, 20 – 21 (Robin 
Chapple, Wendy Duncan, Ken Travers). 

44
  Fortescue Metals Group Ltd (Andrew Forrest); Mineralogy (Clive Palmer); Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd 

(Gina Rhinehart).  The proponent of the Mineralogy agreement desalinates their water requirements and 
the Roy Hill and FMG agreements are subject to water legislation.  Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1 cl 17(2); the Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 
(WA) sch 1, cl 15(1); Railway (Roy Hill Infrastructure Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2010 (WA) sch 1, cl 13(1)(a).   

45
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784 – 9828, 23 – 

24, 31 (Norman Moore); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 November 
2010, excerpt 9535b – 9548a, 4 (Colin Barnett).   
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 The discussion begins with the background information on the effects of mine dewatering; a 

brief history of the 1963 – 64 PSA’s role in the development of the Pilbara iron ore mining 

industry;  

 the chapter continues with a chronology of the operation of the relevant State laws in 

relation to the 1963 – 64 PSAs;  

 next, the author examines the Hamersley and Newman agreement terms that may expressly 

or impliedly confer rights to mine dewatering; and  

 finally, the chapter explores why the 1960s mines do not engage the EP Act Part IV; and how 

the 2010 insertion of an “additional proposals” clause and EP Act clause may affect the 

1960s mines.   

The chapter draws two important conclusions that inform the discussion in chapters’ six and 

seven.  First, the 1960s mines have not been subject to Part IV review—therefore, these mines do 

not have implementation conditions and would not be subject to a Pilbara water plan delivered via 

Part IV.  However, since the 2010 amendments, which inserted the EP Act clause in the 1963 – 64 

principal agreements, the 1960s mines could be subject to a Pilbara water plan delivered by a Part III 

policy.  Chapter six evaluates the capacity of the EP Act Parts III and IV to deliver a Pilbara water 

plan.  Secondly, the author argues the 1963 – 64 PSA groundwater rights may not be as broad as the 

parties perceive—specifically, that these PSAs do not confer a right to abstract (and therefore 

dispose of) excess mine dewater.  Consequently, new legislation delivering a Pilbara water plan that 

regulated 1963 – 64 PSAs’ excess mine dewater abstraction and disposal would not abrogate PSA 

rights or disturb the sovereign risk policy.   

2 Background 

2.1 Mine dewatering issues  

The Pilbara not only contains a wealth of iron ore, there is also a wealth of unique natural 

beauty, including the central Pilbara landmarks of the Fortescue Marsh and Karijini National Park.46  

Both of these ecologically fragile features are reliant on groundwater and groundwater fed springs 

and streams.47  The mining industry demands a greater share of the groundwater resource as the 

                                                           
46

  Department of Conservation and Land Management (WA) (CALM), National Parks and Nature Conservation 
Authority, Karijini National Park management Plan 1999 – 2009 (Management Plan 40, 1999); 
Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental and water assessments relating to mining and 
mining-related activities in the Fortescue Marsh management area, Advice of the EPA to the Minister for 
Environment under Section 16(e) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (Report 1484, July 2013) 
(Fortescue Marsh Report).  

47
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Fortescue Marsh Report, above n 46, 12; CALM, Karijini National 

Park management Plan, above n 46, [B.3.2].  
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scale of mining increases.48  Mines utilise mine dewater for dust suppression, ore processing, and 

domestic supply,49 and the excess water is disposed of by release into the environment, injecting 

water into alternative aquifer sites,50 or supply to third parties.51  Mine dewatering processes can 

lower the water table,52 and reduce groundwater outflow,53 causing springs to dry up and creating 

sinkholes.54  Discharging mine dewater may affect the Pilbara’s ecology by interfering with water 

quality or water availability.55  The rapid increase in iron ore production, and the relative newness of 

mine dewatering as an environmental risk,56 means managing the environmental impacts is 

complex,57 and a major challenge for the industry.58   

An overarching issue is the cumulative impacts of multiple projects mining in a relatively 

confined region.59  Mining is by far the greatest consumer of water in the Pilbara;60 and, over 50 

                                                           
48

  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy.  A Long Term Outlook of Water 
Demand and Supply (Regional Water Supply Strategy Series, report 1, October 2013) [5.2] and references n 
60.  See also, Charles Roche and Gavin Mudd, ‘An Overview of Mining and the Environment and Western 
Australia’ in Martin Bruckner et al (eds), Resource Curse or Cure? (2014) 186. 

49
  Lauren Butterly, 'Keeping the Engine Room Running: Key Themes and Developments in Water Resources 

Management in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia' (2012) 15(2) Australasian Journal of Natural 
Resources Law and Policy 191, 193.  See also, Sinclair Knight Merz, National Water Commission (Cth), 
Framework for Assessing Potential Local and Cumulative Effects of Mining on Groundwater Resources.  
Framework Testing – Pilbara and Hamersley Regions, Western Australia (Report 8, 2010) 5; Department of 
Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan Supporting Detail 2010-2030 (June 2010), 8.  

50
  Fortescue Metals Group, Cloudbreak Life of Mine Public Environmental Review (April 2011) 17 – 19 [3.5.3 – 

3.5.4], 54 [6.4].  
51

  Butterly, above n 3, 193. 
52

   Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Fortescue Marsh Report, above n 46, 17.  
53

  Sinclair Knight Merz, above n 49, 26; S.L Johnson and A.H Wright, Waters and Rivers Commission (WA), 
Central Pilbara Groundwater Study Part 1 (Hydrogeological Record Series report 8, 2001) 25.  

54
  Barber and Jackson, above n 38, 1, 34 – 35, 42 – 43.  

55
  Natascha Sommer, ‘Mine Dewatering in the Pilbara: A Legal Framework for Managing Cumulative Impacts 

on Environmental Values and Indigenous Interests’ (2012) 31 Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 
65, 68; Johnson and Wright, above n 53, 45; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Fortescue Marsh 
Report, above n 46. 

56
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan 2010-2030 (June 2010) 8 [2.1.3]; Department of 

Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, Position Paper - Reforming Water Resource 
Management (September, 2013) 3 – 4. 

57
  See generally, Aidan Kelly, 'Managing Timely Regulatory Approvals for Resource Development Projects' 

(2007) AMPLA Yearbook 385, 392 – 400; Roche and Mudd, above n 48, 186.  
58

  Department of Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, above n 3, 3. 
59

  Minerals Council of Australia, Cumulative Environmental Impact Assessment Industry Guide (July 2015); 
Nikki Harrington and Peter Cook, National Centre for Groundwater Research and Training, Australia, 
Groundwater in Australia (2014) 24.   

60
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy, above 48, 43, [5.2], 45.  The reports 

refer to mining generally, but note, iron ore mining accounts for the majority of water consumption, see 
45. Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Cumulative Environmental Impacts of Development in the 
Pilbara Region, Advice of the EPA to the Minister for Environment under Section 16(e) of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986 (August 2014) 22 (Cumulative Impacts).  In 2012 mining accounted for 88% of water 
abstraction, of which 40% was discharged mine dewater.  This amounted to 360 glpa (equivalent to 72% of 
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percent of the abstraction is excess mine dewater.61  The Department of Water predicts that the 

mining industry expansion will increase groundwater abstraction to 700 – 900 giga litres per annum 

(glpa) by 2042.62  These figures may be an underestimation if mining below the water table 

increases.63 

While mine sites often have too much water, the Pilbara population centres are water 

poor.64  Mine operators use large amounts of fresh groundwater for dust suppression and the 

processing of ore,65 and then dispose of any excess.  For example, Rio Tinto discharged 60.925 giga 

litres (gl) of fresh water in 2010 and 97.914gl in 2014, due to expansions below the water table at 

the Western Turner Syncline, Hope Downs 4, and Nammuldi mines.66  The company expects that 

trend to continue as more below water table deposits are developed.67  Ironically, there has been a 

need for more freshwater at the coastal port of Karratha, but transporting mine dewater to the 

coast would be costly and difficult.68  In 2010, the Government planned a 6glpa desalination plant in 

Karratha to address the Northwest water shortage.69  The cost was $370m with an added $160m 

subsidy over four years ($530m).70  The Government later scrapped the project when the 

development of alternative water sources relieved the pressure on the Millstream aquifer that 

supplies the West Pilbara towns.71   

Industry and Government recognise the need for groundwater management in the Pilbara;72 but 

State agreements can impede management plans.73  For example, the 1979 State agreement terms 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Sydney harbour) and the discharge of 140glpa of mine dewater. A ‘sydharb’ is an unofficial unit of 
measurement (500gl).  See Oxford Reference, <http://www.oxfordreference.com/> 

61
  See Chapter 7, Heading [2].   

62
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy, above n 48, 51 – 52; EPA, Cumulative 

Impacts, above n 60, 22 – 23.  Nearly two ‘sydharbs’ see above n 60. 
63

  Ibid.   
64

  Butterly, above n 49,192, 195. 
65

  Rio Tinto, Water Management <http://www.riotinto.com/ironore/water-management-12094.aspx>; 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 November 2010, excerpt 9535b – 
9548a, 4 (T G Stephens).    

66
  Rio Tinto, above n 65, See also BHP Billiton’s water reporting, BHP Billiton, Taking the Long View, 

Sustainability Report 2015 (2015) 42. 
67

  Ibid. 
68

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 November 2010, excerpt 9334c – 
9365a, 25 (E S Ripper); Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities 
(Cth), Moving Water Long Distances: Grand Schemes or Pipe Dreams (2010) 6 – 7.  

69
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 November 2010, excerpt 9334c – 

9365a, 25 (E S Ripper).  
70

  Ibid. 
71

  ABC News, ‘Pilbara Desal Plant Put on Hold’, Australian Broadcasting Corporation (20 May 2011); Gian De 
Poloni, ABC News, ‘New Water Source Switched on for Pilbara Iron Ore Operations’, Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation (24 April 2014).  

72
  Sally Audeyev, ‘Managing Cumulative Impacts Commercially’ (Paper presented at Australian Mining and 

Petroleum Law Association 39
th

 Annual Conference, 21 – 23 October 2015) 1-2; Environmental Protection 
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for the Collie coalmines provide for the proponent ‘to utilise or dispose of water … including water 

pumped or drawn from mines’.74  The coal mines’ 49glpa groundwater abstraction from the Premier 

area for mine dewatering compares unfavourably with 0.18 gl of groundwater abstracted for stock 

and domestic purposes.75 The Premier sub-area is 2000 percent over the Upper Collie Water 

Allocation Plan allocation limit (2.2glpa) and parts of the water table are 50m below its pre-mining 

status.76  The water department stated that the Government is committed to coalmining under the 

State agreements, therefore ‘[t]he department has issued each of the mining companies a licence to 

abstract enough groundwater (mine dewater) from their mining operations to facilitate a safe 

mining environment’.77  The department stated that it has ‘no jurisdiction to restrict dewatering of 

mines’ and that the State agreements determine the amount of groundwater abstracted ‘for safe 

mining purposes’.78  Likewise, the department must consider PSA requirements and obligations 

when instituting Pilbara water plans or granting licenses.79  The important question here is how the 

department interprets the Hamersley and Newman agreements to determine licences for mine 

dewatering when the agreements’ groundwater rights do not clearly include dewatering.   

2.2 The1963 – 64 PSAs and the development of the Pilbara Iron ore 

industry 

Since the 1960s, the WA Government has encouraged and facilitated the Pilbara iron ore 

industry’s development.  A Pilbara water plan that regulates excess mine dewatering could limit 

mining below the water table and iron ore production.  Reforms potentially limiting iron ore 

production would diverge from the State’s pro-development policy that underpins the terms of the 

1963 – 64 PSAs.   

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Authority (WA), Cumulative Impacts, above n 60, 22 – 25; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional 
Water Supply Strategy, above n 48, [2.2]; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 
24 November 2010, excerpt 9535b – 9548a, 4 (Colin Barnett).   

73
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and Planning 

Series report 55, October 2013) 25; Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan (Water 
Resource Allocation and Planning Series report 20, August 2009) 9, 23 – 26. 

74
  Collie Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1); Collie Coal (Western Collieries) Agreement Act 

1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1). 
75

   Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Plan, above n 73, 23.  The Allocation Plan refers to a 
number of subareas, Cardiff, Bingham, Collie River East Branch, and Premier (among others)—the Muja, 
Premier, and Ewington coalmines operate in the Premier subarea, see appendix I, 73.   

76
  Ibid 23.  Note, the Upper Collie Water Plan is a non-statutory policy plan.   

77
  Ibid 27, [1.11]. 

78
  Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan, Statement of Response (August 2009) 10. 

79
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan, above n 73, 25; Department of Water 

(WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan Supporting Detail, above n 49, [1.7].  
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From 1938 until the 1960s, Commonwealth Government policies limited the development of 

the iron ore industry in the Pilbara (and Australia generally).  In 1938, on the eve of world war two, 

the Commonwealth established an embargo on iron ore exports to prevent Japan importing iron ore 

from WA’s Yampi Sound.80  The embargo continued for another twenty years because the 

Commonwealth Government erroneously believed that Australia had limited iron ore reserves.81  

The Commonwealth based this belief on the geological advisor’s 1940 estimate of Australian iron ore 

reserves as 350 million tons;82 a nominal amount when compared to Australia’s 2014 aggregate iron 

ore reserves figure of 54.4 billion tonnes.83  As the Commonwealth Government gradually lifted the 

embargo between 1960 and 1966, the subsequent investment and exploration revealed the true 

potential of the Pilbara iron ore industry.84  The confirmation of huge reserves was so unforeseen by 

the Commonwealth Government that initially the startling results were not believed.85  Disbelief 

soon gave way to jubilation and the State and Commonwealth policies that initiated the 1960s 

Pilbara iron ore mining boom were put in place.86   

Political and practical factors contributed to the use of PSAs to manage the 1960s Pilbara 

iron ore mining boom.  The Government’s pro-development policy that aimed to facilitate the 

industry in a remote region greatly influenced the content of the 1963 – 64 State agreement terms.  

Two key factors contributed to the development and design of these agreements: 

i. Charles Court’s pro-development political philosophy and influence as WA’s Minister for 

Industrial Development; and 

ii. the difficulties of establishing the industry in the remote Pilbara region. 

Court implemented his aggressive and dynamic pro-development philosophy from 1960 – 

1972.87  He had a laissez-faire approach to big business;88 from 1963 to 1968, he negotiated four 

State agreements that authorised five major iron ore projects, including Tom Price, Paraburdoo and 

                                                           
80

  David Lee, ‘Reluctant Relaxation. The End of the Iron Ore Export Embargo and the Origins of Australia’s 
Mining Boom, 1960 – 1966’ (2013) 10(3) History Australia 149, 149.  

81
  Ibid, 149, 152.  

82
  Ibid, 152.   

83
  Geoscience Australia (Cth), Australia's Identified Mineral Resources Table 1 (as at December 2014) 

<http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/minerals/mineral-resources/aimr/table1> See also, Department of 
State Development (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile (June 2016) 4. 

84
  Lee, above n 80, 157, 168 – 169.    

85
  Ibid, 157.   

86
  Ibid, 157, 168 – 169.    

87
  Geoffrey Bolton, The Land of Vision and Mirage: Western Australia since 1826 (2008) 157 – 158.  

88
  Ibid, 158. 
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Whaleback.89  Western Australia’s (WA) iron ore industry flourished, production increased from 

4 million tons (mt) of iron ore in 1966 ($18 million (m) AUD) to 40mt in 1970 ($309m AUD).90  WA 

was riding a mineral boom not seen since the gold rush of 1890.91   

Court’s philosophy contributed to the style of the 1963 – 64 PSAs that aimed at facilitating 

large scale mining ventures, infrastructure, and secondary industry.92  The Government wanted to 

generate employment through downstream manufacturing and processing industries,93 so the 1963 

– 64 PSAs granted generous terms and concessions in exchange for secondary processing 

obligations.94   

Court also had practical reasons for establishing the PSA regime in the Pilbara.  The Pilbara 

was remote,95 and the investing companies needed to construct and manage their own 

infrastructure such as towns, ports, wharves, roads, railways and water supplies.96   Multiple statutes 

regulated the infrastructure construction and supply of services.97  The lack of integrated general 

legislation regulating resource development and infrastructure, and the numerous authorisations, 

requirements and licenses under multiple statutes were key reasons the Government chose a State 

agreement regime.  For example, the mines required water for domestic supply and iron ore 

processing, so the 1963 – 64 State agreements cut through the general water legislation 

requirements by granting generous water rights and the powers of a water board.98  The agreements 

                                                           
89

  Bolton, above n 87, 158; Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, 61, sch 3, 95; Iron 
Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, 65; Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 
1964 (WA) sch 1, 60; Iron Ore (Robe River) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, 52.  Note, the references are 
pages not clauses.   

90
  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Historical Statistical Data, Resource Data Files, Quantity and 

Value 1896 – 1984, 72, 75/94 (This document is not paginated, the reference is to pdf pages). See also, 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 23 November 1972, 5718 (Hywel Evans). 

91
  Bolton, above n 87, 158. 

92
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 September 1963, 1418 (Charles Court).   

93
  Lee, above n 80, 162 – 164; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 September 

1963, 1421 (Charles Court). 
94

  Lee, above n 80, 163; Warnick, ‘State Agreements’, above n 19, 879.  See examples of royalties and rents 
concessions, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cll 3(2)(c), 10(2)(j); Iron Ore 
(Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 3(2)(c); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 
1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 3(2)(c); Iron Ore (Robe River) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 3(2)(c).   

95
  Bolton, above n 87, 157 – 158.  

96
  Colin Barnett, ‘State Agreements’ (1996) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association Yearbook 314, 

316; John Chandler, ‘Shale Gas and Government Agreements in Western Australia’ (2014) 33 Australian 
Resources and Energy Law Journal 44, 45; Hillman, above n 85, 301; Lee, above n 80, 158. 

97
  For example, see the Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) referring to the Land Act 1933 

(WA), Jetties Act 1926 (WA), and Mining Act 1904 (WA) sch 1, cl 1; the Public Works Act 1902, sch 1, cll 
3(2)(d), 8(1)(b)(i), 8(1)(c); the Land Act, Mining Act, and Petroleum Act 1936 (WA), sch 1, cl 8(4)(a); the 
Water Boards Act 1904 (WA) and Electricity Act 1945 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a).  

98
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11; Iron Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) 

Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 
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removed any discretion to refuse a lease or licence under the general State laws.99  The Department 

responsible for managing State agreements (PSA department) organised the grant of all the 

licences, leases, or approvals by coordinating the multiple departments that administered the 

various statutes.100  In this way, State agreements streamlined the general statutory procedures 

through one department.101  The regime was considered a ‘powerful facilitating tool’ that minimised 

the confusion between Government departments managing the ‘chaotic interaction of legislation’.102   

3 The 1963 – 64 PSAs’ interaction with State legislation 

Since their genesis, the 1963 – 64 PSAs have interacted with a series of general State 

statutes that confer the authorisations (licences, leases, and approvals) necessary to commence and 

operate a mine.  The Acts relevant to groundwater regulation are: 

 the Mining Act 1904 (WA) (MA 1904) and the Mining Act 1978 (WA) (MA 1978) under which 

the mining titles or tenements that confer rights to extract iron ore, were (or are) granted by 

the mining department;  

 the RiWI Act, under which groundwater abstraction licences (s 5C) and bore licences (s 26D) 

are granted by the water department; and  

 the Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) (EP Act 1971) that was replaced by the EP Act 

1986; and  

 the EP Act 1986 under which the Environment Minister may impose environmental limits on 

mining operations via Part IV implementation conditions.   

This section describes the interactions between this State legislation and the 1963 – 64 PSAs.  In 

summary, the MA 1978, the RiWI Act, the EP Act 1971, and the EP Act 1986 (up until 2003), all defer 

to the 1963 – 64 PSA rights.  The EP Act 1986 Part IV implementation conditions can impose 

environmental limits on the PSAs’ operations’ mine dewatering, but the 1960s mines have not 

engaged Part IV.  Therefore, the 1963 – 64 PSA terms conferring water rights describe the limits of 

the 1960s mines’ groundwater abstraction.  The water department decision-maker defers to those 

rights when authorising the necessary RiWI Act licences.  The grant of licences authorising 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
10(a); Iron Ore (Robe River) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a), sch 3, cl 3(6)(a).  See also, Barnett, 
above n 96, 316. 

99
  Chandler, above n 96, 45.   

100
  Barnett, above n 96, 316; Hillman, above n 85, 311.   

101
  Barnett, above n 96, 316; Hillman, above n 85, 311.   

102
  Hillman, above n 85, 311; Michael Keating, ‘Review of Project Development Approvals System’ 
(Government of Western Australia Independent Review Committee, April 2002) (Keating Review) 205, 
[1.8.1].  
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groundwater abstraction outside those rights is subject to the decision-maker’s discretion under the 

RiWI Act.   

3.1 The mining legislation  

The 1963 – 1964 PSAs conferred rights to MA 1904 mining titles.  The MA 1978 repealed the 

MA 1904; however, the MA 1904 remains relevant because the MA 1978’s savings provision 

preserves State agreement rights.103  The savings provision provides that nothing in the MA 1978 

affects State agreements in force before its commencement and that State agreement rights to MA 

1904 mining titles subsist as though the MA 1904 was not repealed.104   

The MA 1904 mining titles conferred on the proponents’ rights to explore for and produce 

minerals.105  Under the MA 1904, the State commonly granted these rights in the form of temporary 

reserves (occupancy and exploration) and mineral leases (commonly termed a production license) 

for commercial exploration and development.106  The temporary reserve title did not expressly 

provide for exploration rights but the Minister could impose conditions on the title that complied 

with the PSA terms.107  Both the Hamersley and Newman PSAs provide exploration and occupancy 

rights to large temporary reserve areas for later conversion to mining leases.108  For example, the 

Hamersley agreement authorises grants of temporary reserves of 2,625 square miles, and allows the 

proponent to convert 300 square miles into mining leases.109   

The mining lease (under both Mining Acts) confers on the miner the right to produce 

minerals.110  The Crown retains ownership of the mineral until the miner removes it from the soil 
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  Galic, above n 89, 22; Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 5.  The Act commenced 1 January 1982, see notes page 280 
of 2015 reprint and s 2(2).   

104
  Mining Act 1978 (107 of 1978) s 5(1) – (2).  For examples of rights preserved see, Genbow Pty Ltd v Griffin 
Coal Mining Company Pty Ltd [2013] WAMW 11 [103]-[104], [108] – [109] (mining lease); Cazaly Iron Ore 
Pty Ltd v Hamersley Resources Ltd [2009] WAMW 9 (temporary reserve). 

105
  The authors refer to MA 1904 rights generally as mining titles.  The MA 1978 s 8 defines rights granted 
under that Act as ‘tenements’, the MA 1904 does not.  See also, D F Jackson, D P Drummond, and P A 
Keane, ‘Mining and Petroleum Legislation in Australia’ (1978) 1(2) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law 
Journal 323, 334; Robert Chambers, An Introduction to Property Law in Australia (2

nd
 ed, 2008) 177.   

106
  CW O’Hare, ‘A History of Mining Law in Australia’ (1971) 45 The Australian Law Journal 281, 292, leases; 
Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd v Wright Prospecting Pty Ltd [2012] WASCA 216, [61], [69], on temporary 
reserves; Mining Act 1904 (WA) ss 276 – 277, 48 – 56.  

107
  Jackson, Drummond, and Keane, above n 105, 337; Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 276 – 277 (as passed).  For 
example, the Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 2(a). 

108
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 September 1963, 1419 (Charles Court); 
Mining Act 1904 s 276; Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 2(a); Iron Ore (Mount 
Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 2(a). 

109
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 September 1963, 1419 (Charles Court). 

110
  Chambers, above n 105, 179; Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 48; Mining Act 1978 (WA) ss 71, 75.  The MA 1904 
‘Miners Right’, s 26(1) also allowed production.  PSA’s do not confer this title—possibly because although 
the right was available to companies (s 20(b)) the right was not generally transferrable (s 25). 
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and pays the royalty due to the Crown.111  The 1963 – 64 State agreement terms modify the MA 

1904 mining lease terms by requiring larger leases for an unlimited duration (successive renewals of 

21 year leases on the same terms),112 instead of the right to one renewal (42 years).113  This is a very 

substantial right because providing the proponent renews the lease, the right to produce iron ore 

never expires. 

3.2 The RiWI Act  

The RiWI Act regulates groundwater abstraction in the Pilbara region.114  The Act’s current 

groundwater licensing provisions authorise licences to construct bores under section 26D and 

licences to take or abstract groundwater under section 5C (groundwater/water licences).115  The 

groundwater licensing provisions developed incrementally.  Until 1962, the RiWI Act only applied to 

artesian groundwater (water that flows naturally to the surface); it did not apply to non-artesian 

groundwater (subsurface water accessed by mechanical pumping).116  After 1962, the RiWI Act 

required land occupiers to license groundwater wells in proclaimed areas.117  On 12 February 1965, 

the Governor declared the Pilbara region a ‘proclaimed area’, which made the area subject to the 

RiWI Act’s groundwater licence requirements.118  

When PSA terms require the grant of RiWI Act water licences in accordance with the 

agreement (1972 PSAs commonly did this),119 the licence terms and conditions must reflect the PSA 
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  Chambers, above n 105, 177, 179 – 180; Michael Crommelin, ‘The Legal Character of Resource Titles’ 
(1998) 17 Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 57, 60; Wade v NSW Rutile Mining Co Pty Ltd 
(1969) 121 CLR 177, 192.     

112
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(1)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 8(1)(a). 

113
  Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 53.  See further, Hillman, above n 85, 313, [2.6]; Chambers, above n 105, 177. 

114
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) ss 5C, 26D.   

115
  Various RiWI Act sections have applied licensing provisions over the years, so the reference is not 
consistently ss 5C or 26D, the reference indicates the applicable RiWI Act section at the time.   

116
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 4(3) (No 19 of 1914) as passed, amended by Rights in Water 
and Irrigation Act 1914 Amendment Act (WA) (No 70 of 1962) s 3 amended the exemption for groundwater 
under s 4(3).  See also, Richard Bartlett, ‘The Development of Water Law in Western Australia’ in Richard H 
Bartlett, Alex Gardner, and Bob Humphries (eds), Water Resources Law and Management in Western 
Australia (1996) 43, 58 – 59; Alex Gardner, Richard Bartlett, Janice Gray, Water Resources Law (2009) 189; 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 26 September 1912, 2048 (Mr McDonald).  

117
  Bartlett, above n 213, 60; Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 Amendment Act (WA) (No 70 of 1962) s 7 
inserts s 18(2)(b), (4); current provision s 18(1)(b)  Mining tenement holders are occupiers of land, see, 
Butterly, above n 49, 195.  See also on tenement distinctions, Homestake Gold of Australia Ltd v Croesus 
Mining NL (unreported, Kalgoorlie Warden's Court, 20 March 1991) 4, 17 – 19.  

118
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 Amendment Act (WA) (No 70 of 1962) s 7 inserts s 18(1); Western 
Australian, Government Gazette, No 16, 12 February 1965, 508; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara 
Groundwater Allocation Plan (2013), above n 73, 1, [1.2].  The proclaimed area was altered twice see [1.2].   

119
  For example, McCamey Agreement Act sch 1, cl 21(16); Rhodes Agreement Act sch 1, cl 15.10(a), (17).   
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water rights.120  The 1963 – 64 PSA terms conferring water rights caused confusion because they did 

not expressly require the grant of RiWI Act groundwater licences121—probably because the RiWI Act 

did not apply to non-artesian groundwater in the Pilbara until 1965, almost two years after the 

agreement’s ratification.  The 1963 – 64 PSA ‘mutual covenants’ clause allows the proponent to bore 

for, or take water, ‘notwithstanding any other Act’, in accordance with the approved development 

proposal.122  This left the development proposal to flesh out the substantive content of the rights.123  

The parties relied on the mutual covenants clause to authorise the water rights (described by the 

development proposal) to validly prevail over ‘any other Act’, including the RiWI Act.  

This cumbersome legal arrangement caused disagreement between proponents and the 

water department about the application of the RiWI Act licensing requirements.124  The proponent 

of the Hamersley PSA applied for a water lease in 1965 under the approved proposal.125  The parties 

argued about whether the proponent was required to comply with the RiWI Act’s bore licence 

provisions.126  The Crown Law Conveyancer, on advice from the water department, had drafted a 

water lease term requiring the proponent to apply for a bore licence subject to the RiWI Act because 

the Minister responsible for State agreements (PSA Minister) did not have authority over Northwest 

water supplies.127  The proponent argued that: 

 the mutual covenants clause (Hamersley sch 1, cl 11(a)), which prevailed over ‘any other 

Act’, required the lease to be granted in accordance with the approved development 

proposal; and 

 the approved proposal did not refer to the RIWI Act; 
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  Chandler, above n 96, 45; Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6 [33], [34] 
– [36]; Agnew Agreement Act sch 1, cl 14(18). 

121
  See heading [4.1], ‘Express water terms’; Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 
11(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a). 

122
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a). 

123
  Ibid. 

124
  At that time the Public Works Department. 

125
  State Records Office (WA), Resources Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd, Leases and other Rights – Issued under 
Detailed Proposals (item 1967 0400, consignment 2859, Department of Industrial Development).  See 
water leases listed 3.4 and 5.3 Letter from Office of Under Secretary for Lands to CEO Department of 
Industrial Development, G H Cooper, 10 September 1965 and Proposal cl 7 – Document titled ‘Section 10 
Leases and Other Rights’ following letter from Hamersley Iron to Minister for Industrial Development 
Charles Court, 30 April 1965, before file note dated 22 April 1965.  

126
  Ibid, 99/65.  Correspondence T Lewis (Public Works Department) to Conveyancer Crown Law Department, 
21 June 1965.  

127
  Ibid.  At that time the Public Works Department and the Minister for Industrial Development.   
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 therefore, the Minster’s approval of the development proposal prevailed over the RiWI 

Act.128   

The Crown Law Conveyancer advised that the proponent had a strong claim to ask for the deletion 

of the disputed clause on the water lease.129  While the records do not indicate the outcome of the 

argument, we can surmise the resolution from the terms of the 1972 PSAs, which expressly required 

the State to grant RiWI Act licences in accordance with PSA terms granting water rights.130  It is likely 

that the Hamersley agreement parties similarly resolved the issue by agreeing that the proponent 

should hold a RiWI Act water licence,131 but that the licence conditions should comply with the PSA 

terms.  In other words, the water department would grant the necessary licences ‘as of right’ 

pursuant to the PSA.   

In 1995, the Government amended the RiWI Act to clarify its operation in relation to State 

agreements.132  Currently, the RiWI Act Part III (that confers rights to water generally) only binds the 

Crown when consistent with State agreement terms (s 26K).  When a State agreement grants a right 

to abstract groundwater, the RiWI Act s 26K requires the decision-maker to grant the necessary 

groundwater licences pursuant to the agreement terms.133  In Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC 

Resources Ltd, the Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Act 1974 (WA) (Agnew agreement) required the grant 

of a bore licence.134  Warden Calder determined that s 26K, in conjunction with the Agnew 

agreement term conferring water rights, modified the RiWI Act by removing the decision-maker’s 

discretion to refuse the licence,135 but not the requirement to hold a licence.  The Agnew agreement 

is comparable to the 1972 PSAs that expressly require the RiWI Act licences to comply with the 

agreement.136  State agreements may expressly refer to the quantity of water needed,137 or leave 
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  Ibid.  See document titles Water Leases (Leases 3.4 and 5.3) following correspondence, Mr Regan 
Conveyancer Crown Law Department to CEO Department of Industrial Development, 14 June 1965.   

129
  Ibid. 

130
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorization Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(16); Iron Ore (Rhodes 
Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cll 15.10(a), 15.17.   

131
  Some water licences currently held by Hamersley agreement proponent, are likely issued for the mining 
lease under Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, for the Tom Price mine.  See 
Department of Water (WA), Water Register, above n 73, Groundwater license 107419, issued 18 August 
2005, expiry 30 June 2007 (License address, AML 70/4 Mount Tom Price operations North deposit, South 
East Prongs dewatering well field), and licences 109318, 109418 in the same field. 

132
  Water Agencies Restructure (Transitional and Consequential Provisions) Act 1995 (WA) s 118 inserts s 26K. 

133
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 26K; Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd 
[2001] WAMW 6, [33], [34] – [36].   

134
  Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6; Agnew Agreement Act sch 1, cl 
14(18).  

135
  Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6, [33], see also, [34] – [36]; Agnew 
Agreement Act sch 1, cl 14(18).   

136
  For example, Agnew Agreement Act sch 1, cl 14(3), sch 2, cl 14(18); Rhodes Agreement Act sch 1, cl 
15.10(a).   
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quantification to the development proposal (but otherwise in accordance with the scheduled 

agreement right)138 or later notice.139  So, PSA water rights can determine the volume of water 

prescribed by the abstraction licence, unless the Environment Minister has imposed Part IV 

implementation conditions that impose environmental limits on that quantity.   

If the State agreement does not confer groundwater rights and the EP Act does not impose 

limits, then the decision-maker should exercise their own discretion under the RiWI Act when 

granting groundwater licences.   

3.3 The EP Act 1971 and the EP Act 1986 

3.3.1 The EP Act concession 

The EP Act 1971 did not confer statutory power on its administrator to impose 

implementation conditions, in addition, its application provision made a concession for all State 

agreements.140  The similar EP Act concession under the EP Act 1986 (deferring to pre-1972 State 

agreements) continued until 2003.141  One can interpret the 1986 EP Act concession as the Act 

having no application to the pre-1972 State agreements,142 or as having some application to them 

consistent with their terms.143  The Act’s Part V licence provisions applied to the 1960s mines prior to 

the EP Act concession’s repeal in 2003, indicating the Act had some application consistent with the 

1963 – 64 PSAs,144 and environment department records show the parties accepted that position.145   

The EP Act 1986 repealed and replaced the EP Act 1971.146  In 2003, the parties agreed to 

amend the application provision by removing the EP Act concession.147  The current application 
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  Agnew Agreement Act sch 1, cl 14(1)(a), refers to 28, 000 cubic metres per day from Depot Springs, sch 1, 
cl 14(1)(c), amended to 20,000 in 1976, sch 2, cl 4(7) amends sch 1, cl 14.   

138
  See heading, Express water terms, [4.1]. 

139
  Rhodes Agreement Act sch 1, cl 15.07. 

140
  Crommelin, ‘Australian Mineral Law’, above n 303, 6; Michael Crommelin, ‘State Agreements: Australian 
Trends and Experience’ (1996) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Yearbook 328, 339 – 340; 
Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 7(1) – (2).  See also, R P Maxwell, ‘Mining and its Interaction with 
Commonwealth and State Laws Relating to Environmental and Aboriginal Issues’ (1982) 4(1) Australian 
Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 55, 63. 

141
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) s 5(2) as passed.   

142
   Maxwell, above n 140, 63; Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 7(1) – (2); Environmental Protection 
Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) s 5(1) – (3) as passed. 

143
  Crommelin, ‘State Agreements’, above n 140, 339 – 340; Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 7(1) – 
(2).   

144
  The Tom Price mine, Part V license issued in 1997, and reissued annually (2000 to 2003), Department of 
Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986: License Grant L6807/1997/7, 
Premises: Tom Price Waste Disposal Site (File No DER2013/000889, 11 June 2009) 3.   

145
 Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Mt Whaleback/Orebody/29/30/35 L4503, above n 28, 4.  
This license was re-issued in 2000 – 2007, and 2013, and amended in 2011, 2012, 2014, and 2015. 

146
 The EP Act 1986 replaced the EP Act 1971, which was repealed by the Acts Amendment and Repeal 
(Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) (No 77 of 1986) s 40. 
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provision applies to all State agreements, including the 1963 – 64 PSAs.148  The Part IV 

implementation conditions became the State’s principal statutory tool regulating PSA mines because 

the legislation prevails over the agreements, or the PSA terms require compliance with the Act.149   

Terms of the post-1986 PSAs (and post-1986 supplementary agreements)150 required the 

proponent to satisfy the EP Act 1986 Part IV requirements before the PSA Minister could approve 

the development proposal.151  For example, even though the EP Act concession applied to the 

Hamersley agreement, the supplementary agreements in 1990 and 1992, authorising Brockman 2 

and Marandoo mines, require compliance with Part IV.152  The 1972 PSA environmental clause (the 

AEL clause) requires compliance with any environmental legislation,153 so mines under these 

agreements engaged Part IV and are also subject to implementation conditions.154   

Arguably, from 1986 until 2003, 1960s mines operating under the 1963 – 64 State 

agreements could engage Part IV review, and the Environment Minister could apply implementation 

conditions consistent with the agreement rights—and post 2003, could apply inconsistent 

conditions.  However, the 1960s mines have not engaged the Part IV review.155  This is partly 

because the proponent must submit a proposal to trigger Part IV and,156 partly, because the EP Act 

1986 operates prospectively.157   

3.3.2 The effect of the EP Act 1986’s prospective operation   

Were a proponent under a 1963 – 64 State agreement to submit a proposal that enlivens 

Part IV, how would it operate?  The EP Act 1986 defines a decision-making authority as a public 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
147

  See references, above n 89. 
148

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5.   
149

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5; 1980s Agreements: Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) 
Agreement Act 1987 (WA) cll 11(1), 41; 1990s Agreements: Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 
(WA) cll 7(1), 8(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) cll 7(1), 8(1), 39; Iron Ore 
(Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) cll 2(3), 7; 2000s Agreements: Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2006 (WA) cll 2(3), 8(1), 9(1), 10(2) ; Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement 
Act 2002 (WA) cll 6(1), 7(1), 37(2).   

150
  For example, the Marandoo and Brockman 2 mines, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) 
ss 3I – 3J authorising sch 10, cl 4(7) inserts cl 10I(4)(a), and sch 11, cl 4(13) inserts cl 10J(4) which applies 
the Brockman 2 proposal cl 10I(2) – (15) to Marandoo.   

151
  See PSA references at n 149.   

152
  See PSA references at nn 149, 150.  

153
  Crommelin, ‘State Agreements’, above n 140, 339 – 340.  For example, see McCamey Agreement Act sch 1, 
cl 26.   

154
   Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to 
the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986), McCamey’s Monster (Statement 022, 8 March 
1988), condition 5 limits iron ore mining.  See Chapter 4, Heading [3.4], or glossary.   

155
  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Greater Tom Price Mine license amendment L4792, above 
n 24, 7, [1.4.1]. 

156
  See heading [5]. 

157
  See, chapter two on prospective operation heading [3].  
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authority empowered by a law or State agreement to make a decision regarding any proposal.158 

State agreement mining project proposals or changes to mining projects fall within the definition of 

proposal: namely, a ‘project, plan, programme, policy, operation, undertaking, or development or 

change in land use, or amendment of any of the foregoing’.159  A ‘significant proposal’ is one that is 

likely to have a ‘significant effect on the environment’, and a ‘strategic proposal’ is a ‘future proposal 

that will be a significant proposal’.160  Both types of proposal are referred to the EPA, but only the 

proponent can refer a strategic proposal.161  A decision-making authority must refer a significant 

proposal,162 or the proponent or any other person may do so.163  State agreement proponents 

usually refer their own significant proposals.164  From a practical perspective, it is unlikely ‘any other 

person’ would refer a Pilbara mine production expansion or increased dewatering because it would 

not easily come to their attention.165   

After receiving a referral, the EPA can require the proponent to conduct an EIA.166  Based on 

the EIA, the EPA makes recommendations to the Environment Minister who may impose 

implementation conditions when granting approval of the project; for example, limits on 

groundwater abstraction and methods of mine dewater disposal.167  Once implementation 

conditions are in place, the proponent or the Minister can initiate an EPA review of the conditions 

for any reason; the EPA’s recommendations are subject to the Minister’s approval.168  To re-iterate, 

the EIA procedures that could lead to the Environment Minister imposing implementation conditions 

on the 1960s mines, are limited to new (prospective) actions that require the proponent to submit a 

proposal that is sufficient to trigger a Part IV referral.169   

The prospective operation of the EP Act means that compliance is not required with Part IV if 

the mine pit or operation already existed when the Act commenced in 1986.  Part IV is triggered by a 

“proposal”, which is a prospective requirement, so an existing authorised operation does not engage 

Part IV review.  To illustrate, suppose a PSA authorised a mining project that commenced in 1980 to 

                                                           
158

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA), s 3.   
159

  Ibid.  
160

  Ibid, s 37B. 
161

  Western Australia, Gazette Special, No 223, 7 December 2012, ‘Environmental Protection Act 1986, 
Environmental Impact Assessment (Part IV Divisions 1 and 2) Administrative Procedures 2012’, cl 11. 

162
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 38(5).     

163
  Ibid, s 38(1), (3).   

164
  Declan Doherty, 'Caesar to Caesar: The Merits of Western Australia's Environmental Appeals Regime ' 
(2010) 29 Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 110, 112. 

165
  Limitations apply to referrals by individuals, Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) 38(5J). 

166
  Ibid, ss 38, 39A(1).  

167
  For example, Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Implementation Conditions, Cloudbreak Statement 
721, above n 11, att 2, pdf 34/38. 

168
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 ss 45C(1), 46(1).   

169
  Ibid.   
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extract 50mtpa of iron ore from the mining lease and it also confers a right to do so for 50 years.  In 

that case, the EP Act’s prospective operation preserves those accrued rights until 2030 when the 

authorisation expires.  If the mine operator proposes to increase production to 75mtpa then that 

expansion could engage Part IV review, providing the proposal may significantly affect the 

environment.   

The EP Act concession protected the 1963 – 64 PSA rights from inconsistent implementation 

conditions until 2003.  Arguably, a significant expansion of a 1960s mine (beyond the production 

rights accrued by 1986 that may have significantly affected the environment) could have engaged 

Part IV review.  The Minister could have applied implementation conditions consistent with the 

agreement rights, such as monitoring.  Whaleback and Tom Price are the largest iron mines in the 

Pilbara, and yet the mines’ pit expansions (even expansion below the water table)170 have not 

engaged Part IV review.  Section five of this chapter explains how the interaction between Part IV’s 

proposal requirement and the 1963 – 64 PSA terms regarding proposal submissions result in this 

anomaly.   

3.3.3 The savings provision  

The EP Act 1986 savings provision (s 128) confirms that the Act does not intend to affect 

rights accrued prior to 1986.  Section 128 authorises, ‘subject to this Act’, the continuation of all 

‘acts matters and things’ authorised under other statutes that were repealed or amended by the 

Acts Amendment and Repeal (Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (Repeal Act).171  It amended the 

MA 1978 s 6 (applying the EP Act 1986 instead of the EP Act 1971), and repealed the EP Act 1971.172  

Case law and Hansard do not shed light on the scope of the provision,173 and there is no explanatory 

memorandum for the EP Act 1986 or the repealing legislation.174  However, the Land Administration 

Act 1997 (WA) general savings provision (s 282) is equivalent to s 128.  The purpose of the provision 

is to confirm that any act done under the amended or repealed laws before the commencement of 

the repealing legislation will continue to exist and operate as long as consistent with the those 

                                                           
170

  See Whaleback’s expansion below the water table, above nn 75, 33. 
171

  Acts Amendment and Repeal (Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) (No 77 of 1986); Environmental 
Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 128.   

172
  Acts Amendment and Repeal (Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) (No 77 of 1986) ss 8, 40. 

173
  The authors searched for case law or commentary on s 128 by using: LexisNexis, LawNow 
<http://www.lexisnexis.com> Austlii, Noteup <http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/wa/>; Western Australia, 
Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly and Legislative Council, Thirty Second Parliament First 
Session, 10 June – 4 December 1986, volumes 259 – 262, index to subjects, 60. 

174
  For explanatory memorandum pre-2000, see Parliamentary Library Western Australia, Explanatory 
Memorandum (pre-2000) 
<http://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/intranet/LibPages.nsf/webpages/Library%20Publications> 
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previous laws.175  Applying that explanation to s 128, it means that a project that commenced before 

or during the time the EP Act 1971 (or other listed State law) was in force may continue to operate 

as long as it complies with the previous authority and the proponents prospective actions do not 

engage Part IV review under the EP Act 1986.176  As chapter four explains, compliance with the EP 

Act 1971 was not onerous.  For the purposes of this chapters’ topic (the 1960s mines), it is sufficient 

to know that s 128 essentially makes express what the Act’s prospective application implies.   

4 The 1963 – 64 PSA terms  

The 1960s mines did not engage Part IV review, so the Environment Minister could not apply 

implementation conditions.  Without environmental limits imposed by implementation conditions, 

the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ terms define the projects’ iron ore production and groundwater abstraction 

limits.  If the agreements’ terms do not confer mine dewatering rights, then the grant of 

groundwater licences for mine dewatering is subject to the decision-maker’s discretion under the 

RiWI Act.  This section selects, as examples of the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the Hamersley and Newman 

agreements that authorise the 1960s mines. 

The Hamersley and Newman PSA terms that may confer rights to abstract groundwater for 

mine dewatering are: 

 the terms granting express rights to groundwater abstraction (water terms/clauses);  

 the terms conferring the right to extract iron ore (iron ore extraction/production 

terms/clauses) because it may imply a correlative right to mine dewatering to allow safe 

mining (implied water terms/clauses); and   

 the terms that grant rights to the mining lease area and duration in conjunction with the 

iron ore production right conferred by the iron ore extraction terms. 

The author’s view is that the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ express water terms confer rights to abstract 

groundwater that is mine dewater, if the mine dewater is utilised for mine site or domestic 

purposes.  The express water terms probably do not include rights to abstract excess mine dewater 

(that cannot be utilised) to enable safe mining.  In the absence of express water terms conferring a 

right to excess mine dewater, an implied water term correlative to the agreements’ rights to 

produce iron ore may do so.  At the time the parties negotiated the 1963 – 64 PSAs, they did not 

contemplate the extraordinary growth of the industry’s iron ore production or mining below the 

water table.  The author suggests that it is unlikely that a court would find such an implied water 
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  Legislative Council, Clause and Committee Notes, Land Administration Bill 1997, 222. 
176

  For example, Acts Amendment and Repeal (Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) (No 77 of 1986) ss 8, 
32, 40.  
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term to resolve the tension between the PSA’s lack of an express term conferring the right to excess 

mine dewatering and the proponent’s right to produce iron ore.  If this is correct, it raises the 

question of whether the 1960s mines groundwater licences were properly authorised under the 

RiWI Act. 

4.1 Water terms 

The express water terms of the Hamersley and Newman agreements allow the proponent to 

abstract groundwater for use, but may not confer a right to excess groundwater that is discharged, 

or otherwise disposed of (excess mine dewater).  The express water term headings refer to water 

‘supplies’,177 and the development proposal clause refers to ‘water supply’,178 in comparison to later 

PSA terms that refer to water supply and disposal.179  The common definition of supply is to ‘provide 

a thing needed’,180 and generally implies something utilised, like army supplies.  The scope of the 

word ‘supplies’ or ‘supply’ in the terms may not encompass a right to abstract or dispose of excess 

mine dewater.  If the mine dewater is needed and utilised for dust suppression, processing, or 

domestic supply then the express water term probably confers the right to abstract that amount of 

groundwater.   

The water terms refer to water supply generally.181  They authorise the proponent 

‘notwithstanding any other Act’ to bore for water, store water and, if necessary, assume the powers 

of a water board under Water Boards Act 1904 (WA).182  The water terms are ‘subject to and in 

accordance with the approved [development] proposal’.183  The Hamersley and Newman 

agreements’ development proposal clause required the proponent to include the mine’s water 

supply requirements to the ‘fullest extent reasonably practicable’.184  This means the development 

proposal clause in conjunction with the broadly worded water clause allowed the proponent’s 

significant leeway to define their water supply rights in their proposal submission. 

                                                           
177

  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a). 

178
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 5(1)(a), and water supply at cl 5(1)(a)(v); Iron 
Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 3, cl 4(1)(e); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement 
Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 4(2)(a), water supply at 4(2)(a)(v). 

179
  Collie Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1); Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement 
Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 8(1)(f); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1)(e). 

180
  JM Hughes, PA Michell and WS Ramson (eds), The Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2

nd
 ed, 1992) 1166. 

181
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a). 

182
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(a), sch 3, cl 8 applies sch 1, cl 11; Iron 
Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a).    

183
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(a), sch 3, cl 8 applies sch 1, cl 11; Iron 
Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a).   

184
  See references at n 178. 
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Presumably, when the proponent submitted the initial development proposals for these 

mines, iron ore mining was not below the water table and did not include excess mine dewater 

abstraction and disposal.  The question arises was it ‘reasonably practicable’ for the proponent to 

include mine dewater disposal in the initial development proposal if dewatering was unnecessary at 

that time?  Would the contemporary interpretation of the Hamersley and Newman agreements find 

the express water and development proposal terms include mine dewater disposal?   

To analyse these questions the author reviewed the content of the Hamersley PSA’s 

Paraburdoo development proposal submitted in 1968.185  This proposal was pursuant to (and limited 

by) the Hamersley agreement sch 3, cl 8, that applied the principal agreement’s express water term 

(sch 1, cl 11(a)).186  The Paraburdoo proposal’s ‘water supply’ description specifically quantified the 

projected water needs for the town, the mine, and miscellaneous uses (in relation to increased iron 

ore production).187  Under the proposal’s ‘Rights in Respect to Water’, the proponent may take or 

bore for water for ‘its purposes under the agreement’.188  In the same section (Leases and other 

Rights), the ‘General’ clause would allow the proponent to alter subsequently the nature and the 

scope of rights detailed in the proposal, if necessary, because the ‘need for other rights’ may ‘not 

arise or become apparent’ until later.189  Arguably, the ‘General’ clause could extend the right to 

abstract groundwater (beyond the mine’s ‘supply’ needs) to include mine dewater disposal because 

it was not initially ‘reasonably practicable’ (in accordance with the Hamersley PSA’s proposal clause) 

to include mine dewater requirements, and the need was ‘not apparent’ at that time, as provided by 

the Paraburdoo proposal’s ‘General’ clause.190   

The 1963 – 64 PSAs’ express water clauses are distinct from the later PSAs’ water clauses 

because they provide that the water rights are in accordance with the approved development 

proposal.  As explained in chapter two, the development proposal clause does not confer rights, it 

provides a framework for the proponent to detail the rights conferred by the scheduled agreement.  

The development proposal itself is not ratified by Parliament (as is the scheduled agreement) so it 
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 3, see proposals at sch 3, cl 4, water supply at cl 
4(1)(e).   

186
  State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreements (item 1968 1054, consignment 1659, 
local Government Department) see Hamersley Iron Paraburdoo Proposal submission cl 4(1), 22 November 
1968, [9.7].  The proposal is pursuant to sch 3, cl 8 that applies sch 1, cl 11 of the principal agreement, the 
express water term.   

187
  Ibid, [7.1]. 

188
  Ibid, [9.7] (i).   

189
  Ibid, [9.1].   

190
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 3, cl 4(1) (proposal clause), and State Records 
Office (WA), Hamersley Agreements (item 1968 1054), above n 186, Hamersley Iron Paraburdoo Detailed 
Proposal submission, 22 November 1968 [9.1] (‘General’ clause).   
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has no authority itself to create rights that can modify other Acts.  Even though the express 

Hamersley PSA water clause confers authority for the development proposal to define additional 

rights by providing that the water rights are ‘subject to, and in accordance with the proposals 

approved’, the proposal is still confined by the ratified term (the PSA’s express water clause) that 

authorises it.191  Therefore, it is unlikely that the Paraburdoo development proposal’s purported 

extension of the Hamersley PSA’s water right to include a need not ‘apparent at the time’ could 

extend the PSA right to include excess mine dewatering.  The words ‘apparent at the time’ in the 

development proposal are necessarily confined by the word ‘supplies’ in the authorising PSA water 

clause, so it probably only allows for additional water ‘supply’—that is, utilised water ‘needs’ that 

were ‘not apparent at the time’.  To summarise, the development proposal probably could not 

extend the rights beyond water ‘supplies’ authorised by the express water term because it relies on 

that term for its authority.  

Consequently, the Paraburdoo mine development proposal’s ‘General’ clause may not 

confer a right to excess mine dewater abstraction or disposal because the Hamersley PSA terms’ 

reference to water supply or supplies limited the scope of the proposal and the ‘General’ clause.192  

As previously discussed, the WA Supreme Court has narrowly construed State agreement terms.193  

The author suggests that it is unlikely that the Court would broadly interpret the phrase ‘water 

supply’ or supplies to include excess mine dewater that requires disposal.194  The agreement’s 

development proposal clause provides the proponent can describe their project ‘to the fullest extent 

reasonably practicable’, which may give some latitude to the ‘General’ clause,195 but the 

development proposal is limited by the water clause.  Additionally, the development proposal’s own 

reference to ‘water supply’ rather than ‘water supply and disposal’ as in later PSAs, or ‘water’ 

generally, suggests the parties did not objectively contemplate excess mine dewater.  So, any 

additional water ‘need’ sought later under the Paraburdoo proposal’s ‘General’ clause, because it 

was not initially apparent, may be confined by a narrow definition of ‘water supplies’ to utilised 

water.  It is unlikely the express water terms would include excess mine dewatering to facilitate safe 

                                                           
191

  See also the wording of the Hamersley development proposal sch 1, cl 5(1) stating, ‘the company shall 
submit to the Minister’ in contrast to the clearer expression in later agreements that provide the 
development proposal is ‘subject to the provisions of this agreement’, see for a typical example, Iron Ore 
(Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 7(1). 

192
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 3, cl 4(1)(e), reads the same as the principal 
agreements proposal clause sch 1 cl 5(1)(a)(v). 

193
  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69, [67] – [69]. 

194
  See Chapter 2 for the Courts’ interpretation of State agreement terms, heading [4.4].  

195
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 5(1), sch 3, cl 4(1). 
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mining below the water table—the concept of ‘water supplies’ limits any greater right.196  If the 

express water terms do not provide rights to mine dewatering in excess of ‘supply’ needs, then do 

the agreements authorise the excess mine dewatering by conferring implied water rights? 

4.2 Implied water terms 

A PSA term granting a right to extract iron ore may imply a correlative right to abstract 

excess mine dewater that requires disposal.  The basis for this contention is that the quantity of iron 

ore extracted below the water table correlates to the quantity of mine dewatering necessary to 

enable safe iron ore mining.197  The agreements’ iron ore extraction term may imply the right to 

mine iron ore safely, because the proponent cannot safely extract iron ore below the water table 

without a correlative right to mine dewatering.   

The 1963 – 64 PSAs have common iron ore extraction terms that confer broad unlimited 

rights on the proponent to produce iron ore.  In 1963, Charles Court stated that there was no need 

to place limits on tonnage per annum (pa) because the State had large reserves;198 instead, he 

focussed on negotiating terms for establishing secondary processing and steel industries.199  The 

agreements imposed minimum processing and production limits but did not impose maximum iron 

ore extraction limits.200  For example, the Hamersley PSA terms required the proponent to: 

 procure contracts increasing over the years to not less than 15mtpa;  

 commence shipment of iron ore of not less than 1mtpa in three years;  

 submit a proposal for a secondary processing plant of not less than 2mtpa within ten 

years; and  

 commence an iron and steel industry producing not less than 1mtpa of steel.201   

The government did not foresee the significant increases in Pilbara iron ore production over 

the following years, which meant the secondary processing obligations were not proportionate to 

the iron ore production.  The government unsuccessfully attempted to negotiate agreement 

amendments to rectify the imbalance.  In 1976, the proponent under the Hamersley PSA notified the 
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(a). 

197
  Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Plan, above n 73, 26 – 27.  See comment at [1.11] 
regarding groundwater abstraction licensing to allow safe coal mining. 
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  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 26 September 1963, 1421 (Charles Court). 
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  Ibid, 1418 (Charles Court).  

200
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cll 5(1)(b), 10(1)(a) – (b), 12(1), 13(1); Iron Ore 
(Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cll 4(2)(b), 9(1)(a) – (b), 11(1), 12(1).  

201
  Ibid.  
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government of its intention to expand iron ore production to 46mtpa (three times the 15mtpa 

contemplated by the agreement).202  The government sought the Crown Law Department’s advice to 

ascertain whether the proponent was required to submit a proposal that would require the 

government’s approval and open the door for further secondary processing negotiations.203 Under 

the agreement terms, the proponent had no obligation to obtain government approval to expand 

production.204  The department’s advice to government was that:  

[w]ith regard to the Company’s currently proposed expansion … there is no provision in the agreement 

requiring the Company to submit additional proposals where the Company intends to expand its activities 

beyond those specified in the existing proposals approved by the State.
205

  

The government had ‘missed the boat’206 because the proper time to address the possibility of 

increased future production was when the proponent submitted the original development 

proposals.207  The agreement terms did not allow the government to reopen negotiations because 

iron ore production had exceeded what the parties originally contemplated.  The Senior Assistant 

Crown Solicitor advised: 

I can see nothing in the agreement which would oblige any of the respective companies to submit further 

proposals because production has outstripped what was envisaged when the original proposals were 

submitted and approved … Of course it would have been proper when the original proposals were 

submitted, for the State to insist that they take account of the possibility of increased production in the 

future.
208

   

The same issue arose when the State unsuccessfully endeavoured to negotiate an 

amendment to the Newman agreement to achieve a better balance between processed and 

unprocessed ore.209  In 1977, the proponent submitted a proposal to develop a processing plant at 

the Whaleback mine to fulfil its processing obligations under the agreement.210  The proposal 
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cll 5(1)(b), 10(1)(a) – (b); State Records Office 
(item 1976 142), above n 2, see Crown Law Department advice, 128, response to question 4, 135, and file 
note, 138.  For the processing obligations see, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, 
cll 12(1), 13(1). 
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  State Records Office (item 1976 142), above n 2, see Crown Law Department advice, 128, response to 
question 4, 135, file note, 138.  The Crown Law Department is now the State Solicitor’s Office.   
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  Ibid.   
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  Ibid.   
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  Ibid file note, 138.    
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  Ibid, Crown Law Department advice, 128, file note, 138.    
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  Ibid ,Crown Law Department advice, 128, Crown Law Department response to question 4, 132 – 133. 
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  State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 082 
volume 1, consignment 6582, Department of Industrial Development) 86, 106, 111 – 112.  
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  Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 11(1); State Records Office (WA), Newman 
volume 1 (item 1977 082), above n 209, 31 – 33.  
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exceeded the proponent’s obligations (processing 7mtpa to produce 5mtpa as opposed to 2mtpa 

required by the agreement, and six years earlier than required).211  The government agreed the 

proposal was ‘substantially in excess’ of the agreement requirements, but the processing obligations 

were no longer proportionate to the scale of the project.212  At the time of the proposal, Whaleback 

produced 40mtpa and the proponent intended to expand production to 70mtpa.213  The agreement 

terms required the proponent to negotiate a contract to sell not less than 15mt and to ship at least 

1mt of iron ore yearly—the processing obligations were proportionate to these relatively low 

amounts.214  The proponent needed to submit a processing plant proposal by year 10, the 

production capacity of which would increase incrementally to 2mtpa, during years 12 – 17.215  If the 

proponent did not meet the processing requirement, the government could limit the proponent’s 

iron ore exports to 5mtpa.216  The government argued that, because a production rate of a little 

more than 5mtpa was contemplated when the parties negotiated the processing obligations, the 

proponent had a moral (but not a legal) obligation to pursue further processing.217   

The government sought to negotiate with the proponent an amendment to the Newman 

agreement requiring a proposal submission for any ‘significant expansions of Company activity’.218  

The proponent politely refused,219 stating that the inclusion of such a term constituted a ‘major 

variation’ to the agreement, and that the proposal completely fulfilled its processing obligations 

under the Newman agreement.220  The government deferred the negotiation,221 predicting that 

pushing for additional processing obligations might jeopardise the proposal entirely, and deplete the 

Pilbara workforce.222  The proponent advised that they had no intention to expand iron ore 

production for some time, so the parties agreed to revisit the issue later.223  The Whaleback mine 

expanded steadily, becoming one of the world’s largest open-cut iron ore mines.224   
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The 1963 – 64 PSAs authorise the grant of mining leases that confer extensive rights to 

produce iron ore in area and duration.  The MA 1904 limited the mining lease size to 48-96 acres,225 

and the duration to 21 years with a right to one renewal.226  The 1963 – 1964 PSAs modified the MA 

1904 by authorising a mining lease area of 300 square miles and the right to successive lease 

renewals of 21 years.227  The production rights of mines operating without State agreements expire 

after 42 years, when the lease ends.228  In contrast, the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ proponents can exercise the 

agreement rights indefinitely, in 21 year increments.  

The 1963 – 64 PSAs’ iron ore extraction terms do not limit iron ore production, or the 

duration of the production right.  Nor do they expressly address mining below the water table.  

Could such unlimited rights to produce iron ore imply rights to extract iron ore above and below the 

water table?  The question is whether the tension between the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ lack of authority to 

abstract excess mine dewater and the lack of a limit on ore production should be resolved, on the 

one hand, by a limit on mining below the water table or, on the other, by an implied right to mine 

dewatering.229   

For the purposes of this study the author suggests the 1963 – 64 PSAs (and contract PSAs 

generally) would not include implied water terms for at least two reasons.  Contract law implies 

terms by examining the parties’ objective intention at the time of the contract.230  These express 

water terms do not indicate the parties’ objective intention to include mining below the water table, 

or mine dewater disposal in the contract.  The PSA terms’ minimal quantified secondary processing 

obligations indicate the parties did not contemplate the eventual scale of mining above or below the 

water table.  Further, increasing production to the point where excess mine dewatering became a 

necessity was, and is, not necessary for business efficacy because substantial amounts of mine 

dewater are utilised, which presumably allows for substantial iron ore production without 

abstracting or disposing of excess mine dewater.  The 1960s mines have operated profitably for 

nearly 60 years, so, even if the mines ran out of iron ore and closed, it cannot be argued the parties 

have not received the benefits of the contract or that they did not achieve a commercial result.  

Additionally, implied terms must have sufficient precision or certainty and, be capable of clear 
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  Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 50(1).   
226

  Ibid s 53.  
227

  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(1)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1, cl 8(1)(a); compare, Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 53.   
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  Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 53; Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 78(1)(a).   
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  For example, Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Plan, above n 73, 26 – 27 [1.11]. 
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  See Chapter 2, heading [4.1] – [4.3]; Shirlaw v Southern Foundries (1926) Ltd [1939] 2 KB 206, 227.   
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expression.231  The iron ore extraction term does not quantify production rights, so the parties 

assumed an unlimited right to produce iron ore.  If a correlative mine dewatering term was implied, 

it would also be unlimited.  A term implying an unquantified right to mine dewatering for an 

unlimited time lacks sufficient precision, and may be expressed in variety of speculative ways 

rendering it incapable of clear expression.232   

As a point of interest, Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority (NSW) (1982) 149 

CLR 337 (Codelfa) was decided after the State solicitor’s office provided its advice regarding the 

proponents right to increase iron ore production at a rate disproportionate to their secondary 

processing obligations.  Would that advice be different post Codelfa?  Could the State argue that the 

PSAs do not imply a term conferring a right to limitless iron ore production because such a term is 

unreasonable and inequitable (Codelfa condition 1) and contradicts the term conferring an 

important State benefit, the development of secondary industry (condition 5).233  The State could 

argue that a reasonable business person would intend secondary processing to develop at a 

commensurate rate.  The implied term conferring an unlimited expansion right is not necessary for 

business efficacy (condition 2) because the industry was viable at lower production rates.234  Further, 

it is doubtful the term is ‘so obvious it goes without saying’ (condition 3).  It was not the 

Government’s intention to confer an unlimited production right on the proponent that was not in 

proportionate to their secondary industry obligations, in fact, they argued with the proponent on 

that point.  The State dropped the issue for fear the proponent would defer or abandon its recently 

submitted secondary industry proposal; the proposal exceeded the PSA processing amounts and, the 

development was six years earlier, than required by the PSA terms.235  Further, is an unlimited right 

to produce capable of clear expression (condition 5)?  If the term cannot provide an objective 

method of calculating the production amount it could be deemed uncertain.  Arguably, post Codelfa 
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  See Chapter 2, heading [4.3]; Ansett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Limited v Commonwealth (1977) 
139 CLR 54, 62.   

232
  The Hamersley and Newman agreements designate some agreement terms discussed in this thesis as 
legislation.  As explained in chapter two, when interpreting legislation similar issues arise regarding implied 
rights to excess mine dewatering because the legislation or extrinsic materials must show Parliament’s 
objective intention to do so at the time of the enactment—pursuant to the purpose and objects of the Act.  
The author extensively researched and wrote about the interpretation issues that arise when construing 
the 1963 – 64 PSA contract and legislative terms together, however, ultimately that research and 
discussion was not within the scope of this thesis.  See references, above n 17; Interpretation Act 1984 
(WA) ss 18, 19; GE Dal Pont, JD Heydon (eds), Halsbury's Laws of Australia, Government (1 Jan 2015) 
[8.8.1230], [19.3.10]; Halsbury’s, Interpretation and Construction of Statutes, ‘Common Law Use of Extrinsic 
Material in the Interpretation and Construction of Statutes’ [380 – 385]. 
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  See Chapter 7, heading [3.2], 276.  
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  For explanation of Codelfa, see Chapter 2, heading [4.3], 64. 
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  State Records Office (WA), Newman volume 1 (item 1977 082), above n 209, 57, 81, 111 – 112.   
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the State’s may have received very different legal advice regarding the proponent’s purported 

unlimited iron ore production.   

However, the parties have proceeded on the basis that the PSA terms confer an unlimited 

production right.  Consequently, the RiWI Act licences authorising the groundwater abstraction 

issued ‘as of right’ depending on the proponent’s production.  The RiWI Act defers to PSA terms 

conferring a mine dewatering right, and will reflect Part IV implementation condition limits.  In their 

absence, grants of groundwater licences are subject to the decision-maker’s discretion under the 

RiWI Act, unless the Governor orders an exemption.236  The government executive accepted that the 

1963 – 64 PSAs conferred unlimited production rights, and possibly, assumed this included a right to 

excess mine dewatering, and granted RiWI Act licences accordingly.  Consequently, (if the 1960s 

mines’ have engaged in excess mine dewatering) the necessary groundwater licences were 

potentially not properly authorised under the RiWI Act.   

5 The EP Act 1986 Part IV trigger and the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ proposal 

terms  

This section canvasses why the 1960s mines’ iron ore production increases and pit 

expansions have not engaged the EP Act 1986 Part IV review.  The State’s response to the 

proponents’ view that production expansions of 1960s mines did not require a proposal (pursuant to 

the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ proposal clause) provides the last piece of this legislative jigsaw.   

The EP Act requires a proposal submission to initiate Part IV review.  The prospective 

operation of the EP Act means that only new proposals submitted after 1986 will engage Part IV.  

Proponents submit proposals as required by the PSAs’ proposal clauses.  The proposal clause 

prescribes when the proponent must submit a proposal to expand or change an existing project or 

commence a new project.237  Prior to 2003, if a 1963 – 64 PSA project proposal triggered a Part IV 

assessment, the Minister could apply conditions consistent with the agreement, and after 2003, 

even if inconsistent with the agreement.  However, if the relevant PSA does not require the 

proponent to submit a proposal for a particular activity, then there is nothing to trigger Part IV 

review.  The 1963 – 64 PSAs did not require the proponents to submit a proposal when increasing 

the 1960s mines’ iron ore production.238   
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5.1 The 1960s mines and Part IV proposals 

The 1963 – 1964 PSA variation clauses described when changes to the project required the 

proponent to seek government approval.239  The variation clause broadly allows the parties, from 

time to time, by mutual agreement in writing, to add, cancel or vary any of the State agreement 

provisions (or any lease, licence or right) to facilitate the project development.240  As discussed 

above, the Government accepted the proponents’ argument that the variation clauses did not 

require the proponent to submit a proposal for government approval to increase iron ore 

production.241   

In 1988, the State and the Newman agreement proponent argued about whether the 

proponent’s plan to increase ore production required a proposal and so a referral under Part IV.  The 

proponent notified the PSA department of its intention to commence a $45 million (2mtpa) 

expansion of orebody 29 mine (a satellite orebody near the Whaleback mine).242  In the proponents 

opinion, the agreement did not require proposals for variations to the scope of the project 

operations.243  The proponent had not submitted a proposal for the expansion because it had not 

submitted a proposal for orebody 29, so there could be ‘no amendment to a non-existent 

proposal’.244   

The EP Act s 38 required the PSA department (as the decision-maker) to refer significant 

project proposals to the EPA.245  The Crown Solicitor’s Office advised the department that the 

Minister could not request a proposal because the Newman agreement terms did not require one 

for the increased iron ore production.246  Consequently, the PSA Minister did not have a duty to refer 

the proponent’s expansion to the EPA because ‘if there is no proposal it follows there is nothing to 
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 21; Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement 
Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 20.  The 1987 – 2006 agreements have additional proposal terms not variation 
clauses.  For procedure example, see, State Records Office (WA), Newman volume 1 (item 1977 082), 
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  State Records Office (WA), Newman volume 4 (item 1977 082), above n 33, 5; Environmental Protection Act 
1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) ss 3(1), 38(1)(a) as passed. 
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  State Records Office (WA), Newman volume 4, above n 33, 6 – 7. 
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refer’.247  The PSA department considered that, if the proponent declined to submit a proposal, it 

would need to advise the EPA about the Newman agreement’s ‘deficiency’ to ‘alleviate any 

misunderstanding’ that the department was aware of all developments,248 or had ‘full control’ of the 

Newman agreement project.249  The dispute concluded when the proponent referred the proposal 

directly to the EPA, who recommended the proposal did not require an EIA.250  The proponent did 

submit a proposal for government approval for the orebody 25 pit a few months later,251 possibly as 

a gesture of goodwill rather than a legal necessity.  Alternatively, orebody 25 may have required a 

proposal if the pit, (15km from Whaleback) was not close enough to be considered part of the 

Whaleback mine.252   

5.2  The 1960s mines’ proposals post 2003  

Arguably, even after the removal of the EP Act concession in 2003, any significant increases 

to 1960s mines’ iron ore production was not subject to Part IV review because there was no 

proposal to trigger the process.253   

In 2014, the department administering the EP Act Part V licence regulations (environment 

department) granted a Part V discharge licence (Part V licence) for the Greater Tom Price Iron Ore 

Mine, which includes Tom Price and the Western Turner Syncline.254  These projects were 

‘prescribed premises’ that required a Part V licence.255  The Western Turner Syncline commenced 

after 2003, and underwent Part IV review in 2009 and again for an expansion in 2013;256 however, 
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the environment department stated that the ‘Tom Price Mine has not been subject to the [EPA] 

assessment process [EIA under Part IV] due to its construction in the 1960s’.257   

The environment department manages Part V, which requires the proponents of prescribed 

premises (mines producing over 50,000 tonnes pa, among others)258 to acquire any necessary Part V 

licences and works approvals (Part V licences).259  Licence duration is usually only a year or two.260  

Arguably, the environment department could trigger a Part IV review as a decision-maker 

considering a Part V licence when the licence application, renewal, or amendment comes within the 

Act’s definition of proposal as an ‘operation or undertaking’ or ‘change in land use’, or an 

amendment to a ‘project or plan’.261  Tom Price, Whaleback, and Paraburdoo mines all have Part V 

licences,262 so why did the proponents’ Part V application not trigger a Part IV EIA?  One explanation 

is that the environment department issued the mines’ original licences to comply with rights accrued 

before 1986.263  After 1986, the EP Act concession would have required the environment 

department to continue to issue the Part V licences consistent with the agreement terms (similar to 

the RiWI Act groundwater licences).  The department has re-issued or amended the Part V licences 

during the years from the initial grant to the present.264  This re-issuing of licences, or amendments 

representing incremental changes (rather than new applications), may not have been a proposal 

that ‘may significantly affect the environment’265—so would not have triggered Part IV.   
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  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Greater Tom Price Mine license amendment L4792, above 
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5.3 The Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (WA) cl 8A 

In 2010, the State negotiated amendments to 11 PSAs with Rio Tinto and BHP, primarily to 

facilitate merged infrastructure arrangements between those parties.266  It also introduced an 

additional ‘proposals’ clause into the 1963 – 64 PSA schedules authorising the 1960s mines (the 

principal agreement).  The Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (WA) (Integration 

Act) enacted the parties’ agreement to those amendments, including the additional proposals clause 

(clause 8A).267  By clause 8A, proposals must be approved pursuant to the EP Act Part IV.268  The 

Integration Act also inserted an EP Act clause into the principal agreement’s definition clause.  The 

EP Act clause states nothing in an agreement exempts the proponent from complying with the 

requirements of the EP Act 1986.269  However, the Part IV procedure still needs a proposal to trigger 

it, so does clause 8A require a 1960s mine, if increasing production, to submit a ‘proposal’ that may 

trigger Part IV? 

After the variation date of 17 November 2010,270 clause 8A requires the proponent to 

prepare a proposal submission when it ‘desires to significantly modify, expand or otherwise vary its 

activities carried on pursuant to this Agreement … beyond those activities specified in any approved 

proposals’.271  Presumably, this means that the proponent may not need to submit a proposal for a 

1960s mine if it maintains its variation date iron ore production levels.  What is not clear is whether 

an increase in iron ore production of a 1960s mine, as distinct from a new mine under a 1963 – 64 

PSA, requires a clause 8A proposal submission.   
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  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 18 November 2010, excerpt 9163b – 
9165a, 1 (Colin Barnett).  See also, long title, Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 
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  See for example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12, cl 4(1) inserts cl 1(l)(a) into 
the principal agreement (sch 1).   
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12, cl 4(1) inserts cll 1(e) (definition of variation 
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  See references and notes at n 59.  
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The post 1986 PSAs and supplementary agreements have an additional proposals clause 

comparable to clause 8A.272  These agreements require a proposal submission for increased iron ore 

production because the additional proposal clause is linked to a limit on mining clause or similarly 

operating terms.273  A limit on mining clause quantified annual iron ore extraction and required 

additional proposals to change those limits.274  The additional proposals are subject to Part IV 

review.275  The Integration Act inserts clause 8A into the 1960s mines agreements but does not insert 

a limit on mining clause.  One argument is that if the parties intended 1960s mines to submit a 

clause 8A proposal to increase iron ore production, they would have negotiated a limit on mining 

clause.  The absence of such a clause suggests that the parties intended clause 8A to apply only to 

new projects under the 1963 – 64 PSAs, as demonstrated by the Part IV approval of the Western 

Turner Syncline situated on the Tom Price mining lease (Hamersley agreement sch 1).276  On the 

other hand, the limit on mining clause in the post 1986 PSAs was probably designed to safeguard the 
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  1980s Agreements: Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA) sch 1, cl 10.  1990s 
Agreements: Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) 
Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(1).  
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(Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1, cl 8.  For example of a later supplementary 
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similarly, the Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA) sch 1, cll 7(3) – (3)(a), 10. 
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  1980s Agreements: Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA) sch 1, cl 10.  1990s 
Agreements: Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) 
Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(1).  
2000s Agreements: Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cll 10; 11(2); Iron 
Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1 cl 8.  The 1970s agreements require 
additional proposals but do not limit iron ore production, a discussion of these agreements is not within 
the scope of this thesis.  See, Nimingarra Agreement Act sch 1, cl 8; McCamey Agreement Act sch 1, cl 9(1); 
Bruce Agreement Act sch 1, cl 11(1); Murchison Agreement Act sch 1, cl 10(1); Rhodes Agreement Act sch 1, 
cl 7.01; Wittenoom Agreement Act sch 1, cl 18(1). 
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  Additional proposals are subject to the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) because the development 
proposal clause applies mutatis mutandis, See for example, Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement 
Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(2); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(2).   
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  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Greater Tom Price Mine license amendment L4792, above 
n 24, 7, [1.4.1]; EPA, Implementation Conditions, Western Turner Syncline, Section 10 Iron Ore Project, 
Shire of Ashburton (Statement 807, 17 September 2009); EPA, Implementation Conditions, Western Turner 
Syncline Stage 2 – B1 and Section 17 Deposits (Statement 946, 22 August 2013).  The Western Turner 
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amendment, or if the amendment did not eventuate, negotiating the project as a supplementary 
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government’s policy to develop secondary processing industries in a manner proportionate to iron 

ore production.  The clause required the proponents to negotiate with the government to have the 

production restriction removed.  In any event, those mines have long since exceeded those 

prescribed limits (usually 10 – 15mtpa).277  The author suggests that in 2010, when the Integration 

Act was enacted, it is unlikely the political will existed to negotiate production limits because it was 

at the height of the commodities boom.   

The Parliamentary debate of the Bill supports this proposition.278  The Parliament discussed 

the lack of Government control over groundwater abstraction and iron ore extraction because the 

Integration Act represented a rare opportunity to negotiate the management of iron ore reserves 

and, water consumption and allocation.279  On managing iron ore, Norman Moore (MLC) stated that 

the vast reserves meant that there was simply no need to conserve iron ore by limiting 

production.280  At the time of Moore’s statement in 2010, the industry produced 393.85mtpa; by 

2015, the amount had nearly doubled reaching 740.96mtpa.281  In 2018, the PSA department 

estimated the current iron ore reserves could sustain the industry’s current production rate for 67 

years.282  On the Pilbara water management issues, Moore stated that the subject was not part of 

the agreement.283  The amendments did not allow parties to share water rights between 

agreements,284 or grant additional rights to more water.285  The flipside of Moore’s statement is that 

the amendments did not change the existing groundwater abstraction or iron ore production rights 

under the 1963 – 64 PSAs, which are substantial.   

                                                           
277

  See references for the 1990s agreements above n 274. 
278

  Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 2) 2010 (WA). 
279

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9753b-9774a, 3 – 
4, 17 – 18, 20 (Jon Ford); Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 November 2010, excerpt 9334c – 
9365a, 16 – 17 (VA Catania); See also, 25 (E S Ripper); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784b-9828a, 1, 15, 20 – 21 (Robin Chapple, Wendy Duncan, 
Ken Travers).   

280
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784b-9828a, 27 
(Norman Moore).  

281
  Department of Mines and Petroleum, Latest Statistics Release, 2015 Major Commodities Resources Data 
<http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/> 

282
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile 
(December 2017) 4 <http://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/about-the-state/major-resource-producer/iron-ore-
profile> See also, Department of State Development, Iron Ore Industry Profile, above n 83, 3.   

283
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784b-9828a, 23 
– 24, 31 (Norman Moore).  See also Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 November 2010, 
excerpt 9535b – 9548a, 4 (Colin Barnett).   

284
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 18 November 2010, excerpt 9163b – 
9165a, 2 (Colin Barnett). 

285
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784b-9828a, 45 
(Norman Moore).   
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In summary, the 1960s mines may be able to continue iron ore production at least at 2010 

production levels.  It appears the proponents are maintaining (but not increasing) the production 

levels of 1960s mines.  In 2016, Whaleback produced 43mt,286 which is less than its late 1970s 

production of 46mtpa, or the proponents intended expansion (at that time) to 70mtpa.287  So, the 

proponent is maintaining Whaleback’s production level at the same or less than its pre-2010 

production rate, in which case, arguably a proposal submission would not be required.288   

Whether mine production expansions post November 2010 (the variation date) require an 

additional proposal under clause 8A, which could trigger a Part IV review, will probably depend on 

first, whether the increase is a ‘significant’ expansion for the purposes of clause 8A.  Secondly, is the 

expansion likely to ‘significantly’ affect the environment for the purposes of Part IV review.289  On 

the one hand, Whaleback is a huge established mine pit that produced 43mt in 2016.  So, would an 

increase of 5mt be a significant expansion that requires an additional proposal submission under 

clause 8A?  More importantly, given the size of the existing pit (5.5km),290 is a proposal submission 

for such an incremental increase likely to have a significant environmental effect and so trigger Part 

IV review?  On the other hand, is the evaluation one of simply production increases, or does it 

include the mine dimensions?  The question is, do the proponent’s development proposals identify 

any boundaries that may be exceeded by continued production; or, is the right to the dimensions of 

the potential mining lease area (777 square kilometres) a pre-existing dimensional right?291  The 

proponent’s intention is apparently to extend the depth of the Whaleback mine pit from its current 

depth of around 150m below water table to 300m below the water table by the end of its life.292  So 

could this predicted/proposed future dimensional expansion require a proposal additional 

submission because it is beyond the activities ‘specified in any approved proposals’?293   

                                                           
286

  BHP, Celebrating the first 50 years of Whaleback (27 March 2017).  

<https://www.bhp.com/community/community-news/2017/03/celebrating-the-first-50-years-of-whaleback>  
287

  See heading [4.2]; State Records Office (WA), Newman volume 1 (item 1977 082), above n 209, 57 - 59, 81 - 
83.   

288
  Whaleback has reportedly produced up to 60mtpa, but it is not clear if this was prior to 2010.  See, Evans, 
above n 24.  

289
  See heading [3.3.2]. 

290
  BHP, ‘Celebrating Whaleback’, above n 286.  Whaleback has produced up to 60mtpa, the 43mt and 45mt 
figures are used for argument purposes only.  See, Evans, above n 24.  

291
  For example, the Hamersley agreement, originally 300 square miles (sch 1, cl 9(1)(a)) amended to an 
equivalent 777 square kilometres, sch 11 cl 4 inserts cl 8C(14)(b).  The PSA Minister can approve up to 1000 
square kilometres, sch 12, cl 4(15) inserts 10J(1a).   

292
  See reference above nn 31, 75 (Aquaterra Report). 

293
  The answer may well be in the PSAs development proposal because cl 8A triggers a proposal submission for 
a significant modification or variation of the proponent’s activities ‘beyond those activities specified in any 
approved proposals’.  See references and notes at n 59 for cl 8A inclusion references.  
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A potentially unexpected consequence of the EP Act 2003 amendment, and the inclusion of 

the EP Act clause in the 1963 – 64 PSAs in 2010, is that the changes could bring the 1960s mines 

within the ambit of the EP Act’s Part III policy provisions.  Part III allows the EPA (subject to the 

Environment Minister’s approval) to develop a statutory environmental protection policy that has 

the force of law.294  Chapter six provides a full explanation of Part III policies and their operation.  

The salient point for this chapter, in relation to the 1963 – 64 PSAs, is that a Part III policy could 

apply to the 1960s mines, because it does not require a proposal to trigger its operation.  The 

proponent’s agreed to the removal of the EP Act concession in 2003, and in 2010 agreed to inserting 

the EP Act clause into the primary agreement that states, ‘[n]othing in this Agreement shall be 

construed to exempt the Company from compliance with any requirement … that may be made 

pursuant to the EP Act’.  Arguably, since 2010, there is ‘nothing’ in the 1963 – 64 PSA terms 

authorising 1960s mines’ that would exempt the proponents from complying with a Pilbara water 

plan delivered by a Part III policy.295   

6 Conclusion  

The WA Governments’ adoption of the sovereign risk policy suggests it will only propose 

water law reforms that potentially affect PSA rights if the proponents agree.  The parties negotiated 

substantial amendments to 11 PSAs (including the 1963 – 64 PSAs) in 2010; but, Norman Moore 

(MLC) stated that amendments to the PSAs’ water rights and the management of iron ore reserves 

were not up for negotiation.296  This suggests it is unlikely the parties will negotiate water law 

reforms that may potentially affect the 1963 – 64 PSA rights.  The 1963 – 64 PSAs confer rights to 

water, and iron ore production, for an indefinite duration.  This means that terms suitable in the 

1960s, but not suitable for modern resources management, continue to govern Pilbara iron ore and 

groundwater resources, and could indefinitely stymie the implementation of Pilbara water law 

reforms.  Are there possible resolutions to this stalemate: for example,  

i. does the EP Act 1986 have the capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan;  

ii. can new legislation deliver a Pilbara water plan that does not abrogate PSA rights or 

disturb the sovereign risk policy; or 

iii. should the Government depart from the sovereign risk policy?   

                                                           
294

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5, Part III. 
295

  See Chapter 6, Heading [3.2]. 
296

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, excerpt 9784b-9828a, 23 
– 24, 31 (Norman Moore).  See also, Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 
November 2010, excerpt 9535b – 9548a, 4 (Colin Barnett).   
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Can the EP Act facilitate a fair distribution of Pilbara groundwater resources between the 

competing needs of commercial iron ore production, the Pilbara community, and the environment?  

The exponential growth of the iron ore industry during the commodities boom and its cumulative 

effect on groundwater resources requires a holistic regional management approach that balances 

competing priorities.  The prospective operation of the EP Act, and its interaction with the 1963 – 64 

PSA terms, shows that the 1960s mines do not engage Part IV review, so a Pilbara water plan 

delivered by Part IV implementation conditions could not include the 1960s mines.  Alternatively, 

since 2010, the 1963 – 64 PSAs have included an EP Act clause that potentially brings the 1960s 

mines within the ambit of a Pilbara water plan delivered via Part III statutory environmental policy.  

Chapter six provides a comprehensive analysis of the EP Act 1986’s capacity to manage the Pilbara’s 

mine dewatering via Part III or Part IV.   

This chapter’s examination of the 1963 – 64 PSAs concludes that the agreement terms 

confer rights to abstract mine dewater that supplies relevant town and mine site needs, but 

probably does not include rights in excess of those needs—that is, mine dewatering to facilitate safe 

mining conditions that requires disposal (excess mine dewatering).  It is suggested, first, that future 

grants of groundwater licences for 1960s mine excess mine dewatering should probably be 

authorised pursuant to the RiWI Act.  Secondly, a Pilbara water plan regulating the 1960s mines’ 

excess mine dewatering would not require negotiation with the proponents because such legislative 

reform would not affect the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ rights, or disturb the State’s sovereign risk policy.  

Chapter seven uses this chapter’s analysis of the 1963 – 64 PSAs to evaluate the scope of Pilbara 

water plan that does not abrogate the rights of 1963 – 1996 PSAs.   

What are the ramifications of the 1960s mines engaging in mine dewatering in excess of 

their supply needs?  If the 1960s mines have engaged in excess mine dewatering, did the decision-

maker properly authorise the grant of the abstraction licences by exercising their discretion under 

the RiWI Act?  The parties concurred that the Hamersley and Newman PSAs conferred unlimited 

production rights, and may have assumed this included a correlative right to excess mine 

dewatering.  If the water department granted groundwater licences for these mines, based on that 

assumption, they may not have properly authorised the licences.  If the proponents have lacked or 

now lack authority to abstract groundwater for excess mine dewatering, the State and the 

proponent will need to rectify the lack of authority.  The Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) 

cannot assist—although it rectifies any deficiencies in the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ ratification provisions, 

which validates executive actions conferring the agreement rights, it cannot imply rights the terms 
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do not confer.297  Current excess mine dewatering can be authorised by re-issuing the relevant 

licence pursuant to the RiWI Act’s objects and provisions,298 or by the Governor ordering an 

exemption.299  Past unauthorised mine dewatering may need to be validated by the Parliament—

either by amending the 1963 – 64 PSAs, or enacting other legislation.  If the State and the 

proponents must resolve such a legal conundrum, it could provide the State with a stronger position 

to negotiate and/or consult with the PSA proponents regarding PSA water rights.  Chapter seven 

explores the possibility of unauthorised mine dewatering providing a platform to negotiate a Pilbara 

water plan.   

The preceding discussion is superfluous if the Government exercises its evident alternative 

option, which is to depart from its sovereign risk policy.  The 1963 – 64 PSAs were useful legislative 

instruments that facilitated the iron ore industry in a remote region of a developing State, but now 

they impede the implementation of modern and sustainable water resources management in the 

Pilbara.  Crommelin observes that State agreements cannot be maintained in isolation and 

integration ‘within the broader legal system [is a] critical but neglected issue’.300  Some Australian 

State governments have unilaterally amended State agreements,301 or do not use State agreements 

for resources management.302  In WA, the 2003 Keating Review criticised the regime for its lack of 

transparency, and recommended the Government use standard contracts.303  In 2006, Hillman 

commented that State agreements should only be used as a ‘last resort’, and that ‘government 

action may be better directed towards improving the existing legislative framework.  An efficient 

system should not require exceptions to be made to it’.304  Strict adherence to the sovereign risk 

policy could stymie the implementation of significant water law reforms indefinitely.  The simple 

solution to the issues created by the PSAs is for the State Government to depart from its sovereign 

risk policy and amend the terms that were appropriate at the time the agreements were ratified but 

have no place in modern legislative management of public resources.   

                                                           
297

  Government Agreements Act 1979 (WA) ss 2, 3; Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288, 
[52] – [54].   

298
  The current RiWI Act objects include ‘provid[ing] for the management of water resources and in particular 
for the protection of their ecosystems and the environment in which the water resources are situated, 
including the activities detrimental to them’, see Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 4(1)(a)(ii).   

299
  Ibid, s 26C(2). 

300
  Crommelin, ‘State Agreement Trends’, above n 140, 349. 

301
  Commonwealth Aluminium Corporation Ltd v Attorney General (Qld) [1976] Qd R 231, 231 – 232; Westlakes 
Ltd v the State of South Australia [1980] 25 SASR 389, 389 – 390.  

302
  See the Queensland and New South Wales resources management, Keating Review, above n 102, app 4, 
237, 252 – 253.  

303
  Keating Review, above n 102, 101 – 102, see also, app 4, 203 – 205.   

304
  Hillman, above n 85, 329.   
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The following chapter introduces the 1972 PSAs and compares them to the 1963 – 64 PSAs.  

The 1972 PSA terms reflect the changing social mores and growing awareness of environmental 

impacts.  However, the Pilbara was (and still is) far away from the public eye and the agreements (in 

common with the 1963 – 64 PSAs) confer generous rights to groundwater and iron ore production, 

albeit subject to the State’s environmental protection legislation.   
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Chapter Four – The 1972 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements and 

Rights to Mine Dewatering 

 

Map 4 Pilbara Iron ore mines and railways up to 1980 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1
  David Lee, Iron Country: Unlocking the Pilbara (Mineral Council of Australia, 2015) 42.   
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I assured them that if an unfortunate situation did occur and we ceased to be the 
Government any arrangements entered into by us would be faithfully honoured by our 
successors because that is the way business Is done in Western Australia.  Incidentally, this 
is one of the selling points we have; that is, stability of Government and the fact that when 
the Government's word is given it is honoured.2  
 
 

1 Introduction  

This chapter examines the 1972 Pilbara iron ore State agreements (1972 PSAs) 

environmental protection and water rights terms to inform chapters six and seven, which explore 

the options to deliver a statutory water plan as proposed by the National Water Initiative,3 which is 

appropriate for  the Pilbara’s aquifer system and iron ore industry (Pilbara water plan).4  The 1972 

PSAs confer similar water rights to the 1963 – 64 PSAs, but, distinctly, the 1972 agreements were the 

first to engage with the State’s environmental protection legislation, in particular, the Environmental 

Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act 1986 or EP Act).  The 1972 PSA mines’ (1972 mines) compliance 

with the EP Act 1986 is important because that Act could potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan.  

This chapter also analyses the 1972 PSA groundwater rights to discern the scope of a Pilbara water 

plan that does not disturb the State’s sovereign risk policy that could be delivered by new legislation. 

This chapter lays the foundation for the reform discussion in chapters six and seven by 

answering two pertinent questions. First, why are the 1972 mines subject to the EP Act 1986 when 

the 1960s mines are not?  Secondly, what groundwater rights do the 1972 PSAs confer?   

To answer the first question this study examines how the 1972 PSA terms interact with the 

EP Act 1986.  As chapter two noted, the EP Act’s Minister (Environment Minister) can impose 

environmental limits on PSA mine dewatering but cannot confer a right to mine dewater.  The 

proponent’s compliance with the EP Act 1986 prevents the proponent’s actions from constituting an 

offence under that Act.5  The Environment Minister’s approval, or the imposition of implementation 

conditions pursuant to the Act’s Part IV environmental review procedure (Part IV review), does not 

                                                           
2
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 14 November 1972, 5141 (Herbert 

Graham). [Bold added]. 
3
  Council of Australian Governments, Intergovernmental Agreement on a National Water Initiative 

Agreement (2004) <http://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/policy/nwi> (National Water Initiative). 
4
  See glossary for full definition.  As previously explained in chapter 1, the form and content of a Pilbara 

water plan and practical difficulties of imposing a plan are not within the scope of this thesis.  See also, 
Natalie Brown and Alex Gardner, ‘Still Waters Run Deep: The 1963 – 64 Pilbara Iron Ore Agreements and 
Rights to Mine Dewatering’ (2016) 35(1) Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal, 142, pdf 1/30.  Note 
this article is not paginated; it is attached at appendix 9.   

5
  Chapter 2, headings [5.2] – [5.3].  
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authorise groundwater abstraction.  Part IV implementation conditions can only impose limits on the 

primary authority to abstract ground water – being the water licences granted under the Rights in 

Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) (RiWI Act) pursuant to the PSA rights or the RiWI Act.   

Even though the EP Act 1986 does not confer the primary authority to abstract groundwater, 

it is very important in the PSA context because it is the State’s paramount environmental protection 

legislation.  Since 2003, it has prevailed over all other State Acts including all PSAs.6  Chapter six 

discusses whether the Act could deliver a Pilbara water plan by amending Part IV implementation 

conditions.  Hence, a key distinction between the 1972 and 1960s PSAs are the terms that bring the 

1972 mines within the ambit of Part IV.  Part IV implementation conditions can impose 

environmental limits on the primary authority to abstract groundwater so potentially Part IV has the 

capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan for mines that are subject to implementation conditions. 

In contrast to the 1960s mines the 1972 mines development proposal submission engaged 

Part IV review because of three reasons.  First, up until 2003, the 1963 – 64 agreements were only 

subject to the EP Act 1986 provisions consistently with the agreements terms (EP Act 1986 

concession).7  Conversely, the 1972 agreements’ included a clause that requires compliance with any 

environmental legislation (AEL clause) including the EP Act.8  

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Joint Venturers from compliance with 
any requirement in connection with the protection of the environment arising out of or incidental to 
the operations of the Joint Venturers hereunder that may be made by the State or any State agency 
or instrumentality or any local or other authority or statutory body of the State pursuant to any Act 
for the time being in force.

9
 

                                                           
6
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5.   

7
  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 8; Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) s 5(2) as 

passed.  Section 5(1) provided that the Act prevailed over other inconsistent laws and s 5(2) – (3) provided 
as follows.   

(2) This section does not apply to or in relation to any Act 
(a) which ratifies or approves a State agreement; and 
(b) which received the Royal Assent before 1 January 1972. 
(3) In subsection (2) (a), "a State agreement" means an agreement 
(a) to which the State is a party; and 
(b) which does not contain a provision to the effect that the party or parties to that agreement other than 

the State is or are not exempt from compliance with any requirement made by or under this Act or the 
repealed Act. 

8
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) s 5(2) as passed.  The inclusion of the AEL clause 

ensured the Government had no sovereign risk reason in enacting the EP Act 1986 to exempt the 1972 
agreements from it, see, State Records Office (WA), Environmental Legislation 1986 (item 1986 057 volume 
1, consignment 6197, Department of Conservation and Environment). NB there are no page numbers in 
this file, see letter from Senior Assistant Crown Solicitor, 20 November 1984, approximately page 22 – 23.  
See also, Mark Gerus, ‘Mining and Water Resources’ in Richard H Bartlett, Alex Gardner and Bob 
Humphries, Water Resources Law and Management in Western Australia (1996) 318. 

9
  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 23; Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch1, cl 26; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
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Secondly, the economic downturn in the 1970s and reduced Japanese demand for iron ore resulted 

in a slow start-up of the 1972 mines that prevented the proponents from accruing the substantial 

rights conferred by the PSAs before the EP Act 1986 commenced.  The EP Act’s prospective 

operation could have protected any rights accrued by the 1972 agreement mines prior to 198610—

but the proponent had not accrued any rights.  So, in contrast to the 1960s mines, the 1972 mines 

delay in commencing production until after 1986, meant that the initial development proposal could 

(and did) engage Part IV review.   

The third reason that the 1972 PSAs engaged Part IV is because the PSAs included the 

‘additional proposal’ terms, which required the proponent to submit a proposal for significant mine 

expansions.  This clause had the additional effect of engaging Part IV every time the mine expanded.  

As discussed in chapter three, the 1963 – 64 PSA iron ore production rights did not require the 

proponent to submit another proposal when the mine increased production, so there was no 

proposal to trigger the Part IV review procedure.  The State and 1963 – 64 PSA proponents disagreed 

about the scope of the 1960s mines’ production rights during the 1970s.11  The proponents argued, 

and the State ultimately conceded, that the agreement terms did not require the proponent to 

submit a proposal for Government approval when increasing production.12  By 1977, it was clear that 

the 1960s mines’ production had outstripped the secondary processing obligations that benefitted 

the State, but the Government could do little to redress the issue.13  The 1972 mines’ rights could 

have posed the same issue because the 1972 agreements also grant unlimited production rights for 

an unlimited duration.  However, the additional proposals clause closed this gap by requiring the 

proponent to submit a proposal for Government approval when the mine’s production increased.  

Additionally, the proposal submission had the added effect of potentially re-engaging the EP Act Part 

IV review each time the mine expanded.  As discussed in chapter five, the next era of agreements 

(the 1990s PSAs) also engage Part IV.  This means that a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part IV 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1, cl 30; Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA) sch 1, cl 27; Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, s 19.01; Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 29.  The Rhodes agreement differs a little in that it specifically requires compliance with the EP Act 
1971 ‘or any other Act’.  

10
  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 5 – 6, 9.  On the topic of preservation of accrued rights see, D C Pearce and 

R S Geddes, Statutory Interpretation in Australia (6
th

 ed, 2006) 402 [10.6], 414 – 416, and Perry Herzfeld 
and Thomas Prince, Statutory Interpretation Principles (2014) 187 – 192; Coleman v Shell Co of Australia 
(1943) 45 SR (NSW) 27, 30-31, Jordan CJ citing West v Gwynne [1911] 2 Ch 1, 11 – 12, Buckley LJ; Chang v 
Laidley Shire Council (2007) 234 CLR 1 [113]. 

11
  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 11 – 12. 

12
  Ibid, 11 – 13. 

13
  Ibid, 12. 
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implementation conditions could include all mines except for the 1960s mines—Tom Price, 

Paraburdoo and Whaleback.   

The second question is what are the 1972 PSA water rights?  Answering this question lays 

the foundation for chapter seven’s assessment of the scope of Pilbara water plan that does not 

abrogate PSA rights or disturb the government’s sovereign risk policy.   

Like the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSAs confer rights to abstract groundwater to use for mine 

site or mining camp domestic purposes but may not confer a right to abstract mine dewater in 

excess of operational needs that is not utilised and requires disposal (excess mine dewater).14  In 

common with the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSAs also confer an unlimited right to extract iron ore 

that could, arguably, confer an unlimited right to abstract excess mine dewater.  For the same 

reasons discussed in chapter three in relation to the 1963 – 64 PSAs, it is highly unlikely the 1972 

PSAs proponent’s production right implies a right abstract excess mine dewater.  So, like the 

previous PSAs, the water licences allowing this excess mine dewater abstraction may not be properly 

authorised pursuant to the RiWI Act.  In addition and in contrast to the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 

PSAs’ AEL clause may have the unexpected effect of requiring all of the 1972 mines groundwater 

abstraction post 2000 to comply with the current RiWI Act.15  The AEL clause states ‘nothing in the 

agreement’ exempts the mining operation from complying with any State legislation that provides 

for environmental protection.  Arguably, the 2000 amendments to the RiWI Act objectives, which 

introduced environmental protection of water resources, brings the Act within the ambit of the AEL 

clause.  This creates a tension between the agreements express water rights and AEL clause.  If the 

AEL clause requires compliance with the RiWI Act all the proponent’s ground water abstraction (and 

the authorising water licence) should be granted in accordance with that Act, not the PSA rights.  

This raises the legal question, were the 1972 mines’ groundwater abstraction licences post 2000 

properly authorised under the RiWI Act?   

This chapter progresses the discussion of the 1972 agreements as follows. 

 Section 2 describes the 1972 mines’ past, present, and future mine dewatering, and 

discusses the political and economic climate that contributed to the 1972 PSA 

negotiations and the 1972 mines’ development; 

 section 3 examines  the interaction between the 1972 PSAs and relevant State 

legislation, and traces the history of the 1970s State and Commonwealth 

environmental legislation, and explains the effect of the 1970s – 1980s economic 

                                                           
14

  Chapter 3, headings [4] – [4.2].  
15

  See heading [4.3], ‘Water terms, the RiWI Act, and the AEL Clause’. 
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climate and, the additional proposals clause, on the 1972 mines engagement with the 

EP Act Part IV;    

 section 4 analyses the operation of the 1972 agreements terms,   

o the express water terms; 

o the potential implied water terms; and  

o the combined operation of the water terms, the RiWI Act and the AEL clause. 

This chapter’s examination of the 1972 PSAs interaction with Part IV shows that the 1972 

mines are (and always were) required to comply with Part IV review.  An obvious but germane point 

is that the 1972 mines are also subject to the EP Act Part III policies.  This lays the foundation for the 

discussion of the Act’s capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan via Part III or IV in chapter six.  In brief, 

the 1972 PSA groundwater rights probably have the same limitations as the 1963 – 64 PSA rights—

so, it is unlikely the PSAs from 1963 – 1972 confer rights to abstract excess mine dewater.  In 

addition, it is possible all the 1972 mines groundwater abstraction post 2000 should have been 

authorised pursuant to the RiWI Act.  The examination of 1972 PSA water rights informs chapter 

seven, which evaluates a Pilbara water plan that does not abrogate the rights of the 1963 – 1996 

PSAs. 

2 The development of the 1972 mines and mine dewatering  

Mine dewatering is a relatively new environmental issue and its management is a significant 

challenge for government departments and proponents.16  In the 1980s and 1990s, mine dewatering 

was relatively minimal—for example, in 1999, the industry abstracted 31 gigalitres (gl) of 

groundwater in total (mine site use and mine dewatering).17  However, during the period 2003 – 

2013 the global commodities boom tripled the Pilbara’s iron ore production from around 200 million 

tons per annum (mtpa) to 700mtpa,18 and there was a commensurate expansion of mining below 

the water table, including at mines authorised by the 1972 PSAs.19  In 2013, the groundwater 

                                                           
16

  Department of Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, Position Paper - Reforming Water 
Resource Management (September, 2013) 3, [2.1.3]; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water 
Plan 2010-2030 (June 2010) 8. 

17
  S.L Johnson and A.H Wright, Waters and Rivers Commission (WA), Central Pilbara Groundwater Study Part 

1 (Hydrogeological Record Series report 8, 2001) 10. 
18

  Department of State Development (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile (September 2016) 1; 
Johnson and Wright, above n 17; Kerri Philips, ‘The mining boom that changed Australia’ ABC Radio 
National, Rear Vision (13 April 2016). 

19
 See below heading [2.1] and also chapter 5 headings [2.1] – [2.3]. 
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abstraction reached 350gl (80% derived from mine dewatering) and is projected to increase to 491gl 

in 2018.20  Today, managing mine dewatering is a major challenge for the State and the industry.21   

2.1 Past, current, and potential mine dewatering under 1972 agreements 

The Western Australian Labor Government negotiated six 1972 PSAs.22  The 1972 PSAs 

govern several current major iron ore projects in the Pilbara, such as the Jimblebar Hub and the 

Turee Syncline.  The next currently operating PSA was not ratified until 1987,23 the year after the EP 

Act 1986 came into operation.  The 1972 agreement mines did in the past, and do presently, mine 

dewater.  This section describes the past, current, and potential dewatering practices of the 1972 

mines: 

 the Jimblebar Hub mines; 

 the Nimingarra and Yarrie mines; and 

 the Turee syncline. 

The Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorization Act 1972 (WA) (McCamey agreement) 

authorises the Wheelarra Hill, Hashimoto, and Jimblebar (formerly McCamey’s Monster) mines.24  

The Wheelarra, Hashimoto and Jimblebar pits are in close proximity to each other and are 

collectively known as the Jimblebar Hub.25  In 2014, the Jimblebar Hub produced around 75mtpa—

over ten percent of WA’s iron ore production that year.26  The Jimblebar Hub pits all require 

                                                           
20

  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study (Summary Report DOW0814, July 2015) 3, 
[2.1]; Deloitte Access Economics, 2015-2025 Western Australian Resources Sector Outlook (Report 
prepared for Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, November 2014) 99. 

21
  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 1, 3; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan 2010-2030, 

above n 16, 4, 7 – 8; Department of Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, above n 16, 3. 
22

  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement 
Authorisation Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA); Iron Ore (Murchison) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA); 
Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA).  Rights to leases under the Wittenoom and Mount Bruce 
agreements appear to be transferred to the Hamersley Range 1963 agreement see cl 10K(1) (Wittenoom) 
and cl 10F (Mount Bruce).   

23
  Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA); Department of Jobs, Tourism, Industry and 

Innovation, List of State Agreements <http://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/what-we-do/manage-state-
agreements/list-of-state-agreements> 

24
  BHP Billiton, Resourcing Global Growth, Annual Report (2015) 84  

25
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental Protection 

Authority, Jimblebar Iron Ore project (Report 1371, October 2010) figures 2, 4, 6, 7.  BHP Billiton operates 
four hubs (Newman and area C (under the Newman agreement), Yandi (Marrillana agreement) and 
Jimblebar).  BHP Billiton, Annual Report (2015), above n 24, 84 – 85. 

26
  BHP Billiton, Investor Briefing: Iron Ore, Safely Growing Production while Lowering Costs (October 2014) 

slide 56.  See also slide 69, 89, Jimblebar phase 1 (45mtpa) and phase 2 (60mtpa).  WA produced 696.83mt 
of iron ore in 2014, see Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Commodities Iron Ore, Iron Ore 
Quantity, Iron Ore WA vs Australia, Resource Data Files <http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/About-Us-
Careers/Latest-Statistics-Release-4081.aspx> 
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dewatering and the excess mine dewater is discharged into the Ophthalmia dam.27  The Jimblebar 

Hub uses around 5.2 gigalitres per annum (glpa) of groundwater,28 and its projected mine dewater 

discharge into the Ophthalmia dam is around 1.6glpa to 18.4glpa over the first ten years of 

production (from 2014 to 2024).29   

This chapter focusses on the McCamey agreement to illustrate the 1972 PSAs’ operation 

because the Jimblebar Hub is a significant contemporary PSA mining operation currently disposing of 

excess mine dewater.  A number of 1972 mines have ceased operation, do not mine dewater, or 

have not commenced production.  This section discusses those mines for completeness, and 

because, even though mines may have ceased operation, there is still the issue of whether their past 

mine dewatering was properly authorised, and whether the closure plans properly manage the pit 

lake or other legacy issues (discussed in chapter six).  Likewise, mines that have not commenced 

could potentially engage in significant mine dewatering.  The Nimingarra and Yarrie mines were 

authorised by the Iron Ore Nimingarra Agreement 1967 (WA) (Nimingarra 1967) and Iron Ore 

(Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) (Nimingarra).  These PSAs authorised the 

Yarrie (2 – 10) and Nimingarra (Nim A – F, and 1).  The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) 

documents indicate that dewatering commenced at Nim A prior to 1977.30  The Nimingarra 1967 

PSA probably authorised the Nim A project,31 this agreement ceased in 1991.32  After 1991, it is safe 

to assume the Nimingarra PSA authorised the other mines.  In 1993, the Yarrie mine expansion was 

in close proximity to Chinaman Springs and drew down groundwater from the Eel creek aquifer.33  In 

2002, the Nim B mine commenced dewatering and, by 2005, the water table drawdown at the main 

orebody reached 10 metres.34  In 2005, the Nim 1 mine proposal also extended below the water 

                                                           
27

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the 
provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Jimblebar Iron Ore Project, 49 kilometres East of 
Newman, Shire of East Pilbara (Statement 857, 18 February 2011) 12, Table 1. 

28
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental Protection 

Authority, Jimblebar Iron Ore project (Report 1371, October 2010) 22.   
29

  Ibid.  The statement is based on 50.4 megalitres (ML) and 4.5ML per day (pdy) multiplied by 365 and 
converted in gl.   

30
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection 

Authority, Goldsworthy Iron Ore Mines Extension Project, (Bulletin 1171, assessment 1568, May 2005) 14 
[4.2].   

31
  Iron Ore Nimingarra Agreement 1967 (009 of 1967) sch 1, cl 1. See definition of Mining Area A and B. 

32
  State Law Publisher (WA), Assent, commencement and ceasing information for Acts (26 August 2016) 344 

<https://www.slp.wa.gov.au/Index.html> 
33

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection 
Authority, Goldsworthy Extension Project Phase 2 – Yarrie project area, East Pilbara (Bulletin 673, 
assessment 753, January 1993) [1] pdf 26-28/40. 

34
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), (Bulletin 1171, assessment 1568, May 2005) above n 30, 14 

[4.2]. 
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table.35  Currently, the Nimingarra and Yarrie mines do not appear to be operating.36  The Turee 

Syncline project is authorised by the Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) (Bruce 

agreement).37  The project is currently above the water table, but requires 2.5glpa of groundwater 

and is only two km west of the Karijini National Park.38  The Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement 

Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) (Rhodes agreement) confers rights to one of the Pilbara’s richest 

undeveloped iron ore deposits, estimated at 5.3 billion tonnes (23 billion Australian dollars (AUD)).39  

The development of the Rhodes agreement iron ore deposit was stymied by the 12 year marathon 

legal battle between the children of Hancock and Wright for the 50 percent share of the agreement 

rights,40 the other 50 percent share is held by Rio Tinto (operating as Hamersley Iron).41  Potentially, 

the Rhodes Ridge mining project could require significant dewatering, but Rio Tinto has not yet 

disclosed how or when it intends to develop the Rhodes deposit.42 

2.2 The 1972 PSA negotiations and 1972 mines’ development 

In 1972, the Tonkin Labor administration negotiated and ratified the six 1972 PSAs.  Both 

sides of politics were of one mind when it came to advancing the development of the Pilbara’s iron 

ore resources, the use of PSAs to facilitate that development, and the sovereign risk policy that holds 

State agreement rights sacrosanct.  In 1972, Mr Graham (the Labor Minister responsible for PSAs) 

stated, ‘I assured [the proponent] that any arrangement entered into by us would be faithfully 

honoured by our successors because that’s the way business is done in Western Australia’.43  In 

1972, the Government had still not realised the true economic potential of the Pilbara iron ore 

industry—referring to the Rhodes agreement project Mr Graham stated, ‘[b]ased on experience in 

the Pilbara to date’ the Government ‘assumed [an] annual production of 10,000,000 tons’.44  In 

                                                           
35

  Ibid, 2, [8.3], tble 2. 
36

  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Minedex, Goldsworthy Project Summary (EREPT 06); 
Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Minedex, Goldsworthy Production J00479 
<www.dmp.wa.gov.au/> 

37
  Ecological, Environmental Scoping Document Turee Syncline Iron Ore Project (February 2012) 3, [1.5]. 

38
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental Protection 

Authority, Turee Syncline Iron Ore Project (Report 1479, June 2013) 1, 2.   
39

  Nick Evans, ‘Hancock signs over Rhodes ore’, The West Australian (28 May 2014); Peter Klinger, ‘Rhodes 
Ridge worth the fight’, The West Australian, (8 March 2014). 

40
  Andrew Burrell, ‘It’s go for Rio Tinto as Gina loses Rhodes Ridge Battle’, The Australian (13 September 

2013).  
41

  Evans, above n 39; Klinger, above n 39. 
42

  Burrell, above n 40.   
43

  At that time the Minister for Development and Decentralisation.  Western Australia, Parliamentary 
Debates, Legislative Assembly, 14 November 1972, 5141 (Mr Graham).  

44
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 2 May 1972, 1136 (Mr Graham).   
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1972, WA produced 56mtpa of iron ore compared to 696mtpa in 2014.45  So, like the 1963 – 64 PSAs, 

the 1972 PSA terms did not limit iron ore production and focussed on royalties and infrastructure 

investment in ports, towns, and railways (which would normally be the State’s responsibility) and 

secondary processing obligations.46   

In common with the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSAs impose minimal secondary processing 

obligations when compared to present day production quantities.  The PSA terms required the 

proponent to achieve a production level of 6mtpa of processed ore over the course of 30 years, and 

initiate a steel industry producing 1mtpa within 32 years.47  The opposition protested that the 1972 

PSAs should provide greater benefits to the State because the proponents of the ‘pioneer 

agreements’ (the 1963 – 64 PSAs) had done all the hard work.48  However, the true potential of the 

iron ore industry was still not contemplated;49 so, like the 1963 – 64 agreements, the 1972 PSA 

terms did not limit iron ore production or the duration of the mining lease.   

In contrast to the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSAs included clauses imposing environmental 

obligations.  The political climate at the time the Government negotiated the 1972 PSAs was very 

different to the 1960s.  In the 1960s the parties did not consider, or, negotiate, environmental 

obligations, they focussed on economic growth and infrastructure development—reflecting the 

social mores of that time.50  In contrast, by 1972, social awareness of environmental conservation 

had grown and gathered momentum overseas and in Australia.51  When the State negotiated the 

                                                           
45

  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Resource Data Files above n 26. 
46

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 11 May 1972, 1524 – 1525, 1527 – 1528 
(Mr Grayden). 

47
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 2 May 1972, 1137 (Mr Graham).   

48
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 11 May 1972, 1516 – 1522 (Mr Court). 

49
  In the records reviewed for this research the first indication of the Government’s attempting to address the 

imbalance between iron ore production and Pilbara agreements’ secondary processing obligations is 1976, 
see, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cll 5(1)(b), 10(1)(a) – (b); State Records 
Office (WA), Hamersley Iron – Expansion Proposals (item 1976 142, consignment 6582, Department of 
Industrial Development) see reply from Crown Law Department 128, to question 4 at 135, and further 
comment at 138.  For comparison to the agreements secondary processing obligations see, Iron Ore 
(Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cll 12(1), 13(1). 

50
  Dr D Kelly, State Agreement Acts (Environmental Assessment Workshop, 20 July 1976) and K C Webster, 

Assessment from the User Viewpoint (Government Sector), (Environmental Assessment Workshop, 22 July 
1976) in State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2, 
consignment 5654, Department of Mines) 73 – 74 (Kelly) and 154 – 155 (Webster).   

51
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 7 October 1971, 1986 (Mr Manning); 

Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1737 (John Tonkin).  
See Tonkin’s comments on the ‘rising tide of public opinion’ in the EP Act 1971 second reading speech.  See 
for examples, Australian Broadcasting Commission, The Australian Environment Movement: 1970 – 1980 
<http://splash.abc.net.au/res/teacher_res/9-history-environment-movement.html> and Australian 
Conservation Foundation, History <https://www.acfonline.org.au/about-us/our-history/birth-conservation-
foundation> The ACF was incorporated in 1966 and is now a leading community advocate of environmental 

http://splash.abc.net.au/res/teacher_res/9-history-environment-movement.html
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1972 PSAs, the community expected the Government to reconcile the exploitation of economic 

resources with environmental conservation.52  In line with community expectations the Government 

enacted the Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) (EP Act 1971), which established the statutory 

EPA and the Department of Environmental Protection (environment department).53  The Act’s 

application provision expressly made a concession deferring to State agreements rights (the EP Act 

1971 concession).54  However, the 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause required the proponents’ projects to 

comply with existing or future environmental legislation, including the EP Act 1971.55  Without the 

AEL clause, the 1972 agreements would have simply modified or prevailed over EP Act 1971 as a 

matter of statutory interpretation, and because the EP Act 1971 concession expressly deferred to 

State agreements.56  Instead, the AEL clause required compliance with the EP Act 1971.57  However, 

the practical effect of requiring compliance with the EP Act 1971 was minimal—the Act itself did not 

empower the Environment Minister to impose environmental limits because it did not have a 

statutory environmental assessment procedure.58  In addition, breaches of the Act were not 

offences.  In 1983, the EPA director described the agency as ‘powerless’ to take action over pollution 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
issues in Australia, see Australian Conservation Foundation v Commonwealth of Australia (1980) 146 CLR 
493, Australian Conservation Foundation v Minister for Resources (1989) 19 ALD 70, 73.   

52
  See for example, Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 30 May 1972, 1675 (Mr 

Grayden); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 2 May 1972, 1122, 1137 (Mr 
Graham); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 12 May 1972, 1568 (Mr Willesee). 
See also, Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1742 (John 
Tonkin); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 7 October 1971, 1987 (Mr 
Manning); L C Brodie Hall, Assessment from a User Viewpoint (Private Sector), (Environmental Assessment 
Workshop, 22 July 1976) in State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, 
volume 2) above n 50, 175 – 176.   

53
  The Act also established the Environmental Protection Council but that agency is not relevant to this study.  

The Act repealed the Physical Environment Protection Act 1970 (WA), the key difference being the 
establishment of a statutory authority (the EPA), see Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 
Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1737 – 1738 (John Tonkin); Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 3.  
There were a number of other Acts that protected the environment, however the EP Act 1971 was the 
precursor to the current Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) that continued the EPA as the State’s 
environmental authority.  For examples of other Acts see, Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA); Clean Air Act 
1964 (WA); Fisheries Act 1905 (WA); Forrests Act 1908 (WA); Native Flora Protection Act 1935 (WA); Noise 
Abatement Act 1972 (WA); Soil Conservation Act 1945 (WA); Swan River Conservation Act 1958 (WA).  

54
  Environmental Protection Act 1971, s 7.   

55
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 2 May 1972, 1126, 1137 (Mr Graham).  

See also, Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 11 May 1972, 1525, 1527 (Mr 
Grayden). 

56
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 7.  

57
  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 23; Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch1, cl 26; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 30; Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA) sch 1, cl 27; Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 19.01; Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) 
sch 1, cl 29. 

58
  State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1978 977, volume 4, consignment 5654, 

Department of Mines) 152. 
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because polluting was not an offence under the Act.59  The director stated the EPA had ‘virtually no 

powers at all’60 because breaches of the Act were unenforceable.61  Furthermore, the Crown Law 

Department advised the EPA that 80 percent of the Act was invalid.62  

The 1972 PSA terms that imposed specific environmental obligations on the proponent,63 

were more effective than the AEL clause or the EP Act 1971, because if the proponent breached 

those obligations they were enforceable as a legislative duty or compensable as a breach of 

contract.64  The 1972 PSAs’ clause requiring an additional proposal was also effective because post-

1986 it engaged the EP Act 1986 Part IV when the 1972 mines expanded.65  In contrast to the 1963 – 

64 PSAs, the 1972 PSAs required the proponent to submit an additional proposal to expand their 

operations beyond the scope of the approved development proposal,66 so after 1986, whenever the 

mines expanded, the proposal submissions engaged Part IV.  Part IV provided a statutory 

environmental review procedure that allowed the Environment Minister to impose environmental 

limits via implementation conditions, breaches of which constituted an offence.67   

3 The interaction between the State laws and the 1972 PSAs 

In this section, the author explains the 1972 PSAs modification of, and interaction with, State 

laws.  The 1972 PSAs interaction with State legislation depends on the commencement of the State 

Acts in relation to the commencement of the agreement and the time that agreement’s 

development proposal is approved.68  The PSAs have the capacity to modify existing State legislation 

and a later State Act has the capacity to abrogate the PSAs rights.69  Further, for the purposes of 

discussing the Commonwealth’s Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals Act) 1974 (Cth) (EP Act 

                                                           
59

  State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment, Environmental Protection Act 1971 (item 1983 
1013, volume 5, consignment 5654, Department of Mines) 123.   

60
  Ibid.  

61
  Ibid.  

62
  Ibid.  

63
  For example, see Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cll 6(1), 

7(2).  See also, Kelly, in State Records Office (WA), (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 75, 77. 
64

  Malcolm Hollick, ‘Industry Agreement Acts and Environmental Management in Australia’ (1983) 7(3) 
Environmental Management 253, 257 – 261.  

65
  Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(1); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(1); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation 
Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 7.01.  

66
  Ibid.  

67
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) as passed, s 47.   

68
  See Chapter 2, heading [2.3]. 

69
  Chapter 2, heading [5] – [5.3]. 
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1974 (Cth)) in this section, the PSAs, as State legislation, cannot modify Federal legislation—Federal 

legislation applies whether enacted before or after a State agreement.70   

The proponents’ rights conferred by the PSA do not accrue until the Minister responsible for 

PSAs (PSA Minister) approves the development proposal.71  The development proposal details the 

proponents’ planned mining activities that include the mines infrastructure and water supply.72  The 

Minister’s approval of the proponent’s development proposal obligates the State to grant the mining 

leases conferring the right to produce iron ore, and grant of RiWI Act licences conferring the right to 

abstract groundwater.73  The rights approved in the development proposal become accrued rights 

and acquire some measure of protection from later Acts, due to the presumption legislation 

operates prospectively, so does not abrogate pre-existing rights.74  Importantly, the Minister did not 

approve the 1972 agreements’ development proposals until post 1986; so prior to 1986, the 

proponents had not accrued any pre-existing rights.  

The legislation relevant to the 1972 agreements is discussed chronologically as follows.   

 The mining legislation—the Mining Act 1904 (WA) (MA 1904), under which the 1972 

agreement mining leases were granted, and the Mining Act 1978 (WA) (MA 1978), which 

repealed the MA 1904; 

  the RiWI Act under which licences to abstract groundwater (s 5C) and sink bores (s 26D) are 

granted; and 

 the environmental legislation: 

o the EP Act 1971;  

                                                           
70

  Commonwealth Constitution s 109. 
71

  Chapter 2, heading [2.3]. 
72

  Richard Hillman ‘The Future Role for State Agreements in Western Australia’ (2006) 25 Australian 
Resources and Energy Law Journal 293, 311; Michael Keating, ‘Review of Project Development Approvals 
System’ (Government of Western Australia Independent Review Committee, April 2002) app 4, 205.  See 
for example, Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 7(2)(e). 

73
  Hillman, above n 72, 311; Michael Hunt Mining Law in Western Australia (4th ed, 2009) 20 [1.5.3.1]; 

Michael Hunt, Tim Kavenagh and James Hunt, Hunt on Mining Law of Western Australia (5
th

 ed, 2015) 16 – 
17, [1.5.3.1]; Commissioner of State Revenue v Oz Minerals Ltd (2013) 46 WAR 156 [183]; Department of 
State Development (WA) State Agreements <http://www.dsd.wa.gov.au/6656.aspx>   

74
  Pearce and R S Geddes, Statutory Interpretation in Australia (8

th
 ed, 2013) 397.  The Court has expressed 

the necessary intendment for statutory retrospective application principle in a number ways, a convenient 
list of cases and expressions of the principle can be found in Perry Herzfeld and Thomas Prince, Statutory 
Interpretation Principles (2014) 193.  Including among others, ‘the intention appears with reasonable 
certainty’, Maxwell v Murphy (1957) 96 CLR 261, 267 Dixon J; and a ‘necessary implication’ Rodway v the 
Queen (1990) 169 CLR 515, 518, Mason CJ, Dawson, Toohey, Gaudron, McHugh JJ.  For an example of a 
retrospective application provision see the Interpretation Act 1984 (WA) s 3(1). 
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o the EP Act 1974 (Cth) that required the PSA proponents to comply with a statutory 

environmental assessment procedure—this had the effect of bolstering the Western 

Australian (WA) EPA’s lack of statutory authority under the EP Act 1971; and  

o the EP Act 1986 that imposed Part IV environmental review, a State statutory 

environmental assessment procedure.   

3.1 The Mining Acts and the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) 

Like the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSA terms modified the MA 1904 and authorised grants of 

mining titles (temporary reserves for occupancy and exploration, and mining leases for production) 

under that Act.75  The MA 1978 repealed the MA 1904, but preserved State agreement rights to 

mining tenements granted under the MA 1904 as though that Act continues to operate.76   

The 1972 agreements expressly modify the RiWI Act requiring the State to grant RiWI Act 

licences that comply with the agreement terms.77  In 1995, a RiWI Act amendment inserted section 

26K, which expressly defers to State agreements, only applying Part III (that confers water rights) 

when consistent with State agreement terms.78  In 2001, in the case of Mount Margaret Nickel Pty 

Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd (WMC Resources),79 Warden Calder considered the Nickel (Agnew) 

Agreement Act 1974 (WA) (Agnew agreement), a mining agreement that is comparable to the 1972 

PSAs.  Warden Calder determined the agreement term conferring water rights in conjunction with s 

26K modified the RiWI Act—removing the administrator’s discretion to refuse a licence;80 hence, 

requiring the licence to be granted ‘as of right’.   

The EP Act 1986 provisions prevail over the RiWI Act but Part IV implementation conditions 

do not authorise the grant of a s 5C licence.  Part IV implementation conditions can impose 

environmental limits on the primary authority that confers the right (the licence) but they do not 

                                                           
75

  See for example, lease size: Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 9(1)(a); Iron Ore 
(Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 8(1)(a); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement 
Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 11(1)(a); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 
(WA) sch 1 cl 9.01(a); Mining Act 1904 s 50; and lease duration: Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 
1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 9(1)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 8(1)(a); Iron Ore 
(McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorization Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 11(1)(e); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 9.01(e); Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 53.   

76
  Mining Act 1978 s 5(2). 

77
  See for example, Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(16); 

Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 15.10(a), (17). 
78

  Water Agencies Restructure (Transitional and Consequential Provisions) Act 1995 (WA) s 118 inserts s 26K. 
79

  Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6. 
80

  Ibid, [33], see also, [34] – [36]; Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Act 1974 (WA) sch 1, cl 14(18).   
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confer rights.81  For example, the grant of the mining lease under the MA 1904 or MA 1978 confers 

the primary right to produce iron ore, the grant of a RiWI s 5C licence confers the primary right to 

abstract groundwater.  Part IV is an approval to proceed within environmental limits imposed under 

the EP Act 1986—those limits operate on the underlying authority and otherwise relieve the 

proponent of liability for an offence under the EP Act.82  The Supreme Court of Appeal (WA) 

discussed the same proposition in relation an EP Act 1986 Part V discharge licence.  The licence is 

protective, in that it prevents the holder from committing an offence under the Act and provides a 

defence to those offences.83  In summary, the implementation conditions cannot operate as a 

prevailing authority, or validate the primary authority to abstract groundwater.  If the PSA confers 

the right the RiWI Act decision-maker grants the s 5C licence ‘as of right’ per s 26K, alternatively, if 

the PSA does not confer the right, then the decision-maker should grant the licence pursuant to the 

RiWI Act.   

3.2 The Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA)  

The 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause required the proponents’ to comply with ‘any’ environmental 

legislation, which included the EP Act 1971.84  However, the EP Act 1971 itself did not have the 

capacity to impose environmental limits on the 1972 mines.  The Act established the EPA to 

administer the Act,85 and authorised the EPA to investigate environmental issues and provide advice 

on policy and executive decisions.  In contrast to the EP Act 1986, the Act did not provide a statutory 

environmental review procedure,86 or allow the Environment Minister to impose conditions.87  

Further, the Act’s provisions that provided the EPA with some powers (in relation to advising 

                                                           
81

  Chapter 2, headings [5.2] – [5.3].  
82

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) Pts V, VIA. 
83

  Eclipse Resources Pty Ltd v Chief Executive Officer, Department of Environment and Conservation [2013] 
WASC 152, [65] – [67]  

84
  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 23; Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 

Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch1, cl 26; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 30; Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA) sch 1, cl 27; Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, s 19.01; Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 29.  The Rhodes agreement differs a little in that it specifically requires compliance with the EP Act 
1971 ‘or any other Act’.  

85
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) ss 9(1), 12, 16.  It also established the Department of 

Environmental Protection later named the Department of Conservation and Environment (currently the 
Department of Environmental Regulation) and the Environmental Protection Council.  See Environmental 
Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 3 (definition) and s 12.  

86
  State Records Office (WA), (item 1978 977, volume 4) above n 58, 152. 

87
  For comparison see, Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) Pt IV, ss 38 – 48 (as passed). 
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decision-makers) did not apply to the Minister or the Department responsible for managing PSAs 

(the PSA Minister and the PSA department).88   

The EPA had advisory powers in relation to some decisions such as the grants of mining titles 

or tenements necessary to commence a mine.  The EPA could require the Mining Minister to wait for 

its advice before making the decision.89  The Minister could not make the relevant decision until they 

had considered the EPA’s recommendations,90 but ultimately they exercised their own discretion.91  

For example, if the EPA advised the Mining Minister not to grant a mining title or tenement,92 the 

Minister retained the discretion to refuse or grant the tenement.93  If the decision-maker’s 

determination was contrary to EPA advice, the EPA could publish their recommendations.94  

However, these provisions did not apply when the Mining Minister granted a PSA mining lease 

because the PSA Minister authorised the grant of the mining lease when approving the development 

proposal.  The PSA Minister’s approval removed the Mining Minister’s discretion because the PSA 

terms authorised the grant ‘as of right’.  

The EPA’s advisory capacity was very limited in the State agreement context because the 

EP Act 1971 did not specifically refer to the PSA Minister95—the PSA Minister’s decisions came under 

the Act’s general referral provision (as a Minister of the Crown).  Under this section, the Minister 

was required to advise the EPA when they received proposals that may ‘have a detrimental effect on 

the environment’ and provide the Authority with information about the project.96  The EPA then 

                                                           
88

  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) ss 54 – 56.  The less onerous s 57 general referral clause applied to 
the Minister and Department.   

89
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) ss 54 – 56; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative 

Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1739 – 1740 (John Tonkin).  The Minister also had the power to specify 
proposals that required review, for example, mining tenement applications in coastal zones, in the vicinity 
of wetlands or other water bodies, State forests or water catchments were subject to a request for referral 
by the EPA under s 55(1).  See P J Browne-Cooper, Statutory Responsibility and Decision-Making at the 
State Level (Environmental Assessment Workshop, 19 July 1976) 30 [2.2.2], in State Records Office (WA), 
(item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 30.   

90
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) ss 54(5), 55(5), 56(5); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 

Legislative Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1739 (John Tonkin). 
91

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1739 (John Tonkin). 
92

  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 55(1)(a). 
93

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1739 (John Tonkin). 
94

  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) ss 54(3), 55(3), 56(3); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Assembly, 23 September 1971, 1739 (John Tonkin). 

95
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) ss 54 – 56.  

96
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 57(1); Kelly, in State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact 

Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 80 – 81. 
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‘report[ed] on the matter when and as often as the Minister require[d]’.97  The Minister did not have 

to wait for the recommendations before making their decision.   

The EP Act 1971 procedure was aligned with a key feature of the State agreement regime, 

which was to facilitate developments by providing a single point of contact and a single decision-

maker.98  The intention being that the PSA Minister and the PSA Department managed all aspects of 

State agreements, including any related environmental issues.99  Consequently providing the EPA 

with autonomous authority would have affected the regimes efficiency.  However, the same social 

climate, which had culminated in the enactment of the EP Act 1971, obliged the Government to 

include environmental obligations in the 1972 PSA terms.100   

In practice, even though the ultimate decisions remained with the PSA Minister and PSA 

department, they would seek the EPA’s advice when reviewing the agreements and proposals.101  

The PSA Minister would refer the draft State agreement to the EPA and, if it considered the proposal 

involved significant environmental consequences, the EPA would recommend environmental 

obligations to be incorporated into the agreement.102  However, the Authority often had insufficient 

time to undertake a preliminary assessment and to comment adequately on the agreements’ 

terms—usually around two weeks on the primary draft and only a few days on subsequent drafts.103   

The 1972 PSA environmental obligations commonly required the proponent to submit an 

environmental management plan (environmental plan) as part of the development proposal,104 and 

(less commonly) carry out a continuous program of investigation, research, and monitoring, and to 

submit reports on the same.105  The PSA terms lacked clarity—the environmental plans did not apply 

                                                           
97

  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 57(1). 
98

  Kelly, in State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 
50, 78 – 80.  

99
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 7.  See also, Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 

Legislative Assembly, 7 October 1971, 1951 (Charles Court).  
100

  Kelly, in State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above 
n 50, 65, 73. 

101
  Browne-Cooper, above n 89, 32, [2.2.5] and Kelly, 81, in State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact 
Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50.  

102
  See Browne-Cooper, above n 89, 30 [2.2.5], in State Records Office (WA), (item 1976 1247, volume 2) 
above n 50, 31 – 32.   

103
  Hollick, above n 64, 255. 

104
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 7(2); Kelly, in State Records 
Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 75, 77. 

105
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1)(i).  NB the McCamey 
agreement did not include ‘continuous’ investigations cf Mineral Sands (Western Titanium) Agreement 
1975 (WA) sch 1 cl 8.  See also, Browne-Cooper, above n 89, 30 [2.2.5], in State Records Office (WA), (item 
1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 31 – 32.  .   
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general standards and procedures and the PSA Minister’s capacity revise the plans was weak,106 

which resulted in problems regarding the content of the environmental plans, and the proponents’ 

monitoring and research obligations.107   

In summary, although the 1972 agreements’ AEL clause required compliance with the EP Act 

1971, the Act itself had limited effect and no authority because the State had already decided to 

institute the PSA regime to manage the Pilbara iron ore industry.108  Although, the 1972 PSAs’ 

environmental obligation terms had the potential to impose effective environmental limits, they did 

not, because the clauses did not clarify or standardise the environmental plan’s content and 

procedure.  

3.3 The effect of the Commonwealth environmental legislation on State 

procedure 

The Whitlam government’s Federal enactment of the EP Act 1974 (Cth) pushed the State 

towards a standardised form of environmental assessment because that Act imposed a statutory 

environmental assessment procedure by requiring proponents to submit Environmental Impact 

Statements (EIS).109  The Commonwealth has no direct power under the Constitution in relation to 

the environment or mining; however, the Act allowed the Federal decision-makers to take into 

account environmental issues when making decisions under heads of power such as trade and 

commerce.110  The submission of a proposal that required a Federal decision engaged the Act.111  The 

type of decision that engaged the Act (in relation to iron ore mining and mineral resources generally) 

was the grant of an export permit.112  The Act operated prospectively, so if a proponent had already 

acquired an export permit their mining operation would not require an EIS (such as the 1963 – 64 

PSA proponents’ 1960s mines, Whaleback, Tom Price, and Paraburdoo).  In contrast, after 1974, the 

                                                           
106

  Hollick, above n 64, 260. 
107

  Ibid. 
108

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 14 November 1972, 5141 (Mr Graham).  
109

  Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals Act) 1974 (Cth) s 6(2)(b). 
110

  P W Johnston and R S French, ‘Environmental Law in a Commonwealth-States Context the First Decade’, 
(1980) 2(2) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 77, 78; Environment Protection (Impact of 
Proposals Act) 1974 (Cth) s 9; Commonwealth Constitions 51(i). 

111
  Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals Act) 1974 (Cth) s 9. 

112
  Johnston and French, above n 110, 78; Murphyores Inc Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1976) 136 CLR 1: Customs 
Act 1901 (Cth) s 112; Customs (Prohibited Exports) Regulations 1958 (Cth) no 5 of 1958, r 9; 
Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Senate, 5 December 1974, 3178 (Douglas McClelland, JJ Webster).  
The current legislative requirement for iron ore export permit is Customs Act 1901 (Cth) (no 6, compilation 
139) s 113, applying to any export goods over the value of $2000 AUD. 
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1972 PSA proponents’ applications for export permits engaged the EP Act 1974 (Cth) and the 

proponent had to satisfy the EIS procedure or a State equivalent.   

All the State Governments questioned the Act’s validity and the Commonwealth 

Government’s authority to enact the legislation.113  The Western Australian Government refused to 

adjust the State’s environmental procedures until 1976, after a decision of the High Court of 

Australia that confirmed the Act’s constitutional validity.114  The issue came to head in the State of 

Queensland,115 when that State approved a project to mine sand on Fraser Island.116  The Federal 

government (under Malcolm Fraser’s Liberal administration) refused to grant an export permit for 

the mine under the Act on environmental grounds.117  The High Court unanimously decided the 

Minister’s decision to refuse the grant of an export permit on environmental grounds was valid (as 

was the Act).118  Consequently, it was clear that the State Governments would need to comply with 

the Commonwealth EIS procedure.   

After the High Court decision in 1976, to avoid duplication, the States’ environmental 

assessment procedure needed to comply with the Commonwealth EIS requirements when a project 

engaged the EP Act 1974 (Cth).119  Unlike the majority of the States, WA did not have a statutory 

environmental assessment process that it could align with the Commonwealth procedure.120  The 

State and the Commonwealth signed a Memorandum of Understanding that allowed the State 

equivalent non-statutory procedure and approval to satisfy the EIS.121  In 1976, the environment 

department (the EPA’s co-agency under the EP Act 1971) developed non-statutory standardised 

guidelines for Environmental Review and Management Programmes—that satisfied the 

                                                           
113

  Murphyores Inc Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1976) 136 CLR 1.  See also Meeting of State Ministers for Mines 
(Brisbane, 7 November 1975) in State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1973 
1247, volume 1, consignment 5620, Department of Mines) 90 – 128.  

114
  State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1973 1247, volume 1) above n 113, 56I 
– 56K, 28 – 30, and particularly 72.  

115
  Peter Trundle, ‘Parties back State Premier against Fraser Island Minerals Ban.  I’ve Had Canberra, Joh 
Angry, and Rift Widens’, The Courier Mail (Brisbane, 11 November 1976) 1. 
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  Murphyores Inc Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1976) 136 CLR 1, 6.   
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  Commonwealth, Fraser Island Environmental Inquiry: Final Report of the Commission of Inquiry, 
Parliamentary Paper No 333 (1976).   
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  Murphyores Inc Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1976) 136 CLR 1, 1.   
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  State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1973 1247, volume 1) above n 113, 70.  
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  Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Senate, 5 December 1974, 3178 (Douglas McClelland). 
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  Johnston and French, above n 110, 80; State Records Office (WA), (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 
Draft Memorandum of Understanding on Environmental Assessment Procedures/ (NB this file lacks specific 
page numbers, reference appears to be 17B, the item is at the end of the file).  See also, ‘Call for One Mine 
Policy’, The West Australian (Perth WA) 15 December 1975; ‘Mining Policy’, The West Australian (Perth 
WA) 16 December 1976, 3 – 4.   
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Commonwealth’s EIS procedure.122  The 1972 PSAs’ environmental obligation terms had already 

imposed environmental plan procedures as part of the development proposal but that requirement 

was superseded by the enforceable standardised Commonwealth EIS,123 because the proponent had 

to satisfy the EIS procedure (or State non-statutory equivalent) to acquire their export licence.124   

The EP Act 1974 (Cth) bolstered the EPA’s authority in the State agreement context—the 

EPA was no longer simply an advisor, but an enforcer of the Commonwealth’s statutory EIS 

requirements.  For example, the proponent of the 1972 Wittenoom PSA submitted a proposal after 

1974 to commence the Marandoo mine that necessitated a referral to the EPA and compliance with 

the State’s EIS procedure.125  In 1986, the EP Act 1986 repealed and replaced the EP Act 1971,126 and 

introduced the current statutory Part IV review.   

3.4 The Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) and 1972 PSA terms 

This section examines the 1972 environmental terms interaction with the EP Act to 

determine whether the EP Act 1986 could deliver a Pilbara water plan via Part IV implementation 

conditions or a Part III policy that would incorporate the 1972 mines.  In contrast with the 1963 – 64 

PSAs, the 1972 PSAs engaged the EP Act for three reasons, the EP Act’s application provision, the 

PSAs’ term requiring compliance with the EP Act (the AEL clause) and, the PSAs’ additional proposal 

requirements.   

The EP Act 1986 application provision deferred to State agreements, but only to State 

agreements that received Royal assent before 1972, so the Act applied to the 1972 agreements by 

the force of its own terms.127  When the State drafted the EP Act, it was the 1972 PSA term—
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  Johnston and French, above n 110, 80; Browne-Cooper, above n 89, 29 – 37; in State Records Office (WA), 
(item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50.   

123
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 7(2); Kelly, in State Records 
Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 75, 77; Browne-
Cooper, above n 89, [2.2.5] in State Records Office (WA), (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50. 

124
  Browne-Cooper, above n 89, 34 – 37, [3], in State Records Office (WA), (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 
50. 

125
  Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA); State Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact 
Assessment (item 1973 1247, volume 1) above n 113, State Records Office, 70 – 71, and generally 70 – 76.  

126
 The EP Act 1986 replaced the EP Act 1971, which was repealed by the Acts Amendment and Repeal 
(Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) (No 77 of 1986) s 40. 

127
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) s 5(2), as passed.  The 1972 agreements were 
subject to the EP Act from 1986, because the EP Act 1986 concession only applied to agreements assented 
to before 1 January 1972.  The 1972 agreements’ royal assent was after this date, see for example, Iron Ore 
(McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) 183 (notes, assent 6 December 1972), and 
Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) 66 (notes, assent 16 June 1972).  See also, 
State Records Office (WA), above n 8, (item 1986 057 volume 1), Letter from Environmental Protection 
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requiring compliance with any environmental legislation (the AEL clause)—that precluded the 

agreements from the EP Act concession.   

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Joint Venturers from compliance with 
any requirement in connection with the protection of the environment arising out of or incidental to 
the operations of the Joint Venturers hereunder that may be made by the State or any State agency 
or instrumentality or any local or other authority or statutory body of the State pursuant to any Act 
for the time being in force.

 128
 

The Senior Assistant Crown Solicitor advised the application of the EP Act would not breach 

the 1972 PSA terms, due to the agreements’ AEL clause.129  The EP Act application provision deferred 

to the 1963 – 1964 PSAs (that did not have an AEL clause) because the Act’s provisions could 

potentially abrogate some terms of those agreements.130  The EP Act concession (as passed) 

exempted PSAs enacted prior to 1972 if those agreements did not include a AEL clause (or 

equivalent), by providing the application section did not apply  

to any Act that ratifies or approves a State agreement … which received the Royal Assent before 1 
January 1972 … and which does not contain a provision to the effect that the [proponents of] that 
agreement … are not exempt from compliance with any requirement made by or under this Act or the 
repealed Act.

131
 

The fact the concession excluded agreements that included an AEL clause indicates that the parties 

accepted that the clause required compliance with the State’s environmental legislation without 

exception.132   

The 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause ensured that these PSAs were (and are) required to comply with 

the State’s environmental legislation.133  Crommelin comments that the AEL clause provides that the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Authority (EPA), Deputy Chairman to Minister for Conservation and Environment, 29 April 1986, 1 – 3; 
Letter from Crown Law Department to Department of Resources Development, 20 November 1984, 1 – 2.  

128
  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 23; Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch1, cl 26; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 30; Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA) sch 1, cl 27; Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, s 19.01; Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 29.  The Rhodes agreement differs a little in that it specifically requires compliance with the EP Act 
1971 ‘or any other Act’.  

129
  State Records Office (WA), (item 1986 057 volume 1) above n 8.  NB there are no page numbers in this file, 
see letter from Senior Assistant Crown Solicitor, 20 November 1984, approximately page 22 – 23.   

130
  Ibid.   

131
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) as passed s 5. 

132
  The 1964 Goldsworthy PSA for example had an AEL clause inserted into the principal agreement, thus 
excluding mines under that project from the EP Act concession, see Area C case study appendix [4.4].  
Some South Australian State agreements softened the impact of this type of clause by allowing the State to 
give sympathetic consideration if such changes resulted in proponent incurring substantial additional costs.  
See, Michael Crommelin, ‘State Agreements: Australian Trends and Experience’ (1996) Australian Mining 
and Petroleum Law Yearbook 328, 340 discussing the The Stony Point (Liquids Project) Ratification Act 1981 
(SA) ss 78 – 80.  The 1972 PSAs do not similarly condition the AEL clause. 

133
  See Gerus, ‘Mining and Water Resources’, above n 8, 318. 
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proponents are not exempt from changes in environmental standards.134  The clause makes explicit 

what is otherwise implicit, that the environmental laws of the State apply as long as the agreement 

does not illustrate a clear intention to displace them.135  The broad wording of the AEL clause and 

the EP Act application provision required the 1972 proponents to comply with Part IV review when 

they submitted a development proposal or were required to submit and additional proposal 

(discussed below).  Additionally, the AEL clause would require these mines to comply with the EP Act 

Part III, which could potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan (discussed in chapter six).   

The 1972 PSA clauses imposing environmental management obligations (environmental 

clauses)136 received attention in this study but were ultimately not relevant to the research 

questions: does the EP Act 1986 Part III or IV have the capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan 

incorporating 1972 mines and, what is the scope of the 1972 PSA water rights?  In the context of the 

first question, the environmental clause did not affect the AEL clause, which, in conjunction with the 

mines’ late commencement, brought the 1972 PSAs within the ambit of the EP Act and it 

amendments, from the beginning.137  In relation to the second question, the environmental clauses 

impose obligations (not rights) so did not relevantly interact with the 1972 PSA water rights.138   

The study now turns to examine the effect of the mines’ late commencement in relation to 

engaging the EP Act Part IV, and the effect of the 1972 PSA additional proposals clause in relation to 

engaging Part IV and ensuring ongoing environmental review.   

The EP Act 1986’s prospective operation could have preserved the iron ore mining rights 

conferred by the 1972 PSAs if the proponent had accrued those rights prior to 1986.139  Clarifying the 

Act’s prospective operation, the savings provision (s 128) exempts project activities that were 

subject to and approved under the EP Act 1971 from further review under Part IV.140  The provision 

makes express what the Act’s prospective operation implies.  The purpose of the provision is to 

confirm that any act done under the amended laws before the commencement of the repealing Act 

will continue to exist and operate as long as consistent with the amended or repealed laws,141 one 
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  Crommelin, above n 132, 339.  
135

  Ibid.   
136

  For completeness commentary on the environmental clauses is attached at appendix 4.1.  
137

  See headings [3.4.1] – [3.4.2]. 
The discussion in relation to obligations as opposed to rights and the preservation of an ‘absence of an 

obligation’ is picked up in chapter seven, which examines the PSAs 1963 – 1996 rights as a whole.   
139

  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 9 –10.  
140

  Chapter 3, heading [2.3.3]. 
141

  The Land Administration Act 1997 (WA) general savings provision (s 282) is equivalent to section 128.  See 
explanatory memorandum, Legislative Council Clause and Committee Notes, Land Administration Bill 1997, 
222. 
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such repealed law was the EP Act 1971.142  So, pursuant to section 128, mining projects that 

commenced prior to 1986 that were either not assessed, or assessed and approved, under the EP 

Act 1971, would not engage Part IV unless they needed to submit a proposal to expand or change 

the mine.  As previously discussed,143 the EP Act 1971 did not itself have authority to impose 

conditions on State agreement developments,144 so the projects could easily comply with that Act.  

The EP Act 1986’s prospective operation and savings provision would have exempted 1972 mines 

from Part IV review if the mine development proposals had been approved prior to 1986.  However, 

the economic climate prevented the 1972 mines from submitting the development proposal until 

after 1986.   

3.4.1 The economic climate and the 1972 PSAs development proposal submission  

The economic climate of the 1970s delayed the commencement of the 1972 mines and that 

delayed the proponents’ submission of their development proposal until after 1986.  The 1972 

agreement proponents’ could not commence mining (or submit their proposal) until they procured 

iron ore sales contracts,145 and the 1963 – 64 PSA proponents operating 1960s mines already 

supplied the available Japanese market.146   

A PSA term required the proponent to procure a contract as a prerequisite to submitting a 

development proposal for Government approval.147  The State was not required to grant the mining 

lease (that conferred the right to produce iron ore) until the PSA Minister approved the 

development proposal.  To illustrate, the McCamey agreement proponent’s failure to procure a 

contract delayed the proponent’s development proposal submission until after the enactment of the 
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  Acts Amendment and Repeal (Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) (No 77 of 1986) s 8 amends the 
Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 6, s 40 repeals the Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA).  It also repealed the 
RiWI Act Part IIIA (disposal licenses) Acts Amendment and Repeal (Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) 
(No 77 of 1986) s 32 repeals the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) Part IIIA.  Note, there are 
transitional provisions that also apply to the EP Act 1971 and RiWI Act, see Environmental Protection Act 
1986 (WA) sch 3 – 4.  
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  See heading [3.2] and [3.3]. 
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  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) s 57(1); Kelly, in State Records Office (WA), (item 1976 1247, 
volume 2) above n 50, 80. 

145
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(1); State Records Office 
(WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster (item 1972 159 volume 1, consignment 2859, 
Department of Development and Decentralisation) 95 – 96.  See also State Records Office (WA), McCamey 
Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster Reports and General Matters (item 1972 159 volume 6, consignment 
5495, Department of Resources and Development) 304. 
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  State Records Office (WA), McCamey (item 1972 159 volume 1, consignment 2859) above n 145, 177, 198, 
200 – 201.  
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  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(1). 
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EP Act 1986.148  Consequently, the proponent had not accrued any rights that were protected by the 

Act’s prospective application or section 128.149  In contrast, Goldsworthy Mining Limited, had already 

procured contracts and had priority rights to iron ore export under the 1964 Goldsworthy 

agreement,150 so the proponent did manage to commence new mines in the 1970s (the Goldsworthy 

agreements Area C,151 and the Nimingarra 1967 agreements’ Nimingarra A and B).152  An explanation 

of the 1972 mines’ late commencement and the PSA Ministers extension of the PSA mining titles 

under the MA 1904 is attached appendix 4.2.  In summary, unlike the 1960s mines, the 1970s mines 

engaged Part IV review because the proponent could not submit their first development proposal 

until after 1986.  Moreover, the 1972 PSAs include an additional proposals clause that ensured 

continued environmental review.   

3.4.2 The 1972 PSAs additional proposals clause and the EP Act Part IV review  

The additional proposals clause is an important distinction between the 1963 – 64 and 1972 

PSA terms because it is a ‘proposal submission’ that engages the EP Act Part IV.  The clause requires 

the proponent to submit another proposal when intending to ‘expand its activities beyond those 

specified’ in the original development proposal.153  The equivalent type of clause in 1963 – 1964 

PSAs (a variation clause) allowed the proponent to expand production of existing mines without 
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  Regarding the delay see, State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster (item 
1972 159 volume 4, consignment 6582, Department of Development and Decentralisation) 205 – 208; 
State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster (item 1972 159 volume 5, 
consignment 5495, Department of Resources and Development) 268 – 286, 255, 216, 156, 149, 116, 108, 
96, 74, 65, 51, 9, 2 – 5.  (See generally quarterly reports in this file).  Regarding the development proposal 
submission see Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 2, cl 3(6) 
amends cl 7(1). See also State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster Reports 
and General Matters (item 1972 159 volume 9, consignment 6582, Department of Resources and 
Development) 231, 256 – 261, 266.  See also, the McCamey’s Monster development presentation, 274 (10 
June 1987), press clipping 280 - 283. 

149
  The proponent of the 1972 Wittenoom agreement did submit a development proposal, however the State 
records indicate the mine probably did not commence until 1992 under a supplementary agreement 
scheduled to the 1963 Hamersley agreement sch 11.  See Browne-Cooper, above n 89, 34 – 37, [3], in State 
Records Office (WA), Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2) above n 50, 70 – 76.  

150
  See appendix 4.4, for explanation of the Goldsworthy PSA’s operation. 

151
  State Records Office, Investigations Enquiries Environmental Review and Management Programme ERMP 
Area C Proposed Goldsworthy Mining Ltd CALM (item 1977 01719 volume 1, consignment 4069, Land 
Administration) 18, ‘Goldsworthy Mining Ltd Revised Notice of Intent Environmental Aspects of Mining 
Area C Iron Ore Project Packsaddle (WA)’ [1.3].  See also Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 
Legislative Assembly, 18 November 1971, 121 (Donald May).   

152
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 27 April 1972, 1043 – 1044 (Mr Graham).  
Nimingarra A and B mines are probably no longer operating, see Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA) 
(EREPT 06) and Minedex, Goldsworthy Production J00479, above n 36. 

153
  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 8; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement 
Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(1); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 9(1); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 7.01; Iron Ore 
(Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) cl 18(1). 
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submitting a proposal.154  The 1963 – 64 PSA terms do not limit production and the variation clause 

did not require the proponent to submit an additional proposal to increase production,155 so the 

1960s mines did not submit proposals after 1986 that could trigger the EP Act Part IV review.156  In 

contrast, the 1972 PSAs’ additional proposal clause required the proponent to notify the PSA 

Minister if they desired to ‘expand its activities beyond those specified’ in the proponents’ 

development proposal.157  On such notification, the Minister could require the proponent to submit 

an additional proposal.158 So although the 1972 PSA mining clauses did not limit the proponent’s 

right to mine,159 the additional proposal clause provided the Government with greater control over 

the mining projects because the Minister could decide when a change to the activities approved in 

the development proposal (such as a production increase) required an additional proposal 

submission.160  In addition, the 1972 PSAs’ variation clause also provides the Minister with the 

discretion to decide if a variation ‘constitutes a material or substantial alteration of the rights or 

obligations of either party’—incidentally, this type of variation requires Parliamentary tabling,161 

which lends an element of transparency to the 1972 PSAs because the tabled papers are public 

documents.   

To illustrate, the 1972 McCamey PSA’s ‘Monster mine’ project is now examined.  In general, 

the additional proposal clause is triggered by a change to the mine that requires a development 

proposal amendment.  The procedure of the development proposal clause applies to the additional 

proposal mutatis mutandis.162  The development proposal requires the proponent to provide 

‘specifications in respect of the mining of iron ore on [the mining leases] and the future 

                                                           
154

  See Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 13 – 14.  The 1963 – 64 PSAs’ variation clause provided that ‘[t]he 
parties hereto may from time to time by mutual agreement in writing add to cancel or vary all or any of the 
provisions of this Agreement.’  See for example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 
1, cl 21. 

155
  State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 082 
volume 1, consignment 6582, Department of Industrial Development) 83(v), 101, 105 (d), 109. 

156
  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 13 – 15.  

157
  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 8; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement 
Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(1); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 9(1); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 7.01; Iron Ore 
(Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) cl 18(1). 

158
  Ibid.   

159
  See for example, Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 18. 

160
  See references, n 157. 

161
  Bruce sch 1 cl 46(2); Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 40; Iron Ore 
(McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 45(2) – (3); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 28.02; Wittenoom sch 1 cl 32(2). 

162
  See references, n 157. 
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development of the mining areas’.163  The ‘Monster mine’ development proposal described the 

proponent’s mine production, water requirements, and mining methods.164  The proponent 

projected the mine would produce 5mtpa in the first year, increasing to 15mtpa in year six and 

thereafter.165  The mine water requirements for the production were 163,000 gallons for the first 

year increasing to 477,000 gallons by year six.166  So, any changes to the quantity of ore produced, or 

water requirements, or the mining methods, approved in the Monster mine’s development proposal 

required the proponent to notify the Minister of the mine activities ‘beyond those [the approved 

proposal] specified’, which allowed the Minister to require an additional proposal submission.   

The Monster mine’s initial development proposal engaged Part IV because the proponent 

submitted their proposal after the Act’s commencement on 10 December 1986.167  The Monster 

mine commenced subject to Part IV implementation conditions imposed in 1988 and,168 the PSA’s 

requirement for additional proposals ensured revision of the conditions when the mine expanded in 

1995 and 2011.169  The Environment Minister’s implementation conditions clarified the effect of the 

additional proposals clause by requiring the proponent to submit a proposal for further Part IV 

review when they submitted an additional proposal (under the McCamey PSA cl 9) to increase iron 

ore production beyond 5mtpa.170  The Monster mine was rationalised and currently operates as part 

of the Jimblebar hub, all the hub pits engage in mine dewatering (up to 10.2 megalitres per day or 

3.7glpa)—in 2016 – 2017, around one gigalitre (gl) was reinjected, half a gigalitre was discharged 

                                                           
163

  See for example, Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 7(2). 
164

  State Records Office (WA), Shire of East Pilbara McCamey’s Monster (item 1974 019 consignment 4012, 
Department of Conservation and Environment) this file is not paginated see, Fluor Pty Ltd, McCamey Iron 
Associates Prospecting Mine Development and Engineering Study (1974) [2.2.2] – [2.2.3], [2.6.4]. 

165
  Ibid, Fluor Pty Ltd, McCamey Iron Associates Prospecting Mine Development and Engineering Study (1974) 
[2.2.2]. 

166
  Ibid, Fluor Pty Ltd, McCamey Iron Associates Prospecting Mine Development and Engineering Study (1974) 
[2.6.4].  The proponent’s development proposal does refer to mine dewatering, and at this early stage the 
water is probably utilised, see [2.2.3]. 

167
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) see notes, commenced 10 December 1986; Environmental 
Protection Act 1986 (WA) (87 of 1986, as passed) ss 38, 45; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986) McCamey’s Monster Iron Ore Proposal (Statement 022, 8 March 1988). 

168
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), McCamey’s Monster (Statement 022, 8 March 1988) above n 
167. 

169
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement to amend conditions applying to a Proposal (pursuant 
to the provisions of section 46 the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Jimblebar Iron Ore Mine 
Rationalisation and Expansion (O35/917) (Statement 385, 23 May 1995); Environmental Protection 
Authority (WA), Jimblebar iron ore mine (Statement 857, 18 February 2011) above n 27. 

170
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), McCamey’s Monster (Statement 022, 8 March 1988) above n 
167, [5].   
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into a creek and 6.4gl was discharged to the Ophthalmia dam.171  Currently, the Jimblebar hub pits 

mine dewatering management is subject to implementation conditions that require ongoing 

monitoring and reporting in compliance with a water department ‘Water Management Plan’.172  A 

case study of the Monster mine detailing the circumstances and effect of its late commencement is 

provided at appendix 4.3.  

None of the 1972 PSA mines commenced prior to 1986, so all the 1972 mines’ initial 

development proposal engaged Part IV.  However, even if the mines had commenced prior to 1986, 

the additional proposals requirements could have subsequently required the mine to undergo Part 

IV review.  The EP Act Part IV provides that proposals ‘that may significantly affect the environment’ 

require a referral to the EPA.173  So, even if a 1972 mine had commenced prior to 1986 (and was not 

previously subject to Part IV review) a subsequent additional proposal submission ‘that may 

significantly affect the environment’ would engage Part IV.  On receipt of the EPA’s Part IV 

recommendations, the Environment Minister could then impose implementation conditions on the 

mine even if it had commenced before 1986.174   

The importance of the additional proposals clause in relation to Part IV can be illustrated by 

considering how the 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause would have interacted with the EP Act Part IV if the 1972 

mines had commenced prior to 1986 and did not require additional proposal submissions.  Arguably, 

the AEL clause on its own would have had limited effect because, although it requires compliance 

with the EP Act, it does not require the proponent to submit a proposal, so the AEL clause cannot 

(on its own) initiate a Part IV review.  Further, even if the mine commenced after 1986 and the 

development proposal complied with Part IV, the AEL clause could not ensure continued 

engagement of Part IV review each time the mine expanded for the same reason.  A case study of 

the area C mine attached in appendix 4.4 illustrates this point.  The case study highlights the 

limitations of the AEL clause when it operates on its own, and the importance of the additional 

proposal or 1972 type variation clauses that can require the proponent to submit a proposal that 

triggers Part IV review. 
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  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, BHP Billiton Iron 
Ore Pty Ltd Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 – 2017 (Licence No: L5415/1988/9, File No: 
DER2013/000900).  See also, Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Jimblebar iron ore mine (Statement 
857, 18 February 2011) above n 27, 12. 

172
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Jimblebar iron ore mine (Statement 857, 18 February 2011) 
above n 27, [9-1] – [9.2], [10-1]. 

173
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (No 87 of 1986) ss 38, 40, as passed. 

174
  Ibid, ss 44(3), 45(1). 
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The 1972 agreements’ additional proposal clause rectified the issue created by the 1963—64 

PSA terms.  The main objective of the clause was probably to correct the omission that allowed the 

1960s mines’ iron ore production to outstrip the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ secondary processing obligations 

that benefitted the State.175  However, the requirement had the added effect of engaging Part IV and 

ensuring continued environmental review when an additional proposal was submitted.   

The late commencement of the 1972 mines and the 1972 PSA additional proposal clause 

distinguishes these mines from the 1960s mines because the 1972 mines initial proposal and, its 

additional proposals, engaged the EP Act Part IV.  This means a Pilbara water plan delivered via 

Part IV conditions could apply to the 1972 mines.  It is an obvious but germane point, that the 1972 

PSAs’ AEL clause subjects the agreements to the EP Act’s Part III policy provisions.176  The options of 

delivering a Pilbara water plan via Part III or IV are topics of chapter six.   

4 The 1972 PSA terms 

This section discusses the interaction between the 1972 PSA terms conferring water rights 

and compares them to the 1963 – 64 PSA terms.  The 1972 PSA rights are analysed to evaluate the 

scope of a Pilbara water plan delivered by new legislation that would not disturb the State’s 

sovereign risk policy.  In common, both eras of PSAs confer substantial rights to water and iron ore.  

First, the section analyses the 1972 PSA terms that expressly confer rights to abstract groundwater 

and whether those terms encompass excess mine dewater that the proponent cannot utilise for 

mine site or domestic purposes (excess mine dewater).  Secondly, it examines the 1972 PSA terms 

conferring rights to produce iron ore, which may imply a correlative right to abstract excess mine 

dewater to enable mining below the water table safely.  Lastly, the section considers how the 

express water terms operate in conjunction with the AEL clause, and how those terms interact with 

the current RiWI Act’s environmental protection provisions.  The relevant 1972 PSA terms are 

analysed as follows. 

 The terms granting express rights to groundwater (water terms); 

 the terms granting rights to produce iron ore (iron ore extraction terms) that may imply a 

right to abstract groundwater for mine-dewatering purposes (implied water terms); and  

 the interaction between the water terms, the AEL clause and the RiWI Act.  
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  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 12 – 13; Chapter 3, heading [4.2]. 
176

  See heading [3.4]; Chapter 2, heading [5.3]; Chapter 6, heading [3.2]. 
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This part explores and compares the scope of the 1972 PSA express water terms and 

possible implied rights to mine dewatering with the comparable 1963 – 64 PSA terms.  In chapter 

three the author reached the conclusion that the 1960’s mines’ dewatering rights are limited to 

mine dewater that the proponent can utilise for mine site and domestic purposes (utilised mine 

dewater), but not excess mine dewater that requires disposal (excess mine dewater).177  In brief, the 

same limitations apply to the 1972 PSA mine dewatering rights.  This means new legislation could 

introduce a Pilbara water plan that has the capacity to regulate the 1963 – 1972 PSA mines’ excess 

mine dewatering without abrogating PSA rights or disturbing the sovereign risk policy.   

This section then considers whether the RiWI Act’s 2000 amendments in conjunction with 

the AEL clause potentially apply further limitations to the 1972 mines groundwater abstraction.  In 

today’s environmental context, there is a tension between the 1972 PSA water terms and its AEL 

clause because the current RiWI Act objects include environmental protection, yet, the express 

water terms require the grant of RiWI licences compliant with the PSA rights.  This creates an 

unresolved tension between the terms, and raises the question; does the 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause 

require the agreements to be construed in compliance with the RiWI Act?  In practice, the 

application of the EP Act Part IV to 1972 mines mitigates the practical effect of the proponents’ 

potential failure to comply with the RiWI Act’s environmental obligations because the water 

department’s water management advice and subsequent grant of water licences come under the 

Part IV approval umbrella.178  Most modern implementation conditions will require the proponent to 

devise a water management plan that complies with the water department’s advice and 

guidelines.179  However, the legal issue remains: that is, whether the proponents right to abstract 

groundwater post 2000 is properly authorised either by the PSA terms or the RiWI Act decision-

maker.   

                                                           
177

  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 10 – 13.  
178

  For example, BHP Billiton, Jimblebar Hub Water Management Plan (July 2010) [1.1], [1.4], [1.5], fig 1-3; 
Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement to amend conditions applying to a Proposal (pursuant 
to the provisions of section 46 the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Wheelarra Hill Iron Ore Mine 
Extension Life of Mine Proposal Mining Lease 266SA, 40 km Ease of Newman Shire of East Pilbara 
(Statement 683, 16 August 2005) [6-1]. 

179
  For example, Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Wheelarra Hill (Statement 683, 16 August 2005) 
above n 178 [6-1]; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Jimblebar iron ore mine (Statement 857, 18 
February 2011) above n 27, [9.2] – [9.3], [10].  The water department has a number of non-statutory 
guidelines that are used to devise water plans, among others: The Department of Water (WA), Western 
Australian Water in Mining Guideline (Water licensing deliver series Report 12, May 2013); Department of 
Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and Planning Series report 
55, October 2013); Department of Water (WA) Strategic policy 2.09: Use of mine dewatering surplus (May 
2013); Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study (Summary Report DOW0814, July 
2015). 
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4.1 Water terms  

In common with the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the plain words of the 1972 PSAs’ water clauses may 

limit the proponent’s rights to excess mine dewater.  The 1972 PSAs’ express water terms provide 

for the proponent’s inland water requirements and subterranean water rights.180  The terms allow 

the proponent to investigate water sources and then notify the government of their water 

requirements, which they subsequently detail in their development proposal.  The Minister’s 

approval of the development proposal obligates the State to grant the RiWI Act water licences 

authorising the proponent’s water requirements ‘as of right’ pursuant to the PSA.   

The groundwater rights are conferred by the clause headed ‘Inland water requirements’.181  

The plain definition of requirement is ‘something that is needed’,182 which would not necessarily 

include excess mine dewater that the proponent ‘needs’ to dispose of.  However, the text under the 

heading could expand the scope of the word ‘requirement’.  The term includes the proponent’s 

water requirements at the town site and  

elsewhere associated with the mine development … within the mineral lease to implement their 
obligations … (which amount or such other amounts [as agreed by the parties] are herein after a called 
“[the proponent’s] inland water requirements”).

183
   

Mine dewatering could be an ‘associated’ requirement necessary to fulfil the proponent’s 

obligations; moreover, the parties can agree upon the ‘amounts or such other amounts’, which 

presumably includes ‘associated amounts’.  On the other hand, two other 1972 PSA terms refer to 

water ‘supply’ or ‘supplies’ so those terms may limit the scope of the agreements’ water term.  First, 

the clause that provides for the proponents preliminary investigations (including water inter alia) 

refers to ‘suitable water supplies for mining industrial and mine town site purposes’.184  Secondly, 

the development proposal clause refers to water ‘supply’ only,185 this clause contrasts with later 

agreement clauses that refer to ‘supply and disposal’.186  The plain meaning of supply is to ‘provide a 

thing needed’,187 and generally implies something utilised, like army supplies.  The reference in the 

agreements’ investigation clause to ‘suitable supplies’ probably limits the water term’s grant of 

                                                           
180

  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 21, inland water cl 21(6), 
subterranean water cl 21(7); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 15, 
inland water cl 15.07 , subterranean water cl 15.08.  

181
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(6). 

182
  JM Hughes, PA Michell and WS Ramson (eds) The Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2

nd
 ed, 1992) 971.   

183
 Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(6). 

184
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1)(g); Iron Ore (Rhodes 
Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 4.01(g). 

185
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 7(2)(e); Iron Ore (Rhodes 
Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 5.02(e).  

186
  Collie Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1); Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement 
Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 8(1)(f); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1)(e). 

187
  Hughes et al, above n 182, 1166;   
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‘associated’ water ‘requirements’,188 to groundwater that the proponent can utilise for mine and 

town site purposes.  Additionally, although the development proposal clause does not confer rights 

or impose obligations its reference to ‘water supply’,189 rather than ‘supply and disposal’,190 suggests 

the parties did not objectively contemplate including excess mine dewater abstraction as a right.   

In contrast to the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSA water terms provided the Government with 

more control over the groundwater resources.  The Government could acquire the proponent’s 

water supply and supply third parties providing that it did not interfere with the proponents’ 

operations.191  Arguably, this proviso could allow the Government some access and control over 

excess mine dewater.  This argument is not developed here because like the 1963 – 64 PSAs it is 

likely 1972 PSA water terms confine the proponents’ right to utilised mine dewater.   

4.2 Implied water terms  

The 1972 State agreements’ rights to produce iron ore may imply a correlative right to 

abstract excess mine dewater to enable mining below the water table safely.192  In common with the 

1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSA iron ore extraction terms confer the right to produce iron ore at a rate 

of ‘not less than’ one mtpa (rather than not ‘more than’ a prescribed amount) for the duration of the 

mining lease.193   

Like the 1963 - 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSAs grant the proponent the right to hold a mining lease 

of 300 square miles for an indefinite duration, the lease confers the right to extract iron ore (also 

known as a production licence).194  The proponents’ have a right to renew the lease successively 

every 21 years (successive lease term), the term modifies the MA 1904 (maximum lease duration of 
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  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1)(g); Iron Ore (Rhodes 
Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 4.01(g).  Note, the investigation area requires the 
PSA Minister’s approval, which tends to characterise the term as a ‘right’.   

189
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 7(2)(e); Iron Ore (Rhodes 
Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 5.02(e).  

190
  Collie Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1); Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement 
Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 8(1)(f); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1)(e). 

191
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 21(10); Iron Ore (Rhodes 
Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 15.11 (e).  

192
  Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and Planning 
Series report 20, August 2009) 26 – 27.  See comment at [1.11] regarding groundwater abstraction licensing 
to allow safe coal mining. 

193
  Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 18; Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 12.01 (a) – (b).  

194
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 9(1)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 8(1)(a); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 
1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 11(1)(a); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 
9.01(a). 
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42 years) by conferring a right to produce iron ore from the lease indefinitely.195  Consequently, the 

PSA rights related to the iron ore production right—the express water and iron ore extraction terms, 

and any implied mine dewater rights enabling production—can also continue indefinitely.196   

 As explained in chapter three, a term filling a legislative gap, or ‘implied by fact’, that confers 

a right to abstract excess mine dewater requires sufficient precision.197  Like the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 

1972 PSA iron ore extraction terms confer an unlimited right to produce iron ore.198  The primary 

benefit of the contract, the right to produce ‘not less than’ one mtpa for an indefinite duration 

cannot be quantified—therefore any implied right to excess mine dewater is also for an indefinite 

quantity for an indefinite time.199  Such a term lacks precision and cannot be clearly expressed.  The 

same arguments in relation to the conditions required by the five Codelfa conditions in relation to 

the 1963 – 64 PSAs apply to the 1972 PSAs.200  The WA Courts have strictly interpreted State 

agreement express rights, so it is unlikely the Courts would interpret the 1972 PSAs to include 

implied terms that confer rights on the proponent if those terms cannot satisfy the Codelfa 

conditions.201   

In summary, like the 1963 – 64 PSAs, the 1972 PSAs’ water terms probably do not include 

excess mine dewatering.  This contention is supported by the fact that later PSAs’ terms expressly 

confer a mine dewatering right.  For example the 1979 Collie Coal mining agreement provides for the 

proponent ‘to utilise or dispose of water … including water pumped or drawn from mines’.202  

Similarly, the 1996 Yandicoogina and the 2003 FMG PSAs’ development proposal clauses refer to 

‘water supply and disposal’,203 which may support a contention the parties objectively contemplated 

excess mine dewatering.  Conversely, the 1972 PSAs lack of reference to water disposal in either the 

term conferring water rights or the development proposal clause suggests the parties did not.   
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 9(1)(a); Iron Ore (Mount Newman) 
Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 1 cl 8(1)(a); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 
1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 11(1)(e); Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1 cl 
9.01(e); Mining Act 1904 (WA) s 53.  The MA 1904 lease provision allows 21 years and right to one renewal 
(42 years in total). 

196
  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 7, 12. 

197
  Stephen Graw, An Introduction to the Law of Contract (5

th
 ed, 2005) 225; Ansett Transport Industries 

(Operations) Pty Limited v Commonwealth (1977) 139 CLR 54, 62.   
198

  Graw, above n 197, 225; Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 12 – 13;  
199

  Brown and Gardner, above n 4, 12 – 13 
200

  See Chapter 2, heading [4.3], 64 and Chapter 3 [4.2], 115.  
201

  Chapter 2, heading [4.4]. 
202

  Collie Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1); Collie Agreement (Western Collieries) 
Agreement Act 1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1).   

203
  Collie Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1); Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement 
Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 8(1)(f); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1)(e). 
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If the 1972 PSAs terms do not confer a right to excess mine dewatering, then two important 

conclusions follow.  First, new legislation delivering a Pilbara water plan with the capacity to regulate 

excess mine dewater would not abrogate the water rights of the 1963 – 1972 PSA mines.  Secondly, 

the proponents’ excess mine dewatering should be authorised subject the RiWI Act.  If so, the RiWI 

Act decision-maker should exercise their discretion pursuant to that Act when granting the 

proponents’ water licences that authorise excess mine dewatering.  Furthermore, the proponents 

past excess mine dewatering may not have been validly authorised.   

4.3 Water terms, the RiWI Act, and the AEL Clause  

In the contemporary context, there is a tension between the current RiWI Act provisions and 

the 1972 PSAs water terms and AEL clause.  The PSA water terms confer groundwater rights on the 

proponent and require the grant of RiWI Act water licences that reflect those rights.  The RiWI Act 

defers to those rights (s 26K).  The 2000 RiWI Act amendments incorporated environmental 

objectives into that Act,204 so, after 2000, the PSA AEL clause arguably requires the proponent to 

comply with the RiWI Act because the clause broadly provides, 

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Joint Venturers from compliance with any 
requirement in connection with the protection of the environment arising out of or incidental to the 
operations of the Joint Venturers hereunder that may be made by the State or·any State agency or 
instrumentality or any local or other authority or statutory body of the State pursuant to any Act for 
the time being in force.

205
 [italics added] 

The AEL clause refers to ‘any requirement’ in connection with environmental protection ‘pursuant to 

any Act’ so presumably could include the RiWI Act’s objects and provisions.  The current RiWI Act 

objects include ‘provid[ing] for the management of water resources and in particular for the 

protection of their ecosystems and the environment in which the water resources are situated, 

including the activities detrimental to them’.206   

The AEL clause phrase ‘[n]othing in this agreement shall be construed to exempt …’ arguably 

provides that this term should prevail over the 1972 PSAs’ other terms.  However, if the RiWI Act 

does apply, an uncertainty arises because the PSAs’ water terms require the grant of RiWI Act water 

licences in accordance with the agreement.  The water terms indicate the parties did not consider 
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  Rights in Water and Irrigation Amendment Act 2000 (WA) s 4(1). 
205

  Iron Ore (Goldsworthy-Nimingarra) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, cl 23; Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch1, cl 26; Iron Ore (Mount Bruce) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 30; Iron Ore (Murchison) Agreement Authorisation Act 1973 (WA) sch 1, cl 27; Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) 
Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, s 19.01; Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Act 1972 (WA) sch 
1, cl 29.  The Rhodes agreement differs a little in that it specifically requires compliance with the EP Act 
1971 ‘or any other Act’.  

206
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 4(1)(a)(ii). 
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the AEL clause encompassed the RiWI Act, probably because in 1972 the objects of the Act did not 

mention the environment, it only referred to water utilisation and pollution.207  In the 1970s, it is 

unlikely the current mine dewatering environmental issues were even visible on the horizon.  The 

parties may not have considered water licences (for domestic and mine site supply as opposed to 

mine dewatering) was a ‘requirement in connection with the protection of the environment’ for the 

purposes of the AEL clause.  Moreover, the AEL clause requires the proponents to comply with ‘any 

Act for the time being in force’.  So, does the AEL clause require compliance with the present form of 

the RiWI Act because that Act now includes environmental objectives?208  How would the Courts 

construe the AEL clause in the light of modern mine dewatering practices and the current RiWI Act?   

The 2001 Mining Wardens Court decision WMC Resources provides some judicial 

consideration of the operation of the RiWI Act s 26K in conjunction with 1974 Agnew agreement 

water rights;209 that, in common with the 1972 PSAs, has an AEL clause and express water terms that 

require the water department to grant the RiWI Act groundwater licences ‘as of right’.210  In WMC 

Resources, Warden Calder determined the Agnew agreement water rights clause (that allowed the 

proponent to draw water from Depot Springs) in conjunction with the RiWI Act s 26K, allowed the 

water clause to prevail over the RiWI Act provisions.211  This suggests that the 1995 s 26K 

amendment may negate the effect of the AEL clause because the RiWI Act itself defers to State 

agreement terms.212  However, Warden Calder considered the competing rights of the Agnew 

agreement proponent and a third party,213 he did not specifically consider the implications of the 

AEL clauses interaction with s 26K, in relation to the RiWI Act’s regulation of mine dewatering for 

environmental sustainability.  The RiWI Act s 26K defers to State agreements by providing Part III 

binds the Crown except when inconsistent with State agreements—this means the terms of the 

agreement itself provide the limits of the proponent’s rights and obligations.  Section 26K only 

allows that the RiWI act applies ‘consistently’ with the PSA.  As explained in chapter two, this type of 

                                                           
207

  See for example, the 1986 reprint, Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA), which provided it was 
‘[a]n Act relating to Rights in Natural Waters, to make provision for the Conservation and Utilization of 
Water for Industrial Irrigation, the Prevention of the Pollution of Waters, the Control of the Disposal of 
Waste and Industrial Effluent, and for the Construction, Maintenance, and Management of Irrigation 
Works, and for other purposes’. 

208
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 4(1)(a)(ii). 

209
  Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6; Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Act 1974 
(WA).  See also, heading [3.1]. 

210
  Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Act 1974 (WA) sch 1, cl 37, sch 2, cl 14(18).   

211
  See heading [3.1]. 

212
  Water Agencies Restructure (Transitional and Consequential Provisions) Act 1995 (WA) s 118 inserts s 26K. 

213
  Mount Margaret Nickel Pty Ltd v WMC Resources Ltd [2001] WAMW 6, [50], [57] – [63].  
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provision in the later Act preserving the operation of PSAs terms cannot give the terms greater force 

or effect.214  So, the question remains, does the PSAs’ AEL clause prevail over the PSA water terms? 

If the AEL clause is interpreted as subordinate to the express water terms then the 

proponents have a right to utilised mine dewater, but probably not to excess mine dewater.215  This 

construction does not resolve the tension between the terms because the AEL clause includes a non-

discretionary imperative that on plain reading overrides the express water terms by providing, 

‘[n]othing in the agreement shall be construed as exempting the [proponent] from any requirement 

in connection with the environment … pursuant to any Act’ (italics added).  As explained in chapter 

two, the AEL clause was not included in later agreements, which limited the equivalent clauses scope 

to the EP Act 1986 by providing,  

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Company from compliance with any 
requirement in connection with the protection of the environment … that may be made pursuant to 
the EP Act.

216 

This replacement of the AEL clause with the more limited ‘EP Act clause’ in later agreements may 

indicate that the AEL clause caused problems because it broadly encompassed any Acts with 

environmental requirements.  The parties may have rectified the issue by replacing it with the 

narrower EP Act clause.217  This supports the contention that the AEL clause may require the 

proponent to comply with the RiWI Act.  If so, it is likely the proponents’ water licences post 2000, 

have not been properly authorised under the RiWI Act but only purportedly authorised pursuant to 

the PSAs water terms ‘as of right’.   

Despite the parties’ not intending the AEL clause to require the proponent to comply with 

the RiWI Act—because they did not consider the future scope of iron ore mining and the need for 

mine dewatering when negotiating the 1972 PSAs—what the parties’ subjectively intended is not 

what the Courts will objectively determine.  On plain reading, the AEL clause can override the PSAs’ 

express water rights because the parties’ subjective intention does not affect the interpretation.218  

Justice Parker opined in Re Michael,219 that whatever effects the parties intended the clause to have, 
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  Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288, [45], [53] – [54].  See Chapter 2, heading [4.1].   
215

  See heading [4.2] 
216

  Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 2(3); Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) 
Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1 cl 36; Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1 cl 39; Iron 
Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 2(3).  

217
  For examples of other environmental legislation enacted prior to 1972 that the AEL clause could have 
required compliance with: Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA); Clean Air Act 1964 (WA); Native Flora 
Protection Act 1935 (WA); Noise Abatement Act 1972 (WA); Soil Conservation Act 1945 (WA), inter alia. 

218
  See Chapter 2, heading [4.1]. 

219
  Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288.  
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they could not avoid the plain meaning of the words of the clause or the general legislation that it 

purported to effect.220  If the AEL clause should be construed to require compliance with the RiWI 

Act, then, all the proponents water licences post 2000, whether the water is surface or groundwater, 

utilised or excess mine dewater, should be authorised pursuant to the RiWI Act not granted ‘as of 

right’ pursuant to the 1972 PSA water term.   

The practical implications of 1972 mines potential unauthorised groundwater abstraction is 

mitigated because the proponents had to comply with the EP Act 1986 Part IV review when they 

submitted their development proposals and, the subsequent additional proposals for mine 

expansions also had to comply with Part IV.221  Currently, the proponent can be required to comply 

with the water department’s licensing advice and water management planning under the umbrella 

of the Part IV approval.222  However, the EP Act implementation conditions can set environmental 

limits, but, the conditions do not authorise groundwater abstraction.223  The authority to abstract is 

conferred by the PSA, or if the agreement does not confer authority, it should be subject to the 

decision-maker’s discretion under the RiWI Act.  So, while the tension between the terms has limited 

practical impact because of the Part IV umbrella, the legal question of whether the 1972 mines 

excess mine dewatering—or their groundwater abstraction generally post 2000—is properly 

authorised remains.  The possibility of the PSA mines potential past or future unauthorised mine 

dewatering providing a platform to open consultation or negotiation processes with the proponents, 

to develop a Pilbara water plan that includes all 1963 – 1996 PSA mines, is explored in chapter 

seven.   

5 Conclusion 

This comparison of the 1972 and the 1960s mines illustrates that both eras of PSAs confer 

substantial rights to iron ore production and groundwater, but distinctly the 1972 mines were 

subject to the EP Act Part IV review.  Further, the inclusion of clauses that required additional 

proposal submissions ensured that when the production increased beyond the amount approved in 

the development proposal, the subsequent proposal could also engage Part IV.  The 1972 mines’ 
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  Ibid, [45], [53] – [54].  
221

  See headings, [3.4] – [3.4.2]. 
222

  For example, BHP Billiton, Jimblebar Hub Water Management Plan (July 2010) [1.1], [1.4], [1.5], fig 1-3; 
Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Wheelarra Hill Iron Ore Mine Extension Life of Mine (Statement 
683, 16 August 2005) above n 178, [6-1]. 

223
  Chapter 2, headings [5.2] – [5.3]. 
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compliance with Part IV brings these mines within the potential ambit of the EP Act 1986 to deliver a 

Pilbara water plan via implementation conditions.  

The 1972 PSA terms create similar anomalies in relation to the proper authorisation of 

groundwater abstraction as 1963 – 64 PSAs.  The 1972 agreements probably do not confer a right to 

abstract excess mine dewater.224  Further, the 2000 RiWI Act amendments create an unforeseen 

tension between the 1972 PSAs’ AEL clause and its water terms that confer rights to RiWI Act licence 

grants.  The EP Act Part IV review of 1972 mines from their commencement mitigates the practical 

effect of the potential lack of authority to abstract groundwater or excess mine dewater.  However, 

the legal question remains, should the RiWI Act decision-maker have exercised their discretion under 

that Act when granting water licences to abstract excess mine dewater, and post 2000, to abstract 

groundwater generally.  If the licences should have been granted pursuant to the RiWI Act how 

much of the 1972 mines past and current groundwater abstraction was not, or is not, properly 

authorised?   

This chapter concludes that the 1963 – 72 PSAs do not confer rights to excess mine 

dewatering so the State could enact legislation delivering a Pilbara water plan managing that excess 

mine dewater and it would not disturb the 1963 – 72 PSA rights or the State’s sovereign risk policy.  

The question is would it do so?  The next chapter identifies another important factor that may 

constrain the political will to introduce water law reforms with the potential to regulate excess mine 

dewatering—that is, the State’s economic dependence on the revenue generated by iron ore 

production.  Iron ore production depends on mine dewatering to facilitate safe mining so any limit 

on mine dewatering will reduce production and State revenue.   

The next chapter reviews the post 1986 PSAs and traces the PSA iron ore industry’s final 

stages of development, in particular, the industry’s exceptional growth from 2003 to 2017 during the 

commodities boom.  During this era, the State’s reliance on the revenue generated by iron ore 

exports increased.  After a decade of high iron ore prices and increased production, this study 

suggests that economic dependence may be a greater constraint on political will that the sovereign 

risk policy.  Chapter five completes the analysis of the PSA terms interactions with the general 

legislation, completing the foundation that allows the evaluation of reforms in chapters six and 

seven.   
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  See Chapter 2, heading [4.4]. 
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Chapter Five – The 1990s Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements’ rights to 

mine dewatering 

Map 5 Pilbara Mines Operating and Closed in 20161 

 

 
Mesmerised by the short-term benefits of successive mineral booms and shackled to their revenue 
flows, Australian governments have become both increasingly reluctant and increasingly politically 
terrified to regulate the pace of exploitation of these resources or to seek their full worth. And 
because returns to the state have been spent immediately, governments have become addicted to 
the income stream and unable to slow the exploitation of resources.2  

1 Introduction  

This chapter compares the Pilbara iron ore State agreements (PSAs) enacted from 1990 – 

1996 (1990s PSAs) and the mines authorised by those agreements (1990s mines) with the previous 

eras of agreements by answering two questions to inform the reform discussion in chapters six and 

                                                           
1
  Peter Christener Australia location map.svg: NordNordWest - Main map was created using Open Street 

Map Data, rendering with Maperitive and editing with Inkscape, Location map was created using Australia 
location map.svg, Creative Commons license CC-BY-SA, file Iron Ore Pilbara 2.svg, created 19 January 2016. 

2
  Peter Christoff (Associate Professor, University of Melbourne), ‘Lack of vision costs Australia the proceeds 

of resource riches’, Sydney Morning Herald (11 January 2011). 
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seven.  First, are the 1990s mines required to comply with the Environmental Protection Act 1986 

(WA) (EP Act 1986 or EP Act) and, secondly, what water rights do these PSAs confer?  The first 

question informs the potential reforms discussed in chapter six—that is, can the EP Act 1986 deliver 

a Pilbara water plan.  The 1990s mines all engaged the EP Act Part IV environmental review 

procedure (Part IV review) and post 2010, all 1990s PSAs terms are construed to comply with the 

Act.  So, the EP Act could potentially deliver a statutory water plan appropriate for the Pilbara 

aquifer system and region (Pilbara water plan) that would include the 1990s mines via Part IV 

implementation conditions or a Part III policy.   

The second question informs chapter seven, that evaluates the scope of a Pilbara water plan 

delivered by new legislation that does not abrogate PSA rights, or disturb the State’s sovereign risk 

policy (new Pilbara water plan).  A key distinction of the 1990s PSAs is that two agreements confer 

rights to negotiate a mine dewatering amount, which may limit the scope of a new Pilbara water 

plan.  The conclusion drawn from the previous two chapters is that the 1963 – 72 agreements do not 

confer rights to abstract mine dewater that is not utilised for mining operations and requires 

disposal (excess mine dewater).  A new Pilbara water plan could regulate excess mine-dewater 

abstraction without abrogating the 1963 – 1972 PSA rights or disturbing the sovereign risk policy.  

The question is, would such a plan abrogate the rights of the two 1990s PSAs that confer a right to 

negotiate a mine dewater amount?   

This chapter first discusses the 1990s mines’ current mine dewatering and disposal before 

describing the iron ore industry’s development during the 1990s.  Due to the necessity of mine 

dewatering to produce iron ore, the industry accounts for the majority of the Pilbara’s groundwater 

abstraction,3 which could reach 1100 gigalitres per annum (glpa) over the next 25 years.4  A number 

of 1990s mines engage in mine dewatering in a relatively confined region East of Karijini National 

Park and South of the Fortescue Marsh.5  Managing the cumulative impacts of excess mine dewater 

disposal is a significant challenge for the State and industry proponents.6   

                                                           
3
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy.  A Long Term Outlook of Water 

Demand and Supply (Regional Water Supply Strategy Series, report 1, October 2013) 43 [5.2].   
4 

 Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Supply Strategy, above n 3, 43 [5.2], 50 -51, fig 20.   
5
  See Map Pilbara Mines, above n 1.  For example, the Rio Yandi and Hope Downs mines and the BHP Yandi 

mines are all in the Weeli Wolli/Marillana Creek area and relatively close to FMG’s Chichester Hub 
operating on the Fortescue Marsh border.   

6
  Natalie Brown and Alex Gardner, ‘Still Waters Run Deep: The 1963 – 64 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements 

and Rights to Mine Dewatering’ (2016) 35(1) Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 142, pdf 1/30 
(attached app 9); Lauren Butterly, 'Keeping the Engine Room Running: Key Themes and Developments in 
Water Resources Management in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia' (2012) 15(2) Australasian 
Journal of Natural Resources Law and Policy 191, 193 (and references cited there); Department of Water 
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The industry’s development after the enactment of the 1990s PSAs is particularly important 

to the reform discussion in chapter seven because during the commodities boom (2003 – 2013) iron 

ore became the most important source of revenue for the State,7 and a very important contributor 

to the national revenue.8  Most 1990s PSAs include a ‘limit on mining’ clause that prescribe an iron 

ore production limit (also referred to as a LOM clause).  These clauses indicate that the State 

intended the Pilbara iron ore industry to progress in an orderly manner, balancing the increases in 

production and export of raw iron ore with additional benefits to the State.  The clause required the 

proponents to negotiate the removal of the production restriction with the State9—potentially 

providing the State with the legal means to exert control over the industry’s progress and ensure 

that the State’s benefits were commensurate with the production rate.  However, the 

unprecedented iron ore boom in 2003, marked by its remarkable duration,10 (around ten years) and 

soaring prices from $20 – 30 per tonne (pt) up to $170 pt,11 may have derailed any plans of orderly 

development.  The State allowed the proponents to increase iron ore production to meet the 

demand, possibly because both parties wanted to exploit the high prices that they expected would 

only last a few years.  However, the high demand and high prices continued for ten years.  

Consequently, the proponents’ iron ore production increased and the State became increasingly 

economically dependent on the continued export of raw iron ore.  In 2017, the Pilbara iron ore 

industry generated $4.6 billion in State royalties, which accounted for 18 percent of State revenue.12  

Because production and mine dewatering are co-dependent activities, the increased production has 

a commensurate effect on mine dewatering.  To illustrate, in 1999, Western Australia (WA) 

produced about 150 million tonnes (mt) of iron and the central Pilbara abstracted around 24.5 giga 

litres (gl) of groundwater.13  In 2013, 558mt production required 350gl of groundwater abstraction.14 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
(WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan 2010 – 2030 (June 2010) 4, 7 – 8; Department of Water (WA), Securing 
Western Australia's Water Future, Position Paper - Reforming Water Resource Management (September, 
2013) 3 – 4.  

7
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile 

(December 2017) 1 – 3. 
8
  Australian Government, Budget Overview 2017 – 2018 (9 May 2017), appendix B, 32.   

9
  State Records Office (WA), Marrillana Creek Agreement BHP – Utah (Yandicoogina Project) Project Status 

(item 1990 149 volume 1, consignment 6707, Ministry of Economic Development) 101. 
10 

 Kerri Philips, ‘The mining boom that changed Australia’ ABC Radio National Rear Vision (13 April 2016).  
11

  Ibid. 
12

  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Iron Ore Industry Profile, above n 7, 1 – 3. 
13

  S.L Johnson and A.H Wright, Waters and Rivers Commission (WA), Central Pilbara Groundwater Study Part 
1 (Hydrogeological Record Series report 8, 2001) 14, table 3.1 (groundwater abstraction aggregated and 
calculated from the figures available).  

14
  See figure 5.1 below; Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Commodities Iron Ore, Iron Ore Quantity, 

Iron Ore WA vs Australia, Resource Data Files <http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/About-Us-Careers/Latest-
Statistics-Release-4081.aspx> 
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After setting the 1990s mines development against the background of the commodities 

boom, the chapter explains the current operation of the Integrated Project Approvals System that 

streamlines the grants of mining and water licences under the EP Act Part IV review.  The section 

then examines the 1990s PSAs interaction 

with the EP Act to inform the evaluation in 

chapter six, of a Pilbara water plan 

delivered via a Part III statutory policy or 

Part IV implementation conditions.  In 

contrast to the earlier PSAs, the 1990s PSA 

terms had the capacity to modify the EP Act 

because the government enacted these 

agreements after 1986.  The parties 

resolved this issue by negotiating terms in 

the 1990s PSAs that defer to the EP Act.  

Further, the 1990s PSAs did not accrue 

rights prior to 1986 that were protected by 

the prospective operation of the EP Act or 

its savings provision (s 128).  Like the 1972 

mines, the 1990s mines’ initial proposal 

submission engaged Part IV review, the 

Environment Minister imposed 

implementation conditions and, the PSAs 

additional proposal clause required further 

review when the mines expanded.  

Consequently, a Pilbara water plan 

delivered by Part IV implementation 

conditions would apply to the 1972 – 1996 

PSA mines.   

Figure 5.1 Pilbara resources sector water abstraction
15

  
Figure 5.2 Pilbara iron ore production

16
  

Some 1990s PSA clauses that defer to the EP Act could have presented disparate operation 

in relation to the EP Act Minister’s (Environment Minister) authority under Part IV and particularly 
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  Deloitte Access Economics, 2015-2025 Western Australian Resources Sector Outlook (Report prepared for 
Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, November 2014) 99. 

16
  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Iron Ore WA vs Australia, above n 14. 
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Part III.  In this respect, the 1990s PSAs fall into two categories—the new PSAs and the ‘stand-alone’ 

supplementary agreements that are scheduled to earlier PSAs.  The new PSAs include—the Iron Ore 

(Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) (Marillana), the Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 

1992 (WA) (Hope Downs) and the Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) 

(Yandicoogina).  The supplementary agreements selected for this discussion are those authorising 

the Brockman 2 and Marandoo mines under the Hamersley Range Agreement Act 1963 (WA) 

(Hamersley) enacted in 1990 and 1992 respectively (Hamersley supplementary agreements).17  The 

engagement of the supplementary 1990s PSAs (as passed) with the EP Act presented particular 

difficulties because some terms potentially modified the EP Act.18  However, the 1990s 

supplementary PSA terms ultimately do not affect the conclusions drawn in chapter six because the 

2010 Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA) (Integration Act) amended 

all the PSAs to include a common clause that requires the agreements to be construed in compliance 

with the EP Act (EP Act clause).  Consequently, for the purposes of this study, the EP Act could 

deliver a Pilbara water plan via Part IV implementation conditions that applies to all mines except 

the 1960s mines, or via a Part III policy that applies to all 1963 – 1996 PSA mines.   

Last, the chapter discusses the 1990s PSAs water rights.  In summary, like the 1963 – 1972 

agreements, the 1990s PSAs confer rights to abstract mine dewater to use for mine site and 

domestic purposes (utilised mine dewater) and, the Hope Downs and Hamersley supplementary 

PSAs do not confer a right to abstract unutilised mine dewater that requires disposal (excess mine 

dewater).  Distinctly the Marillana and Yandicoogina PSAs confer a right to negotiate a mine 

dewater amount.  This thesis argues that the right to negotiate an amount of mine dewater may be 

constrained by the lack of a PSA right to dispose.  The 1990s PSAs (and the PSAs in general) do not 

appear to confer an express PSA right to dispose of excess mine dewater.  Arguably, because there 

are no State laws modifying the Common Law right to discharge, there was no need for the parties 

to negotiate an express PSA right to modify an existing State Act.  Importantly, the sovereign risk 

policy does not protect Common Law rights.  Thus, a new Pilbara water plan could regulate the 

1990s mines’ disposal of excess groundwater without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.  The lack 

of a PSA right to discharge is important because the capacity to regulate excess mine dewater 

disposal, in practice, will control excess mine dewater abstraction—because one cannot abstract 

what one cannot discharge.19  Lastly, this chapter explores whether the new 1990s PSAs’ limit on 
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) ss 3I – 3J, schs 10, 11.  See also, ‘additional areas’, 
Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 4, cl 3(8) inserts cl 9A; Western Australia, 
Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 12 September 1990, 4949 (Mr Carr).   

18
  See heading [3.3.3]. 

19
  Chapter seven develops this argument to evaluate the scope of a new Pilbara water plan.   
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mining clause, that prescribes a production quantity, could imply a right to abstract excess mine 

dewater to enable safe mining.  During the 1990s, it may well have done, but any such implied right 

is irrelevant in the contemporary context because the mines have long since outstripped the 

production quantity prescribed by the clause.   

This chapter completes the PSA analysis as follows.   

 Section two describes the 1990s mines’ dewatering practices, the political climate 

surrounding the iron ore industry development in the 1990s that influenced the PSA 

terms, and the effect of the 2003 mining boom; 

 section three explains how the 1990s PSA terms interact with the relevant general 

legislation, the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) (RiWI Act), the Mining Act 

1978 (WA), and the EP Act 1986 by examining the 1990s PSA environmental and 

proposal clauses; and 

 section four analyses the scope of the 1990s PSAs’ water terms that confer water rights, 

and whether a ‘limit on mining’ clause could imply a right to excess mine dewater. 

2 The development of 1990s mines and mine dewatering  

This chapter discusses the final era of PSAs currently operating that the WA State Parliament 

enacted after the 1972 PSAs and the EP Act.  These PSAs range from 1987 up to 2006.  It appears the 

Parliament did not enact any PSAs between 1972 and 1987.20  The post-1972 PSAs relevant to this 

thesis (because they confer water rights) are the agreements enacted from 1990 – 1996 (1990s 

PSAs).  The Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) (FMG PSA/agreement) does 

not confer water rights.  However, some discussion of the FMG PSA is included because the FMG 

mines are significant for their iron ore extraction and excess groundwater abstraction, so, contribute 

to the cumulative impacts of mine dewatering.21  The 1963 – 1996 PSAs and the FMG PSA authorise 

the mines of Australia’s largest iron ore producers, Rio Tinto (331 million tonnes per annum (mtpa)), 
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  See Department of Jobs, Tourism, Industry and Innovation, List of State Agreements 

 <http://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/what-we-do/manage-state-agreements/list-of-state-agreements>  

For currently operating State agreements, see the State Law Publisher, ‘Acts as passed’ search under ‘Iron 
ore’ for operating and ceased PSAs  

<https://www.slp.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/main_yrbyyrsall_i.html> 
21

  As explained in the Introduction for various reasons the Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2002 (WA); the Railway (Roy Hill Infrastructure Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2010 (WA); and the 
Iron Ore (Channar Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1987 (WA) are not subject to this discussion. 

https://www.slp.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/main_yrbyyrsall_i.html
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BHP (257mtpa) and the Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) (169mtpa).22  Rio Tinto and BHP wholly own 

or have controlling interests in the mines operating under 1963 –1972 PSAs,23 and the 1990s PSAs, 

the topic of this chapter—namely, the 1991 Hope Downs, 1992 Marillana, and 1996 Yandicoogina 

PSAs, and the 1990s supplementary agreements.   

2.1 The 1990s mines and mine dewatering 

The mines operating under the 1990 – 2006 PSAs are some of the Pilbara’s largest projects, 

and are located in fragile environmental areas.  Large operations include the Hope Downs PSA 

mines’ 1 and 4 (Rio Tinto), Yandicoogina PSA mines (Rio Yandi), Marillana PSA mines (BHP Yandi) 

and, FMG PSA mines (the Chichester Hub and the Solomon Hub).  Mines in particularly sensitive 

areas include the Marandoo mine in the Karijini National Park, and FMG’s Cloudbreak and Christmas 

Creek mines (the Chichester Hub) on the border of the Fortescue Marsh.  The Hope Downs, 

Yandicoogina and, Marillana PSA mines cumulatively impact on the Weeli Wolli creek system.24  The 

Hope Downs mine 1 and 4 produced approximately 45mt in 2015 (Rio Tinto’s joint venture with 

Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd of which Rio Tinto’s share was 22mt).25  The Yandicoogina agreement 

authorises the Rio Yandi mines, Junction Central, Junction South East, Junction South West A and C, 

and Oxbow mines.26  Rio Tinto operating as Yandi Pty Ltd produces 31mtpa (around 10 percent of 

Rio Tinto’s Pilbara production)27 from the Rio Yandi mines.  The Marillana agreement authorises 

BHP’s Yandi joint venture; in 2015, BHP’s 85 percent share produced 68.5mt,28 and 65.3mt in 2017 

(about 28 percent of BHPs total Pilbara iron ore production).29  Rio Tinto (operating as Hamersley 

Iron Ltd) controls the Marandoo and Brockman 2 mines authorised by the Hamersley supplementary 

agreements, schs 10, 11.  The Marandoo mine, in the heart of Karijini National Park, produces 

around 16mtpa.30  FMG’s Chichester Hub (the Cloudbreak and Christmas Creek mines) are situated 

                                                           
22

  Department of State Development (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile (September 2016) 2.   
23

  Brown and Gardner, above n 6.  See also chapter four. 
24

  See map, above n 1. 
25

  Rio Tinto, 2015 Annual Report (2015) 215; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd, Current Projects 
<https://www.hancockprospecting.com.au/current-projects/>   

26
  Eco Logical, Public Environmental Review, Yandicoogina Iron Ore Project – Revised Proposal (State 

assessment 2017, November 2015) 1. 
27 

 Eco Logical, above n 26, 1; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a Revised Proposal 
may be Implemented (Environmental Protection Act 1986) Yandicoogina Iron Ore Project – Revised 
Proposal (Statement 1038, 3 October 2016) 8. 

28
  BHP Billiton, Resourcing Global Growth Annual Report 2015 (2015) 84, 97. 

29
  BHP, BHP Annual Report 2017 (2017) 245. 

30
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 

Protection Act 1986) Marandoo Mine Phase 2, Shire of Ashburton (Statement 833, 8 July 2010) 14. 
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on the edge of the environmentally sensitive Fortescue Marsh wetlands.31  In 2012, the Chichester 

Hub recorded overburden (waste rock extracted to access ore-bearing rock)—64.6mt of iron ore 

produced 300mt of overburden.32  If this figure applies across the board, at a five to one ratio, in 

2017, Western Australia’s iron ore production of 790mt required the removal of 3.95 billion tonnes 

of overburden.33   

To access the iron ore below the water table, the 1990s mines engage in mine dewatering.  

The Hope Downs mine dewatering at the north pit will lower the groundwater levels in the Mining 

Area C bore field by 140m.34  In 2013, the Environment Minister approved the Nammuldi and 

Silvergrass mines (probably authorised under the Brockman 2 PSA)35 to cumulatively abstract up to 

119glpa.36  The Nammuldi mine will extend 225 metres below the water table and Silvergrass, 150 

metres.37  In 2013, the Pilbara iron ore industry (not including FMG’s Chichester Hub) cumulatively 

produced 95gl of excess mine dewater.38  In 2015 – 2016, the Environment Minister approved Rio 

Yandi mines to abstract up to 83glpa of groundwater as mine dewater.39  The mine releases dewater 

that is not utilised for the Rio Yandi mine site or domestic purposes (up to 78glpa) into the Marillana 

and Weeli Wolli Creek waterways.40  BHP’s Yandi mine also discharges into the Marillana Creek but 

the information about that quantity was not available.41  In 2012, the Chichester Hub abstracted 

                                                           
31

  Fortescue Metals Group, Public Environmental Report 2012 (6 June 2013); Environmental Protection 
Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental Protection Authority, Increase in 
abstraction and reinjection at Cloudbreak Mine, Fortescue Metals Group Ltd (Report 1547, May 2015) 2. 

32 
 Fortescue Metals Group, PER 2012, above n 31, 21. 

33
  Department of Mines, Industry, Regulation and Safety (WA), Iron Ore Quantity and Value, Resource Data 

Files <http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/About-Us-Careers/Statistics-Digest-3962.aspx> 
34

  Johnson and Wright, above n 13, 13.  Note this report is 2001, so the prediction may have already 
eventuated, in 2001 the Hope Downs mine and the Area C mine had not yet commenced.   

35
  See Chapter 2, heading [2.4].  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Nammuldi—Silvergrass Iron Ore 

Project, 55 km north-west of Tom Price, Report and Recommendations (Bulletin 997 assessment 1247, 
2000) (i).  The Rio Tinto, Annual Report (2016) indicates the mine is operated by Hamersley Iron under the 
authority of a State agreement, but does not detail which State agreement, see 236 – 237.  

36
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 

Protection Act 1986) Nammuldi-Silvergrass Expansion (Statement 925, 11 January 2013) 12. 
37

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Nammuldi-Silvergrass (Statement 925, 11 January 2013), above 
n 36, 11.  Rio Tinto managed around 100 gl of freshwater in 2010 (main contributing mines Yandicoogina, 
Hope Downs and Mesa J) and expects that volume to increase to 160glpa by 2020 (this includes all mining 
operations under the 1963 – 1996 PSAs), see Marcus Barber and Sue E Jackson, Water and Indigenous 
People in the Pilbara, Western Australia: A Preliminary Study (Research Gate, National Research Flagships 
Water for a Healthy Country, 2011) 56.   

38
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study (Summary Report DOW0814, July 2015) 

14 [5.1], see also map (does not include Chichester Hub) app A, figure A1 Locality Plan.   
39

  Eco Logical, above n 26, 1; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Yandicoogina (Statement 1038, 3 
October 2016), above n 27, 8. 

40
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Yandicoogina (Statement 1038, 3 October 2016), above n 27, 8. 

41
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 

Protection Act 1986) Marillana Creek (Yandi) Life of Mine Proposal Leases 270SA and 47/292, 90 km North- 
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around 45gl of groundwater, of which about 23gl was used for mine site and domestic purposes, and 

the excess mine dewater (22gl) was disposed of by reinjecting it into aquifers (managed aquifer 

recharge).42 The Hub’s mine dewatering increased dramatically over the following years.43  In 2015, 

the Environment Minister approved the Cloudbreak mine for up to 150glpa mine dewatering and 

150glpa of aquifer reinjection.44  In 2016, the Minister approved the Christmas Creek mine for up to 

110glpa of mine dewatering and 110glpa of aquifer reinjection, of which up to 35glpa is water 

supply—in total the Chichester Hub is allowed to abstract up to 260glpa.45   

In 2010, the Environment Minister approved an expansion of the Marandoo operation to 

mine below the water table, which allows up to 36.5glpa of mine dewater abstraction in the heart of 

the Karijini National Park.46  In 2012, Rio Tinto commenced the Hamersley Agriculture Project (HAP 

project) that uses around 30glpa mine dewater from the Marandoo mine for irrigation to grow hay 

for cattle farming.47  The Brockman 2 mine discharges into a mined out pit creating a pit lake that 

passively recharges the regional aquifer.48  The Nammuldi and Silvergrass mines dispose of the 

excess mine dewater by using it for agriculture or discharging into Duck Creek.49  The 1990s mines 

audit compliance reports reveal the proponents excess mine dewatering in 2016 – 2017.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
West of Newman Shire of East Pilbara (Statement 679, 6 July 2005) [8.1]; BHPBilliton, Strategy 
Development & Planning Appendix B—Ecohydrological Change Assessment Supporting Analysis (2015) 
[5.1]; Wetland Research and Management, Rio Tinto Yandicoogina Cumulative Impacts of Mining on 
Marillana and Lower Weeli Wolli Creeks (July 2015) 1, 45. 

42
  Fortescue Metals Group, PER 2012, above n 31, 21 – 22. 

43
  Ibid, 22. 

44
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 

Protection Act 1986) Increase in abstraction and reinjection at Cloudbreak Mine (Statement 1010, 4 August 
2015) 2. 

45
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 

Protection Act 1986) Pilbara iron ore and infrastructure project (Christmas Creek mine, East-West railway 
and Mindy Mindy mine) - revised proposal (Statement 1033, 8 August 2016) 18. 

46
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Marandoo Mine Phase 2 (Statement 833, 8 July 2010), above n 

30, 14. 
47

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations, Hamersley Agriculture Project, 
(Report 1416, 2011) 3 – 4; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be 
implemented (Environmental Protection Act 1986) Hamersley Agriculture Project (Statement 883, 5 
December 2011) 1, 8; Sean Murphy, ‘Making Hay’, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Landline (21 April 
2013)  

48
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 

Protection Act 1986) Brockman 2 Detritals Deposit (Statement 131, 18 April 1991) att 5, 12, att 6, 17. 
49

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Nammuldi-Silvergrass (Statement 925, 11 January 2013), above 
n 36, 12. 
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EXCESS MINE DEWATER AUDIT COMPLIANCE REPORTS 2016 – 2017  

Mine FMG 
Cloudbreak 
Christmas 
Creek  

Hope Downs 4 Marillana 
BHP Yandi 

Nammuldi 
Silvergrass 

Marandoo Yandicoogina 
Rio Yandi  

Total 

Gigalitres NA (no 
consent) 

19.1 9.9 2.9 22.09 35.87 89.86 

Water 
tonnes 

 19,103,023 9,995,574 2,984,669 22,091,474 NA  

Figure 5.3 Excess mine dewater audit compliance reports 2016 – 2017, Data Source: Department of Water and 

Environmental Regulation, Audit Compliance Reports
50 

The 1990s mines’ water management plans are approved on a case-by-case basis so each 

project has different methods of mine dewater disposal.51  The proponents’ water management 

plans will take into account the advice or guidelines of the department administering the RiWI Act 

(water department),52 such as the Pilbara Water in Mining Guideline (2009) and Water in Mining 

Guideline (2013),53 and Environmental Protection Authority’s (EPA) report on the Fortescue Marsh.54  

FMG developed their Chichester Hub recharge system in compliance with the Fortescue Marsh 

report that recommended aquifer recharge in accordance with the water department’s Pilbara 

                                                           
50

  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L7340/1997/9, File No: DER2013/000903) 
(Yandicoogina); Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, 
BHP Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L6168/1991/11, File No: DER2013/001190) (BHP 
Yandi); Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio 
Tinto Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L5258/1991/11 File No: DER2013/000902) (Mt 
Brockman Nammuldi Silvergrass); Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental 
Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L6869/1992/12 
File No: DER2013/001174) (Marandoo); Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental 
Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L8688/2012/1 File 
No: DER2014/00622) (Hope Downs 4).  The conversion from tonnes to gigalitres is based on one metric 
tonne of water being the equivalent of 0.001 megalitre.  See Convert To <http://convert-
to.com/conversion/water-weight-volume/convert-metric-tonne-t-water-weight-to-ml-of-water-
volume.html>  

For FMG search Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, ‘licences and approvals search’, 
‘Chichester’.  No data available because ‘no consent’. 

51
  For example, Fortescue Metals Group, Fortescue Marshes Management Plan (11 August 2009) 2 [1.2]; Rio 

Tinto, Yandicoogina Monitoring and Management Plan Water Discharge Monitoring and Management, 
Vegetation and Groundwater Ecosystems Monitoring and Management (October 2015) 16, [4].   

52
  Rio Tinto, Yandicoogina Monitoring and Management Plan, above n 51, 16, [4]. 

53
  Department of Water (WA) Pilbara Water in Mining Guideline (Water resource allocation planning series 

Report 34, September 2009); The Department of Water (WA), Western Australian Water in Mining 
Guideline (Water licensing deliver series Report 12, May 2013).  See for example, BHP Billiton, Jimblebar 
Hub Water Management Plan (July 2010) [1.4.1] – [1.4.3]; Fortescue Metals Group, Groundwater 
Management Plan (July 2014) 6.  

54 
 Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental and water assessments relating to mining and 

mining-related activities in the Fortescue Marsh management area, Advice of the Environmental Protection 
Authority to the Minister for Environment under Section 16(e) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 
(Report 1484, July 2013) 25. 
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guideline.55  However, despite these efforts, proponents are not in the best position to develop 

strategies for cumulative impact management.  For example, the Yandicoogina and Hope Downs 

mines, and the Marillana PSA mines, all discharge mine dewater into the Marillana and Weeli Wolli 

Creek system.56  So how do the proponents manage the cumulative impacts on the creek systems? 

In 2015, Rio Tinto produced a report on the cumulative impacts of mine dewater discharge 

on the creek systems.  The report included comprehensive information on their own mines’ 

dewatering discharge amounts and locations for 2014, (Rio Yandi, 28.94; Hope Downs, 1.38glpa); but 

the report did not produce similar data for BHP Yandi and only provided generalised comments 

about that project.57  The report stated that BHP Yandi mine dewater excess is discharged into the 

upper Marillana Creek,58 and the discharge ‘appears to be lower in volume and more sporadic’ than 

Rio Tinto’s discharge.59  The report appeared to aim at distinguishing the impacts of Rio Tinto’s 

mines from those of BHP Yandi on the creek system,60 rather than developing an inclusive 

management strategy.  From a research perspective, the lack of access to the BHP Yandi statistics 

limited the Rio Tinto report’s capacity to draw statistical conclusions or develop baseline data, which 

inevitably limits its value.  The competitive nature of the iron ore export business,61 and the 

regulations imposed on the companies under Federal laws,62 may limit the extent the Pilbara iron 

ore industry proponents can or will share data and collaborate on developing joint strategies for 

mine dewater management.  Chapter seven further examines data-sharing to facilitate cumulative 

impact management and the proponents’ capacity to self-regulate in this context.   

2.2 The Pilbara iron ore industry in the 1990s 

Built on the backbone of the Tom Price and Whaleback mines’ infrastructure, Parliament 

considered the 1990s agreements as the ‘new generation’ of PSAs.63  The pioneering days of the 

1960s and 1970s were gone, the Pilbara’s mining infrastructure established.  The Government no 

longer negotiated terms granting concessions and broad unlimited rights to mine in exchange for 

infrastructure development.  

                                                           
55

  Ibid, 25.  
56

  Wetland Research and Management, Cumulative Impacts, above n 41, 1. 
57

  Ibid, 1. 
58

  Ibid, 1. 
59

  Ibid, 45. 
60

  Ibid, 58.   
61

  Department of Water (WA), Surplus Mine Dewater, above n 38, 14 [5.1]. 
62

  For example, Corporations Act 2001 (Cth); Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) Part IV, ‘Restrictive 
Trade Practices’ s 46(1) that restricts a corporation from misusing their market power.   

63
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 2 May 1991, 1232 (Mr Graham). 
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State premiers representing both sides of politics negotiated the 1990s PSAs.  Carmen 

Lawrence’s Labor administration negotiated the Marillana, Hope Downs, and the 1990s 

supplementary agreements (the additional areas under the Newman agreement, and the Marandoo 

and Brockman 2 mines under the Hamersley agreement).64  Richard Court’s Liberal administration 

negotiated the 1996 Yandicoogina agreement.65  The common terms of the 1990s PSAs,66 and the 

bipartisan support for the agreements is evident in the Parliamentary debates,67 showing that the 

political parties concurred about the way the Pilbara iron ore industry’s development should 

progress and the benefits the State should aim to negotiate.   

Both political parties considered establishing secondary processing, in particular, the 

establishment of a WA steel industry,68 an important long-term State benefit.69  The 1990s 

agreements favoured terms granting incentives such as royalty concessions for processed ore,70 as 

opposed to imposing strict obligations to establish downstream industries.  The 1996 Yandicoogina 

PSA imposed an obligation to process up to 3mtpa of iron ore as iron ore production increased 

(subject to feasibility) and royalty concessions for additional processing beyond that obligation.71  

The 1990s PSA terms indicate that the State envisaged downstream processing increasing 

proportionally to the Pilbara’s iron ore production and State looked forward to the promised WA 

steel industry and the jobs and revenue that would create.72  Establishing a WA steel industry was 

important to the State because in comparison to the investment and output, mining of raw iron ore 

                                                           
64

  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) 8; Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) 
3; Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) 143, 160; Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement 
Act 1964 (WA) 83.  

65
  Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) s 3. 

66
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 October 1996, 7219 (Colin Barnett). 

67
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 September 1992, 5391 (Colin Barnett) 

5397 (Mr Taylor); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 3 December 1992, 8157 
(Colin Barnett); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7682 
(Eric Ripper). 

68
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 October 1996, 7220 (Colin Barnett); 

Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7678 – 7681 (Eric 
Ripper).   

69
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 2 May 1991, 1218 (Richard Court); 

Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 October 1996, 7218 (Colin Barnett); 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7679 (Eric Ripper); 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7686 (Colin Barnett). 

70
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 13(1)(a). 

71
  Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cll 12(2), 23.  The Yandicoogina project obligations 

were eventually realised in the failed HISMELT project, see discussion in chapter seven and Peter Klinger, 
‘Rio terminates Kwinana HIsmelt plant’, The West Australian (19 January 2011).  

72
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 25 September 1990, 5632 (Richard Court); 

Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 October 1996, 7220 (Colin Barnett); 
Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7678 – 7681 (Eric 
Ripper).   
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has a relatively low direct employment base.73  To date, a WA steel industry remains an unrealised 

dream, there is no major steel production in WA—in fact, the State exports all the iron ore it 

produces.74   

So, what happened to the State’s plan of developing secondary industry at a rate 

commensurate with iron ore production?  Did the 2003 iron ore boom derail the State’s plans? 

2.3 The 2003 iron ore mining boom 

In 1996, the State Government predicted the industry would produce around 200mtpa by 

2005 and secondary processing would support the industry by adding value to the raw product.75  

The Government considered this amount ‘about right’ for sustaining the industry long term.76  No 

one anticipated the 2003 global commodities boom that produced a dramatic increase in iron ore 

prices and production.77  The industrialisation of China increased demand for iron ore, driving up the 

price from around $20 to $30 AUD per tonne to a peak of around $170 AUD.78  Over the decade 

from 2005/6 to 2015/16, the State’s production of iron ore increased from 243mtpa to 757mtpa 

(about 12 percent per annum).79  The 2003 commodities boom was the largest ever seen in Australia 

and one of the largest in world history, partly because of the dramatic price increase, but also 

because the prices stayed high for a long time.80   

Although the State Government did not anticipate the 2003 boom, the 1990s PSA terms had 

the capacity to control the industry growth rate.  The State had been careful to negotiate terms 

imposing production limits (the limit on mining or LOM clause) primarily to enable the Government 

to negotiate secondary processing as the mines’ production rate increased.81  During the boom 

years, iron ore production far exceeded the prescribed limit of the LOM clause (15 – 30mtpa),82 so, 

                                                           
73

  Ian Cairns, Capabilities of the Australia Steel Industry to Supply Major Projects in Australia (Australian Steel 
Institute, version 2.1.0, March 2010) 4. 

74
  Department of State Development (WA), Industry Profile, above n 22, 1. 

75
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7686 (Colin Barnett). 

76
  Ibid. 

77
  Philips, above n 10. 

78
  Ibid. 

79
  Department of State Development (WA), Industry Profile, above n 22, 1. 

80
  Philips, above n 10. 

81
  See heading [4.7]; Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7686 

(Colin Barnett); State Records Office (WA), Marrillana Agreement (item 1990 149 volume 1) above n 9, 101 
(jp 33). 

82
  For example, Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1 cl 11; Iron Ore (Hope Downs) 

Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cll 6(1), 11(1); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1 cl 
10. 
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the term may not have much contemporary relevance and,83 endeavours to establish secondary 

industry in WA have largely failed.84 

In 2010, the debate about secondary industry investment of the major producers (Rio Tinto 

and BHP) continued when the Government introduced the 2010 Integration Act that amended 

eleven PSAs by negotiation with the proponents.85  In relation to processing, the Integration Act 

allowed the proponents to blend ore from separate PSA mines to meet market requirements,86 but 

did not require Rio Tinto to implement outstanding processing obligations, or impose further 

processing requirements on either proponent.87  BHP had attempted to implement their PSA 

processing obligations but projects such as the iron briquette plant had failed,88 and the PSA 

obligations had since expired.89  Further, the Integration Act allowed the PSA Minister to consider 

alternative investments in lieu of Rio Tinto’s outstanding secondary processing obligations.90  On this 

Integration Act provision, Norman Moore stated, ‘…so far we have got nothing from either of the 

major companies in terms of downstream processing.  DIR [direct iron ore reduction] did not work; 

HIsmelt [Hamersley Iron smelting] probably has not worked … [s]o let us try to get something rather 

than nothing’.91 

Arguably, the extraordinary mining boom that commenced around 2003 and lasted for a 

decade derailed the State’s focus on secondary processing.  Without an industry already established 

and poised to take advantage of the increased demand for steel, the primary production industry 

could not wait while the secondary processing industry caught up.  The State may have put steel 

industry plans on hold while the State and the proponents capitalised on the escalated price and 

took the opportunity to procure a larger slice of the export market.  Possibly, by the time the 

                                                           
83

  See heading [4.7]. 
84

 For further details about the development of the WA steel industry and secondary processing see Chapter 7, 
heading [3.2]. 

85
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 14 

(Wendy Duncan).   
86

  Ibid, 15 (Wendy Duncan). 
87

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9753b-9774a, 7 – 8 (Jon 
Ford); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 23 
(Ken Travers). 

88
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9753b-9774a, 7 – 8 (Jon 

Ford). 
89

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 29 
(Norman Moore). 

90
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9753b-9774a, 7 – 8 (Jon 

Ford); Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 29 
(Norman Moore). 

91
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 29 

(Norman Moore). 
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Government’s attention returned to secondary processing, when the Integration Act presented that 

opportunity, the State had a poor negotiating position due to its economic reliance on the 

substantial revenue the industry generated.  The Integration Act’s core State benefit—a royalty rate 

increase92 — supports that contention.   

3 The 1990s PSAs’ interaction with State legislation 

This section compares the 1990s PSAs with the previous 1963 – 1972 PSAs, to examine the 

distinctions between the agreements interactions with the relevant State laws, by discussing the 

following Acts. 

 The RiWI Act, under which water licences are granted; 

 the Mining Act 1978 (WA) (MA 1978) under which mining leases are granted; and  

 the EP Act 1986 under which environmental limits can be imposed on the mining 

activities authorised pursuant to the PSAs terms, mining leases, and water licences. 

By the 1990s, the Parliament had repealed the two other relevant Acts previously discussed, the 

Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) and the Mining Act 1904 (WA)—so these Acts do not 

interact with the 1990s PSAs.  

The 1990s PSAs have the capacity to modify the State legislation enacted prior to the 

agreements, which includes the EP Act.93  The new 1990s and supplementary PSA Acts ratify the 

agreements as contracts by authorising the agreements with words to the effect that, ‘[w]ithout 

limiting or otherwise affecting the application of the Government Agreements Act 1979, [the 

Agreement] shall operate and take effect notwithstanding any other Act or law’.94  In effect, the 

1990s PSA terms will modify the State Act provisions or they will not.  Because the enactment of 

these agreements post-dated the EP Act, the 1990s PSA terms defined their interaction with that 

Act.95 

To summarise the discussion below, in relation to water licences, the MA 1978 defers to the 

RiWI Act, so proponents’ holding a MA 1978 tenement (such as a mining lease also known as a 

                                                           
92  

Ibid, 23 (Norman Moore). 
93

  See Chapter 2, heading [2]. 
94

  For example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) provision ratifying the Brockman 2 
agreement s 3J ratifies sch 10; Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) s 4(3). 

95
  Later amendments affect PSA terms, notably the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) amendment in 

2003 to s 5 and the Integration Act in 2010.  
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production licence) must comply with the RiWI Act water licence provisions if they need to abstract 

groundwater.  The 1990s PSAs modify the RiWI Act and, since 1995, the RiWI Act has deferred to 

State agreements—if a PSA confers a water right, the RiWI Act decision-maker grants the water 

licences ‘as of right’.96  Absent a PSA water right, the water licence must be authorised pursuant to 

the RiWI Act.  The EP Act prevails over the MA 1978 and the RiWI Act.  So, the proponent’s RiWI Act 

water licences (ss 5C, 26D) will reflect any environmental limits imposed by the Environment 

Minister via Part IV implementation conditions.  The 1990s PSAs had the capacity to modify the EP 

Act 1986, however, they all included clauses that deferred to the EP Act—either by requiring 

compliance with the Act in toto (the new PSAs) or by requiring the development proposal to comply 

with the Act (the supplementary PSAs).   

3.1 The RiWI Act  

The 1990s PSAs water terms confer water rights on the proponents, and usually these rights 

prevail over the RiWI Act provisions by requiring the State to grant water licences ‘as of right’ in 

compliance with the development proposal approved by the PSA Minister.97  Slightly differently, the 

Yandicoogina PSA’s projects are subject to State laws regulating water unless the water rights clause 

otherwise provides.98  The RiWI Act 1995 amendment (s 26K) provides the Act applies consistently 

with the State agreement provisions,99 hence, the Yandicoogina water clause prescribes the limits of 

the proponent’s water rights.   

3.2 The MA 1978  

In 1982, the MA 1978 repealed the MA 1904,100 so the 1990s PSAs confer mining tenement 

rights granted under the new Act.101  Commonly, the 1990s agreements confer rights to mining 

leases for 63 years (three renewals),102 as opposed to 42 years (two renewals) under the Act,103 and 

                                                           
96

  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 26K; Water Agencies Restructure (Transitional and 
Consequential Provisions) Act 1995 (WA) s 118 inserts s 26K. 

97
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(11); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement 

Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(16); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 18(4). 
98

  Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 18(3); see also Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty 
Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 17(2). 

99
  Water Agencies Restructure (Transitional and Consequential Provisions) Act 1995 (WA) s 118 inserts s 26K. 

100
  Mining Act 1978 (WA) (107 of 1978) s 3(1), sch 1, pt 1.  Note, the Act did not commence until 1982 (see 
compilation notes at the end of the Act).   

101
  Ibid, s 5(1).  

102
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 12(2); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 12(2); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(2). 

103
  Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 78. 
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exempt the proponent from mining lease expenditure conditions.104  Generally, the 1990s PSA terms 

reflect (but do not apply) the MA 1978 royalty provisions for unprocessed iron ore and, confer rights 

to royalty concessions for processed iron ore.105  In contrast, the FMG PSA applies the royalty rate as 

prescribed from time to time by the MA 1978;106 and the Yandicoogina PSA allowed for the MA 1978 

to prescribe royalties after 14 years.107  The royalty concession rates for processed ore reflect the 

Government policy (at that time) to encourage rather than require the proponents to develop 

downstream industries.   

The MA 1978 provides that the RiWI Act and the EP Act 1986 both prevail over some or all of 

its provisions.  Water rights granted under the MA 1978, are subject to the RiWI Act water licence 

provisions,108 and the EP Act 1986 prevails over all the MA 1978 provisions.109   

3.3 The EP Act 1986 

In brief, the State’s statutory environmental impact assessment (EIA) is part of the EP Act 

1986 Part IV review,110 which is triggered by a proposal that may significantly affect the 

environment.111  After the proponent completes the EIA, the EPA provides the Environment Minister 

with its report and recommendations.112  On receipt of the EPA’s recommendations, the 

Environment Minister can impose implementation conditions on the underlying authority,113 such as 

a RiWI Act water licences (ss 5C, 26D).114   

In addition to water licences to abstract groundwater, the proponent needs to acquire an EP 

Act Part V discharge licence to dispose of excess mine dewater.115  The Part V licence does not confer 

a right to discharge mine dewater in the same way a s 5C licence confers a right to take 

                                                           
104

  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 12(3); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 12(3); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 11(3). 

105
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 13(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 13(1); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 12(2). 

106
  Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 13. 

107 
 Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 12(2)(b). 

108 
 Mining Act 1978 (WA) ss 40D(e), 48(d), 66(d), 85(1)(c), 91(1); Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) 
ss 5C, 26D. 

109
  Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 6(1). 

110
  Chapter 2 heading [5.3]; Chapter 3, heading [2.3.2]. 

111
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 3, 37B. 

112
  Ibid, s 44. 

113
  Ibid, ss44(3), 45(1), (5). 

114
  Ibid, s 5; Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) ss 5C, 26D. 

115
  Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (WA), Licences and works approvals 
<https://www.der.wa.gov.au/our-work/licences-and-works-approvals> 
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groundwater.  The Part V licence is protective, in that, it prevents the holder from committing an 

offence under the EP Act,116 but it does not go further and confer a right to discharge.  

The water department and the Part V administrator (the environment department) cannot 

grant the proponent’s RiWI Act ss 5C/26D and EP Act Part V licences until the EPA has decided that 

the project does not require Part IV assessment,117 or, if it decides to assess the project, until the 

proponent’s Part IV review is complete.118  If the Environment Minister imposes Part IV 

implementation conditions that limit the mine’s groundwater abstraction or disposal, the RiWI Act 

and Part V licences must reflect those conditions.   

The Environment Minister can defer his/her authority to other departments such as the 

water department or the department administering the MA 1978 (mines department) via the 

projects implementation conditions.  For example, the 1991 implementation conditions imposed on 

the Brockman 2 mine required the proponent to comply with the RiWI Act regarding the mine’s 

water requirements, the Mines Regulation Act 1946 (WA) regarding dust suppression and,119 

required the proponent to consult with the mines department regarding rehabilitation 

programmes.120  Similarly, the supplementary Marandoo PSA mine conditions require the proponent 

to implement a groundwater management plan in consultation with the water department and 

CALM (Department of Conservation and Land Management).121  In 2009, the State replaced this 

method of deferring authority on a case-by-case basis with the integrated project approvals system.   

3.3.1 The 2009 integrated project approvals system  

In 2009, the State reformed the approvals procedures based on the findings of the 2002 

Keating Review of WA’s project approvals.122  The State introduced the integrated project approvals 

system (approvals system) that uses the Part IV review as an umbrella for other departments’ 

                                                           
116

  Eclipse Resources Pty Ltd v Chief Executive Officer, Department of Environment and Conservation [2013] 
WASC 152, [65]-[67]. 

117
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 41 (2)(c). 

118
 Ibid, ss 41(2)-(3), 45(7). 

119
  Presumably the reference in the EPA document, (Statement 131) above n 48, is to the Mines Regulation Act 
1946 (WA) repealed in 1995 by the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994 (WA) s 107(a) (No. 62 of 1994). 

120
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Brockman No 2 (Statement 131, 18 April 1991) above n 48, pdf 
3/19, [3], [6], [10].   

121
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 
Protection Act 1986) Marandoo Iron Ore Mine and Central Pilbara Railway (Statement 0286, 6 October 
1992) [8-1] see also [33] – [39]. 

122
  Michael Keating, ‘Review of Project Development Approvals System’ (Government of Western Australia 
Independent Review Committee, April 2002).  
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approvals and licence grants.123  The department responsible for administering State 

agreements/PSAs (PSA department) manages the approvals system through the ‘lead agency 

framework’ (framework).124  The framework nominates the relevant departments as either ‘lead 

agencies’ or ‘approval agencies’.125  The PSA and mining departments are the lead agencies and the 

approval agencies include the EPA, and the environment, water, and mining departments (among 

others).126   

In practice, the proponent may be required to develop a water management plan to the 

satisfaction of the water department to complete the Part IV review.127  In which case, the 

proponent develops their plan by following the water department’s non-statutory guidelines—such 

as, the Pilbara Water in Mining Guideline, the Water in Mining Guideline, and the Pilbara 

Groundwater Allocation Plan, (guidelines)128 that outline the department’s water management 

procedure,129 and consultation process.130  The water department itself has limited authority in the 

PSA context because the RiWI Act s 26K defers to State agreements but under the approvals system 

the EPA/Environment Minister can defer authority to the water department regarding water 

management under the Part IV review.131  Due to these reforms, the water department has an 

influential role in the PSA projects water management planning and the content of the proponent’s 

water licence terms and conditions.  

                                                           
123

  Business Advisory Forum, 'Major Projects Approvals Reforms, Initiatives Implemented by States and 
Territories to Improve their Major Project Approvals Processes, A Paper Prepared by the States and 
Territories for the Business Advisory Forum' (December 2012) 10; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara 
Water in Mining, above n 53, (vi). 

124
  Business Advisory Forum, above n 123, 10.  

125
  Department of Premier and Cabinet (WA), 'Lead Agency Framework, A guidance note for implementation' 
(March 2011) 9, 29.  

126
  Ibid, 9, 29.  The other two lead agencies are the Department of Planning, and the Department of Transport.  
The and Department of Indigenous Affairs is also an approval agency.  The mining department is a lead 
agency and an approval agency.  

127
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Water in Mining, above n 53, 3. 

128
  The ‘Water in Mining’ guideline replaced the ‘Pilbara Water in Mining’ guideline but retains much of the 
same content (see the Water in Mining Guideline at viii), both documents are referred to here, because 
they are both relevant to approvals post 2009.  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation 
Plan (Water Resource Allocation and Planning Series report 55, October 2013); Department of Water (WA), 
Pilbara Water in Mining, above n 53; The Department of Water (WA), Western Australian Water in Mining 
Guideline, above n 53. 

129
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Water in Mining, above n 53, v – vi, 3, 6.  

130
  Ibid, 3 – 6.  

131
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA), ss 41(2)-(3), 45(7).  For an example of Part V licence conditions 
see, Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), ‘Christmas Creek Iron Ore Mine, Environmental 
Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to License’ License No: L8454/2010/1 (12 December 2013), cl 28 applies 
‘Christmas Creek Water Management Scheme’.  See also in the same document the Environmental 
Assessment Report pg 2 of 40 noting the mine has the water department’s approval for groundwater 
abstraction of 48gl.  
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The role of Part IV review as the approvals system ‘umbrella’ illustrates the EP Act’s 

important role in the PSA regime because the proponents have agreed it prevails over all PSAs.  The 

Act’s Part III policy provisions could potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan or, the Environment 

Minister could impose Part IV implementation conditions that require the proponent to comply with 

the plan.  In this context, the Environment Minister’s discretion to amend conditions under the EP 

Act s 46 is important because it would allow the Minister to amend the existing PSA implementation 

conditions to require compliance with the plan.   

3.3.2 Changing implementation conditions under section 46 

The Environment Minister’s capacity to amend implementation conditions is important 

because it would allow him/her to amend the existing conditions to require the PSA proponents to 

comply with a Pilbara water plan.  The EP Act allows the Environment Minister to impose 

implementation conditions when a proposal triggers Part IV.132  Once a project is subject to 

implementation conditions, s 46(1) allows the Minister to amend those conditions on their own 

initiative, as opposed to waiting for the proponent to submit an additional proposal that engages 

Part IV.133  Alternatively, the proponent can apply for an s 46(1) amendment under s 45C.  Pursuant 

to s 45C, the Minister can decide whether to change the implementation condition or if the 

amendment requires referral to the EPA because she/he considers it will have ‘a significant 

detrimental effect on the environment in addition to, or different from, the effect of the original 

proposal’.134  The mines authorised by the new 1990s PSAs were always subject to the s 46 

amendment provision because the agreements deferred to the EP Act.   

The new 1990s PSAs included an EP Act clause, which states nothing in the agreement shall 

be construed to exempt the proponent from complying with the EP Act as follows.135   

                                                           
132

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 37B, 38, 45(5). 
133

  All 1990s agreements include additional proposal clauses: Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 
(WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1); Iron Ore 
(Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 9(1).  If amending on his/her own initiative the Minister 
can authorise the amendment or may request an EPA review, Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 
46(1).  The referral must comply with s 46(2) requiring notice (s 46(9)) and so forth. 

134 
 These section references are to the current EP Act, a similar provision (s 46 referring to s 45) existed in the 
EP Act 1986 as passed.  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 46(2).  If the Minister decided to amend 
the condition without an EPA referral she/he must give notice to the EPA and other parties under s 45(5).  
See referral in ss 45C, 46(1).  

135
  Iron Ore (FMG Chichester Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2006 (WA) sch 1, cl 2(3); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) 
Agreement Act 1992 (WA)sch 1 cl 39, Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1 cl 36; Iron 
Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 2(3). 
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[n]othing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Company from compliance 
with any requirement in connection with the protection of the environment arising out of or 
incidental to its activities under this Agreement that may be made pursuant to the EP Act.136 

The EP Act clause requires the proponent to comply with all aspects of the EP Act—so, there is no 

apparent reason preventing the Environment Minister from initiating a change to implementation 

conditions under s 46, because ‘nothing’ in the agreement exempts the proponent from any action 

initiated under the EP Act.  However, the EPA records indicate the Environment Minister has not 

utilised this power in relation to iron ore mining;137 it appears the EPA relies on the proponent to 

monitor and initiate amendments to implementation conditions to protect the environment.   

                                                           
136

  See PSA references above n 135. 
137

  Amendments or removals: Report and recommendations of the Environmental Protection Authority, Hope 
Downs 4 Iron Ore Project – inquiry under s46 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 to delete 
conditions 8-2, 9-2 and 10-2 and amend conditions 5-1 and 8-3 of Ministerial Statement 854 (Report 1465, 
2; Report and recommendations of the Environmental Protection Authority, Hope Downs Iron Ore Mine, 75 
Kilometres North-West of Newman, Pilbara Region - Change to Conditions of Ministerial Statement 584 
Under S46 of the EP Act (Report 1484, 15 December 2012) 2; Report and recommendations of the 
Environmental Protection Authority, Jack Hills Iron Ore Mine Project (Ministerial Statement 727) Proposed 
Change to Environmental Conditions under s46 of The EP Act (Report 1300 August 2008) 2; Report and 
recommendations of the Environmental Protection Authority, Ministerial Statements 805 and 806 - Karara 
Mining Ltd s46 condition changes (Report 1436, March 2012) 3/8; Report and recommendations of the 
Environmental Protection Authority, Mt Gibson Iron Ore Mine and Infrastructure Project, Shire of Yalgoo - 
Proposal Under s46 of the EP Act to Amend Condition 13 Fauna Management Along the Services Corridor, 
and Condition 15 Performance Bond (Ministerial Statement 753) 3; Report and recommendations of the 
Environmental Protection Authority, Roy Hill 1 Iron Ore Mining Project Stage 1 – Section 46 Change to 
Condition 9 of Ministerial Statement 824 – Short Range Endemic Invertebrates (Report 1439 June 2012) 
2/6; Report and recommendations of the Environmental Protection Authority, West Angelas Iron Ore 
Project – Inquiry under s46 of The Environmental Protection Act 1986 To Amend Implementation 
Conditions of Ministerial Statement 514 (Assessment No. 1914) (Report 1508, April 2014) 1-2.  Expansions: 
Report and recommendations of the Environmental Protection Authority, Carina Iron Ore Mine – s46 
request for amendments to Ministerial Statement 852 (Report 1494 November 2013) 2; Report and 
recommendations of the Environmental Protection Authority, Expansion of Ewington Coal Mine, Ewington 
II, Collie - proposed change to environmental conditions The Griffin Coal Mining Company Pty Limited 
(Report 1448, December 1994) (i), 1; Report and recommendations of the Environmental Protection 
Authority, Jimblebar rationalisation and planned expansion, (formerly McCamey's Monster Iron Ore mining 
proposal) BHP Iron Ore (Jimblebar} Pty Ltd Proposed changes to environmental conditions (Report 1452, 
March 1995) (i).  Requests: Environmental Protection Authority, Weekly record of determinations for S38 
Referrals, S16 and/or S46 Advice, Carina Iron Ore Mine. approximately 60 kilometres north-east of 
Koolyanobbing, Shire of Yilgarn - section Determination: 46 request to amend condition 5 - Ministerial 
Statement 852 (assessment no 1985, 22 October 2013); Environmental Protection Authority, Weekly 
record of determinations for S38 Referrals, S16 and/or S46 Advice, Ministerial Statement 824 - Roy Hi\llron 
Ore Mning Project - S46 request to change Condition 9 - Determination: Short-Range Endemic 
Invertebrates (assessment no 1923, 18 April 2012); Environmental Protection Authority, Weekly record of 
determinations for S38 Referrals, S16 and/or S46 Advice, Ministerial Statement 854 - Hope Downs 4 Iron 
Ore Project - section 46 request to change conditions 5-1, 8-2, 8-3, 9 and 10-2 (assessment no 1936, 8 July 
2012); Environmental Protection Authority, Weekly record of determinations for S38 Referrals, S16 and/or 
S46 Advice, Solomon Iron Ore Project - section 46 request for changes to Condition 11 - Ministerial 
Statement 862 (assessment no 1981, 17 September 2013).  
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For example, the Hope Downs PSA’s EP Act clause requires the proponents to comply with 

the whole Act.138  The Environment Minister imposed implementation conditions,139 which, in 

conjunction with the EP Act clause, presumably allowed him/her to amend the conditions under the 

s 46 procedure.140  However, it was not the Environment Minister but the Hope Downs proponent 

themselves who applied for a change to the projects implementation conditions for environmental 

reasons (under s 45C).  In 2002, the Minister’s implementation conditions prescribed a limit for the 

project’s mine dewater discharge to supplement the Weeli Wolli Spring to prevent an excessive 

discharge from having an adverse impact.141  Over the years, the surrounding environment 

changed,142 so later, implementation conditions posed an environmental risk because, when the 

spring began to dry up, the proponent could not increase their discharge to supplement the spring 

adequately without breaching the conditions.143  The conditions limited the proponent’s water 

discharge to the spring to 18 000 kilolitres (kl) per day.144  However, by 2011, the drying climate and 

cumulative impacts of nearby mines’ dewatering meant that the 18,000kl water supplement was no 

longer sufficient to maintain the spring.145  This prompted the proponent to apply under s 45C to 

initiate a s 46 amendment to the conditions to increase the discharge to the Weeli Wolli Spring.146   

On receipt of the proponent’s 45C application,147 the EPA advised the Minister to amend the 

condition by replacing the ‘specific volume limit’ with a ‘flexible outcomes based approach’.148  

Additionally, the Environment Minister imposed a ‘procedural condition’ that required the 

                                                           
138

  Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 39, see also cl 7(1). 
139

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (Environmental 
Protection Act 1986) Hope Downs Iron Ore Mine, 75 Km North-West of Newman Pilbara Region (Statement 
584, 1 February 2002). 

140
  Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 39. 

141
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs (Statement 584, 1 February 2002), above n 139, 
[1.2] (pdf 1/30) and Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the 
Environmental Protection Authority, Hope Downs Iron Ore Mine, 75km North-West if Newman, Pilbara 
Region—Change to Conditions of Ministerial Statement 584 under s46 of the EP Act (Report 1424, 15 
December 2011) 2. 

142
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs—Change to Statement 584 (Report 1424, 15 
December 2011), above n 141, 2 

143
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 47(1).  Note breach of a condition is an offence under the Act.   

144
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs (Statement 584, 1 February 2002), above n 139, 
[1.2] (pdf 1/30). 

145
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs—Change to Statement 584 (Report 1424, 15 
December 2011), above n 141, 2. 

146
  Ibid, 2. 

147
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs (Statement 584, 1 February 2002), above n 139, att 
3 (pdf 26/30). 

148
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs—Change to Statement 584 (Report 1424, 15 
December 2011), above n 141, 2. See also Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs 
(Statement 584, 1 February 2002), above n 139, att 3 (20 April 2012) (pdf 26 – 27/30). 
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proponent to refer any substantial change to the proposal to the Environment Minister who could 

then refer it to the EPA.149   

There was no obligation on the Hope Downs proponent to ensure the discharge maintained 

the spring (by applying for an amendment under s 45C).  The proponent was only obliged not to 

exceed the discharge amount imposed and to report the issue to the Environment Minister (per the 

procedural implementation condition).150  The proponent’s 45C application and the procedural 

condition may reflect that, in practice, the EPA must rely on the proponent exercising their social 

license to operate to monitor their own conditions because the agency does not have the resources 

to do so.151   

This example raises the question addressed in chapter six; that is, even if the EP Act can 

deliver a Pilbara water plan, does the executive have the resources to monitor and implement such a 

plan? 

3.3.3 The 1990s supplementary PSAs, section 46 amendments, and the EP Act clause  

In contrast, to the new 1990s PSAs, the supplementary PSA terms deferring to the EP Act 

were initially limited to the development proposal procedure, which may have limited the operation 

of the EP Act.  This raised the issue of whether a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part III policy or Part 

IV conditions would apply to the mines authorised by the supplementary agreements.  Ultimately, in 

2010, the enactment of the Integration Act resolved the issue by inserting an EP Act clause into the 

principal agreements.  

The supplementary PSAs did not initially include an EP Act clause, probably to accommodate 

the principal agreement rights.  For example, the Brockman 2 supplementary agreement terms are 

expressed in cl 10I of the 1963 Hamersley agreement, so is part of that PSA.152  Prior to 1990, the 

                                                           
149

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs (Statement 584, 1 February 2002), above n 139, sch 
1 (pdf 6/30). 

150
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hope Downs (Statement 584, 1 February 2002), above n 139, sch 
1 (pdf 6/30).  In addition, the proponent also had to report the issue to the PSA Minister pursuant to a term 
of the agreement imposing environmental management obligations.  See, Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) 
Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 14 refers to sch 1, cl 7(1); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 
(WA) sch 1, cl 16(1) refers to sch 1, cl 7(1); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 13(1) 
refers to cl 6.  An explanation of these terms is provided at appendix [5.2]. 

151
  Social licence to operate (also known as Corporate Social Responsibility) refers to corporations voluntarily 
acting in a socially and environmentally responsible manner. 

152
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 10 cl 4(7) inserts cl 10I.  The example applies 
equally to the Marandoo mine supplementary agreement because it operates similarly by applying the 
relevant clauses of the Brockman 2 agreement.  See the Marandoo mine, Hamersley Agreement sch 11 cl 
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Hamersley PSA authorised the 1960s mines (Tom Price, sch 1, and Paraburdoo, sch 3).  Further, until 

2003, the EP Act application provision deferred to the 1963 – 64 PSA rights (EP Act concession).153  In 

the 1990s, inserting an EP Act clause requiring the entire agreement to comply with the EP Act may 

have abrogated the 1960s mines’ accrued rights.  Consequently, the Hamersley supplementary 

agreements only provided that the PSA Minister’s approval of the development proposal (and 

additional proposals) were subject to the EP Act.154  The supplementary agreement development 

proposals clauses (and also the new 1990s PSAs) subject the proposals to the EP Act by providing 

[o]n receipt of the said proposals the Minister shall subject to the Environmental Protection Act 1986 
[approve or require amendment to the proposal] … provided always that where implementation of 
any proposals hereunder has been approved pursuant to the Environmental Protection Act 1986 [and 
the PSA Minister shall] … within two months of service on him of an authority under section 45(7) of 
the Environmental Protection Act 1986 give notice to the Company of his decision in respect of the 
same.

155
 

The supplementary agreement development proposal clause provided the PSA Minister could not 

approve the proposal until they had received notice from the Environment Minister that the 

proponent’s Part IV review was complete,156 but did not generally require compliance with the 

whole Act.  This raised the question, did the supplementary PSAs’ lack of an EP Act clause limit the 

Environment Minister’s authority, in particular, the Minister’s authority to amend implementation 

conditions under s 46 and, would a Part III policy delivering a Pilbara water plan apply to the 

supplementary agreement mines?  

The question was whether the development proposal clause confined the operation of the 

EP Act.  Could the Environment Minister revisit the proposal procedure and instigate a section 46 

amendment on his/her own initiative after the PSA Minister’s approval had finalised the procedure?  

Moreover, the lack of an EP Act clause, requiring compliance with the EP Act generally, in 

conjunction with the development proposals specific reference to the EP Act s 45(7)), potentially 

excluded the supplementary PSAs from a Pilbara water plan delivered by a Part III policy.  In this 

respect, a tension existed between the supplementary agreements lack of an EP Act clause and the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
4(14) inserts cl 10K and ‘additional areas’ (sch 11, cl 4(13) cl 10J applies the relevant proposal clauses of the 
Brockman 2 mine agreement (see cll 10J(4), 10K(4)). 

153
  Brown and Gardner, above n 6, 8/30.  For an explanation of the term see ‘Glossary’.    

154
  For example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 10, cll 10I(4) – (5).  See cl 10I(10)(a) 
regarding additional proposals.   

155
  Ibid, sch 10, cl 4(7) inserts cl 10I.  The example applies equally to the Marandoo mine supplementary 
agreement because it operates similarly by applying the relevant clauses of the Brockman 2 agreement.  
See The Marandoo mine (Hamersley agreement sch 11, cl 4(14) inserts cl 10K and ‘additional areas’ (sch 11 
cl 4(13) cl 10J applies the relevant proposal clauses of the Brockman 2 mine agreement (see cll 10J(4), 
10K(4)). 

156 
 For example, Ibid, sch 10, cl 10I(5). 
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2003 amendment of the EP Act concession that provided the EP Act provisions and policies prevailed 

over all State agreements.   

For the purposes of this thesis it is not necessary to develop that argument in full because 

the 2010 Integration Act amendments inserted an EP Act clause into the 1963 – 64 PSAs’ principal 

agreement’s definition clause.157  The principal agreement’s definition clause also defines the terms 

of the 1990s supplementary agreements.158  So since 2010, like the 1963 – 64 principal agreements, 

the supplementary agreements terms are construed in compliance with the EP Act provisions.  

It is important to the discussion in chapter six, that all PSAs now commonly include an EP Act 

clause that clarifies the Environment Minister’s capacity to exercise his/her authority under s 46 or 

Part III for the following reasons.  First, if the mine is subject to implementation conditions, the 

Environment Minister can initiate amendments of those conditions pursuant to s 46 to require 

compliance with a Pilbara water plan.  Secondly, all the PSAs may be subject to a Pilbara water plan 

delivered by a Part III environmental protection policy.  In summary, the EP Act could deliver a 

Pilbara water plan that incorporates the 1990s supplementary agreements by amending PSAs’ 

existing implementation conditions via s 46, or via a Part III policy.   

For completeness, an analysis of s 46 in relation to the supplementary PSA development 

proposal clause is provided at appendix [5.1].  Similarly, the terms of the 1990s PSAs (new and 

supplementary agreements) that impose additional environment obligations are not highly relevant 

to this thesis because the clauses impose obligations as opposed to conferring rights.  The 

environmental obligation clauses are discussed peripherally in conjunction with the development 

proposal and a detailed explanation is provided at appendix [5.2].   

4 The 1990’s agreements’ water rights  

The 1990s PSAs have the most diverse groundwater rights and obligations of any era of 

agreement.  All the 1990s PSAs (like the 1963 – 1972 PSAs) confer rights to use mine dewater for 

mining operations and domestic purposes.  The question is: do the 1990s PSAs confer rights to mine 

                                                           
157 

 Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12, cl 4(1)(l) (EP Act clause) varies the principal 
agreement cl 1 (definitions).  See also sch 10 cl 1, the words and phrases of the Brockman 2 agreement (cl 
10I) have the same meanings as the principal agreement.  Note, the Integration Act amendments operate 
prospectively, See ‘variation date’ s 6 inserts Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12 
cl 4(1)(e) inserts ‘variation date’ into Hamersley Agreement sch 1, cl 1. 

158
  Ibid. 
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dewater that is not used for those purposes and must be discharged or otherwise disposed of 

(excess mine dewater)?  To answer this question, the following 1990s PSAs terms are analysed: 

 the terms that grant express rights to abstract groundwater (water terms); 

 the term prescribing an iron production limit (the limit on mining or LOM clause) that 

may imply a right to excess mine dewatering abstraction and disposal to enable safe 

mining (implied water term); and  

 the development proposal clause under which the proponent provides the details of 

their project’s water ‘supply’ or ‘supply and disposal’.  

To summarise the discussion below, the supplementary 1990s PSAs water terms probably do 

not confer a right to abstract excess mine dewater for the same reasons as 1963 – 64 principal 

agreements, to which they are scheduled.  Similarly, the Hope Downs PSA water terms probably do 

not confer a right to abstract excess mine dewater for the same reason as the 1963 – 72 

agreements, but, its LOM clause, which prescribes an iron ore extraction amount, may have 

conferred an implied right to excess mine dewater.  In contrast, the Marillana and Yandicoogina 

agreements’ water terms confer a right to negotiate a mine dewater amount.  The Marillana 

agreement’s LOM clause may also imply a right to excess mine dewatering.  In this respect, the 

Yandicoogina agreement’s water rights are distinguished because the water rights are confined to 

the rights described by the water clause—so, the Yandicoogina LOM clause is unlikely to imply a 

right to excess mine dewatering.  The FMG agreement does not confer rights, it imposes obligations 

to conserve water, and its LOM clause cannot imply a right to water because its water clause 

confines those rights (the same as the Yandicoogina agreement).   

This thesis argues that the 1963 – 1996 PSAs do not confer a right to dispose of excess mine 

dewater.  The 1963 -64, 1972, supplementary 1990s PSAs and the Hope Downs PSA water terms 

probably do not confer a right to abstract excess mine dewater—consequently, there is not right to 

dispose of excess mine dewater.  The Marillana and Yandicoogina PSAs water terms that confer a 

right to negotiate a mine dewater amount does not imply a PSA right to dispose of that amount.  

Arguably, when the proponents dispose of excess mine dewater, they exercise their Common Law 

water rights—not a PSA water right.  Importantly, Common Law rights are not protected by the 

sovereign risk policy.  If the 1963 – 1996 PSAs do not confer a right to excess mine dewater disposal, 

the government could propose legislation delivering a Pilbara water plan that regulates that disposal 

without abrogating PSA rights.   
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This section informs chapter seven’s evaluation of a Pilbara water plan that does not disturb 

the sovereign risk policy by analysing the 1990s PSA terms and excess mine dewatering rights as 

follows: 

 the amendments to State laws from 1990 to 2000 regulating groundwater; 

 the effect of the development proposal clauses’ reference to ‘water supply’ or ‘supply 

and disposal’; 

 the PSA terms interaction with Common Law water rights; 

 the 1991 Hope Downs and 1992 Marillana PSAs’ water terms; 

 the 1991 and 1992 Hamersley supplementary PSAs’ water terms; 

 the 1996 Yandicoogina and 2006 FMG PSAs’ water terms; and  

 the new 1990s PSAs’ limit on mining clause and implied rights to excess mine dewater.   

4.1 RiWI Act amendments 1990 – 2000  

The purpose of the 1990s PSA water terms conferring groundwater rights was to modify the 

RiWI Act provisions—the relevant State legislation that regulated and conferred rights to 

groundwater by granting water licences.  The PSAs did not need to modify the MA 1978 in relation 

to groundwater because that Act conferred a right to take and use groundwater on the mining 

leaseholder for domestic and mining purposes, subject to the RiWI Act.159   

The RiWI Act regulation of groundwater in the 1990s was somewhat different from the 

current position.  The 1990s PSA terms did not need to modify the current s 5C licence provision 

regulating ‘take’ because it was not inserted into the Act until 2000.160  Post 2000, the RiWI Act 

allowed for s 5C licences to be granted ‘as of right’ pursuant to the PSA because, since 1995, the 

RiWI Act has deferred to State agreement rights (s 26K).  At the time the 1990s PSAs were enacted, 

the RiWI Act regulated groundwater by requiring the land occupier to acquire a section 26D bore 

licence, on which the decision-maker could impose conditions or restrain the improper use (or 

waste) of groundwater.161  It is likely there was no need to include a PSA right requiring the s 26D 

licence to be free of conditions regulating disposal for two reasons.  First, excess mine dewatering 

                                                           
159

  Mining Act 1978 (WA) (reprint 1 August 1988) s 85(1)(c).  See also, M Crommelin and R Hunter, ‘Water and 
Mining: Controls in Conflict’ (1989) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Yearbook 201, 206.   

160
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Amendment Act 2000 (WA) s 18 inserts s 5C. 

161
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) (reprint 23 April 1986) and (reprint 2 April 1996) ss 26D(2)(a), 
26G.  See also, M Crommelin and R Hunter, ‘Water and Mining: Controls in Conflict’ (1989) Australian 
Mining and Petroleum Law Yearbook 201, 206 – 207.   
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discharge was not an environmental issue at that time so it would not warrant a condition.162  

Secondly, the water department decision-maker would not assert their discretion to impose 

conditions on a licence that was granted ‘as of right’, in accordance with the PSA proposal approved 

by the PSA Minister, or, that was already subject to a PSA obligation to utilise mine dewater.163   

In the 1990s, the State did not regulate the discharge of wastewater in the Pilbara.  Prior to 

1986, the RiWI Act did regulate discharges that caused water pollution,164 but, excess mine dewater 

does not ‘pollute’ in that sense.  The EP Act Part V later took over the role of regulating of waste 

discharge (including water pollution).  However, the Part V licencing of mine dewatering discharge as 

‘wastewater’ did not occur until 2003, when the EP Act was amended to include environmental 

harm.165  Subsequently, in 2005, the regulations amended Part 2 ‘waste’ to include mine dewater 

discharge.166  As previously noted, a Part V licence does not confer a right (it prevents a breach of the 

EP Act)—the point here is to illustrate that wastewater or mine dewater discharge was not regulated 

at the time the parties negotiated 1990s PSAs.   

 The salient point is that the RiWI Act (or any other Act) did not (and does not) grant rights to 

groundwater disposal.167  Consequently, the 1990s PSAs did not need to modify a State statute to 

discharge or dispose of mine dewater.  Of course, this did not prevent the 1990s PSA terms 

conferring rights or imposing obligations in relation to groundwater disposal.  However, it does raise 

the possibility that the parties did not see the need to include mine dewater disposal rights in the 

1990s PSAs.  First, there was no need to modify a State Act that regulated and conferred 

groundwater disposal rights.  Secondly, at that time, the parties considered the Pilbara’s iron ore 

production would level off around 200mtpa,168 in which case, even if mining extended below the 

                                                           
162

  The RiWI Act that time provided for the imposition of conditions on 26D licences to bore for water, see 
Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 26D(2)(a) (reprint 23 April 1986).   

163
  The new 1990s PSAs obligated the proponent to utilise mine dewater, see for example Iron Ore (Marillana 
Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) cl 19(1)(a); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 cl 21(1)(b), and 
discussion at heading [4.4].  

164
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 Amendment Act (WA) (No 48 of 1974) s 6 inserts Pt IIIA, which was 
repealed by the Acts Amendment and Repeal (Environmental Protection) Act 1986 (WA) (No 77 of 1986) s 
32 repeals the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) Part IIIA.  See also appendix 7.1 in relation to 
waste disposal regulation generally and the Pilbara.   

165
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 3A inserted by No. 54 of 2003 s 29. 

166
  Western Australia, Government Gazzette, No 232, 13 December 2005, 5982.   

167
  In contrast to the RiWI Act (reprint 23 April 1986) s 26D see s 13(1) in relation to surface water licences that 
requires the land holder to acquire a licence to ‘take, use, or dispose of water from any watercourse, lake, 
lagoon, swamp or marsh’.  See also the Mining Act 1978 (WA) (reprint 1 August 1988) s 85(c) in relation to 
a mining lease ‘to sink a well or bore on land to take water therefrom and to use the water so taken’ for 
domestic and any purpose in connection with mining.  On the MA 1978 and RiWI Act at this time see 
Crommelin and Hunter, above n 161.  

168
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7686 (Colin Barnett). 
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water table, the mine dewater could probably be utilised for mine site purposes.  The Pilbara iron 

ore industry’s unanticipated and extraordinary production expansion during the commodities boom 

from 188mtpa (2003) to 789mtpa (2017),169 which likely resulted in mine dewater disposal becoming 

an environmental and production management issue, was arguably an unexpected contingency, for 

which the 1990s PSA terms do not provide. 

4.2 Mine dewater rights and the development proposal clause  

The inclusion of the phrase ‘water supply and disposal’ in a PSA development proposal 

clause could suggest the parties’ objective intention to include a right to mine dewater disposal in 

the PSA water term.  However, it is unlikely the development proposal clause goes further and 

confers that right itself.   

The development proposal clause is important because it provides the procedure to finalise 

the agreement, which obligates the parties to perform the agreement; in particular, it requires the 

State to grant the leases and licences that allow the proponent to exercise their PSA rights.  The 

1990s PSA development proposal clause does not confer operational rights, it provides a framework 

to detail the rights conferred by the other agreement terms.
170  The rights must be detailed in the 

development proposal to receive the Minister’s final approval that finalises the agreement.  The 

Minster’s final approval allows the mine to commence, the rights to accrue, and obligates the State 

to grant the licences and leases that confer the rights.  The Minister’s approval of a purported right 

in the development proposal submission cannot bring the right into existence because the 1990s 

PSA development proposal clauses do not confer rights they provide a framework to describe 

rights.171
   

Commonly, the 1990s PSA development proposal clauses states, ‘[s]ubject to the provisions 

of this Agreement the Company shall … submit to the Minister … its detailed proposals’.172  The 

words ‘subject to the provisions of this agreement’ confine the content of the development proposal 

to the rights and obligations prescribed by the other agreement terms.  Justice McLure, in the case 
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  Department of Mines, Industry, Regulation and Safety (WA), Iron Ore Quantity and Value, Resource Data 
Files, above n 33. 

170
  See for example, Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1). 

171
  Nicholas Seddon (ed), Halsbury's Laws of Australia, Energy and Resources, Ratified Mining Agreements 
[170] –[185]; Michael Hunt, Mining Law in Western Australia (4

th
 ed, 2009) 18 [1.5.3.1].  In contrast, the 

1963 – 64 PSAs did confer a right to ‘flesh out’ the rights in the development proposal, however, as 
discussed in chapter three, arguably, the words of the water term can confine such rights.   

172
  For example, Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) cl 6(1).  See also Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) 
Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1 cl 7(1).   
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of Mineralogy Pty Ltd v State of Western Australia,173 commented that the Minister’s power to 

approve a proposal is necessarily limited by the scheduled agreement because the Minister has no 

power to refuse it.174
  Consequently, the proposals must comply with the scheduled agreement’s 

terms to receive the Minister’s approval.175  Arguably, the word ‘disposal’ in the development 

proposal clause cannot confer a right to dispose of excess mine dewater because it only provides for 

the proposals’ submission procedure—‘subject to the provisions’ of the agreement.176  The 

agreement’s water term would need to confer the right to water disposal for that right to exist as a 

PSA right.177
  

What then is the effect of including the word ‘disposal’ in the development proposal clause?  

When construing the agreement as a whole, the inclusion of the word ‘disposal’ can support the 

contention that the parties objective intention was to include a right to dispose of excess mine 

dewater in the water term (that confers the PSA water rights).  Alternatively, the inclusion of water 

‘disposal’ could refer to the proponent’s requirement to provide details of water management 

obligations pursuant to the EP Act Part IV implementation conditions or, possibly, the PSA terms 

imposing environmental management obligations.178  Conversely, the omission of the word 

‘disposal’ in the development proposal clause may suggest the parties did not objectively intend to 

include a PSA right to dispose of excess mine dewater in the water term.   

In summary, the 1990s PSA terms (other than the development proposal clause) express the 

scope of the water rights or obligations.  The development proposal clause requires the proponent 

to describe their project pursuant to those rights and obligations to receive the PSA Minister’s 

approval.  The inclusion of the words ‘water supply and disposal’ in the development proposal clause 

                                                           
173

  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69. 
174

  See for example, the Ministers power to approve a proposal in Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) 
Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1 cl 7; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 
[68]. 

175
  Mineralogy Pty Ltd v Sino Iron Pty Ltd (No 6) [2015] FCA 825 [497]; Mineralogy Pty Ltd v The State of 
Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69 [52] – [54]. 

176
  For the similar term in relation to the proposal being ‘subject to’ the agreement provisions in relation to 
the Mineralogy case see Iron Ore Processing (Mineralogy Pty Ltd) Agreement Act 2002 (WA) sch 1, cl 6(1). 

177
  This Mineralogy case provides an analogous fact scenario, the appellant unsuccessfully attempted to use 
their additional proposal submission to expand their activities, however they were confined by the 
agreements definition of project.  See Chapter 2, [2.3], [4.4] for case discussion, and Mineralogy Pty Ltd v 
The State of Western Australia [2004] WASC 275, [40] – [41] especially [41]; and also, Mineralogy Pty Ltd v 
The State of Western Australia [2005] WASCA 69, [30], [45] – [46], [50] – [58], [67] – [68].  

178
  All 1990s PSA development proposal clauses are subject the proposal to the EP Act Part IV.  An analysis of 
the 1990s PSA terms imposing environmental obligations is provided at appendix [5.2]. 
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can suggest the parties’ objective contemplation of excess mine dewatering disposal as a right179—

but, cannot confer additional rights. 

This raises a pertinent question that is highly relevant to the thesis argument that the 1963 – 

1996 PSAs do not confer rights to dispose of excess mine dewater.  The question is: if some (or all) 

PSAs do not confer a right to dispose of excess mine dewater, what is the source of the proponents’ 

authority to undertake that activity? 

4.3 The PSAs, State legislation, and Common Law water rights 

It is important to identify the source of the rights pertaining to the two activities relevant to 

mine dewatering, that is, the right to abstract the excess mine dewater, and the right to discharge 

that water.  The State laws do not confer ‘rights’ to water disposal.  The MA 1978 does not confer on 

the mining leaseholder a right to ‘dispose’ of groundwater, it confers a right to take and use 

groundwater for domestic and mining purposes.180  However, at Common Law, the occupier of land 

may ‘take’ and ‘use’ water on the land, and may dispose of or, drain and/or discharge it, from that 

land.181  Holders of mining tenements as an ‘occupier’ of the land may apply for a RiWI Act s 5C 

abstraction licence and a s 26D licence to sink a bore.182  This does not necessarily mean they are an 

‘occupier’ for the purposes of Common Law rights, however, as explained in chapter one, it is not 

within the scope of this thesis to explore that issue.  This study assumes that Common Law water 

rights are attached to the proponent’s land tenure (the mining tenement) and, that the proponent 

can exercise their Common Law water rights if those rights are not displaced by State laws or 

modified by the PSA.  In other words, the Common Law rights of the occupier of the land to take, 

use, and discharge and/or drain water,183 will fill any gaps left by the State Acts and PSAs.   

The State Parliament can enact legislation displacing, abrogating or, imposing conditions on, 

those Common Law rights.  For example, the RiWI Act s 5C has displaced the Common Law right to 

take groundwater by requiring the ‘taker’ to acquire a licence.184  The s 5C licence grants the right to 

                                                           
179

  Or equally, the parties’ objective contemplation of excess mine dewater disposal as an environmental 
obligation, see heading 4.4 discussion of the Marillana development proposal approvals.   

180
  Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 85(1)(c).  NB the current section is the same as it was in the MA 1978 reprint 1 
August 1988.  See also, Crommelin and Hunter, above n 161, 204. 

181
  Alex Gardner et al, Water Resources Law (2

nd
 ed, 2018) [8.14] – [8.22].  The Common Law cases and 

commentator’s may refer to the right to ‘drain’ water, which is equivalent to discharging water.   
182

  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 26D(3), sch 1, cl 3(a).  NB in 1990 there was uncertainty of 
mining lease holders as occupiers, see Crommelin and Hunter, above n 161, 206 – 208. 

183
  Gardner et al, above n 181, [8.6], [8.27] – [8.28]; Gartner v Kidman (1962) 108 CLR 12, 23, 46 – 49.  The 
Common Law right to discharge is also referred to as a right to drain water.   

184
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 5C. 
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‘take’ groundwater displacing the Common Law right to take.  The RiWI Act authorises the 

administrator to impose water disposal conditions on a water licence, but a condition does not 

confer a right, it ‘conditions’ the Common Law right to use, drain or discharge water.185  So, the grant 

of a RiWI Act s 5C licence can confer a right to abstract excess mine dewater that the proponent 

needs to dispose of, but it can only condition (on a case-by-case basis) the exercise of the Common 

Law right to drain or discharge to ‘dispose’ of the water.186  While the licence may impose ‘disposal’ 

conditions on the Common Law right, to use, drain or discharge, the water abstracted,187 the Act 

does not generally displace those Common Law rights.   

If there are no conditions on the licence prescribing the use, once a person possesses the 

water, they are at liberty to choose how they use or discharge the water; for example, watering 

crops and livestock or, filling pools or dams, or even discharging the water onto their land.  Further, 

the PSAs’ terms can confer water rights that modify the proponent’s Common Law water rights.  For 

example, all PSAs’ water terms confer rights to use water for mine site and domestic purposes, that 

PSA term modifies the proponents’ Common Law right to use water for that purpose.  However, the 

proponent could still exercise their Common Law right to use water for another purpose that their 

PSA water right does not provide for, such as growing hay offsite on other land over which the 

proponent has pastoral lease tenure.188   

Equally, the grant of a Part V discharge licence under the EP Act 1986 does not confer a 

‘right’ to discharge water.  The proponent must acquire a Part V licence if their water disposal may 

cause ‘pollution’ or ‘environmental harm’ because their disposal may constitute an offence under 

the EP Act.189  The Part V discharge licence protects the proponent from committing an offence 

when disposing of excess mine dewater.190  In summary, the Part V licence does not confer a ‘right’ 

to discharge water—it prevents the water disposal constituting an offence under the EP Act if 

conducted in accordance with the licence conditions.   

The right to take, use or, drain water are separate rights because the right to abstract (take) 

water is a statutory right, and the rights to use or drain water are Common Law rights.  Of course, 
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  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) sch 1, s 15(3), app 1, cl 1.  See also, s 5B(1)(a)(i) refers to 
drainage rights but does not disturb the Common Law right. 

186
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA), app 1, cl 1.  The clause refers to water disposal rather than 
water discharge or draining.    

187
  Ibid, s 5C, sch 1, s 15(3), app 1, cl 1.  Clause 1 refers to water ‘disposal’. 

188
  See for example, Rio Tinto’s agriculture project discussed at heading [4.5]. 

189
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 49 – 50B.  See also definition of ‘emission’ and ‘waste’ s 3. 

190
  Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 (WA) sch 1 category 6, mine dewater premises.  See also, 
Chapter 7, heading [4.3], for detailed explanation of Part V licence and mine dewatering.   
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PSA terms can confer any of these rights, and the right is then a PSA right to use, drain or discharge.  

The question answered below is: do the Marillana and Yandicoogina PSAs’ water terms that confer a 

right to negotiate a mine dewater amount include a right to dispose of that water?  If the PSA does 

not confer a disposal right then they can exercise their Common Law drainage right to discharge the 

water.  Importantly, the Common Law rights are not rights the State is obliged to protect pursuant to 

its sovereign risk policy because they are not PSA rights.  Chapter seven continues this line of 

reasoning to evaluate the scope of a Pilbara water plan that does disturb the State’s sovereign risk 

policy.   

4.4 The 1991 Hope Downs and 1992 Marillana PSAs’ mine dewater rights  

In contrast to the earlier PSAs, the 1991 Hope Downs and 1992 Marillana agreements are 

the first PSAs that refer to mine dewatering in the water terms.191  Although the Hope Downs PSA 

and Marillana water terms have much in common, they are not the same.  The Hope Downs 

agreement water term probably does not confer a right to abstract excess mine dewater, while the 

Marillana agreement water term may do so.   

The Hope Downs and Marillana water terms’ common rights and obligations include the 

following.  Both agreements obligate the proponent to utilise mine dewater for mine site 

purposes.192  In common with the earlier PSAs, these agreements obliged the proponent to pay for 

the cost of water exploration and water resource development,193 but granted the company free 

water.194  The proponent could also sell water to third parties or the State.195  In common with the 

1972 PSAs, the agreements’ water terms required the State to grant RiWI Act licences in compliance 

with the PSA water rights.196  The PSA Minister could limit water abstraction if the resource was 

hydrologically inadequate,197 however, the Hope Downs agreement obliged the State to supply or 

allow the proponent to develop alternative water sources in these circumstances.198  The State was 
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  For example, see Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(b) – (c); Iron Ore (Marillana 
Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1).   

192
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1)(a); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement 
Act 1992 sch 1, cl 21(1)(b).  

193 
 Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) cl 19(3) - (5); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(2) – (3).   

194
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(4); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 sch 1, cl 21(4).   

195 
 Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(8); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(13)).  

196
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(11); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement 
Act 1992 (WA) cl 21(16). 

197
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(4), Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) 21(4).   

198 
 Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(6). 
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allowed to develop and expand the water resources in excess of the proponents needs,199 and to 

acquire the water resource or, allow third parties to draw water,200 but, the State was obliged to 

ensure the proponents’ water supply in those circumstances.  For example, the grant of other mining 

tenements could not prejudice the proponents’ water supply.201  

In contrast, the Hope Downs and Marillana PSA water terms confer distinct rights to mine 

dewatering.  Both agreements’ water terms, the Hope Downs PSA, under the heading ‘water – 

minesite’ and the Marillana PSA under ‘water requirements’, state the parties shall agree on the 

water requirements ‘for use in its hereunder activities at the mine site … (…hereinafter called “the 

mining water requirements”)’.202   

The Hope Downs water term does not include a right to negotiate a mine dewater amount in 

the sub-clause that confers the right to mining water requirements, it provides as follows.    

(a) The State and the Company shall agree upon the amounts (and qualities thereof) of the Company’s 
annual and maximum daily water requirements for use in its activities hereunder at the mine site 
(which amounts or such other amounts as shall from time to time be agreed between the parties to 
be reasonable are hereinafter called “the mining water requirements”). 

(b) To the fullest extent reasonably practicable the Company shall use water obtained from 

dewatering on the mining lease for its purposes under this Agreement.
203

 

Dewatering is referred to under sub-clause (b) that provides the proponent ‘shall use water obtained 

from dewatering on the mining lease’ as reasonably practicable.204  On plain reading, sub-clause (b) 

imposes an obligation to utilise mine dewater but does not confer an excess mine dewater 

amount.205  The omission of mine dewater as a ‘requirement’ and the inclusion of that requirement 

in the Marillana agreement of the same era supports that contention.  The Hope Downs water term 

(like the 1963 – 1972 PSAs) probably does not confer rights to abstract excess mine dewater.  

Additionally, the agreement’s development proposal clause only refers to ‘water supply’ not ‘supply 
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  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19 (5) – (6); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) 
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  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(7); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) cl 21(10). 
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Act 1992 (WA) cl 21(15). 
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 Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(2); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 
1992 (WA) cl 21(1). 
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  Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(1). 
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  Ibid, sch 1, cl 21(1)(b). 
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mining lease’.  A contention that the term implies a right to dispose of mine dewater that it was not 
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and below heading [4.7].  
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and disposal’,206 which suggests the parties did not objectively intend the water term to confer 

water rights beyond water ‘supply’ requirements (that is, utilised mine dewater).   

In 1992, the parties may not have envisaged the need for disposing of excess mine dewater 

at the Hope Downs mine, which may explain why the Hope Downs water term includes an obligation 

to utilise mine dewater effectively, but lacks a right to abstract or dispose of excess mine dewater.   

The Hope Downs mine did not commence until 2007—15 years after the PSA’s enactment.207  

Rio Tinto enabled the project by joining Hancock Prospecting as a 50 percent partner, which allowed 

the mine to connect to Rio Tinto’s existing infrastructure.208  A decade after the PSAs enactment, the 

proponents’ development plan had probably changed from its initial plan in 1992.  In 2002, when the 

proponent submitted their proposal to the EPA, the project plan included mine dewater disposal—

the Environment Minister’s 2002 approval statement noted the project required ‘substantial mine 

dewatering’.209  The Environment Minister initially approved mine dewatering of 30 – 110 megalitres 

per day (10.95 – 40.15 glpa) of which the mine only required 2.1glpa for site use.210  The proponent 

also had to supplement the Weeli Wolli spring at a rate of 18,000kl per day (6.5glpa),211 even so, the 

shortfall between utilised water and excess mine dewater was significant.  The excess mine dewater 

requiring alternative disposal into the creek system could range from 2.35 – 31.55glpa.  However, 

whatever changes the project plans underwent between 1992 and 2007, the scope of project cannot 

change the scope of Hope Downs PSA water term so the PSA water rights remain the same.   
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Figure 5.4 The Hope Downs mine dewater discharge gabion discharging into the Weeli Wolli creek
212

  

The Marillana PSA contrasts with the Hope Downs PSA in two important respects.  First, the 

water term confers on the proponent a right to negotiate a mine dewater amount and, secondly, the 

prospect of mine dewatering was a consideration at the project’s pre-development stage.   

The Marillana agreement’s water term probably confers a right to negotiate an excess mine 

dewater amount, because the water clause allows the parties to agree to the ‘mining water 

requirements’ and amounts ‘required to be withdrawn in dewatering’ as follows.213   

The State and the Company shall agree upon the amounts (and qualities thereof) of the Company’s 
annual and maximum daily water requirements for use in its activities hereunder at the mine site 
(which amounts or such other amounts as shall from time to time be agreed between the parties to 
be reasonable are hereinafter called “the mining water requirements”) and amounts required to be 

withdrawn in dewatering.
214

 

The Marillana PSA includes dewatering in the sub-clause that confers the water rights, and the 

‘mining water requirements’ (utilised water) and the ‘dewatering amount’ are recognised as 

separate rights in that sub-clause.  This presents a convincing argument that the term confers a right 

to negotiate an amount of excess mine dewater because the clause distinguishes utilised water 

(defined as ‘the water requirements’), and mine dewater (defined as ‘amounts required to be 

withdrawn in dewatering’).  Because the words ‘amounts to be withdrawn in dewatering’ can be a 

separate right, the right is not constrained by the words ‘mine site use’ that applies to the ‘water 

requirements’.  Therefore, the water term probably confers a right to negotiate the ‘withdrawing’ of 
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an excess mine dewater amount for the purpose of obtaining the RiWI Act water licences.  However, 

the term does not include mine dewater ‘disposal’; it refers to amounts to be ‘withdrawn’—in the 

mine dewatering context the word ‘withdraw’ is unlikely to include ‘discharge’ because they have 

opposite meanings.  The word ‘withdrawn’ probably reflects an intention to modify the RiWI Act, s 

26D (as it then was), that regulated and conferred the right to sink a bore and ‘draw’ groundwater.   

The parties needed to negotiate a right to ‘withdraw’ excess mine dewater because the PSA 

needed to modify the RiWI Act that (at that time) displaced the Common Law right to take 

groundwater by requiring the proponent to acquire a section 26D licence to sink a bore for the 

‘drawing of water’.  Conversely, the parties did not need to negotiate disposal because the PSA did 

not need to modify a State law, the proponent could simply exercise their Common Law right to use, 

drain or discharge after they acquired the s 26D licence to ‘draw’ the excess mine dewater.  

Consequently, it is possible, a PSA right to water disposal was not included because the water term 

did not need to modify the RiWI Act in that respect.   

In contrast to the Hope Downs 1 mine, State archive records indicate that the parties did 

consider the Marillana PSA project’s (currently known as BHP Yandi) need for excess mine 

dewatering at the pre-development stage prior to agreement’s enactment.215  The parties recognised 

the environmental issue of the project’s mine dewatering and water table drawdown of 36 metres 

over seven years.216  The proponent needed to commence the mine on time so, when the enactment 

of the Marillana PSA was delayed, the proponent initiated a preliminary 5mtpa project under the 

general State laws.  In 1988, the project underwent Part IV review—the EPA recommendations show 

the project’s estimated mine dewater as 11.68glpa in year one, and 6.3 and 5.6glpa in years two and 

three.217  The proponent’s water use was calculated at 1.67glpa leaving the excess of around 4 – 

10glpa to be discharged into the Marillana Creek.218  After the Marillana PSA enactment in 1992, the 

proponent ramped up the production to 10mtpa and applied to have their Part IV implementation 

conditions amended.219  The development proposal shows, at 10mtpa, mine dewatering was 

approved for up to 40glpa, but may have been as modest as 5glpa.220  In any event, the mine’s site 
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water use was just under 1glpa, so the project needed to discharge the excess into the Marillana 

Creek.221  In 2016 – 2017, the proponent’s Part V audit compliance report indicates the Yandi mine 

discharged approximately 10gl.222   

Despite the parties’ knowledge of the mine’s need to discharge excess mine dewater, the 

Marillana PSA’s development proposal clause only refers to ‘water supply’.223  As discussed,224 the 

development proposal does not confer rights, nor can it abrogate express rights.  However, the lack 

of reference to water ‘disposal’ in the development proposal clause, raises the question: how did the 

proponents include the amount of mine dewater withdrawn that required discharge if the clause 

only refers to ‘water supply’?  The proponent’s right to ‘withdraw’ excess mine dewater could have 

been included under the development proposal framework, because that clause requires details of 

the project ‘layout, design, quantities and materials’ for the ‘mining and recovery of iron ore’.225  

Excess mine dewater could be a ‘quantity’ of water in relation to the ‘mining and recovery of iron 

ore’.226  However, it appears the Marillana project’s excess mine dewater management was 

characterised as an environmental obligation.  The development proposal clause requires the 

proponent to detail their additional environmental obligations imposed by the PSA’s ‘environmental 

management clause’ (environmental management plan).227  The environmental management clause 

does not expressly refer to mine dewatering,228 but it could be included as an ‘activity’ that required 

environmental protection and monitoring.229   

In the case of the Marillana project, the Environment Minister directed the proponent to 

include their mine dewatering details as part of their PSA environmental management plan.  The 

Environment Minister had already reviewed the proponent’s dewatering in 1988 under the State’s 

general jurisdiction prior to the PSA’s enactment.  After the enactment of the PSA, the proponent 
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submitted their application to amend the conditions to allow for the mine’s expansion.230  The 

Environment Minister imposed an implementation condition requiring the proponent to include 

dewatering under their PSA environmental planning obligation subject ‘to the satisfaction of the 

EPA’.231  The PSA environmental management clause imposes obligations—it does not confer rights.  

Consequently, including details of mine dewater disposal under that clause cannot confer that right.  

In brief, although the parties perceived the need for mine dewater disposal, the inclusion of mine 

dewater management in the development proposal appears to reflect the proponent’s 

environmental obligations rather than suggesting the parties intended to include disposal as a PSA 

right.   

For present purposes, it does not matter how the proponent characterised their excess mine 

dewater abstraction and disposal under the development proposal.  The development proposal 

clause and the proposal itself, cannot abrogate existing PSA rights (the withdrawal of a negotiated 

excess mine dewater amount) or confer PSA rights that do not exist (the disposal of excess mine 

dewater).232   

In conclusion, it is highly likely that, in the 1990s, the PSA parties omitted the right to 

dispose of excess mine dewater because the need was not envisaged and/or there was no need to 

include it.  The State laws did not and do not displace the Common Law right to drain or discharge 

water, so the 1990s PSA did not need to modify a statute such as the RiWI Act to acquire the right.  

The salient point is that the State’s sovereign risk policy does not protect the proponent’s Common 

Law right to drain or discharge.  The State had a similar issue with the 1960s mines, when the mines 

production expanded beyond what the parties had envisaged.  As the State Solicitor noted, the 

proper time to address the contingency was during the negotiation,233 an omission cannot be 

rectified because one party recognises in hindsight the prudence of including an additional term. 

4.5 The Hamersley PSA supplementary agreements’ (1991, 1992) mine 

dewater rights 

The 1963 Hamersley PSA supplementary agreements (Hamersley supplementary 

agreement/PSA) authorised the Brockman 2 and Marandoo mines in 1991 and 1992.  The Hamersley 

supplementary PSAs probably confer the same mine dewater rights as the Hamersley principal PSA, 
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authorising the 1960s Tom Price mine, because the supplementary agreements do not expand on 

the principal agreement’s water terms.   

The Hamersley supplementary agreements, which are inserted as terms into the 1963 

principal PSA, do not expand on the principal agreement’s water term.234  The supplementary 

agreements do not appear to include water terms similar to the principal agreement or, the new 

1990s PSAs.  Presumably, where the supplementary agreement is silent, the principal agreement 

terms apply.235  Consequently, the 1990s Hamersley supplementary PSAs have no greater water 

rights than those conferred by the 1963 principal agreement’s water term.  Additionally, like the 

new 1990s PSAs, the Marandoo supplementary agreement provided for the ‘investigation in areas 

approved by the Minister for suitable water supplies for mining industrial and townsite purposes’, 

which may further confine the principal water term.236  Like the principal Hamersley agreement, the 

supplementary agreements’ development proposal clause refers to ‘water supply’,237 and not ‘supply 

and disposal’, which suggests that the parties did not objectively intend to include a PSA right to 

excess mine dewater.  As explained above,238 even if the mines’ approved development proposal (or 

additional proposal) includes excess mine dewatering—the Hamersley principal PSA water term 

necessarily confined the water rights to water ‘supply’.239  Neither the proposal nor the PSA 

Minister’s approval can expand the rights conferred by the Hamersley PSA water terms.   

There are two distinctions between the Hamersley principal and supplementary PSA rights 

and obligations.  First, the supplementary agreements include an environmental management plan 

obligation.240  However, including mine dewater or disposal in the management plan would not 

authorise the action because the term imposes an obligation, it does not confer rights.241  Secondly, 
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the PSAs’ development and additional proposals are subject to the EP Act,242 so these mines, unlike 

the 1960s mines, engaged Part IV review.  These distinctions do not confer rights, but they do bring 

these mines within the ambit of a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part IV implementation conditions 

(discussed in chapter six).   

The Marandoo mine (Hamersley supplementary sch 11) initially required no dewatering,243 

and abstracted approximately 3glpa for mine site use.244  However, the mine’s 2010 Part IV 

implementation conditions indicate the Environment Minister approved the mine to dewater 

36.5glpa. 245  In 2016 – 17 the mine abstracted 22glpa of excess dewater.246  The Marandoo mine’s 

excess dewater supplies the Hamersley Agriculture Project (HAP project).247  So would a Court find 

that the HAP project’s ‘water supply’ is within the scope of the PSA terms, therefore, a right that 

accrued when the PSA Minister approved that development proposal?   

It is not within the scope of this thesis to discuss the offsite use of excess mine dewater.  In 

brief, the Common Law rights would attach to the HAP project’s land tenure (a pastoral lease).248  

Arguably, the Hamersley PSA only confers rights to ‘use’ water on the land subject to the agreement 

(such as the mining tenements) or, the word ‘supply’ may confine the PSA right to ‘use’ to mining 

operations and domestic mine site purposes.  If so, the PSA terms may not have authorised that 

mine dewater abstraction and this abstraction of excess mine dewater should have been authorised 

pursuant to the RiWI Act.   

In summary, the Hamersley supplementary PSA water rights are confined as the principal 

agreement water rights are confined.  Consequently, it is likely that new legislation delivering a 

Pilbara water plan could regulate the 1990s supplementary PSAs excess mine dewater abstraction 

and disposal without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.   
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4.6 The 1996 Yandicoogina and 2006 FMG agreements’ mine dewater 

rights  

Similar to the Hope Downs and Marillana agreements, the 1996 Yandicoogina agreement 

requires the State to grant RIWI Act licences, the water is free and,249 it imposes similar obligations 

to conserve water.250  Like the Marrillana PSA, the Yandicoogina agreement confers the same rights 

to ‘mining water requirements’ and to negotiate ‘amounts required to be withdrawn in 

dewatering’.251  This means the RiWI Act water licence was granted ‘as of right’ pursuant to the 

parties’ agreed quantities when the development proposal was approved.252  Likewise, the 

Yandicoogina express water right only refers to negotiating mine dewatering ‘amounts’ required to 

be ‘withdrawn’, but it does not refer to excess water disposal.  Diverging from the previous 1990s 

PSAs, the Yandicoogina PSA confined the agreement rights to the water clause and rectified the 

omission in the development proposal clause by including water the words ‘supply and disposal’.253  

The later mention of disposal acknowledged excess mine dewater as a potential agreement right (as 

opposed to an obligation under the environmental management clause).  This raises the question: 

does the confinement of the water rights and/or the inclusion of water ‘disposal’ in the 

development clause affect a potential right to mine dewater disposal? 

The Yandicoogina development proposal clause refers to ‘water supply and disposal’,254 but, 

it is unlikely the inclusion of the word ‘disposal’ can support a contention that the parties intended 

to include a PSA right to mine dewater disposal, because the PSA water term confines the water 

rights.  The Yandicoogina water term expressly confines the project’s PSA water rights to those 

defined in that term; otherwise, the project’s water use or disposal is subject to the State’s water 

laws.  Arguably, the water term limits the scope of the water rights by providing, 

Except as otherwise specifically provided for under this Clause the mining water requirements shall be 
obtained in accordance with laws applicable from time to time in Western Australia in respect of 

rights in water and the supply of water and water services.
255

 [italics added] 

The Yandicoogina PSA applies the State’s water laws unless ‘specifically provided for’ under the 

water term.256  This term makes express what is otherwise implicit: that the RiWI Act applies unless 
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the PSA water term modifies it.  It also limits the water rights to those conferred by the water term.  

Therefore, unless the water term provides a right to abstract groundwater, the water licences are 

granted pursuant to the RiWI Act because it is a ‘State water law’.   

The development proposal must reflect the PSA water rights, which are those rights 

‘specifically provided for’ under the water term.  The development clause’s reference to ‘water 

supply and disposal’ cannot suggest that the water term’s conferral of a PSA right to negotiate the 

mine dewater amount that is ‘required to be withdrawn’, necessarily implies a PSA right to dispose 

of that water—because the Yandicoogina water term confines the water rights to those expressed in 

its water term.  In addition, the water term’s confinement of water rights precludes the possibility of 

implied rights to excess mine dewater disposal pursuant to the Yandicoogina ‘limit on mining’ (LOM) 

clause.257  The Yandicoogina LOM clause cannot imply additional rights because the PSA water rights 

are confined to those expressed in the water term.   

Like the Yandicoogina water term, the FMG water term also applies the State water laws 

unless specifically excluded by the water term,258 and its development proposal clause requires 

details of ‘water supply and disposal’.259  In contrast, the clause does not authorise the parties to 

negotiate mine dewater quantities, and it imposes an obligation to utilise mine dewater for mine 

site purposes.260  It is likely that the ‘water requirements for the [FMG] Project’, including water 

supply and disposal, were initially, and continue to be, subject to the RiWI Act.  The water term 

provides that the water requirements ‘shall be obtained in accordance with laws applicable from 

time to time in Western Australia in respect of rights in water’, which confers the authority on the 

RiWI Act administrator to regulate the project’s mine dewatering.   

4.7 The limit on mining clause and implied rights to mine dewater  

In contrast to the previous eras of agreements (1963 – 64 and 1972 PSAs), it is possible that 

the new 1990s PSAs did have implied water rights for a short time because they included a limit on 

mining clause (or LOM clause).261  The LOM clause prescribed the amount of iron ore the proponent 

could extract per annum.  The Government included the clause to ensure it could renegotiate with 
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the proponents when the mine exceeded the prescribed limit.262  For example, the Marillana 

agreement required that, when iron ore production exceeded 10mtpa and the work force exceeded 

100 persons, the proponent had to negotiate the removal of the ‘limit on mining’ restriction with the 

PSA Minister.263  The LOM clause provided that the Minister could approve the proponent’s proposal 

to remove the limits subject to conditions that included ‘a condition requiring variations of or 

additions to this agreement’ (some terms such as those prescribing royalty rates, lease, licence or 

rents were exempt from variation).264  

The LOM clause could potentially imply a right to excess mine dewatering and disposal to 

allow the proponent to extract the prescribed amount of iron ore safely.  As explained in chapter 

two, the rules of contract interpretation allow a term to be implied if the term is necessary to confer 

a primary benefit of the contract and it has sufficient precision.265  The right to extract iron ore is an 

essential term of the agreement because without that right the proponent does not receive the 

primary benefit of the contract, the contract will lack business efficacy.266  After the PSA Minister 

approves a right to extract a prescribed amount, is an implied right to abstract and dispose of the 

quantity of mine dewater necessary to achieve that tonnage necessary, even if the parties did not 

contemplate the necessity of mine dewatering?   

So, can rights to extract a prescribed tonnage imply a correlative right to mine dewatering?  

The limit on mining clause, that prescribes the iron ore extraction amount, can give sufficient 

precision to an implied right to mine dewater and disposal—the mine dewater quantity would be 

that amount necessary to extract the prescribed amount of ore safely.  To illustrate, in contrast to 

the 1963 – 72 PSAs, which required the proponent to extract ‘not less than’ a certain amount, the 

Hope Downs PSA confers an express right to extract ‘up to’ a specified quantity by imposing a 

maximum limit on proponent’s iron ore extraction, of ‘up to’ 15mtpa.267  So, arguably, if the 15mtpa 

production required excess mine dewatering of 10 glpa, the essential benefit and the commercial 

purpose of the contract(developing a project/s with the capacity to extract 15mtpa) could imply a 

                                                           
262

  State Records Office (WA), Marrillana Agreement (item 1990 149 volume 1) above n 9, 101, 154-2; State 
Records Office (WA), Marillana Proposals (item 1991 425 volume 1), above n 219, 160. 

263
  State Records Office (WA), Marrillana Agreement (item 1990 149 volume 1) above n 9, 101, 154-2; Iron Ore 
(Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1 cl 11(1). 

264
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1 cl 11(2)(b). 

265
  See Chapter 2, heading [4.3].  Stephen Graw, An Introduction to the Law of Contract (5

th
 ed, 2005), 220 – 

225; [9.5]; Ansett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Limited v Commonwealth (1977) 139 CLR 54, 62.   
266

  See Chapter 2, heading [4.3], 64, on the satisfaction of the five conditons required to imply terms in the 
PSA context, in particular when the production limit is prescribed by a PSA term.  

267
  Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA), see sch 1 recital page 3 paragraph (b) and sch 1 cll 6(1), 
11(1).   
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right to abstract and dispose of the 10 glpa of excess mine dewater necessary to safely extract that 

15mtpa of iron ore.   

Conversely, such an implied term may be considered unnecessary to achieve the contract’s 

commercial purpose and business efficacy (Codelfa condition 2)268 because the proponent has 

alternative options to acquire the right to abstract excess mine dewater—they can apply for a 

licence under the RiWI Act to abstract groundwater and exercise their Common Law right to 

discharge that water.  Further, an implied excess mine dewater term may contradict the PSA terms 

that confer the water rights (Codelfa condition 5) because the parties have agreed on the rights the 

PSAs’ confer and also included an obligation to utilise mine dewater.  Consequently, implying an 

additional PSA right could abrogate the State’s contractual right to negotiate additional State 

benefits in exchange for the proponent receiving a PSA right to abstract the excess mine dewater.   

In any event, the 1990s mines’ iron ore production has long ago outstripped the 1990s PSAs 

relatively modest mining limits.  For example, the Hope Downs operation has exceeded 15mtpa—

Hope Downs 1 and 4 produced around 45mt in 2015.269  So, even if allowing an implied right to 

abstract the mine dewater necessary to extract the first 15mtpa, it is unlikely the implied right would 

attach to the subsequent 30mtpa.  Additionally, the PSA obligations to utilise mine dewater may 

require any ‘implied’ mine dewater quantity to be used to the ‘fullest extent reasonably practicable’ 

for mining purposes.270   

To the fullest extent reasonably practicable the Company shall use water obtained from dewatering on 

the mining lease for its purposes under this Agreement.
271

 

In summary, it is highly unlikely that the 1963 – 1996 PSAs imply a right to abstract excess mine 

dewater.  The right is either express or the proponent should acquire the right in accordance with 

the State laws.   

Presumably, the government removed the 15mtpa limit on mining when the proponent 

submitted a proposal to produce more than 15mtpa.  The interesting question is, what conditions or 

variations (if any) did the Government impose in exchange for removing the 15mtpa mining limit?  

Did the government impose a condition prescribing a new limit on mining and, retain a right to 

                                                           
268

  See Chapter 2, heading [4.3] explaining Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority (NSW) (1982) 
149 CLR 337, 404. 

269 
 Rio Tinto, 2015 Annual Report, above n 25, 215; Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd, Current Projects 
<https://www.hancockprospecting.com.au/current-projects/>   

270
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1)(a); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement 
Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(1)(b); Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 18(1)(a).   

271
  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1)(a). 
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impose new conditions when the proponent exceeded their new mining limit?  Alternatively, was it 

the case, that the Government did not impose a condition prescribing a new limit—so, the parties 

have assumed 1990s PSA proponents have an unlimited right to produce iron ore the same as under 

the 1963 – 72 agreements?  The answer to that question is not readily available because the State 

archive records for the relevant time-period will not be available for some years.   

5 Conclusion 

This chapter’s analysis of the 1990s PSAs and the EP Act allows the following conclusions.  

The amendment of the EP Act concession in 2003 and the inclusion of an EP Act clause into the 1963 

– 1964 PSAs and, therefore, the 1990s supplementary PSAs, indicate a Pilbara water plan delivered 

by Part IV would include all the 1972 and 1990s PSA mines.  Additionally, the EP Act clause inclusion 

could bring all the PSA mines (1963 – 1996) within the ambit of a Pilbara water plan delivered by 

Part III.  The following chapter examines the capacity of the EP Act to deliver a Pilbara water plan via 

Part III or IV. 

PSA Group  AEL clause  EP Act clause  Development 
proposal subject 
to EP Act  

Additional proposal cl 
subject to EP Act  

1963 – 64 PSAs  Inserted in 2010 
Integration Act 

NO Inserted in 2010 by the 
Integration Act 

1964 
Goldsworthy PSA 

Inserted in 
1971 sch 2  

 NO Inserted in 2010 by the 
Integration Act 

1972 PSAs  Enacted Inserted in 2010 
Integration 
Act272 

YES Enacted 

New 1990s   Enacted YES Enacted 

Supplementary 
1990s PSAs 

 Inserted in 2010 
Integration Act 

YES Enacted  

Figure 5.5 The EP Act 1986 and relevant PSA terms  

Chapter seven evaluates the alternative option, enacting new legislation to deliver a Pilbara 

water plan (new Pilbara water plan).  The sovereign risk policy means it is unlikely the government 

would propose legislative change inconsistent with PSA terms so a question answered by this thesis 

is what is the scope of new Pilbara water plan consistent with PSA terms?  Chapter seven argues that 

a new Pilbara water plan could regulate excess mine dewater disposal because the 1963 – 1996 PSAs 

do not confer that right.  In summary, the 1963 – 1972, and the majority of 1990s agreements do not 

confer rights to abstract excess groundwater or—an obvious but germane point—to dispose of it.  
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  The Rhodes Ridge PSA was not part of the 2010 amendments; however, the AEL clause is broader than the 
EP Act clause.  See glossary for definition of AEL clause.   
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The Yandicoogina and Marillana agreements confer a right to negotiate a mine dewater amount, 

however, the author argues that right does not include a right to excess mine dewater disposal.  In 

chapter seven, the author submits legislation delivering a new Pilbara water plan with the capacity 

to regulate mine dewater disposal without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.   

PSA Group  UMD EMD 
abstraction  

EMD 
disposal  

LOM 
clause273 

Water rights 
confined to 
water term 

Obligation 
to utilise 
mine 
dewater 

1963 – 64 PSAs       

1972 PSAs        

Supplementary 
1990s PSAs  

      

New 1990s       

Hope Downs       

Marillana       

Yandicoogina        

Figure 5.6 PSA water terms rights to utilised mine dewater (UMD) or excess mine dewater (EMD) 

However, mine dewatering and iron ore production are co-dependent activities—therefore, 

a Pilbara water plan regulating mine dewatering would potentially reduce production and State 

revenue.  The State’s reliance on iron ore revenue may constrain the political will to introduce a 

Pilbara water plan with the capacity to regulate mine dewatering.   

Whether utilising the EP Act or proposing new legislation to deliver a Pilbara water plan, the 

issue of economic dependence pervades the water law reform discussion.  The 1990s PSA clauses 

regulating production and imposing environmental obligations indicate that the Government had an 

improved understanding of the industry’s potential expansion.  The PSAs’ LOM and environmental 

clauses indicate an intention to exert control over the production expansion, to ensure the State 

received commensurate benefits, and to oversee associated environmental issues.  It is likely that 

the 2003 iron ore boom disrupted State plans for an orderly progression of the industry.  As iron ore 

production increased, the Government does not appear to have exercised control over industry 

progress pursuant to the LOM clause.   

 In 2010, when Rio Tinto and BHP wanted to merge their Pilbara operations, it was a rare 

opportunity for the State to negotiate the PSA water rights and other terms such as, the secondary 

industry development obligations, local employment obligations, and terms providing concessions 

such as fuel, mining rent, and so forth.  The economic benefits the State negotiators achieved were 

relatively minor, a raise in the royalty rate to reflect the Mining Act 1978 (but still at a fixed rate), a 
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  Limit on mining clause.   
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one off payment of $350 million AUD.274  The operative amendments were the inclusion of an EP Act 

clause and an additional proposals clause (operating prospectively) into agreements that did not 

have one.275  It is likely that by 2010, the State’s economic dependence on the revenue generated by 

the Pilbara iron ore industry severely diminished the Barnett Government’s bargaining power.   

Commentators observe that the Barnett Government relied on the 2003 boom’s sustained 

high iron ore prices to support budget expenditure that initiated an unprecedented State debt.276  In 

2008, at the beginning of the Barnett administration,277 the State debt was $3.6 billion.278  In 2010, 

the government predicted a rise to $20 billion by 2013 – 2014.279  As iron ore prices faltered in 

2013,280 WA’s spiralling debt saw the State stripped of its AAA credit rating.281  The boom was over, 

prices dropped steadily in 2013 – 2015 from around $140 per tonne (2013) to as low as $40 per 

tonne (2015), and it stabilised around $60 – $70 per tonne (2016 – 17).282  By 2016, the State debt 

had increased to 33.8b.283  By 2019 – 2020, the WA Treasury estimates the debt to increase to 

$41.1b,284 with the annual interest reaching $1.179b.285  The Government’s reliance on the iron ore 

revenue to support expenditure may explain why,286 in 2010, the Government settled for immediate 

gains such as the royalty rate rise and the $350m one off payment287—rather than negotiating more 
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 Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 18 November 2010, p9163b – 9165a 
(Colin Barnett). 

275 
 Explanatory Memorandum, Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Bill (No.2) 2010 (WA), 10 – 14.  

276
  Department of Treasury (WA), 2016 – 17 Pre‑ Election Financial Projections Statement (February 2017) 18; 
Tony Buti, ‘Western Australian Economy: Where Did All the Money Go? A critique of the Liberal National 
Government’s economic management’, (2017) 1, 12; Robert Carling, ‘State spending report card: As good 
as it gets for NSW and bad news for WA’, Australian Financial Review (21 February 2017); Andrew 
O’Connor, ‘WA state budget deficit to surge to almost $4b’, ABC News, (12 May 2016).  

277
  For list of WA premiers see ABC News, Past Western Australian Premiers  

<http://www.abc.net.au/elections/wa/2013/guide/premiers.htm> 
278

  Andrew O’Connor, ‘WA budget: 'Billion-dollar deficit', increased debt, asset sales expected hallmarks of 
economic blueprint’, ABC News (14 May 2015). 

279
  Government of Western Australia, Budget Overview 2010 – 2011 (May 2010) pdf 18/26. 

280
  Index Mundi, Commodity prices, iron ore  

<http://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/?commodity=iron-ore&months=240> 
281

  O’Connor, ‘WA state budget’, above n 276. 
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  Ibid.  
283

  Department of Treasury (WA), above n 276, 18 
284 

 Department of Treasury (WA), above n 276; See also, Matthew Stevens, ‘WA premier Mark McGowan 
condemns his iron ore plan to failure’, Financial Review (29 May 2017); Andrew O’Connor, ‘Analysis: Rising 
debt and falling revenue - is WA at risk of becoming a banana republic?’ ABC News (6 April 2017); Perth 
Now, ‘WA Election 2017: debt will take years to pay down: Ben Wyatt’, Sunday Times (March 13 2017). 
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 Department of Treasury (WA), above n 276, 20.  

286 
 Stevens, above n 284; O’Connor, above n 284; Perth Now, above n 284. 
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 Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 18 November 2010, p9163b – 9165a, 1 – 2 
(Colin Barnett). 
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long-term gains such as local employment (particularly employment of Traditional Owner peoples), 

or non-fiscal issues such as mine dewater management.288   

 This completes this thesis analysis of the 1963 – 1996 PSAs.  The following two chapters 

evaluate the means to deliver a Pilbara water plan, by using the existing legislation, the EP Act Part 

III (environmental policy) or Part IV (implementation conditions), before moving onto evaluating a 

new Pilbara water plan reform options delivered by new legislation and other reforms in chapter 

seven.   
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  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 9765 – 9769 , 9813 , 2 December 2010 (Jon 
Ford, Norman Moore). 
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Chapter Six – The capacity of the EP Act 1986 to deliver a Pilbara 

water plan 

MAP 6  Fortescue Marsh  

 
Fortescue Marsh Management Area and Zones1 

 
Representation of current and future proposed mine sites in proximity to Fortescue Marsh2 
 

                                                           
1
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental and water assessments relating to mining and 

mining-related activities in the Fortescue Marsh management area, Advice of the Environmental Protection 
Authority to the Minister for Environment under Section 16(e) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986  
(Report 1484, July 2013) 21, Figure 2. 

2
  Ibid, 22, figure 3 (current at November 2012). 
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The letter informs the company of the obligations placed on this Department by clause 38 of the 
Environmental Protection Act where it is a requirement that projects of significance be referred 
to the EPA.  DRD [the PSA department] should be the relevant decision-making authority in this 
instance and if a positive response from the company is not forthcoming, the DRD [PSA 
department] would have to advise the EPA of the deficiency in the agreement to alleviate any 
misunderstanding that the Department (or the Minister) is in full ‘control’ of developments 
under the Mt Newman agreement.3 

1 Introduction  

This chapter commences the analysis of Pilbara water law reform by evaluating the capacity 

of the existing legislation—the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act 1986 or EP Act) to 

deliver a statutory water management plan appropriate for the Pilbara’s aquifer system (Pilbara 

water plan).  The EP Act provisions present two potential options for delivering a Pilbara water plan, 

first by imposing Part IV implementation conditions that require the proponent to comply with the 

plan, or second, by implementing a Part III statutory environmental protection policy (Part III policy) 

prescribing the plan.  The question is can the Act deliver a plan that will include mines authorised by 

the Pilbara iron ore State agreements (PSAs) 1963 – 1996.   

In chapters’ three to five, this study reviewed whether the 1963 – 1996 PSA mines are 

required to comply with the EP Act.   The author concluded that all the PSA mines, except for the 

1960s mines authorised by the 1963 – 64 PSAs, had engaged the Act’s Part IV environmental review 

procedure (Part IV), which allowed the EP Act Minister (Environment Minister) to impose Part IV 

implementation conditions on those projects.  Based on that conclusion, this chapter begins by 

examining the capacity of the Act to deliver a Pilbara water plan via Part IV implementation 

conditions and the limitations of that method—notably that a plan delivered via Part IV could not 

include the 1960s mines.  Chapter three identified that a limitation of the Act, is, the necessity of a 

proposal submission to trigger the Act’s Part IV review procedure.  The 1960s mines did not engage 

Part IV because the initial proposal was submitted before 1986 and the 1963 – 64 PSAs did not 

require the proponents to submit an additional proposal when expanding the mine.  In 2010, the 

Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA) (Integration Act) inserted an 

additional proposals clause into the 1963 – 64 PSAs requiring a proposal submission for mine 

expansions.  The question is: would a 1960s mine need to submit an additional proposal if it 

maintains (or reduces) its 2010 level of production?  For the purposes of this chapter, the author 

                                                           
3
  Co-ordinator of Department of Resources Development (DRD) to Minister for Mining and Energy (27 

January 1988) in State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals 
(item 1977 082 volume 4, consignment 6582, Department of Resources Development) 5. 
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adopts the position that the 1960s mines would not be required to submit a proposal in those 

circumstances and, therefore, would not engage Part IV review.   

The second option is a Part III policy that prescribes and delivers a Pilbara water plan.  A plan 

delivered by a Part III policy would have statutory force because the policies have the force of law as 

though enacted in the EP Act.4  In 1992, the Environment Minister approved a Part III water 

management policy for the Gnangara Mound, revealing a precedent to use policies for water 

planning.  

An important point in relation to Part III policies is the 2010 Integration Act PSA 

amendments that inserted an EP Act clause into the PSAs that did not have one, notably the 1963 – 

64 PSAs (that authorise the 1960s mines) and the 1990s supplementary PSAs.5  Arguably, the EP Act 

clause brings all 1963 – 1996 PSA mines within the ambit of the Act’s Part III policy provisions 

because the clause provides:   

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to exempt the Company from compliance with any 

requirement in connection with the protection of the environment arising out of or incidental to its 

activities under this Agreement that may be made pursuant to the EP Act.
6
 (EP Act clause) 

A Part III policy could deliver a Pilbara water plan that includes the 1960s mines because it does not 

require a proposal submission to trigger its operation.  A Part III policy could include the 1972 PSAs’ 

mines because those agreements include a clause requiring compliance with any environmental 

legislation (AEL clause) and, since 2010, also an EP Act clause.7  Enacted after 1986, the 1990s PSAs 

had the capacity to modify the EP Act because their terms take effect ‘despite any other Act or Law’; 

however, the 1990s PSAs deferred to the EP Act by including an EP Act clause.   

A Part III policy could apply to all PSA mines because the proponents’ have agreed (per the 

EP Act clause) that ‘nothing’ in the PSAs’ terms is construed to exempt the proponent from 

complying with the Act.  Consequently, there is ‘nothing’ in the PSAs’ terms that could exempt the 

proponent from complying with a Part III policy.  Arguably, implementing a Part III policy prescribing 

mine dewater management would not disturb the sovereign risk policy because the proponents 

have agreed to comply with all aspects of the EP Act.   

                                                           
4
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5.  

5
  See for example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12, cl 4 varies the principal 

agreement by inserting into sch 1, cl 1, cl 1(l)(a); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation 
Act 1972 (WA) sch 5, cl 4(1) inserts into the principal agreement cl 2, cl 2(4)(a). 

6
  See for example Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 39. 

7
  The Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) was not amended in 2010, however, 

its AEL clause (sch 1, cl 19.01) sufficiently compensates the lack of an EP Act clause for the purposes of this 
thesis.   
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The EP Act 1986 became the paramount Act in PSA the regime in three incremental steps, its 

enactment in 1986, its amendment in 2003, and in 2010 the inclusion of the EP Act clause in all PSAs.  

In 1986, the Act’s application provision (as passed) deferred to State agreements enacted before 

1972—the 1963 – 1964 PSAs (EP Act concession).8  In 2003, the PSA proponents (and other State 

agreement proponents) agreed to repeal the EP Act concession and, since then, the Act’s application 

provision has included all State agreements including the 1963 – 64 PSAs by providing that:  

Whenever a provision of this Act or of an approved policy is inconsistent with a provision contained 
in, or ratified or approved by, any other written law, the provision of this Act or the approved policy, 
as the case requires, prevails. 

The EP Act also prevails over the other State legislation relevant to this study, the Mining Act 1904 

(WA) (repealed),9 the Mining Act 1978 (WA) (MA 1978) and the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 

1914 (WA) (RiWI Act), which either defer to, or are modified by, PSA terms.  The EP Act’s application 

provision and the PSAs’ EP Act clause establish this Act as the paramount Act.  

The EP Act 1986 does not have the capacity to confer the primary authority to abstract or 

dispose of mine dewater.  The PSA can confer the authority to require the grant an of a water licence 

‘as of right’, and the licence must be granted under the RiWI Act pursuant to the PSA terms.10  The 

EP Act’s statutory power lies in the Environment Minister’s capacity to impose environmental limits 

on the primary authority via Part IV implementation conditions or a Part III policy. 

The EP Act is not constrained by the sovereign risk policy because the parties have agreed it 

has the capacity to impose environmental limits that may affect PSA water rights, which it can 

currently do via Part IV implementation conditions, and could potentially do via a Part III policy.  

Conversely, the sovereign risk policy inhibits the Government from proposing legislative change to 

PSA terms because both sides of politics hold State agreement rights as sacrosanct.  This policy in 

conjunction with the PSA rights poses an obstacle to delivering a Pilbara water plan simply by 

enacting new or amending old legislation.  For example, amending the RiWI Act or enacting new 

water legislation to deliver a plan that has the capacity to regulate mine dewatering may be 

inconsistent with some PSA terms conferring groundwater abstraction rights and, therefore, disturb 

the sovereign risk policy.  In contrast, the proponents have agreed to comply with the EP Act, so 

actions taken under that Act are consistent with the Governments’ sovereign risk policy.  

Consequently, the Act may provide an established framework to deliver a Pilbara water plan that the 

                                                           
8
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) as passed s 5(2) – (3). 

9
  The Mining Act 1904 (WA) although repealed is still relevant because rights conferred by the Act are 

preserved by the Mining Act 1978 (WA).  
10

  See Chapter 2, headings, [5.2] – [5.3].  
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parties have already accepted—circumventing the potential disruption of delivering the plan via new 

legislation.   

However, the Act is subject to limitations.  First, utilising the Act’s Part IV implementation 

conditions to deliver a Pilbara water plan may add to the complexity of the current regime and side 

step the better solution of enacting new water law reforms.  Further, a plan delivered by Part IV 

implementation conditions will not incorporate the 1960s mines that have never engaged Part IV 

review.  Secondly, even though the Act does have the capacity to impose a Part III policy that could 

prescribe a Pilbara water plan, the Environment Minister may not approve or the Parliament may 

not allow the Part III policy because of the broader State resources management and economic 

policy.  This leads to an important question: if a Part III policy does not disturb the sovereign risk 

policy would the State’s economic dependence on iron ore constrain the political will to introduce a 

policy delivering a Pilbara water plan with the capacity to regulate mine dewatering?  As introduced 

in chapter five (and explored in chapter seven), the State became economically dependent on the 

revenue generated by raw (direct shipped)11 iron ore during the 2003 commodities boom.  The fall in 

iron ore prices around 2013 left Western Australia (WA) with a State debt that may constrain the 

political will to introduce reform that has the capacity to regulate mine dewatering because it could 

potentially limit iron ore production and State revenue.  Chapter seven discusses in detail the 

practical constraint of economic dependence that pervades the water reform discussion.  The 

economic issue is germane to this chapter because the economic importance of iron ore could 

constrain the political will of the Environment Minister to approve or, the Parliament to allow, a Part 

III policy delivering a Pilbara water plan that could potentially regulate mine dewatering.   

This chapter evaluates the capacity and limits of the EP Act 1986’s provisions to deliver a 

Pilbara water plan as follows. 

 Section two describes the progress of WA’s environmental legislation and how the EP 

Act 1986 became established as the paramount Act in the PSA context; 

 section three discusses the Act’s capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan first, via Part IV 

implementation conditions and, secondly, via a Part III policy; and   

 section four discusses the Act’s additional statutory and practical limitations: 

o  the potential limits of a Pilbara water plan’s content;  

o the Environment Minister’s discretion and his/her pivotal and political role in 

the approvals process,  

                                                           
11

  In industry parlance ‘raw’ iron ore is commonly referred to as ‘direct shipped’ iron ore (DSI).   
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o the practical current limitations of monitoring projects, which would equally 

affect the administration of a Pilbara water plan; and,  

o the Act’s capacity to provide transparency to resource management decisions.   

2 Development of WA’s environmental legislation 

In the 1960s, the State intended the department administering State agreements (PSA 

department) to manage the PSAs including any environmental issues.  The State developed the 

PSA/State agreement regime to streamline the approvals procedures by providing a single regulatory 

instrument (the PSA) that modified the otherwise applicable State legislation, which was 

administered one department (the PSA department).12   

The 1963 – 64 PSAs did not include environmental obligations because society and, 

therefore, the Government policy, was not concerned with environmental protection at that time.13  

By 1972, the social mores had progressed, so the 1972 PSAs did include a term requiring compliance 

with any State environmental legislation (the AEL clause).14  However, this did not change the PSA 

department’s role because the administrator of the relevant State environmental legislation at that 

time (the Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA)) had no authority to impose environmental limits 

on PSA projects under that Act.15   

It was not until 1974, after the Commonwealth Government passed environmental 

legislation that established a statutory environmental review procedure (which the proponents had 

to comply with) that the proponents agreed to comply with an equivalent non-statutory State 

procedure, which was delivered by the authorities established by the Environmental Protection Act 

1971 (WA) (EP Act 1971), Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) and the Department of 

Environmental Protection (environment department).16  The State and the proponents preferred to 

establish and comply with the non-statutory State environmental review than comply with the 

mandatory Commonwealth procedure.  The State acquired a statutory procedure when the EP Act 

1986 repealed and replaced the EP Act 1971.   

                                                           
12

  Mark Gerus, ‘Mining and Water Resources’ in Richard H Bartlett, Alex Gardner and Bob Humphries, Water 
Resources Law and Management in Western Australia (1996) 317.   

13
  See Chapter 3. 

14
  See Chapter 4, headings [1]. [3].   

15
  See Chapter 4, heading [3.2] – [3.3]. 

16
  Environmental Protection Act 1971 (WA) (No 63 of 1971) as passed, ss 9, 12.  The EPA and environment 

department continued under the EP Act 1986, the environment department (currently the Department of 
Environmental Regulation) administers the EP Act Pt V.  See also Chapter 4, heading [3.3]. 
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In 1986, the current EP Act imposed mandatory environmental review procedures on post-

1972 PSA projects and, could potentially impose environmental limits on the 1972 PSA rights via Part 

IV implementation conditions.17  The amendments to the Act in 2003 (removing the EP Act 

concession) and PSA amendments in 2010 (inserting the EP Act clause) now requires all PSAs to 

comply with the Act (at least prospectively).  The EP Act could potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan 

because the amendments in 2003 and 2010 established the Act’s paramountcy over the PSAs.   

3 The Act’s capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan 

This section discusses the EP Act’s capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan that includes all 

1963 – 1996 PSA mines.  First, the section reviews the Environment Minister’s authority under Part 

IV to impose environmental limits via implementation conditions and concludes that 

implementation conditions could not deliver a plan that incorporates all mines and issues—in 

particular, the 1960s mines and legacy issues.  This section then discusses the Act’s capacity to 

develop a Part III policy that prescribes a Pilbara water plan.  It concludes that a Part III policy could 

provide a Pilbara water plan, but, broader State policy considerations, such as the economic 

importance of iron ore revenue, may constrain the decision of the Environment Minister and 

ultimately the Parliament to implement such a policy.   

3.1 Implementation conditions and Pilbara water planning  

The EP Act’s commencement did not disturb the PSA regime and the sovereign risk policy 

because its prospective operation and section 128 recognised the proponents’ pre-existing rights.  

Since 2003, the EP Act 1986 provisions and policies prevail over all other State laws and State 

agreements.18  After a project proposal engages Part IV review, the Environment Minister may 

impose implementation conditions on a case-by-case basis.  Currently Part IV operates as an 

umbrella for the Integrated Project Approvals System (approvals system) that streamlines the other 

department grants of licences and approvals.   

Under the approvals system the Environment Minister may impose a Part IV implementation 

condition that requires the proponent to develop a water management plan by consulting with the 

water department, which allows the water department to incorporate its non-statutory guidelines 

(guidelines) into the Part IV review.19  Arguably, if the water department developed a Pilbara water 

                                                           
17

  On the effect of the AEL clause in the 1972 agreements and the EP Act s 5 see Gerus, above n 12, 318.   
18

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5.   
19

  As discussed in Chapter 5, heading [3.3.1].  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Water in Mining Guideline 
(Water resource allocation planning series Report 34, September 2009); The Department of Water (WA), 
Western Australian Water in Mining Guideline (Water licensing delivery series Report 12, May 2013).  See 
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plan, the Environment Minister could require compliance with the plan in much the same way as it 

currently requires the proponent to develop case-by-case water management plans based on the 

water department’s advice and guidelines.  The difficulty is that most PSA mines already have 

implementation conditions and water management plans—this means the Environment Minister 

would need to amend all the PSAs’ current Part IV conditions relating to water management in order 

to implement a Pilbara water plan.  The Minister can initiate amendments to conditions under s 46 

but the Minister has never initiated such an amendment.20  Notably, neither the PSAs nor the EP Act 

itself, limit the Minister in this respect.  The likely reason is that the department administering the EP 

Act, the EPA, lacks the resources to monitor mines and relies on the proponent to notify the agency 

when the Part IV conditions require amendment.  This practical constraint would equally affect the 

administration of a Pilbara water plan.21   

For present purposes, the limiting factor is that not all PSA mines have Part IV conditions, 

which means there are no conditions for the Minister to amend via s 46.  The 1960s PSA mines 

(Whaleback, Tom Price, and Paraburdoo) have not engaged Part IV review—so these mines do not 

have conditions that can be amended to require compliance with a Pilbara water plan.  

Consequently, a plan that relied on the Environment Minister to amend Part IV conditions for its 

delivery could not include the 1960s mines.  It is important the plan apply to the 1960s mines 

because the mines are significant.  The Whaleback mine, for example, is the world’s largest iron ore 

mine, and still BHP’s largest producer at 68 million tonnes per annum (mtpa).22  Further, although 

some 1960s mines may be near closure, which limits the mines contribution to current cumulative 

mine dewater impacts, water planning should also include future legacy issues.  The 1960s mines 

may have significant legacy issues, which currently are not subject to State imposed mine closure 

planning because the mines are not subject to Part IV conditions.   

3.1.1 Implementation conditions and legacy issues 

Legacy issues are an important aspect of Pilbara mine dewater management.  Most mines 

are subject to the State’s mine closure planning guidelines under the integrated approvals system 

because they are either subject to the Mining Act 1978 (MA 78) or Part IV implementation 

conditions.  The 1960s mines (Paraburdoo, Tom Price and Whaleback) constrain the effectiveness of 

mine closure planning in a Pilbara water plan (delivered via Part IV) because the mines are not 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
for example, BHP Billiton, Jimblebar Hub Water Management Plan (July 2010) [1.4.1] – [1.4.3]; Fortescue 
Metals Group, Groundwater Management Plan (July 2014) 6.  

20
  Chapter 5, heading [3.3.2]. 

21
  See heading [4.4]. 

22
  BHP, Annual Report (2017) 245. 
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subject to the mining legislation and do not engage Part IV.23  To summarise the discussion below, 

the Environment Minister has utilised Part IV implementation conditions to apply mine closure 

guidelines to PSA mines.  However, the 1960s mines do not have implementation conditions, so the 

1960s mines are not required to comply with the mine closure guidelines.   

Mine closure or legacy issues are potentially the industry’s most serious environmental 

impact on groundwater.  Further, the State may be ultimately liable because the long-term impacts 

of mine dewatering may take hundreds or thousands of years to eventuate.24  So, will the proponent 

be able, or be required, to rectify legacy issues hundreds of years in the future?25  The State relies on 

the 1960s mines’ proponent to undertake environmental responsibility of their own accord.26  The 

industry refers to voluntary corporate environmental undertakings as ‘corporate social 

responsibility’ or a ‘social license to operate’.27  However, voluntary undertakings do not impose 

mandatory long-term liability.  If the company is not liable then the State will bear that 

responsibility.  The State enacted legislation to facilitate a compulsory rehabilitation fund to mitigate 

the mine closure liability issues, however, State agreement mines’ contributions are voluntary.28  

This section discusses first, the importance of legacy issues, secondly, the compulsory mine closure 

planning and, lastly rehabilitation funding.   

Common long-term legacy issues are mine voids that become pit lakes and acid and 

metalliferous drainage (acid drainage).  Open cut mining can create huge mine voids unsuitable for 

backfilling—for example, the final dimensions of the Whaleback pit (a 1960s mine) will measure 5.5 

kilometres by 2.2 kilometres, and extend to a depth of 500 metres.29  On the completion of mining 

and cessation of dewatering, water table levels will slowly replenish, but, not necessarily to former 

levels or structures.30  Issues associated with large mine voids include the long-term effects of 

                                                           
23

  Natalie Brown and Alex Gardner, ‘Still Waters Run Deep: The 1963 – 64 Pilbara Iron Ore Agreements and 
Rights to Mine Dewatering’ (2016) 35(1) Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal, 142.   

24
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans (June 2011) 53; 

Department of Industry and Tourism and Resources (Cth), Managing Acid and Metalliferous Drainage, 
Leading Practice Sustainable Development Program for the Mining Industry (2007) 2. 

25
 For judicial consideration of this issue see, New Acland Coal Pty Ltd v Ashman & Ors and Chief Executive, 

Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (No. 4) [2017] QLC 24. 
26

  Auditor General (WA), Performance Examination Developing the State: The Management of State 
Agreement Acts (Report 5, June 2004) 22 – 23. 

27
  Helen Anderson and Wayne Gumley, ‘Corporate Social Responsibility: Legislative Options for Protecting 

Employees and the Environment’ (2008) 29 Adelaide Law Review 29, 29 – 30, 33. 
28

  See heading [3.1.2]. 
29

  S.L Johnson and A.H Wright, Waters and Rivers Commission (WA), Central Pilbara Groundwater Study Part 
1 (Hydrogeological Record Series report 8, 2001), 25; S L Johnson and A H Wright, ‘Mine Void Resources 
and Issues in Western Australia’ (Hydrogeological Record Series 9, Water and Rivers Commission (WA), 
2003), 5. 

30
  Johnson and Wright, Central Pilbara Groundwater, above n 29, 25. 
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drawdown of the surrounding water table to fill the void and the water evaporating off the formed 

pit lake.31  Many of these mine voids will form groundwater sinks that recover slowly to a lower 

water table level and may become hypersaline water bodies.32  Potentially the most serious 

environmental impact of mining is acid drainage, which can affect water quality for thousands of 

years.33  The walls of the open cut mine, waste rock (overburden), or tailings can generate acid 

drainage.34  Checking for or managing acid drainage requires ongoing monitoring and management 

of salinity, acid, alkaline, and metal levels.35  Acid drainage planning should start at the outset of the 

project (with a feasibility study during exploration).36  However, it is a relatively recently identified 

risk,37 so for older operations, like the 1960s mines, it can be extremely expensive to remediate on 

mine closure.38   

The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) and the MA 1978 administrator (mines 

department) note that some State agreement mines are not subject to mine closure planning 

regulations,39 probably referring to mines such as the 1960s mines.  New PSA mines and existing 

mines not authorised by State agreements must prepare mine closure plans in compliance with the 

MA 1978 and the 2011 EPA mine closure guidelines (guidelines);40 these plans are reviewed every 

three years.41  The EP Act Part IV implementation conditions impose closure planning on mines that 

are not subject to the MA 1978,42 by requiring those projects to conform to the guidelines.43  The 

                                                           
31

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9753b-9774a, 3 – 4, 9, 
17 , 19 (Jon Ford). 

32
  Virginia Tapp, ‘Australia’s Biggest Open Cut Zinc Mine to Close’ ABC Rural, (23 September 2013); Johnson 

and Wright, ‘Mine Voids’, above n 29, 5-6; Johnson and Wright, Central Pilbara Groundwater, above n 29, 
27-28.  

33
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Preparing Mine Closure Plans, above n 24, 53; Department of 

Industry and Tourism and Resources (Cth), Managing Acid Drainage, above n 24, 2.  Acid and metalliferous 
drainage is the current term used and encompasses what has previously been referred to as acid rock 
drainage or acid mine drainage (AMD), see, 5, [2.1].   

34
  Department of Industry and Tourism and Resources (Cth), Managing Acid Drainage, above n 24, 11.  

35
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Preparing Mine Closure Plans, above n 24, 58 – 60.  

36
  Department of Industry and Tourism and Resources (Cth), Managing Acid Drainage, above n 24, 1 – 2, 11 – 

15.  
37

  Ibid, 19.  The development of acid mine drainage management technologies is less than 30 years.   
38

  Ibid, 2. 
39

  Department of Mines (WA), Administration of Mine Closure Plans, Frequently Asked Questions (2015) [8]; 
Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Preparing Mine Closure Plans, above n 24, 7.   

40
  Mining Act 1978 (WA) ss 82(ga), 84AA.  Note, does not apply to State agreements, s 82(1b). See, 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Preparing Mine Closure Plans, above n 24, 7, [2.3] regarding 
compliance of existing mines by 30 June 2014.  See reference in the guidelines to the EP Act 1986 s 40 
(current EIA procedure). 

41
  Mining Act 1978 (WA) s 84AA.   
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1960s mines are not subject to Part IV conditions or the MA 1978, so the proponents’ are 

encouraged, but not required, to comply with the guidelines.44   

The 1960s mines proponents exercise their social license to operate in relation to legacy 

issues.  Failing to manage acid drainage would damage the reputation of the industry,45 so, the 

industry endeavours to go as far, if not beyond, regulatory compliance.46  For example, around 1992, 

BHP became aware of potential acid drainage from the Billygoat tailings dump under the 1964 

Goldsworthy agreement.47  BHP was not obligated under the EP Act or the PSA terms to remediate, 

but voluntarily did so ‘out of a sense of environmental and industrial responsibility’.48  Similarly, 

around 2005, BHP identified and managed acid drainage in the Whaleback mine overburden,49 

(around 15 percent of the mines overburden is potentially acid forming).50  Further, in 2011, Rio 

Tinto’s sustainable development report stated that the proponent’s approach to closure planning 

was reviewed in response to the guidelines,51 and the 2013 report stated that the proponent had 

current closure plans for a hundred percent of its Pilbara operations.52  However, the voluntary 

measures lack the transparency and may lack the consistency of mandatory State planning.  If the 

proponent does not publish their mine closure plans the public cannot access them because the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
42

  See reference in the guideline to the EP Act 1986 s 40, ‘Assessing referred proposals’ (current EIA 
procedure), Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Preparing Mine Closure Plans, above n 24, 6.  See 
also, Auditor General (WA), Ensuring Compliance with Conditions on Mining (Report 8, September 2011) 
33. 

43
  Department of Mines (WA), Closure Plans FAQ, above n 39, [8]; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 

Preparing Mine Closure Plans, above n 24, 7.  See for example, Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986) Orebody 29/30/35 Mining Below Watertable (Statement 963, 18 March 2014) [6-3].  
The mining department and EPA also identify pre-1899 title or minerals to owner tenure, Hampton 
locations, as not subject to the MA 1978, though probably subject to the EP Act 1986, see EPA Guideline, 
above n 24, at 7. 

44
  Department of Mines (WA), Closure Plans FAQ, above n 39, [8]; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 

Preparing Mine Closure Plans, above n 24, 7. 
45

  Department of Industry and Tourism and Resources (Cth), Managing Acid Drainage, above n 24, 4. 
46

  Ibid, 3.  Social licence to operate refers to companies voluntarily acting in a socially and environmentally 
responsible manner.   

47
  Westover Holdings Pty Ltd v BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd [2005] WAMW 20, [8] – [9]; Iron Ore (Mount 

Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA).  
48

  Westover Holdings Pty Ltd v BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd [2005] WAMW 20, [9].  
49

  Ibid, [25].  For up to date general (non-specific) commentary on BHP mine closure planning, see also, BHP 
Billiton, Sustainability Report (2015) 15. 

50
  Department of Environmental Regulation, Environmental Protection Act 1986, amendment to licence 

L4503/1975/14, Mt Whaleback Orebody 29/30/35 (DER 2013/000901, 11 June 2015) pdf 3 of 29. 
51

  Rio Tinto, Iron Ore in Western Australia Sustainable Development Report (2011) 24. 
52

  Rio Tinto, Iron Ore Western Australia Sustainable Development Report (2013) 15.   
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obligation is voluntary,53 and the proponent is not subject to the State’s three year review unless 

they voluntarily submit to the State procedure.  

The 2010 Integration Act presented an opportunity to negotiate 1960s mines closure 

planning and, generally, mine rehabilitation funding when BHP and Rio Tinto negotiated 

amendments to their PSAs with the Government.  In particular, the Government did not negotiate 

mine rehabilitation funding as part of the PSA amendments,54 even though the State’s liability could 

be significant.  During the Integration Act debate, Jon Ford (MLC) listed State taxpayer costs so far 

for a number of mine closure rehabilitation failures.  The list included WA’s Wittenoom mine ($20 – 

30 million), Queensland’s Mary Kathleen uranium mine and the Northern Territory’s Rum Jungle 

mine ($200 million).  Ford questioned whether the $350 million one off payment the Government 

had negotiated was sufficient to cover the State’s liability to remediate the Pilbara mines.55   

In reply (on the topic of why mine rehabilitation was not part of the Integration Act 

negotiations), Norman Moore (MLC) stated that even though PSAs did not require mine closure 

planning or, rehabilitation contributions, he was sure BHP and Rio Tinto would honour their 

community obligation to rehabilitate their mines.56  He said that, ‘if we start asking them to fill in 

their holes we will have no mining operations here in WA at all’ and that if Whaleback mine filled up 

with water ‘we could make it into a big swimming pool or do aquaculture or something’.57  Moore’s 

comments reflect that there may be a lack of understanding of the potential legacy issues.  There is 

limited information available on the Whaleback mine’s potential legacy issues.  However, a BHP 

report indicates that when the mine closes the long-term impacts could be substantial.  In 2013, the 

pit extended 150 metres below the water table and the final pit will drawdown the water table more 

                                                           
53

  This research only uncovered the most general references to Tom Price mine closure planning see, Chantal 
Latham, Pilbara Iron, Rehabilitation at Pilbara Iron (April 2007) power point presentation, see 18/19 
<http://riawa.com.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/08/RIAWA-Pilbara-Iron-Rehabilitation-
Presentation-April-2007-1.pdf>  I have only seen commentary on mine closure planning generally, in 
relation to 1960s mines that are not required to submit closure plans in accordance with implementation 
conditions.  See, Rio Tinto, Sustainable Development Creating Mutual Value for the Long Term (2014); Rio 
Tinto, Report (2013), above n 52; Rio Tinto, Iron Ore WA Sustainable Development Report (2012); Rio Tinto, 
Report (2011), above n 51; Rio Tinto, Iron Ore Western Australia Sustainable Development Report (2009); 
and also, BHP Billiton, Sustainability Report (2015) 15.  

54
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9753b-9774a, 3 – 4, 8 – 

9, 17 (Robin Chapple, Jon Ford). 
55

  Ibid, p9753b-9774a, 9 (Jon Ford). 
56

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 29 
(Norman Moore).   

57
  Ibid, 29 (Norman Moore).   
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than 300 metres,58 Whaleback is the world’s largest iron ore mine so, potentially, it will also be the 

world’s largest pit lake.   

The reliance on Part IV implementation conditions to require compliance with mine closure 

guidelines illustrates a limitation of the EP Act.  The anomaly that exempts 1960s mines from Part IV 

implementation conditions also exempts the mines from the State’s mine closure planning.  This 

legislative ‘gap’ would also exempt the 1960s mines from mandatory compliance with a Pilbara 

water plan that relies on Part IV conditions for its delivery.  A Pilbara water plan reliant on Part IV 

would not include 1960s mines, so, the State would continue to rely on the proponent voluntarily 

undertaking appropriate mine closure water planning.59  The mine closure plans for the 1960s mines 

are not readily accessible,60 nor are the plans legally required to be public documents, so it is not 

possible to discern whether the mine closure plans are adequate to avoid future State liability.   

3.1.2 Legacy issues and mining rehabilitation funds  

A Pilbara water plan reliant on Part IV conditions for its delivery could not include the 1960s 

mines, so such a plan’s mine closure strategies would not apply to these mines.  However, the effect 

of not including the 1960s mines in a Part IV Pilbara water plan mine closure strategy could be 

mitigated if the proponents were required to contribute to mine rehabilitation funds.  Mining 

rehabilitation funds require the proponents to contribute towards rehabilitation prior to mine 

closure, which alleviates the State’s financial responsibility for long-term legacy issues.  The State has 

initiated two such funds but neither has required State agreement proponents to contribute.  The 

mining department, which administers the rehabilitation funds,61 reported that only a few State 

agreement projects contributed under the 1980s bond system, and no State agreement proponents 

contribute under the current Mining Rehabilitation Fund Act 2012 (WA) (Mining Fund Act) to the 

new rehabilitation fund.   

In the 1980s, the State introduced mining securities in the form of unconditional 

performance bonds (bonds).  The mining department could require the tenement holder to 

purchase bonds under the MA 1978’s mine closure, security and ‘make good’ provisions.62  The PSAs 

that commenced prior to MA 1978 grant the mining tenements pursuant to the Mining Act 1904 

                                                           
58

  RPS Aquaterra, Hydrological Assessment of Orebodies 29, 30, 35 for Mining Approvals Below the Water 
Table (Report prepared for BHP Billiton Iron Ore, 24 July 2013) 1, [1.2].   

59
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 29 

(Norman Moore).   
60

  See references and commentary at above n 53.  
61

  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), The Mining Rehabilitation Fund—the First Two Years (2015) 3. 
62

  Mining Act 1978 (WA) ss 84A, 126.  For an example of a ‘make good’ provision see s 26.  See also, Clayton 
Utz, WA introduces new environmental bonds system for mine rehabilitation (17 Aug 2012). 
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(WA) so were not subject to the bonds scheme.63  The 2011 report from the Auditor General stated 

that mines authorised by State agreements are not usually required to pay a bond, and there was no 

standard mechanism to protect the State in these cases.64  The PSA department stated that only four 

out of 26 State agreement operations were bonded;65 so State agreement mines (not just iron ore) 

provide only $106 million AUD (of the bonds $1.2 billion AUD) for mine rehabilitation.66  Additionally, 

the $1.2 billion in bonds did not sufficiently cover the costs of mine rehabilitation estimated at $4 – 

6 billion (which does not include ‘around 25’ State agreement projects).67  Consequently, in 2013 – 

2014, the Government introduced a new Mining Rehabilitation Fund (rehabilitation fund) under the 

Mining Fund Act.68   

The rehabilitation fund operates on a variable annual levy system replacing the bond 

scheme that did not sufficiently cover the anticipated mine closure costs.69  PSAs (and other mining 

State agreements) are not required to comply with the Mining Fund Act because the Mining Fund 

Regulations do not prescribe the State agreement mining leases or other tenements as a ‘class’ to 

which the Act applies.70  In 2014, after the introduction of the rehabilitation fund, the Auditor 

General issued a follow up report that stated, ‘[m]iners operating under the 29 State Agreements 

related to mining are not required to participate in the Fund, but can elect to sign up.  None have 

done so thus far.’71  The report stated that there was ‘no single arrangement’ that protected the 

State financially from a State agreement proponents’ failure to rehabilitate their mine sites.72  

Further, that the State would receive significant benefits if the rehabilitation fund scheme included 

State agreement mines, not only because it would increase the fund’s revenue but also because it 

would provide valuable knowledge and information.73  The PSA department acknowledged the 

Auditor General’s recommendation that the department should work to bring the State agreement 
                                                           
63

  Mining Act 1978 (WA) S 5(2). 
64

  Auditor General (WA), Ensuring Compliance (2011), above n 42, 33. 
65

  Ibid, 33. 
66

  The available figures (2012 – 2016) indicate that the State agreement proponents’ contribution to bonds is 
static.  See, Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), Mining Rehabilitation Fund Yearly Report (2016) 5.  

67
  Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), MRF – the First Two Years, above n 61, 3.  

68
  Ibid, 3.  

69
  Ibid, 3.  

70
  Mining Rehabilitation Fund Act 2012 (WA) s 4(2)(a) – (c); Mining Rehabilitation Fund Regulations 2013 

(WA).  See also, Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA), The Administration of mining securities for 
mine sites regulated by the Department of Mines and Petroleum (2014) 1; Department of Mines and 
Petroleum (WA), Mining Rehabilitation Fund – Guidance Mining Rehabilitation Fund Act 2012 Mining 
Rehabilitation Fund Regulations 2013 (2013) 2; Kingwood and Mallesons, Cleaning up your act: the new 
rehabilitation regime under the Mining Rehabilitation Fund Act 2012 (WA) (November 14 2012).  

71
  Auditor General (WA), Ensuring Compliance with Conditions on Mining – Follow-up (Report 20, November 

2014) 7. 
72

  Ibid, 7. 
73

  Ibid, 7. 
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proponents under the Mining Fund Act’s scheme, but stated that the change had to be 

‘negotiated’,74 therefore, it would work towards this outcome when ‘opportunities arise in the 

future’.75   

In summary, a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part IV implementation conditions could not 

rectify the gaps in State mine closure planning that fails to include the 1960s mines.  The 

rehabilitation funds also cannot mitigate the issue because the funds do not apply to State 

agreements generally.  This means that the Government must rely on the proponent implementing 

adequate mine closure plans that operate for hundreds of years.  If the proponent’s voluntary 

measures do not adequately rehabilitate the mine site, the State taxpayer will bear the liability.  A 

Part IV Pilbara water plan could not change that outcome because it would not apply to the 1960s 

mines.   

Additionally, leaving the 1960s mines aside, implementing a Pilbara water plan via Part IV 

would encounter practical procedural limitations.  Each time the Part IV Pilbara water plan needed 

amendment to meet changing needs, the Environment Minister would need to amend each 

proponent’s Part IV conditions on a case-by-case basis—a time consuming process.  Further, if the 

Minister and/or the other decision making authorities considered the amendment a ‘major change’ 

then the amendment would be referred as a new proposal.76  A new proposal is subject to Part IV 

review and, the subsequent EPA report and the condition amendments are subject to appeal.77  The 

cumbersome procedure would likely prevent such a plan effectively responding to environmental 

changes, and could prove costly and time consuming if a ‘major’ change is needed and, therefore, 

subject to Part IV review and potential appeals.   

3.2 Part III policies and Pilbara water planning 

A statutory environmental protection policy made under the EP Act 1986 Part III (Part III 

policy) could potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan.  An ‘approved’ Part III policy has force of law, as 

if part of the EP Act, which prevails over other inconsistent legislation, including PSAs.78  In 2003, the 

                                                           
74

  Ibid, 10.  In addition, the department stated it would negotiate changes ‘where it does not increase 
financial risk to the State’ but did not elaborate on how or why rehabilitation fund contributions could 
increase the State’s financial risk. 

75
  Ibid, 10. 

76
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 38(5), 46(1), 46B(2).  

77
  Ibid, ss 45(6), 100(1)(d), 100(3).   

78
  Ibid, ss 5, 33(1).  
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PSA proponents agreed that all PSAs must comply with the EP Act provisions and policies by 

amending the Act’s application provision to its current form as follows.79 

‘Whenever a provision of this Act or of an approved policy is inconsistent with a provision contained 

in, or ratified or approved by, any other written law, the provision of this Act or the approved policy, 

as the case requires, prevails’.
80

 [italics added] 

Arguably, introducing a contemporary Part III policy for the Pilbara does not abrogate the 1963 – 64 

(or the 1990s supplementary) PSA rights because the proponents agreed to the EP Act amendment 

in 2003.  That amendment removed the EP Act concession and the section now provides the EP Act 

provisions and ‘approved policies’ prevail over other inconsistent laws (including the 1963 – 64 

PSAs).81  Further, since 2010, the 1963 – 64 PSAs have included an EP Act clause that provides 

‘nothing’ in the agreement is to be construed to exempt the proponent from the Act’s 

requirements.82   

The key difference between Part III policies and Part IV implementation conditions is that 

Part III does not require a proposal submission to initiate the process.  Therefore, a Part III policy 

prescribing a Pilbara water plan could include the 1960s mines (that have not engaged Part IV) 

because the Part III provisions do not rely on the proponents’ submission of a proposal to trigger 

policy development and implementation.83   

The Act authorises the EPA to develop a Part III policy to prevent environmental harm to a 

portion of the environment and to define policy programmes for that purpose.84  The policy 

identifies the environmental values and objectives to provide a programme framework.85  Such 

policies have previously delivered water management plans, such as the now revoked Gnangara 
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  Western Australia Parliamentary Debate, Legislative Assembly, 16 September 2003, question 1692 (B K 
Masters, C M Brown).  See also, Goran Galic, ‘The Relationship (and Interaction) Between State Agreements 
and Legislation: A Discussion’ (Paper presented at Legalwise State Agreements Seminar, Perth, 11 June 
2015) 23; Richard Hillman ‘The Future Role for State Agreements in Western Australia’ (2006) 25 Australian 
Resources and Energy Law Journal 293, 296, especially n 24.   

80
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5. 

81
  NB the words ‘approved policy’ were inserted by the 2003 amendment, which supports the contention the 

proponents were aware of and, agreed to comply with, the Part III policy provisions.   
82

  See for example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12, cl 4(1) inserts cl 1(l)(a); Iron 
Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement Act 1964 (WA) sch 7, cl 4(1) inserts cl 1(k)(a).   

83
  See Chapter 3 heading [4].  

84
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 35(1)(a) (s 26(1)(c)). 

85
  Alex Gardner, ‘Developments in Whole-of-Government Management of Terrestrial Water Resources’ 

(2000) 29 Western Australian Law Review 116, 135; Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 26(1), 
35(1)(a), (2)(e). 
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Mound Part III Policy (Gnangara policy).86  The Gnangara policy’s purpose was to preserve 

groundwater levels and quality.87  The policy controlled excavation or mining and groundwater 

abstraction activities,88 set out the physical dimensions of the Gnangara Mound region, prescribed 

permissible groundwater levels and chemical concentrations.89  The authority to implement the 

policy and control activities that could reduce or degrade groundwater was delegated to the ‘local 

authorities’ and the State Planning Commission.90  The Gnangara policy provides a precedent to use 

a Part III policy to deliver (or at least support) a Pilbara water plan.   

None of the current environmental policies’ target the Pilbara,91 but arguably, there is no 

legal impediment to prevent the EPA developing a program to protect the Pilbara region’s 

groundwater resources and related environmental values.92  For example, a policy could prescribe all 

the PSA proponents’ groundwater management obligations in the Pilbara Fortescue Marsh region, 

or Weeli Wolli Spring catchment, or the whole West, East, or Central Pilbara.  Further, based on the 

Gnangara policy, a Pilbara policy could delegate authority to the water department to implement 

and manage the program.  Therefore, a Part III policy could deliver a Pilbara water plan devised and 

managed by the water department.   

The benefit of a Part III policy over implementation conditions is that it would apply to the 

Pilbara mine proponents as a group, as opposed to implementation conditions that apply case-by-

case.  A Pilbara policy has the force of law, so presumably would override inconsistent individual 

implementation conditions.  The Gnangara policy supports that contention because it specifically 

exempted activities previously authorised under Part V or Part IV implementation conditions.93  So, 

arguably, if there is no express exemption in the Part III policy, it will prevail over the prior Part IV 

implementation conditions and Part V licences.  Presumably, the proponents’ licences and 

conditions (EP Act Part IV conditions, Part V discharge licences and, RiWI Act water licences) would 

                                                           
86

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental Protection (Gnangara Mound Crown Land) Policy 
1992, Advice of the Environmental Protection Authority to the Minister for Environment as required under 
s 33(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (November 2015). 

87
  Environmental Protection (Gnangara Mound Crown Land) Policy Approval Order 1992 (Western Australian 

Government Gazette, 24 December 1992, 6287) cl 2(a). 
88

  Ibid, cll 12, 13. 
89

  Ibid, cll 12, 13. 
90

  Ibid, cll 4, 9(a), 9(e).  For prescribed limits, see sch 1.  The EPA also drafted a Part III policy for State 
groundwater in 1997 – 1998, see, Gardner, above n 85, 135.  However, there is no record indicating that 
the policy was implemented. Email from Donna Weston, Communications Coordinator, Department of 
Water and Environment, to author (19 July 2017). 

91
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), WA Government Policies <http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/wa-

government-policies>  
92

  Environmental Protection (Gnangara Mound Crown Land) Policy, above n 87.  
93

  Ibid, cl 10. 
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need to reflect the policy.  Further, when the policy required adjustment to meet a new or changed 

water management issue, the amendment of the policy would apply collectively and not need 

amendments for each mine on a case-by-case basis.   

 The Part III policy’s limitation lies in its approval and revocation procedure.  A proposed Part 

III policy is subject to the Environment Minister’s approval and to Parliamentary disallowance—

consequently, it is subject to broader economic and social policy considerations such as State 

revenue and employment.  The EPA decides whether to prepare a policy for the Environment 

Minister’s approval.94  Before approving the policy, the Minister must consult with other public 

authorities or persons who may be affected by the policy (unless the EPA has already done so).95  In 

the case of a Pilbara Part III policy, this would include the PSA department and PSA proponents.  The 

Environment Minister can refuse the policy, or approve it with any amendments she/he thinks fit.96 

Once approved, it is subject to Parliamentary disallowance,97 if allowed, the policy has the force of 

law as though part of the Act.98  Additionally, the Environment Minister can revoke a Part III policy at 

his/her discretion.99   

Although a Part III policy could potentially deliver a Pilbara water plan that includes all PSA 

mines without disturbing the sovereign risk policy the economic importance of iron ore may 

constrain the political will to introduce a plan that could regulate mine dewatering and, potentially, 

reduce iron ore production and State revenue.  The economic importance of the industry may 

constrain the decision of the Environment Minister to approve or, the Parliament to allow, the 

policy.100  To overcome the potential economic constraint, the EPA could alternatively develop a Part 

III policy delivering a Pilbara water plan that manages, but, does not have the capacity to limit mine 

dewatering (reduced scope Pilbara water plan).  However, any Part III policy is policy is vulnerable 

to the Environment Minister’s discretion to revoke it, which may affect a Pilbara Part III policy 

achieving consistent long-term water planning (see further below at [4.2]). 

                                                           
94

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental Protection Policies (EPP) 
<http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/Policies_guidelines/envprotecpol/Pages/SiteLanding.aspx>  

95
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 30(1), (3)(b). 

96
  Ibid, s 31(d), (e).  See heading [4.2] for discussion of the Environment Minister’s discretion. 

97
  Ibid s 34.  Note, the Interpretation Act 1984 (WA) s 42, provisions in relation to tabling subsidiary legislation 

apply to Part III policies, see EP Act ss 33(1), 35(2)(b).  See also Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
WA Government Policies <http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/wa-government-policies> ‘Once approved by the 
Minister, EPPs are laid before Parliament, and have the force of law’. 

98
  Ibid, ss 5, 33(1).  

99
  Ibid, s 33(2).   

100
  Ibid, s 33(1); Interpretation Act 1984 (WA) s 42.   
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4 The EP Act 1986’s statutory and practical limitations  

There are additional statutory and practical obstacles that affect the EP Act’s suitability as a 

vehicle to deliver a Pilbara water plan.  This section examines the potential limits of the Act as 

follows.  

 The Acts objects limit the scope of the EPA’s recommendations in relation to the 

content of Part IV conditions and may similarly limit Part III policy content. 

 The Minister’s broad discretion under the Act’s decision-making procedure may limit 

the Acts capacity to achieve consistent long term environmental planning objectives 

such as a Pilbara water plan because the decisions will reflect the incumbent party’s 

political philosophy and policy.   

 The transparency and public engagement afforded by the Part IV procedure is limited 

because it is confined to environmental issues and, in the PSA context, the public 

engagement comes late in the decision making process.  This may limit achieving a 

transparent Pilbara water plan in accordance with the National Water Initiative. 

 From a practical perspective, the EPA lacks sufficient resources to monitor and audit the 

proponent’s compliance with Part IV conditions, which could similarly affect the 

administration and monitoring of a Pilbara water plan delivered by the EP Act or new 

legislation.   

 The last topic is not relevant to the Act’s capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan but it is 

relevant to the discussion in chapter seven.  The issue is that the existing Part IV 

conditions could potentially limit the effectiveness of a Pilbara water plan delivered by 

new legislation (a new Pilbara water plan), because the EP Act prevails over other 

inconsistent State laws.  If new legislation delivered a new Pilbara water plan, would 

the existing Part IV conditions need to be amended by the Environment Minister to 

reflect the new plan or would the new legislation need to accommodate or overrule the 

Part IV conditions?  

4.1 Content of conditions and policies  

The Act itself may limit the content of a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part IV 

implementation conditions or a Part III policy because the objects of the Act limit the EPA’s capacity 

to balance and integrate environmental and economic factors when making recommendations to 

the Minister.101  The EPA could, by reducing the scope of the plan, so it did not have the capacity to 

                                                           
101

  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 4A. 
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limit mine dewatering and potentially reduce State revenue, develop a Part III policy for a Pilbara 

water plan that the Minister and Parliament are more likely to approve and allow (reduced scope 

Pilbara water plan).102  The raises the question, could the EPA take into account the State’s economic 

interests when recommending Part IV conditions or developing a Part III policy to deliver a reduced 

scope Pilbara water plan to the Environment Minister for approval?   

In 1996, in the Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental 

Protection Authority case,103 the WA Supreme Court decision found that the EP Act limited the 

content of EPA’s Part IV recommendations to environmental considerations.104  The case defined 

what constitutes ‘environmental factors’ for the purpose of reporting to the Environment 

Minister.105  Rowland J decided that the EPA’s considerations should not include ‘economic 

consequences or general considerations of public interest’.106  The EPA report in question had 

considered the State’s obligations and proponents’ rights under the relevant State agreement and 

the loss of jobs that would ensue if the proposal was not approved, none of which came within the 

EPA’s purview of ‘environment’.107  The Environment Minster could consider these matters, but his 

decision was equally flawed because he had relied on the EPA report.108  The Parliament amended 

the EP Act Part IV in 2003—in relation to Part IV, it now provides that, in addition to reporting on 

environmental factors, ‘[t]he Authority may, if it thinks fit, include other information, advice and 

recommendations in the assessment report’.109  The Explanatory Memorandum provides that the 

amendment’s purpose is to ‘remove unintended constraints on the content of the EPA’s report and 

to clarify the wording’—however, this does not illuminate whether the whether the amendment 

intended to extend the scope to include balancing economic and environmental objectives.110  In a 

recent WA Supreme Court decision, the Chief Justice did not refer to the amendment when he 

                                                           
102

  See heading [3.2] and glossary. 
103

  Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental Protection Authority (1996) 90 
LGERA 136.  

104
  Ibid, 148 – 149 quoting Phosphate Co-operative Co of Australia Ltd v Environment Protection Authority 
(1977) 138 CLR 134, Stephen J. 

105
  Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental Protection Authority (1996) 90 
LGERA 136; Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 44(1). 

106
  Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental Protection Authority (1996) 90 
LGERA 136, 148 – 149 quoting Phosphate Co-operative Co of Australia Ltd v Environment Protection 
Authority (1977) 138 CLR 134, Stephen J.   

107
  Ibid, 158. 

108
  Ibid, 136 – 137, 158. 

109
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 44(2a); Environmental Protection Amendment Act 2003 (WA) (no 
54 of 2003) s 15.  Note the amendment does not apply to Part III. 

110
  Explanatory Memorandum, Environmental Protection Bill 2002 (WA). 
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applied the Coastal Waters Alliance case.111  Confirming the EPA’s role, his Honour stated that ‘the 

EPA is not empowered to include in its report reference to considerations which do not have an 

environmental character—such as broader economic, cultural, social or political considerations 

pertaining to the proposal.’112  The judicial interpretation of the EPA’s role in relation to Part IV 

recommendations could similarly confine the EPA’s development of the content of a Pilbara water 

plan, via a Part III policy, to environmental factors.113  Does the limitation prevent the EPA from 

recommending Part IV conditions requiring compliance with a ‘reduced scope Pilbara water plan’ or 

developing such a plan via Part III, because a reduced scope plan would necessarily require the EPA 

to take into account the State’s economic dependence on iron ore?   

In the scheme of the EP Act, the role of the EPA is to assist the Minister by completing the 

necessary assessments and research to make recommendations or develop policies.  The Minister 

can consider economic factors then approve, refuse, or amend the proposed condition or policy.  If 

the EPA cannot consider and balance environmental and economic factors, its capacity to provide 

proper assistance to the Minister, in relation to recommending or developing a reduced scope 

Pilbara water plan, could be limited.   

4.2 The Ministers discretion and Pilbara water planning in the long-term  

The Environment Minister’s broad discretion under the EP Act leaves Western Australia’s 

environmental policy subject to winds of political change.  Thus far, the major parties have not 

developed a bipartisan environmental policy to provide for consistent decision making and 

environmental planning and development direction.  The distinct party policies can result in 

divergent environmental decisions that reflect the Minister applying the policy of the incumbent 

Government.  Consequently, the objects of the Act are not always achieved, and the lack of 

consistent policy means the Minister’s decisions can be economically and environmentally costly.  

For example, the development and implementation of a Part III policy requires Parliamentary 

allowance, but, the policy is easily revoked by the Environment Minister at his/her discretion.114  The 

Environment Minister’s discretionary decision making raises questions about the EP Act‘s capacity to 

deliver a long-term, consistent environmental plan, like a Pilbara water plan, because such plans 

                                                           
111

  Conservation Council of Western Australia (Inc) v The Honourable Stephen Dawson MLC [2018] WASC 34, 
[109].  See general reference to s 44 including subs (2a) at [20] but otherwise the amendment does not 
appear to be considered.  Martin CJ did refer to the s 45 amendment that occurred at the same time, 
noting the amendment was not raised by the parties in their submissions.  See also, Environmental 
Protection Amendment Act 2003 (WA) (no 54 of 2003) ss 15, 16.   

112
  Conservation Council of Western Australia (Inc) v The Honourable Stephen Dawson MLC [2018] WASC 34, 
[27] – [28], Martin CJ, see also [87].  For further application of the Coastal Alliance case see [44], [48], [53] – 
[55], [74], [86], [107] – [115], [127]. 

113
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 26(1). 

114
  Ibid, s 33(2).   
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would be subject to changes in policy direction when political power changes hands.  For example, 

while the procedure may make Part III policies difficult to introduce, the Minister can revoke policies 

quite easily.115   

The EP Act 1986 provides the Environment Minister with a high level of discretion to refuse 

EPA recommendations, which can inhibit the achievement of the statute’s objectives in the 

environment and resource exploitation context.116  The Minister’s discretion is powerful in the Act’s 

decision making procedure because the EPA’s role is advisory—it is the Minister who makes the final 

decision.117  The Minister can consider broader economic and social policy issues when deciding 

whether to follow the EPA recommendations to impose Part IV conditions or approve a Part III policy 

for Parliamentary allowance.118  The Minister is not bound to follow the EPA’s advice but must 

consult with other Minsters and public authorities before making a decision.119  The Supreme Court 

of Western Australia considered the scope of the Minister’s role in relation to Part IV 

recommendations in the Coastal Waters Alliance case,120 Justice Rowland stated that it is the 

Environment Minister’s role to make political decisions that take into account broader social and 

economic outcomes.121  The Minister’s discretionary power to resolve the conflict between 

economic and environmental factors can limit the Act’s capacity to achieve its environmental 

objectives and, may limit its capacity to deliver a consistent, long-term Pilbara water plan.122 

In the mining context, the Environment Minister may consider factors such as PSA rights and 

State obligations, effects of water planning on iron ore production and State revenue, and 

                                                           
115

  Ibid, ss 26 – 32, 33(2).  See for example, Albert Jacob (Minister for the Environment), Environmental 
Protection Act 1986, Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Lakes) Policy Revocation Order 2015 (EV 
402), approval under s 31(d) revoked under s 33(2).  Compare for example the policies listed at the 
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (WA), Your Environment 
<https://www.der.wa.gov.au/your-environment?catid=0&id=75> see (g) – (i) to the four current policies 
listed at Environmental Protection Authority (WA), WA Government Policies, above n 97.  

116
  Nigel Bankes, Sharon Mascher and Martin Olszynski, ‘Can Environmental Laws Fulfil Their Promise? Stories 
from Canada’ (2014) Sustainability 6024, 6034 – 36.  

117
  Conservation Council of Western Australia (Inc) v The Honourable Stephen Dawson MLC [2018] WASC 34, 
[90].  The case relates to Part IV decisions, however, the Minister also has the discretion not to approve a 
Part III policy and, so, not seek Parliamentary allowance of the policy.  See, Environmental Protection Act 
1986 (WA) s 31(e). 

118
 Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental Protection Authority (1996) 90 
LGERA 136, 140, 147 – 148; Conservation Council of Western Australia (Inc) v The Honourable Stephen 
Dawson MLC [2018] WASC 34, [87].   These cases relate to Part IV, however, there is no indication that the 
Environment Minister’s considerations and discretion would be different in relation to Part III policies.   

119
  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 44(3), 45(1), 30(1), (3)(b). 

120
  Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental Protection Authority (1996) 90 
LGERA 136. 

121
  Ibid, 140, 147 – 148.    

122
  See references at above n 123.   
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employment losses or gains.123  The Minister may decide that State revenue, job loss and economic 

growth are reasons not to impose environmental limits.  Ministers will face enormous pressure at 

times because such decisions are subject to the ‘political, economic and social winds of the time and 

place’.124   

The EP Act’s discretionary decision making procedures may limit the Act’s capacity to 

provide a long-term consistent Pilbara water plan because the decisions are affected by the changing 

political winds.  The State lacks a bipartisan environmental policy so the Environment Minister’s 

discretionary decisions (to approve or amend Part IV conditions, or approve or revoke Part III 

policies) will reflect the incumbent party policy, and the views of the Environment Minister and 

his/her relevant consulting Ministers.  Western Australian political terms are approximately three to 

four years, which can make achieving a consistent environmental management direction elusive.  

The following discussion of the Windarling Ridge and Beeliar Wetland decisions illustrate the effect 

of the Minister’s discretion on achieving the Act’s environmental objectives and/or a consistent 

environmental planning direction.   

In general, the EPA will recommend approving a project subject to conditions and the 

Minister will follow the EPA Part IV recommendations.  The decision to allow the Windarling Ridge 

iron ore project is a rare example of the EPA recommending the Minister refuse the proposal and 

the Minister exercising her discretion in favour of economic benefits contrary to the EPA 

recommendations.125  The EPA recommended the Minister refuse the Windarling Ridge iron ore 

mine proposal (located in the proposed Mount Manning Nature Reserve system)126 because of the 

project’s impact on the region’s irreplaceable biodiversity.  The Minister weighed economic and 

social issues, such as the revenue loss and the community dependence on industry employment, 

against the proposal’s environmental impact.  The proposed Windarling Ridge mine (8mtpa) would 

                                                           
123

  Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental Protection Authority (1996) 90 
LGERA 136, 140, 141; Sali Bache, John Bailey and Nathan Evans, ‘Interpreting the Environmental Protection 
Act 1986 (WA): Social Impacts and Environment Redefined’ (1996) Environmental and Planning Law Journal 
487, 488; Alex Gardner, ‘Planning for Integrated Natural Resources Management in WA’ (1996) 26 Western 
Australian Law Review 427, 452.  

124
  Bankes et al, above n 116, 6034 – 35 quoting Bruce Pardy, ‘Ecosystem Management in Question: A Reply to 
Ruhl’ (2005 – 2006) 23 Pace Environmental Law Review, 209, 216.  This quote, referring to an Alberta 
(Canada) environmental Act’s discretionary provisions, is equally applicable in the Australian context.    

125
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented (pursuant to the 
provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Expansion Windarling Ridge 
and Mount Jackson Shire of Yilgarn (Statement 627, 3 June 2003); Judy Edwards, ‘Minister Determines 
Appeals on Portman Mine Expansion’ (Government of Western Australia, Media Statements, 1 April 2003). 

126
  Helena and Aurora Range Advocates Incorporated, Conservation History 
<http://helenaaurorarange.com.au/conservation_history> 
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provide work for the Esperance and Yilgarn community for 9 – 10 years (80mt total)127—a relatively 

small short-lived project when compared to the Pilbara mines.  Yet, the Environment Minister could, 

and did, exercise her discretion to approve the proposal contrary to the EPA recommendations even 

though the environmental cost was very high.   

In 2002, the EPA recommended that the Minister refuse the Windarling Ridge mine,128 

because a Declared Rare Fauna (rare fauna) exists only on the Windarling Ridge.129  The Department 

of Conservation and Land Management described the Windarling Ridge ironstone shrub land as 

‘unique at a national level’,130 and that the mine would change the area’s rare fauna conservation 

status from ‘endangered’ to ‘critically endangered’ because transplanting it was not possible.131  The 

EPA’s key reason for recommending refusal was the loss of biodiversity, because the project would 

irreversibly destroy 89 percent of the rare fauna,132 (the proponent’s offer to reduce the impact to 

60 percent did not change the EPA recommendation).133  The proponent, the local Shires, the mining 

department, the Chamber of Commerce and Chamber of Minerals and Energy (among others) 

appealed the EPA report,134 on the ground that the EPA did not take into account the effect of 

refusing the project on the Yilgarn and Esperance communities, and the port and rail 

infrastructure.135  Conversely, opponents of the mine made submissions on the region’s geo-

heritage, ecotourism and wilderness value.136  The Appeals Convenor could not consider the 

economic and social impacts of refusing the project, but, noted that the Environment Minister, and 

other Ministers, could consider these factors when reaching an agreement prior to the final 

decision.137  Ultimately, the Minister exercised her discretion and approved the mine contrary to the 
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  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Expansion Portman Iron Ore Ltd, Report 
and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (bulletin 1082, assessment 1374, 
December 2002) Table 1.   

128
 Appeals Convenor for the Environmental Protection Act (1986), Appeals Report Proposed Koolyanobbing 
Iron Ore Expansion (Darren Walsh, 14 March 2003) 1; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Expansion (bulletin 1082, assessment 1374, December 2002), above n 127, Table 1.   
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  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Expansion (bulletin 1082, assessment 
1374, December 2002), above n 127, 19 – 20, [5], [7], [14].   
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  Appeals Convenor for the Environmental Protection Act (1986), Appeals Report Proposed Koolyanobbing 
Iron Ore Expansion (Darren Walsh, 14 March 2003) 8.   

131
  Ibid, 5 – 7.   
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  Ibid, 10; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Expansion (bulletin 1082, 
assessment 1374, December 2002), above n 127, 19 – 20, [5], [7], [14].   
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 Appeals Convenor for the Environmental Protection Act (1986), Appeals Report Proposed Koolyanobbing 
Iron Ore Expansion (Darren Walsh, 14 March 2003) 1, 7. 
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  Ibid, 2. 
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  Ibid, 3. 
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  Ibid, 3. 
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  Ibid, 3.  See Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 45 regarding consultation with other Ministers. 
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EPA recommendations, on the condition that the proponent preserved 50 percent of the rare 

fauna.138   

In 2014, the proponents applied for approval to establish two more mines requiring around 

720 hectares of clearing in the same area (the Helena-Aurora Range Conservation Park).139  In 2015, 

the EPA again recommended the Minister should refuse the proposal because it was not 

environmentally acceptable.140  The EPA report stated that, due to the cumulative impacts of mining 

in the Manning Range, the proposed mine site was one of the last intact banded iron formations.141  

The report informed the Minister that the proposed mine site has the highest biodiversity, and is 

home to the now ‘critically endangered’ rare fauna.142  The mine pit location would destroy an area 

of concentrated rare fauna and cause critical habitat loss.143  The Minister referred the proposal back 

to the EPA for further review and, in 2017, the EPA came to the same conclusion—that the proposal 

was environmentally unacceptable because the environmental impacts were irreversible.144  In 2017, 

after a change of government, the new Environment Minister decided after consultation with his 

ministerial colleagues ‘that the economic and social benefits of allowing the proposal do not 

outweigh the identified environmental impacts’.145  The Ministers’ divergent decisions illustrate that 

environmental direction that the Minister takes will depend on the incumbent party’s policy.  

Further, it demonstrates that the EP Act lacks substantive environmental limits—it does not require 

the Minister’s to exercise his/her discretion in favour of the most environmentally benign option.146  

                                                           
138

  Charles Roche and Gavin Mudd, ‘An Overview of Mining and the Environment and Western Australia’ in 
Martin Bruckner et al (eds), Resource Curse or Cure? (2014) 185; Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Expansion Windarling Ridge (Statement 627, 3 June 2003) above n 125, 4 – 5, sch 1 
table 1.  Judy Edwards, (Media Statements, 1 April 2003) above n 125.  Notably, in 2008, 2010, and 2012, 
the Minister also approved the proponent’s applications for further clearing, see Statement 627 (as cited 
here) 2008, att 2, 2010 att 5, and 2012 att 6, under ‘Change to Proposal’ (Environmental Protection Act 
1986 (WA) s 45C amendments).  

139  Appeals Convenor for the Environmental Protection Act (1986), Report the Minister for Environment, 
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Report, EPA Report 1537: Jackson 5 and Bungalbin East Iron Ore Project, Shire of Yilgarn (003 to 007, April 
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 Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Jackson 5 and Bungalbin East Iron Ore Project, Report and 
Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (Report 1599, June 2017) 10; Environmental 
Protection Authority (WA), ‘Mining unique Banded Iron Formations would cause irreversible environmental 
impacts’ (Medial Release, 28 June 2017) <http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/media-statements/mining-unique-
banded-iron-formations-would-cause-irreversible-environmental-impacts> 
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  Stephen Dawkins Minister for Environment and Disabilities, ‘State Government preserves unique Helena-
Aurora Range’ (Media Statement, 12 December 2017). 
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  On the weaknesses of discretionary environmental decision making see, Bankes et al, above n 116, 6024 – 
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The Minister’s decision to allow mining on the Windarling Ridge implemented the incumbent 

Government’s policies but did not reflect the EP Act’s objective: protecting high-value environmental 

ecosystems.  

The Beeliar Wetland decisions illustrate that significant change to environmental policy, 

when political power changes hands, can be costly to both the environment and the taxpayer.  The 

present Labor Government came to power promising the preservation of the Beeliar wetlands.147  

Stopping the Roe 8 highway extension through the wetlands was one of the first actions of the new 

administration.148  The Roe 8 extension had already commenced under the previous Barnett 

administration (amid substantial community protest).149  The project contractor had cleared around 

‘thirty football fields’ of banksia woodland that required rehabilitation.150  In addition, the cost to the 

State of cancelling the project could reach $80 – 100 million.151  Under the contract agreement, the 

State will ‘be liable for the cost of any construction undertaken so far’ and on termination of the 

contract ‘any unavoidable expenses incurred by the contractor for future work’.152  The ABC 

reported: 

Despite the two-year commitment to the project, court challenges and appeals had delayed 
construction until just before the March state election.  … On January 5, the ABC asked Mr Nahan if it 
would be considered an act of environmental bastardry to have cleared the land, only to see Labor win 
the election and axe the project. Dr Nahan's response was blunt. "We have been working on Roe 8 for 
eight years. The Labor Party and their friends have put up every obstacle possible," he said.  "This was 
planned and the real act of bastardry is pulling the plug now after all the processes were done."

 153
 

Diverse political philosophy can lead to inconsistent environmental management policy, which raises 

questions about the effect of the EP Act’s discretionary decision-making procedures on its capacity 

to deliver a consistent long-term Pilbara water plan.  For example, a Part III Pilbara water plan would 

be vulnerable to revocation at the Environment Minister’s discretion, depending on the incumbent 

party policy.  Introducing new legislation to deliver a Pilbara water plan, that limits discretionary 

decisions and, which requires Parliamentary debate and approval to amend it, may be a better 

option because it could provide stable, consistent management and mandatory objectives.   
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  Jacob Kagi, ‘WA election: Cost of cancelling Roe 8 no barrier to Labor despite Liberal warnings’ ABC News 
(14 March 2017) quoting Minister Jo Francis.   
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  O’Connor, above n 148.   
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4.3 The EP Act: transparency and public engagement in decision making  

The National Water Initiative recommends transparent water planning, which may be 

difficult to achieve in the PSA context because of the regime’s opacity.  This section examines the 

role of the EP Act in facilitating public engagement with and, the transparency of, PSA environmental 

management decisions.  The Act plays an important role in this context because it provides public 

information about the PSA mines’ environmental planning.  The submission of the proponent’s 

development proposal or additional proposal can engage Part IV, and the Part IV documentation 

(Public Environmental Review, EPA report and recommendations, and the Minister’s approval 

statement and implementation conditions) are publicly available.  Although the Act’s procedures 

provide an important source of public information, the public engagement in and, the transparency 

of, resource management decision making is limited in two ways.  First, the information comes late 

in the decision making process and, secondly, the information is limited to that which is 

‘environmentally relevant’.   

Despite its limitations, Part IV review procedure generates the main source of contemporary 

publicly available information because the commencement of a PSA project requires the approval of 

the Environment Minister as well as the PSA Minister.  The documents related to the PSA Minister’s 

decision and the proposals themselves (as well as the detailed water licence information), are not 

available until the archived State records are 25 years old.  Consequently, the Part IV review 

documents provide the main source of public information.  In particular, when a new project is 

initiated and approved as an ‘additional proposal’, because proposals (generally) are not subject to 

Parliamentary scrutiny or debate.154   

Since 2010, it is likely that new projects authorised under the 1963 – 1996 PSA were and, 

mostly will be, approved under the PSA’s additional proposals clause, unless the parties need to 

amend the PSA terms.  The 2010 Integration Act amended the 1963 – 1996 PSAs and inserted an 

additional proposal clause into 1963 – 64 PSAs, which did not previously have such clauses, and 

additionally expanded the PSA Minister’s authority to extend mining leases.155  For example, the 

                                                           
154

  Even though the initial development proposal is confidential (commercial-in-confidence), the Act 
authorising the development proposal is not, so the initial projects are subject to Parliamentary debate 
when deciding to enact the authorising Act.   

155
  The amended lease clause provides the PSA Minister may increase the proponent’s mining lease area from 
300 square miles (777km

2
) to 1,000km

2
.  For example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 

(WA) sch 13, cl 4 inserts into sch 3 (the Paraburdoo agreement) cl 7B(1) (additional areas), cl 7B(2) (the 
Minister can approve the area in 7B(1) to be increased to 1000km2), cl 7B(4) to commence mining the 
company shall submit additional proposals in accordance with cl 5A, sch 13, cl 4(2) inserts cl 5A.  All Pilbara 
iron ore State agreement lease area terms were similarly amended, see Western Australia, Parliamentary 
Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, p9784b-9828a, 41 (Norman Moore).  Except as previously 
noted Rhodes Ridge.  
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Hamersley agreement did not have an additional proposals clause prior to 2010, so the Brockman 2 

and Marandoo mines (the Hamersley supplementary agreements) required additional legislation.156  

Legislative amendments subject the proposed mine to Parliamentary debate, which provides public 

information on the broader social and economic considerations as well as environmental issues.  

However, new mines proposed as ‘additional proposals’ do not require legislative amendment so are 

not subject to Parliamentary scrutiny.  For example, the supplementary Brockman 2 agreement has 

an additional proposal clause, so, the Brockman 4 mine (presumably approved under the Brockman 

2 PSA) did not require legislation inserting a supplementary agreement.  Some probable examples of 

additional proposal projects, that would otherwise have required a supplementary agreement prior 

to the 2010 amendment, are the Western Turner Syncline (Hamersley agreement)157 and, Orebody 

31 (Newman agreement).158  Consequently, the documents generated by the Part IV review provide 

an important element of transparency to the PSA proposals and approval process because they are 

the main source of public information in relation to these important resource development 

decisions.   

However, commentators have criticised the public engagement aspect of the Part IV process 

because it comes late in the decision making process,159 which limits the public opportunity to 

engage during the Government’s initial negotiations and decision making with the proponent.  The 

Part IV documents are not available until after the parties have discussed the project and the 

proponent has submitted a proposal that triggers Part IV review.  For example, in 2017 the Financial 

Review reported on BHP’s plan to replace the Yandi mine with its biggest operation yet, the 80mtpa 

South Flank mine.160  However, a search for contemporary Part IV ‘Yandi’ or ‘South Flank’ documents 

on the EPA website produced no results.  The implication is that, while the public may hear about 

new projects in the news, the opportunity to engage in the decision making process does not arise 

until the proposal is submitted to the EPA.  At this stage, the negotiation process between the 

                                                           
156

  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) schs 10, 11.  See Chapter 5, heading [4.5].   
157

  The Western Turner Syncline is 30km west of Tom Price, see, Environmental Protection Authority (WA), 
Western Turner Syncline Stage 2 –B1 and Section 17 deposits, Report and Recommendations, (report 1477, 
2013) 3, [2] and figure 1. 

158
  BHP Billiton, Orebody 31 Environmental Referral Document (March 2015) pdf page 15 of 104.  Note the 
OB31 development is on the Whaleback lease ML 244SA.  See also OB 29, 30, and 35, RPS Aquaterra, above 
n 58.  See for a map of the Newman hub, BHP Billiton, BHP Billiton Iron Ore – Media Briefing, An Excellent 
Business with an Exciting Future (19 January 2008) slide 23, 25 of 31; BHP Billiton, Investor Briefing: Iron 
Ore, Safely Growing Production while Lowering Costs (October 2014) slide 90. 

159
  Gerry Bates, Environmental Law in Australia (9

th
 ed, 2016) [11.100]. 

160
  Matthew Stevens, ‘WA premier Mark McGowan condemns his iron ore plan to failure’, Financial Review 
(29 May 2017) <http://www.afr.com/business/wa-premier-condemns-his-iron-ore-plan-to-failure-
20170529-gwfpb0> 

http://www.afr.com/business/wa-premier-condemns-his-iron-ore-plan-to-failure-20170529-gwfpb0
http://www.afr.com/business/wa-premier-condemns-his-iron-ore-plan-to-failure-20170529-gwfpb0
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Government and the proponent has reached the point that the parties have already agreed the 

project should go ahead.161   

Economic and technical feasibility studies are usually conducted first, to gain the support of 

Government decision-makers, as a precursor to embarking on the expense of environmental 

review.162  Ministers may support a project based solely on economic evaluation,163 and they may 

commit to support the project before receiving the Part IV review information.164  Bates comments 

that the Part IV procedure commencing after the initial decisions is the authorities’ practice of 

deciding what they want to do and preparing an impact statement as an apology for what has been 

done.165  Public comment on projects has limited value if the proponent and the State decision-

makers have already locked into aspects of the development.166 

On the second point, the content of the EP Act Part IV review is limited by the Act’s objects 

and purpose (prevention of environmental harm),167 which limits the public engagement to decisions 

about environmental protection.  For example, a Part IV review would not include for public 

comment issues such as economic sustainability of the Pilbara’s iron ore resources, which at the 

current rate of production will last a further 67 years.168  Additionally, contemporary Part IV 

document information about groundwater abstraction and iron ore extraction is sometimes limited 

because the Environment Minister has deemed it not environmentally relevant.  For example, in 

2013, the Environment Minister approved the Brockman 2 proponent’s section 45C application to 

amend implementation conditions, which removed the condition’s references to the projects life, 

total production and dewatering volume (and the related figures) because they were not 

‘environmentally relevant.’169   

In 2004, the Auditor General commented on regime’s lack of transparency.  He noted that 

State agreements do not provide provisions that require regular reports to Parliament on the project 

                                                           
161  Colin Barnett, ‘State Agreements’ (1996) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association Yearbook, 314, 

app 1.   
162

  Bates, above n 159, [11.100]. 
163

  Ibid, [11.100]. 
164

  Ibid, [11.100]; Gwandalan Summerland Point Action Group Inc v Minister for Planning [2009] NSWLEC 140 [142] 
165

  Gerry Bates, Environmental Law in Australia (9
th

 ed, 2016) [11.100] quoting United States v Students 
Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedure (1973) 412 US 669, 714. 

166
  Bates, above n 159, [11.105]. 

167
  For example, see Coastal Waters Alliance of Western Australia Incorporated v Environmental Protection 
Authority (1996) 90 LGERA 136.   

168
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile 
(December 2017) 4. 

169
  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Change to Proposal s45C of the Environmental Protection Act 
1986 Brockman 2 Detritals Iron Ore Mine Extension Phase 2B (Statement 867, 11 September 2013) 1.   
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status, performance, or changes to its scope and scale.170  The Auditor General recommended that 

there should be ‘proper public scrutiny’ of State agreement projects progress and development.171  

The Auditor compared the WA public’s right to be informed with company obligations to disclose 

information to their shareholders, stating that given the importance of the agreements to the State 

there should be regular general disclosure to Parliament, and Parliament should be advised of any 

changes to the projects or agreements regardless of the agreements’ terms.172  The Attorney 

General was referring to State agreement variation clauses.  Most agreements require Parliamentary 

tabling of the parties’ agreement to vary terms pursuant to a variation clause.  However, some 

earlier agreements do not require tabling or only require ‘material and substantial’ variations to be 

tabled.173  In this context, projects approved as additional proposal (under the additional proposals 

clause) will not ‘vary’ the PSA provisions, so project proposals do not require Parliamentary tabling 

under a PSA variation clause.174   

The EP Act Part IV review provides publicly available information about additional proposals, 

but it does not include economic information, or require general reporting on the project’s progress 

as referred to by the Auditor General.  Iron ore production and mine dewatering are co-dependent 

activities necessary for resource exploitation; so, transparent Pilbara water planning could 

necessarily require information disclosure about iron ore development and production.  Currently, 

the public documents provided under the EP Act procedure do not include information or engage 

the public on the issue of balancing the economic and environmental aspects of iron ore mining.  In 

this respect, a Pilbara water plan delivered under the EP Act may not be completely transparent.   

In summary, within the PSA regime, the EP Act’s confinement to environmental issues, 

timing of public engagement and provision of information during the decision making process, may 

limit its capacity to provide a transparent Pilbara water plan.  

4.4 Monitoring and ensuring compliance with statutory obligations 

A practical obstacle to implementing a Pilbara water plan is monitoring compliance with the 

plan.  Monitoring and compliance with Part IV conditions (and other obligations) is currently a key 

issue for the responsible departments because it is an expensive, time-consuming enterprise—it 

requires the collection and collation of data and the ongoing independent assessment of that data in 

                                                           
170

  Auditor General (WA), State Agreement Acts (2004) above n 26, 26 – 27.  
171

  Ibid, 27.  
172

  Ibid, 26 – 27.  
173

  Ibid, 27.  
174

  See for example, Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 34.   
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comparison to the imposed conditions or obligations.  An agency administering a Pilbara water plan 

(delivered by the EP Act or by new legislation) would need to address this problem.   

To summarise the following discussion of the Auditor General reports, the main issues 

affecting assessment are first, the lack of agency resources and, secondly, deciding which agency is 

responsible for monitoring and/or compliance (the EPA or the PSA, mining, or water departments).  

The mining industry’s rapid growth has stretched the EPA’s limited resources (and probably other 

agencies also).  Additionally, in the State agreement context, confusion arises around which agency 

has the authority and responsibility for monitoring and compliance.  Compounding this issue, some 

agencies see their role as primarily assessing approvals and facilitating the initial project; so, their 

internal systems are not geared for the long-term data collection and collation necessary for ongoing 

compliance assessment.  Consequently, the current system often relies on PSA proponents to take 

responsibility for monitoring and reporting compliance with their conditions.   

This raises the question, if the government imposed a Pilbara water plan, how would it 

operate, and who would administer and monitor the plan? 

This section discusses three Auditor General Reports that identified a lack of sufficient 

independent monitoring to ensure compliance in the State agreement context.  The issues identified 

by the reports would affect the success of a Pilbara water plan, because designing and implementing 

a plan is only the first step.  Monitoring, establishing an information database and, independent 

compliance assessment are necessary to ensure success.  This section discusses the following issues 

identified in the reports in the following order. 

 In 2011, a report on ‘ensuring compliance with mining conditions’ identified a lack of 

agency resources and, the dispersed authority between agencies, as issues affecting 

monitoring compliance with mining conditions (2011 Report). 

 in 2014, the follow up report, commented on the continuing confusion around 

agency roles and responsibilities, particularly in the State agreement context (2014 

Report).175   

 In 2004, the Auditor General reported that the PSA department was not properly 

monitoring the State agreement proponents’ compliance with their local labour 

content obligations (2004 Report).  The confidentiality of these State agreement 

reports indicates that the collection, collation, and potential publication of 

confidential information is an additional issue specific to administration of a Pilbara 

water plan seeking to include PSA projects. 

                                                           
175

  See heading [3.1.2]. 
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The 2011 Report identified the lack of agency resources limited the comprehensive 

monitoring and auditing of compliance with Part IV conditions.  The EPA, the agency responsible for 

ensuring compliance with Part IV conditions, reported that it only audited about half of the 115 

mining proponents’ environmental reports.176  The EPA considered it unlikely the agency would ever 

be able to review all reports, or inspect all mines, because of the increasing numbers of projects.177  

To mitigate the lack of auditing, the EPA required the managing director of the company to sign the 

reports to impose greater accountability on the proponent.178  The Auditor General supported this 

decision because the EPA lacked resources to audit adequately.179  The Auditor General reported 

that the agencies responsible for monitoring the mining industry (the EPA, PSA, mining, and 

environment departments) allocation of resources to oversee monitoring and compliance was 

affected because they identified their key priority as assessing and approving projects.180   

The 2011 report identified that monitoring of the mining industry’s compliance was subject 

to repetition and gaps because the system dispersed authority between agencies and the agencies 

did not share their compliance information.181  The Auditor General commented (on mining 

compliance generally not just State agreements) that dispersing responsibility between agencies 

meant that ‘no agency reports on the overall compliance of the industry, or on whether conditions 

provide the intended outcomes’.182  The report advised that to minimise the risks the system needed 

‘clear roles and responsibilities, effective coordination between agencies, sound internal processes 

and effective planning.’183  The 2014 Report stated that the reporting requirements for State 

agreement mines were unclear, and that there was confusion about which department was 

responsible for ensuring the compliance.184  The PSA department did not monitor compliance and, 

the mining department stated it did not have authority over PSA mines that are not subject to the 

MA 1978—this confusion posed a risk that the agencies would not identify non-compliance with the 

environmental requirements.185   

Moreover, the confidential nature of State agreements means that there are specific 

limitations on reporting, monitoring, and the provision of information, in the PSA context.  For 
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  Auditor General (WA), Ensuring Compliance (2011), above n 42, 25, see also 17.   
177

  Ibid, 25. 
178

  Ibid, 25. 
179

  Ibid, 25. 
180

  Ibid, 17. 
181

  Ibid, 15 – 17. 
182

  Ibid, 17.   
183

  Ibid, 17.   
184

  Ibid, 9, 24; Auditor General (WA), Follow-up (2014), above n 71, 7.   
185

  Auditor General (WA), Ensuring Compliance (2011), above n 42, 9.  See for response, Auditor General (WA), 
Follow-up (2014), above n 71, 10.   
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example, the 2004 Report identified the PSA department’s lack of monitoring and assessment of the 

proponent’s compliance with the relevant State agreement local labour content provisions.186  Some 

companies had stopped reporting altogether and the department had not followed up, stating that 

proponent reporting obligations related to the construction phase rather than the operational 

stage.187  Following up in the 2011 Report, the Auditor General acknowledged that the department 

now tracks the use of local labour; but, the department still could not clarify whether companies 

were meeting their obligations.188  In response, the department said their role was to facilitate 

resource industry development ‘within the context of government policy’, and the agreements did 

not provide the legislative power, nor was it appropriate to intervene in the proponents’ commercial 

processes.189  In addition, the confidentiality of the local labour reports constrained public scrutiny of 

compliance with the local labour obligations—in 2011, the PSA department refused to provide 

Members of Parliament with copies of the reports because the information is categorised as 

confidential.190  This means that unless the PSA department collects and assesses this confidential 

information there is no independent record of performance or monitoring of compliance.  This raises 

a question addressed in chapter seven, how would an agency administering a Pilbara water plan deal 

with the issue of collecting, collating, and publishing, the proponents confidential water related 

information? 

The practical difficulties faced by the current system could equally affect the administration 

of a Pilbara water plan.  An agency implementing a Pilbara water plan would face similar difficulties 

in relation to adequate resources, interagency monitoring, and access to and/or publication of, 

confidential data.191  A Pilbara water plan delivered by the EP Act Part III or IV may add an additional 

layer of confusion to the current regime.  In comparison, introducing new legislation may provide a 

mechanism to cut through the complexity by delivering a clear statutory framework for the plan’s 

administration.   

4.5 The effect of the EP Act on a new Pilbara water plan 

The preceding discussion suggests that new legislation imposing a Pilbara water plan may be 

a better option than using the EP Act 1986.  Contemporary commentary and review suggest the 

                                                           
186

  Auditor General (WA), State Agreement Acts (2004) above n 26, 19, 29.  Local content provisions require 
the proponents to source labour and contractors locally to improve WA employment.  See, Western 
Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 11 August 2011, 5631 – 5632 (Jon Ford). 

187
 Auditor General (WA), State Agreement Acts (2004) above n 26, 19. 

188
  Auditor General (WA), Ensuring Compliance (2011), above n 42, 7, 21.   

189
  Ibid, 11.   

190
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 11 August 2011, 5631 – 5632 (Jon Ford). 

191
  The issues of agency funding and collation of confidential data are explored further in Chapter 7, headings 
[4.2] – [4.3].    
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State should not use the environmental legislation to shore up the existing procedures and that new 

legislation integrating water and resources management is a better solution.  Sommer stated that 

WA’s Part IV procedure is ‘not equipped to manage the cumulative impacts of dewatering and 

discharge.’192  The National Water Commission observed that, while environmental approval 

processes ‘have the capacity to address many of the issues relating to water … they are often not 

well integrated with state and territory water planning and management arrangements’.193  

Similarly, Gardner commented that resorting to environmental approval laws to make special 

arrangements for resources projects was not a good substitute for better integrating the resource 

sectors water use into the general water planning regime.194   

These comments raise an important question.  If new legislation delivering a Pilbara water 

plan were enacted, how would the new legislation interact with existing Part IV implementation 

conditions?  The EP Act 1986 prevails over all other inconsistent State legislation, unless the new 

legislation clearly provides otherwise;195 so, the new Act would need to address any inconsistencies 

between the new requirements and the existing EP Act provisions, unless the two requirements can 

operate in conjunction.196  The new Act may need to provide for the amendment of existing 

implementation conditions that are inconsistent with a Pilbara water plan, or the Environment 

Minister may need to amend such implementation conditions by exercising his/her powers under 

s 46.  The latter procedure could be onerous because each proponent’s implementation conditions 

may require individual amendment and, any major changes to conditions are treated as a new 

proposal, which is subject to Part IV review and appeals.197  Alternatively, the new Act could provide 
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  Natascha Sommer, ‘Mine Dewatering in the Pilbara: A Legal Framework for Managing Cumulative Impacts 
on Environmental Values and Indigenous Interests’ (2012) 31 Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 
65, 75-76. 
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  National Water Commission (Cth), Position Statement Coal Seam Gas and Water (2010) 2 – 3 
<http://www.nwc.gov.au/nwi/position-statements/coal-seam-gas> 
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  Alex Gardner, ‘Mining Access to Water Resources – Traditions and Developing Principles’ (2013) Australian 
Mining and Petroleum Law Yearbook 306, 308. 
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  Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) s 5; South Australia v Tanner (1988) 166 CLR 161, 171, Wilson, 
Dawson, Toohey, and Gaudron JJ quoting Butler v the Attorney General (Vict) (1961) 106 CLR 268, 275-276 
Fullagar J; Kartinyeri v The Commonwealth (1998) 195 CLR 337, 354 [9], Brennan CJ, McHugh J quoting 
Mathieson v Burton (1971) 124 CLR 1, 10, Windeyer J.  See also the discussion regarding reconciling 
apparently inconsistent Acts in The South Eastern Drainage Board (South Australia) v The Savings Bank of 
New South Wales (1939) 62 CLR 603, 625-627, Dixon J.   

196
 South Australia v Tanner (1988) 166 CLR 161, 171, Wilson, Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron JJ quoting Butler v 
the Attorney General (Vict) (1961) 106 CLR 268, 275-276, Fullagar J. 

197
  See heading [3.1]; Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) ss 38(5), 46B(2), 100(1)(d).  For similar issues 
relating to water licences and NWI consumptive pool plan see Michael Bennett and Alex Gardner, 'A 
Regulatory Framework for Groundwater Management in a Drying South West: Draft Report for 
Consultation' (Australian Government, National Water Commission, National Centre for Groundwater 
Research and Training, 27 March 2014) 55.  
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that water licences issued in accordance with the Pilbara water plan satisfy or replace compliance 

with Part IV implementation conditions regarding water management.   

This issue is averted if the proponent initiates the amendment.  If the proponent agreed to 

the plan, they could apply under s 45C to amend their own implementation conditions, which would 

circumvent the potential appeal issue.  This procedure is not without precedent, as previously 

explained, the Brockman 2 proponent opted to have their groundwater managed under the RiWI Act 

and, subsequently, successfully applied under the EP Act s 45C to have the project’s water 

implementation conditions removed.198  However, if complying with a Pilbara water plan is 

voluntary, some proponents may agree to comply and others may not, or proponents may agree the 

plan applies to only some of their PSA mines.  Partial compliance would add another layer of 

complexity to the regime and not progress towards a holistic Pilbara water plan. 

5 Conclusion  

This analysis of the EP Act 1986 suggests that a Pilbara water plan delivered by Part III or IV 

could be restrained by the Act’s procedures and legislative gaps, and the Government’s economic 

dependence on the industry.  The system of case-by-case regulation, the legislative gaps and the lack 

of agency resources means the Government must often rely on the proponents conforming to their 

social license to operate.   

Introducing a Pilbara water plan via Part IV implementation conditions faces a number of 

restrictions that would limit its capacity to introduce an effective Pilbara water plan.  The main 

issues are that the plan would not apply to the 1960s mines and, the administrative task of 

implementing the plan and, effecting timely amendments of the plan could be onerous.   

In this context, the Act’s Part III policy provisions have more utility and hypothetically have 

the capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan.  However, the State’s economic dependence on iron ore 

revenue may constrain the Environment Minister or the political will of Parliament to allow a Part III 

plan that has the capacity to regulate mine dewatering.  The alternative is a reduced scope Pilbara 

water plan that manages but does not limit mine dewatering.  However, the question arises, does 

the EPA have the authority to consider economic factors when developing such a plan?  In 1996, the 

WA Supreme Court limited the EPA recommendations under Part IV to consideration of 

‘environmental factors’.  So, would the Act allow the EPA to develop a reduced scope Pilbara water 

plan under Part III?  Although there is no reason to doubt the capacity of the Minister in approving a 

Part III policy to take into account non-environmental factors, the scope of the EPA’s advisory role in 
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  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Change to Proposal s45C Brockman 2 (Statement 867, 11 
September 2013) above n 169, 1.   
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preparing Part III policies is uncertain.  Further, a Pilbara water plan seeking to implement long-term 

strategies to achieve long-term goals is vulnerable to the Minister’s discretion to revoke Part III 

policies.   

The EP Act’s more general limitations, in relation to providing transparency to the PSA 

regime, adequately monitoring compliance and, acquiring and collating confidential data, raises 

questions about how a service implementing a Pilbara water plan (whether delivered by the EP Act 

or new legislation) would navigate these difficulties.  Chapter seven further examines those issues.   

The EP Act’s limits and anomalies suggest that proposing new legislation to deliver a Pilbara 

water plan may be a preferable option; rather than attempting to utilise the existing legislation that 

was not designed for that purpose.  Introducing a Pilbara water plan under the EP Act may 

contribute to the regime’s complexity rather than facilitate a transparent and consistent long-term 

plan.  The following chapter continues the reform discussion by identifying the scope of a Pilbara 

water plan that new legislation could deliver without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.  A Pilbara 

water plan delivered by new legislation must also navigate the issue of the industry’s economic 

importance to the State.  In this regard, new legislation designed for that purpose can incorporate 

broader economic policy and may provide a better option for developing and delivering a reduced 

scope Pilbara water plan.   
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Chapter Seven – Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreement Mine Dewatering 

Rights and Water Law Reform 
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‘We know there are issues. We can point to examples in which mistakes were made and say, 
“Ah, ha!” … and yet in 2010, given the opportunity to amend the whole lot, we ignore the 
opportunity to modernise and bring them up to a contemporary level’2 

1 Introduction 

It is possible to introduce new legislation that does not disturb the Government’s sovereign 

risk policy, yet still delivers a statutory water management plan appropriate for the Pilbara’s aquifer 

system and mining industry (Pilbara water plan), which has the capacity to regulate mine dewater 

that is not utilised for mine site purposes and requires disposal (excess mine dewater).  Based on 

the analysis of Pilbara iron ore State agreements (PSAs) in chapters three to five, it is apparent that 

the PSA groundwater rights may not be as broad as the parties perceive.  Arguably, new legislation 

could deliver a Pilbara water plan that has the capacity to regulate excess mine dewatering without 

abrogating PSA rights (new Pilbara water plan).3  This is significant because excess mine-dewater 

represents over half of all mine dewatering.   

Chapter six reviewed the first reform option utilising the existing legislation—the 

Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act 1986)—to deliver a Pilbara water plan.  The Act’s 

Part III policy provisions could deliver a broad Pilbara water plan without disturbing the 

Government’s sovereign risk policy.  However, the Act’s limitations suggest that it may be time to 

‘stop patching the existing Acts and rebuild the legislative framework for water management.’4  The 

Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) (RiWI Act) administrator’s (water department) 

preferred mode of water law reform is enacting new legislation.5  New legislation could disturb the 

sovereign risk policy, so this chapter commences by summarising the PSA groundwater rights 

identified in chapters three to five to evaluate the scope of a Pilbara water plan that does not affect 

PSA rights.  An additional contingency, is that a plan that could regulate excess mine dewatering 

could also limit iron ore production, because excess water in the pit will stop the mine operating.  

Therefore, a Pilbara water plan that has the capacity to regulate excess mine dewatering could also 

limit production, profits, and State revenue.  The economic importance of the Pilbara’s iron ore 

industry may constrain the political will to introduce such a plan.   

                                                           
2
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 9769 (Jon Ford).   

3
  The term new Pilbara water plan is used at times for ease of reference and to distinguish a plan delivered 

by new legislation from a plan delivered by existing legislation, the Environmental Protection Act 1986 
(WA). 

4
  Department of Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, Position Paper - Reforming Water 

Resource Management (September 2013) [2.2].  
5
  Ibid, [2.2].  
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The issue of mine dewater management cannot be fully considered without discussing the 

State’s economic reliance on iron ore exports, because iron ore production and mine dewatering are 

co-dependent activities.  The 2003 commodities boom established iron ore as the State’s most 

important economic resource and source of revenue, and highly important nationally.6  To 

understand the scope of the economic constraint, section three explains the development and 

management of the Pilbara iron industry in the State, Federal, and global context.  The section 

concludes that economic dependence is probably a greater constraint to introducing a Pilbara water 

plan than the sovereign risk policy.  Consequently, a reduced scope Pilbara water plan that does not 

limit mine dewatering (reduced scope Pilbara water plan or reduced scope plan) may be the 

current feasible planning option.   

To recognise the additional economic constraint, section four discusses the National Water 

Initiative reform proposals that do not limit mine dewatering—such as a data-sharing and/or water 

planning agency to improve cumulative impact management, and establishing a ‘cost recovery’ 

administrative model to fund new and/or improve existing administrative services.  The discussion 

progresses from the easiest option first—that is, introducing reforms by relying on the industry self-

regulating and exercising their corporate social responsibility.  In this respect, self-regulation, 

particularly in relation to cumulative impact management and data sharing, has significant limits.  

The section then examines improving the current system by introducing data-sharing/water planning 

services and introducing the fee-for-service cost recovery model.  It is suggested that funding a cost 

recovery data-sharing/water planning service may be assisted by reviewing the EP Act’s Part V 

licence water discharge fees and amending the regulations to apply commensurate rates.   

The chapter progresses as follows. 

 Section two evaluates the scope of a Pilbara water plan that could be delivered by new 

legislation that does not disturb the sovereign risk policy; 

 section three discusses the history of the Pilbara iron ore industry’s development to 

illustrate the scope of the additional economic constraint on water planning; and 

 section four reviews the limits of the current system that often relies on the proponents 

self-regulating in relation to cumulative impact management and data-sharing and 

suggests means for the State to engage the issue by introducing a data-sharing/water 

planning service that is funded on a cost recovery basis. 

                                                           
6
 See chapter 1, [1]. 
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2 A Pilbara water plan consistent with PSA rights and the sovereign 

risk policy 

New legislation specifically designed for water planning is the preferred administrative 

option.  In 2013, the water department position paper on water management reform recognised 

that the current regime requires legislative and policy reform because it does not provide for 

contemporary challenges, such as managing Pilbara mine dewatering.7  The department stated, 

‘[t]he fragmentation of existing laws means that holistic reforms, which are necessary to meet 

contemporary challenges, are hard to achieve simply through amendments to pieces of the existing 

legislation.  It is time to stop patching the existing Acts and rebuild the legislative framework for 

water management.’8  However, the department also recognises that PSA rights are a limiting 

factor.9  This section defines the scope of a Pilbara water plan consistent with PSA rights that new 

legislation could deliver without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.   

Do PSA groundwater rights pose an obstacle to water law reform?  The answer to that 

question is both yes and no.  The answer is ‘yes’ because the Government’s sovereign risk policy 

holds PSA rights as sacrosanct so will not impose legislative reforms that could abrogate PSA rights 

without the proponents’ agreement.  The answer is also ‘no’ because the PSA groundwater rights 

are probably more limited than the parties may have supposed.   

This section uses the previous chapters’ analysis of PSA water rights to evaluate the scope of 

a Pilbara water plan delivered by new legislation that would not disturb the sovereign risk policy 

(new Pilbara water plan).  In brief, it is likely a majority of PSAs do not confer a right to abstract 

excess mine dewater, but, two 1990s PSAs confer a right to negotiate the withdrawing of a mine 

dewater amount.  However, that right to negotiate probably does not include an implied PSA right to 

dispose of excess mine dewater—in that respect, the proponent exercises their Common Law right 

to drain and/or discharge.   

The significance of this point is that the sovereign risk policy protects the PSA rights—it does 

not protect the Common Law rights.  Therefore, a new Pilbara water plan could regulate the 

proponents’ Common Law right to dispose of excess mine dewater without disturbing the sovereign 

risk policy.  Importantly, in a practical sense, the regulation of excess mine dewater disposal would 

                                                           
7
  Department of Water (WA), above n 4, Position Paper – Reforming Water Resource Management (2013) 

[2.1.3].  
8
  Ibid, [2.2].  

9
  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and Planning 

Series report 55, October 2013), 25; Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan (Water 
Resource Allocation and Planning Series report 20, August 2009). 
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also control its abstraction because one cannot abstract water if one cannot dispose of it.  The 

capacity to regulate all excess mine dewater disposal confers the capacity to control all excess mine 

dewater abstraction.  Therefore, a new Pilbara water plan could probably regulate and/or control all 

excess mine dewatering abstraction and disposal.   

This is significant because proponents use less than half the Pilbara’s mine dewater and the 

rest is excess and requires disposal.10  A Pilbara water plan regulating excess mine dewater disposal 

could manage a significant portion of mine dewatering and its cumulative impacts.   

Past and Future Pilbara mine dewater 

Total 
groundwater 
abstraction 

Mine 
operation 

Discharge  Reinjection  Non-
beneficial 

Beneficial  Total excess 
mine 
dewater 

2013 (350gl) 131gl 
38% 

26gl 
7% 

152 
44% 

15gl 
4% 

25gl 
7% 

219gl 
62% 

2020  
(491gl) 

193gl 
39% 

44gl 
9% 

207 
42% 

15gl 
3% 

36gl 
7% 

298gl 
61% 

Figure 7.1 Past and future Pilbara mine dewater in giga litres (gl)
11 

To evaluate a new Pilbara water plan this section evaluates the PSA rights in three categories:  

 the right to abstract and use mine dewater,  

 the right to abstract and dispose of excess mine dewater, and  

 the right to create and dispose of wastewater.   

In addition, the section also considers whether the PSA mines’ potential past or present 

unauthorised mine dewatering provides a platform to negotiate a Pilbara water plan.  On this aspect, 

the thesis acknowledges that the State’s economic dependence on iron ore revenue may constrain 

the political will to negotiate or introduce a Pilbara water plan that has the capacity to regulate 

excess mine dewatering.  

                                                           
10

  Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study Summary Report (DOW0814 July 2015) 
[2.1]; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan 2010-2030 (June 2010) 7; Department of 
Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan Supporting Detail 2010-2030 (June 2010) 38 – 40; Mike Harold, 
‘Water in Mining, a View from the West’ (Presentation, National Environmental Law Association 
Conference 2017) slide 7.  This estimate includes the excess mine dewater used for the Hamersley 
Agriculture Project as utilised mine dewater.  See also, the Department of Agriculture estimates 120gl of 
discharge in 2016 of which 60gl was freshwater, Department of Agriculture and Food (WA), Irrigation in the 
Pilbara Fact Sheet (2016) pdf 2/5 
<https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/sites/gateway/files/Irrigation%20in%20Pilbara%20factsheet.pdf>  

11
  The data for this chart was sourced from, Deloitte Access Economics, 2015-2025 Western Australian 

Resources Sector Outlook (Report prepared for Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, 
November 2014) 101.  Onsite discharge refers to allowing the excess mine dewater to evaporate from 
ponds, see Deloitte Economics, 2018 – 2028 Resources Sector Outlook (Report prepared for Chamber of 
Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, November 2017) 66.   
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2.1 PSA rights to abstract utilised mine dewater and Common Law water 

rights   

To summarise, chapters three to five established that all PSAs from 1963 – 1996 confer 

rights to abstract utilised mine dewater—that is, mine dewater that is used for mine-site or domestic 

purposes.  When the PSA terms do not confer water rights, the proponent may acquire statutory 

water rights or exercise their Common Law water rights.  For example, some contemporary PSAs do 

not confer water rights; in that case, the proponent must acquire the statutory rights and/or 

exercise their Common Law rights.   

To illustrate, the RiWI Act displaces the Common Law right to take water by requiring the 

‘taker’ to obtain a s 5C licence,12 but it does not generally constrain the Common Law rights to use, 

discharge, or drain water (although a licence could impose conditions on those rights).13  As chapter 

one explained, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the attachment of Common Law water 

rights to mining leases (or other land tenures);14 for this argument, it is assumed the proponent can 

exercise their Common Law water rights as a land occupier. 

When a PSA is silent in relation to a right, the proponent is not without rights because they 

can acquire rights under State legislation,15 or exercise their Common Law rights attached to the 

underlying land tenure.  For example, in the case of BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd v Martu Idja 

Banyjima (MIB) Native Title Claimants,16 the PSA proponent acquired a miscellaneous licence under 

the mining legislation to build a rail spur.  One of the contentions was whether the proponent was 

required to negotiate a variation to their PSA rather than acquire a miscellaneous licence pursuant 

to the mining legislation provisions.17  The proponent argued, and the Mining Warden agreed, that 

the PSA did not ‘cover the field’.18  In a nutshell, if a PSA does not confer a right, or modify or exclude 

                                                           
12

  ICM Agriculture Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (2009) 240 CLR 140, [54], [72], [194] – [196].  This case relates to 
New South Wales water laws but the principle (that the legislature displaces rather regulates the Common 
Law right) equally applies to Western Australia water law.   

13
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) sch 1 cl 15.  On Common Law water rights see, Alex Gardner 

et al, Water Resources Law (2
nd

 ed, 2017) ch 8.   
14

  See chapter two heading [5.4]; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan (2013) 

above n 9, 28; Lauren Butterly, 'Keeping the Engine Room Running: Key Themes and Developments in 
Water Resources Management in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia' (2012) 15(2) Australasian 
Journal of Natural Resources Law and Policy 191, 199.  See also on tenement distinctions, Homestake Gold 
of Australia Ltd v Croesus Mining NL (unreported, Kalgoorlie Warden's Court, 20 March 1991) 4, 17 – 19, 
and Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) sch 1, cl 3(a) on the eligibility of an ‘occupier of land’ to 
hold water licences.   

15
  BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd v Martu Idja Banyjima (MIB) Native Title Claimants [2009] WAMW 6 [90].  

16
  Ibid. 

17
  Ibid, [37], [49], [76] – [78], [90]. 

18
  Ibid, [86] – [90]. 
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other laws, the underlying State statutes or the Common Law may confer rights (or impose 

obligations) on the proponent.   

If the State has enacted legislation that has displaced Common Law rights, the PSA generally 

requires the State to confer those statutory rights (mining leases, water licences and so forth).  For 

example, the PSAs usually modify the RiWI Act by requiring the administrator to grant a licence 

consistent with the PSA rights.  Pursuant to the PSA, and as occupiers of a mining tenement, the 

proponent can acquire the statutory right to take water ‘as of right’ (RiWI Act ss 5C, 26D licences).19  

The PSAs may also modify Common Law rights.  For example, the proponent may have a PSA right to 

utilise mine dewater for mining purposes, and exercise their Common Law right to use water for 

purposes other than mining.  To illustrate, the Hamersley Agricultural Project’s (HAP) use of excess 

mine dewater is probably not within the scope of ‘mine-site purposes’, so, the proponent’s PSA may 

not confer a right to that use—however, their Common Law right to use water (attached to the HAP 

projects underlying land tenure, the Hamersley Station pastoral lease)20 fills that gap and could allow 

for the HAP project’s water consumption. 

2.2 Excess mine dewater disposal and the Common Law right to discharge  

Chapters three to five argued that the 1963 – 72 and the majority of 1990s PSAs probably do 

not confer rights to abstract excess mine dewater.  An obvious point worth emphasising is that the 

absence of a PSA right to abstract excess mine dewater suggests the absence of a PSA right to 

dispose of that water.  It is germane because a key proposition is that none of the PSAs (1963 – 

1996) confer a right to dispose of excess mine dewater.  

While the proposition is clear for the majority of PSAs that do not confer a right to excess 

mine dewater abstraction, it is less clear for 1990s Marillana and Yandicoogina PSAs that have water 

terms that confer a right to negotiate a mine dewatering quantity.  Of course, the Environment 

Minister could exercise his/her discretion and amend the Marillana and Yandicoogina Part IV 

implementation conditions to require compliance with a Pilbara water plan.  However, the benefit of 

delivering a new Pilbara water plan via new legislation is integrating legislation and administrative 

tasks—using different methods of delivery for mines authorised under two PSAs could fragment 

governance and complicate administration.   

Chapter five argued that the PSAs’ water term conferring a right to negotiate a mine 

dewater amount does not necessarily imply a PSA right to discharge/dispose of that water.  If so, in 

                                                           
19

  See chapter two heading [5.4] and references at above n 14.  
20

  Garick Field and Mike Harold, Development of Beneficial Use Solutions for Surplus Water from Marandoo 
Mine: Lessons Learned (Rio Tinto Iron Ore, undated) pdf 4/8.  
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the absence of a PSA right to dispose of excess mine dewater, the proponents rely on their Common 

Law right to discharge.   

The Marillana and Yandicoogina PSAs contain water terms that confer a right to negotiate 

‘amounts required to be withdrawn in dewatering’.21  Arguably, despite that right, these agreements 

do not expressly or impliedly confer a right to dispose of the excess mine dewater amount.  The 

operative word, ‘withdrawn’, does not convey an express right to ‘discharge’ or ‘dispose’ of the 

excess mine dewater amount.  The question raised in chapter five and analysed further here is, does 

the PSA right to negotiate ‘amounts required to be withdrawn in dewatering’ conferred by the water 

term imply a PSA right to dispose of that amount?   

As explained in chapter two, an implied contractual term must have sufficient precision; in 

other words, the amount of mine dewater disposal needs to be quantifiable.  The right to negotiate 

a mine dewater amount does not imply the right to a specific outcome, such as a fixed quantity or a 

disposal strategy, so, the water term may lack the information necessary to imply a quantifiable 

mine dewater disposal amount.  It is doubtful the right to a ‘negotiated amount’ of mine dewater 

can indicate a sufficiently precise quantity of mine dewater disposal because it could only imply a 

future disposal ‘amount’ that relies on the negotiation outcome.  Further, such an implied term is 

not necessary for business efficacy because the proponent can acquire a RiWI Act licence and/or 

exercise their Common Law disposal rights (see chapter 2, heading [4.3]). 

The right to negotiate a mine dewater amount is necessarily relevant, and fixed to, the PSA 

mine’s iron ore production quantity.  The amount of mine dewater negotiated will depend on the 

quantity of iron ore produced.  In that regard, the 1990s PSAs include a ‘limit on mining’ (or LOM) 

clause that prescribes a production limit and, by doing so, provides a right to specified tonnage.  The 

LOM clause could support a right to negotiate a mine dewater abstraction and disposal amount with 

sufficient precision.   

Chapter five assessed whether the 1990s PSAs’ LOM clause that prescribes an iron ore 

production quantity of 10 or 15 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) could imply a right to abstract the 

excess mine dewater necessary to produce the iron ore safely.  The Yandicoogina and Marillana 

agreements have two important differences in this respect.  The Yandicoogina PSA confines the 

water rights to its water term; secondly, its development proposal clause requires details of ‘water 

supply and disposal’.  

                                                           
21

  Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch1, cl 19(2). 
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The Yandicoogina PSA’s LOM clause cannot imply a right to abstract or negotiate excess 

mine dewater disposal because the PSA confines the water rights to its water term.  The water term 

provides that the State’s water laws apply unless ‘specifically provided for’ under the water clause.22  

Additionally, although the Yandicoogina PSA’s development proposal clause requires the proponent 

to provide the details of water ‘supply and disposal’, this clause also cannot suggest an implied right 

to mine dewater disposal because, first, the development proposal clause does not confer rights 

and, secondly, because the Yandicoogina PSA rights are limited to those provided in its water term.   

In contrast, the Marillana agreement (that authorises the BHP Yandi operations) does not 

confine the water rights to its water rights term.  Consequently, the Marillana LOM clause could 

potentially imply water disposal rights to enable safe mining of the prescribed amount, 10mtpa.  The 

BHP Yandi operation produced 5 million tonnes (mt) in 1991 (its first year) and produced 78mt in 

2016, far exceeding the LOM clause’s prescribed limit of 10mt per annum (pa).23  The proponent 

may have a right to dispose of the amount of mine dewater necessary to produce 10mtpa.24  The 

right to mine dewater disposal necessary to produce iron ore beyond 10mtpa is another matter.  On 

a plain reading of the PSA terms, after the removal of the LOM clause restriction, the production of 

iron ore greater than 10mtpa cannot imply a right because the right is uncertain and lacks 

precision.25  The complete answer may be available in the State records documents that would 

reveal what conditions (if any) the State imposed to remove the ‘limit on mining’ restriction, which 

will not be available for some years.  However, the purpose of PSAs generally, and relevant 

legislation at the time of the Marillana PSAs enactment, suggest the parties did not anticipate a 

need to include a right to excess mine dewatering disposal in the PSA terms. 

Arguably, the parties did not include a right to dispose of mine dewater because it was not 

needed.  The PSAs’ purpose is to modify other State legislation that regulates the activities the 

proponent intends to perform.  In the 1990s, there was no State Act displacing the Common Law 

                                                           
22

  Iron Ore (Yandicoogina) Agreement Act 1996 (WA) sch 1, cl 18(3). 
23

  Rio Tinto’s annual report includes an aggregate quantity for Hamersley iron that includes mines under 
other agreements (the Hope Downs and Hamersley Range agreements, Brockman 1 and 4, Hope Downs 2, 
Baby Hope etc).  However, a Rio presentation indicates that its Yandi operations produced 52mtpa in 2012.  
See, Rio Tinto, Site visit to iron ore operations in Western Australia (2 – 5 September 2013) 4; BHP Yandi 
(Marillana) produced 78mtpa in 2016, see BHP, ‘Yandi achieves one billion tonnes’ (Media release, 17 
January 2017). 

24
  On this point, the water clause imposes an obligation to ‘use’ mine dewater for mining agreement 

purposes to the fullest extent reasonably practicable.  It may well be that the mine dewater from the first 
10mtpa would need to be used in compliance with this obligation.  See Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) 
Agreement Act 1991 (WA) sch 1, cl 19(1)(a).   

25
  Without access to the State records it is not possible to ascertain whether the Government set other 

conditions or limits when they negotiated the removal of the production limit restriction imposed by the 
LOM clause.  
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right to discharge water that the PSAs needed to modify.26  Consequently, there was no need to 

include a right to negotiate excess mine dewater discharge.  State legislation did not regulate water 

disposal so the proponent could simply exercise their Common Law right to discharge.  The PSA 

water term only needed modify the RiWI Act because, after negotiating the mine dewater amount 

to be withdrawn, the clause requires the water department to grant the necessary water licence to 

formalise the operational detail of the PSA right to ‘draw’ the water (a s26D licence).   

At that time, the RiWI Act only regulated groundwater abstraction through the grant of an s 

26D bore licence that allowed the holder to draw groundwater.27  Even Part V licencing fees did not 

apply to mine dewater disposal until 2005, when the regulations introduced fees for mine dewater 

discharge.28  In the Pilbara, mine dewatering is a relatively new environmental risk,29 emerging 

particularly during the commodities boom, which may explain the inclusion of mine dewater 

discharge fee in Part V regulations post 2003, after the Pilbara’s iron ore production began to ramp 

up.  The legislation that existed in the 1990s, and the fact that mine dewatering had not yet become 

an issue, supports the contention that the PSA water terms do not include a right to mine dewater 

disposal.  Arguably, new legislation delivering a Pilbara water plan that had the capacity to regulate 

mine dewater disposal would not disturb the sovereign risk policy because it would regulate the 

proponents’ Common Law right to discharge water, not a PSA water right.   

The State found itself in an analogous positon in relation to the 1960s mines rights to 

increase production without seeking government approval.  At the time of negotiation, the State had 

not anticipated the rapid expansion of the industry, which was disproportional to the secondary 

processing obligation (a major State benefit).  As the State Solicitor noted at that time, the fact the 

parties had not envisaged the contingency during their negotiation could not change the terms of 

                                                           
26

  The Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) Part V does regulate mine dewater discharge, but it does not 
alter the Common Law right or confer a right.  As previously explained in chapters two and five the Act 
protects the Part V licence holder from committing an offence under that Act, see Eclipse Resources Pty Ltd 
v Chief Executive Officer, Department of Environment and Conservation [2013] WASC 152 [66], [68].  Prior 
to the enactment of Part V, the water legislation issued a disposal licence that regulated water pollution, 
see, Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 Amendment Act (WA) (No 48 of 1974) ss 6 – 11, inserting part 
IIIA Waste and Effluent.  See in particular s 27A regarding the type of waste (the offence provision); and s 
27B regarding licenses to release such waste.  

27
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Amendment Act 2000 (WA) s 18 inserts s 5C.  See also RiWI Act (reprint 23 

April 1986) and (reprint 2 April 1996) s 26D(2)(a). 
28

  Western Australia, Government Gazette, No 232, 13 December 2005, 5983.  See Environmental Protection 
Regulations 1987 (WA) r 5D(6)(c).  The regulations capacity to introduce fees was due to the EP Act 2003 
amendments, see EP Act s 3A.  As noted in chapters two and five, Part V licences are protective and do not 
confer rights.  See chapter 2, heading [5.3]. 

29
  Department of Water (WA), above n 4, Position Paper – Reforming Water Resource Management (2013) 

[2.1.3]; Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan (2010) above n 10, 8. 
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the agreement.30  Similarly, it is probable the parties did not envisage the need to include a right to 

excess mine dewater disposal, but that cannot change the scope of the PSA water terms.  The proper 

time to consider this contingency was during the agreement negotiation.  As Justice Parker noted in 

the case of Re-Michael, State agreements terms may not legally operate as the parties intended.31   

2.3 Rights to create waste water 

For completeness, this section briefly examines, whether the PSA terms confer a right to 

create and dispose of waste, which could include wastewater and, whether the absence of an 

obligation to dispose of waste in a particular manner relieves the proponent from future statutory 

obligations due to the sovereign risk policy.   

A fulsome examination of whether PSA mining rights confer or imply rights to general waste 

disposal (tailings, overburden, domestic waste and so forth) is not within the scope of this study.  

The germane points for this analysis are, first, do the PSA terms confer a right to create and dispose 

of waste?  A right to create and dispose of waste generally could include a right to dispose of excess 

mine dewater because it could be categorised as ‘wastewater’.  Secondly, does the sovereign risk 

policy protect an ‘absence of an obligation’ to dispose of waste (including wastewater) in a particular 

manner. 

On a preliminary view, taken from familiarity with the PSA terms, an express right to general 

waste disposal seems unlikely.  Even the 1960s PSA terms that provided broad powers under the 

mutual covenants clause in relation to water and power, to allow for the development of the Pilbara 

mining infrastructure and the inland towns,32 do not express rights for mining waste disposal.  The 

PSAs’ development proposal clause refers to ‘development of services and facilities’ for housing and 

water supply and ‘any other works services or facilities proposed or desired’.33  However, generally, 

the PSA development proposal clause itself does not confer rights or impose obligations—it provides 

a framework for detailing the development in accordance with the agreement terms.34  In contrast, 

some State agreements do confer an express right to dispose of waste—two 1960s agreements, that 

                                                           
30

  See Chapter 3, heading [4.2], Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cll 5(1)(b), 
10(1)(a) – (b); State Records Office (WA), Hamersley Iron – Expansion Proposals (item 1976 142, 
consignment 6582, Department of Industrial Development) see Crown Law Department advice, 128, 
response to question 4, 135, and file note, 138.  For the processing obligations see, Hamersley sch 1, cll 
12(1), 13(1). 

31
  Re Michael; Ex Parte WMC Resources [2003] WASCA 288 [45], [53] – [54] Parker J. 

32
  For example, Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 11.  

33
  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 1 cl 5(1)(B) (iii), (vii). 

34
  As noted in Chapter 3, the 1963 – 64 development proposal clauses are distinguished in this respect but 

still confined by the scheduled agreement terms.   
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authorised a refinery and a wood chipping plant, do so.35  This supports the contention that, if the 

PSA parties had negotiated a right to waste disposal, it would be express.  It may be there was no 

need, because waste disposal in the Pilbara mining region, was not and, is not, regulated under the 

State legislation.36   

Secondly, on a preliminary view, the PSAs have not imposed wastewater disposal 

obligations—however, the sovereign risk policy preserves rights—it does not preserve an ‘absence 

of obligations’.  Hence, new statutory requirements imposing excess mine dewater (wastewater) 

disposal obligations (a new Pilbara water plan) probably would not conflict with the sovereign risk 

policy.  

This preliminary view is supported by the Government’s enactment of the Contaminated 

Sites Act 2003 (WA) (Contaminated Sites Act) that regulates aspects of waste management and, 

which has imposed obligations on the Goldsworthy PSA proponent.37  This Act does not expressly 

exempt State agreements, although the Governor has the discretion to exempt contamination 

contributors from liability.38  In 2013, the sale of the Goldsworthy mine (authorised under the 1964 

Goldsworthy agreement) was stymied when the Government refused to release the proponent from 

its PSA environmental obligations, or liability under the Contaminated Sites Act,39 for the 

remediation of the site’s acid mine drainage.40  The Government’s enactment of waste legislation 

that applies to State agreements indicates that this type of legislation is consistent with the 

sovereign risk policy because, while there are no obligations under some PSAs to remediate waste, 

there are also no rights to create or dispose of waste.  For example, in 1992, the proponent under 

the same Goldsworthy agreement remediated potential acid drainage from the Billygoat tailings 

                                                           
35

  Alumina Refinery Agreement Act (1961) sch 1 cl 4(2); Alumina Refinery (Pinjarra) Agreement Act (1969) sch 
1, cl 4(5); Wood Chipping Industry Agreement (1969) sch 1 cl 22(c)(ii).  

36
  See, Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy Act 2007 (WA); Waste Avoidance and Resource 

Recovery Levy Regulations 2008 (WA) rr 4, 12A; and also Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007 
(WA); Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Regulations 2008 (WA).  See appendix [7.1] for additional 
details.   

37
  Contaminated Sites Act 2003 (WA). 

38
  Contaminated Sites Act 2003 (WA) ss 9, 10.  See s 25 regarding contributors to contamination are 

responsible for remediation.   
39

  The PSA obligation referred to is likely the relinquishing of the mineral lease held under the agreement.  
Note, the Goldsworthy principle agreement was amended in 1972 and an ‘AEL’ clause inserted, so unlike 
other 1960s agreements it included environmental obligations prior to 2010, when the other 1960s 
agreements were amended to include an ‘EP Act’ clause.  See Iron Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 
1964 (WA) sch 2, cl 28.   

40
  Andrew Burrell, ‘Contaminated Sites Bill Stalls Sale’, The Australian Business Review (August 19 2013); 

Malavika Santhebennur, ‘BHP mine sale halted by acid contamination’, Australian Mining (August 19 2013). 
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dump—even though not obligated to do so under the Goldsworthy PSA,41 the proponent voluntarily 

did so ‘out of a sense of environmental and industrial responsibility’.42  However, in 2013, it appears 

the proponent was liable for the Goldsworthy mine site under the Contaminated Sites Act and the 

Government refused to grant an exemption.43  This indicates that the parties accepted that waste 

disposal regulation did not affect the Goldsworthy PSA rights, and that the sovereign risk policy did 

not protect the ‘absence of the obligation’.44  Likewise, the sovereign risk policy will not protect the 

‘absence of an obligation’ to dispose of wastewater in a particular manner in the 1963 – 1996 PSAs.   

2.4 Introducing a Pilbara water plan  

It is likely that the PSA groundwater rights are not as comprehensive as the parties perceive.  

If so, the Government could enact legislation that delivers a Pilbara water plan that regulates excess 

mine dewater disposal (and, therefore, control its abstraction) without disturbing its sovereign risk 

policy.  Most PSAs do not confer a right to abstract (and thus dispose of) excess mine dewater.  Two 

PSAs confer a right to negotiate excess mine dewater amounts, but, arguably, a right to negotiate 

does not include a right to dispose of the excess mine dewater that is withdrawn.  New legislation 

regulating the proponents’ Common Law right to discharge excess mine dewater could also control 

its abstraction, because it is impractical to abstract water one cannot dispose of.  Arguably, a Pilbara 

water plan could regulate the disposal and control the abstraction of all PSAs excess mine dewater 

without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.   

Taking that proposition one step further, the capacity to control excess mine dewater 

abstraction would afford some control over iron ore extraction, at least at mines that rely on the 

excess mine dewatering to maintain their operation.  The absence of PSA rights to excess mine 

dewater and disposal means the government has the capacity to regulate and control a significant 

portion of the industry’s mine dewater and iron ore extraction without disturbing the sovereign risk 

                                                           
41

  Westover Holdings Pty Ltd v BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd [2005] WAMW 20, [8] – [9]; Iron Ore (Mount 
Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964 (WA).  

42
  Westover Holdings Pty Ltd v BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd [2005] WAMW 20, [9].  

43
  Burrell, above n 40; Santhebennur, above n 40. 

44
  The author is aware that the Goldsworthy agreement was amended in the 1970s to include an AEL clause, 

which does make it subject to any environmental legislation.  However, the illustration still supports the 
argument that the PSAs do not confer a right to create or dispose of waste and, the absence of an 
obligation to dispose of waste responsibly or, not to create waste, is not protected by the sovereign risk 
policy.  It may be argued, that the EP Act clause in some PSAs confines the application of environmental 
protection legislation and does not provide for the application of the Contaminated Sites legislation.  
However, the EP Act clause does not confer a right, it imposes a requirement or obligation to construe the 
agreement in compliance with the EP Act, it does not exempt the PSA from other environmental legislation.  
Further, the Contaminated Sites Act 2003 (WA) commenced after the 1963 – 1996 PSAs and does not 
exempt State agreements, so, presumably prevails over the PSAS and can impose remediation obligations 
unless the Governor exempts the proponent.  For details of the Goldsworthy terms see appendix 4.4. 
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policy.  The Government’s stronger position in relation to PSA rights could present the option of 

preparing new legislation delivering a Pilbara water plan by consulting and/or negotiating with the 

proponents.45   

The Government’s sovereign risk policy established a culture of negotiating changes to PSAs 

by agreement.  Consultation can include negotiation and is a simpler, more efficient and economic, 

method of introducing reform.  The potential lack of PSA rights to mine dewatering may open the 

door to water reform law discussions.  The question raised in previous chapters is, does the 

proponents’ potential unauthorised excess mine dewatering at some mines provide a platform to 

discuss a new Pilbara water plan with the proponents that applies to all mines?46   

This research identified that many PSA mines may presently engage in (or in the past 

engaged in) unauthorised excess mine dewatering, which may provide the government with a strong 

position to introduce a new Pilbara water plan through a consultation planning process and/or 

negotiation.  Chapters three to five argued that for mines authorised under the 1963 – 72 PSAs, and 

most of 1990s PSAs, abstraction of excess mine dewater may not have been properly authorised 

under the RiWI Act (unauthorised mine dewatering).  The RiWI Act s 26D, and later s 5C, displaced 

the Common Law right to construct a bore and take water, so the proponent must acquire a valid s 

26D and s 5C licence to abstract groundwater.  The licences may be granted pursuant to a PSA right 

(RiWI Act s 26K) or, in the absence of a PSA right, in accordance with the RiWI Act.47  If the PSA water 

term authorises the water licence grant it enlivens s 26K and the water department grants the 

licence ‘as of right’.  If the PSA term does not confer the right to abstract excess mine dewater, the 

decision-maker should exercise their discretion in accordance with the RiWI Act when granting a 

water licence for that purpose.  It is possible that the RiWI Act decision-maker has purported to 

grant water licences to abstract excess mine dewater pursuant to perceived PSA rights,48 rather than 

exercising their discretion under the Act.  The significance of unauthorised mine dewatering as a 

                                                           
45

  Chapter one explained that it is not within the limits of this thesis to discuss potential disputes between the 
parties.  For example, under the PSA terms, additional proposal submissions for expansions can engage the 
PSAs’ arbitration provisions.  This thesis focusses on introducing legislative change through standard 
consultation processes for legislative change or, negotiating amendments to the PSAs with the proponents.  
See Chapter 1, heading [6]. 

46
  Rio Tinto or BHP operate all mines authorised by the PSAs relevant to this study.  See BHP, Annual Report 

(2017) 260, at n 10; Rio Tinto, 2014 Annual Report Delivering Sustainable Shareholder Returns (2014) 214.  
Note Rio Tinto’s currently available annual report (2016) does not contain this information.  See also, long 
title, Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA) (No 61 of 2010) and Iron Ore 
Agreements Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (WA) (No 34 of 2010).   

47
  Rights in Water and Irrigation 1914 (WA) s 26. 

48
  See Gardner et al, above n 13, [27.21] citing Natalie Brown and Alex Gardner, ‘Still Waters Run Deep: The 

1963–64 Pilbara Iron Ore State Agreements and Rights to Mine Dewatering’ (2016) 35(1) Australian 
Resources and Energy Law Journal, 142, and Chapter 4 discussion of unauthorised mine dewatering, 
heading [4.3].   
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potential bargaining chip can be considered in two categories—past unauthorised mine dewatering 

and future unauthorised mine dewatering.   

The PSA mines’ past unauthorised mine dewatering is probably the State’s responsibility 

because it was the RiWI Act decision-maker’s duty to issue a valid water licence by discerning the 

proper source of the authority.  Should there be any challenge to past mine dewatering and 

allegations of unauthorised harm, it could be the State’s duty to rectify past unauthorised mine 

dewatering because the decision-maker had the duty to confirm the authority of the PSA.  

Conversely, should the circumstances arise where an aggrieved third party challenged the validity of 

a proponent’s mine dewatering, and the proponent sought valid authorisation from the State, the 

State could take that opportunity to negotiate reform.49   

Future unauthorised mine dewatering offers two options; first, that future water licence 

grants to proponents without a PSA right to abstract excess mine dewater could be (and currently 

should be) authorised and managed in accordance with the RiWI Act.  Secondly, that the future need 

for a s 5C licence to be granted pursuant to the RiWI Act could place the Government in a strong 

position to negotiate a new Pilbara water plan.   

In relation to the first option, the RiWI Act has the capacity to manage mine dewatering 

because it provides the RiWI Act Minister (Water Minister) with broad discretionary powers, 

particularly after the 2001 amendments.50  The new provisions allow the Minister to impose, amend 

or vary conditions on water licences,51 for a wide range of reasons.52  Further, the Minister may 

generally restrict water rights if the water does not sufficiently supply environmental needs.53  

Additionally, although the provision has never been utilised,54 the Minister may make a statutory 

water management plan to guide the exercise of these powers.55  The limiting factor on those 

                                                           
49

  Some but not all PSAs obligate the proponent in relation to harm caused to third parties by mine 
dewatering.  See for example, Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 21(1)(c).  
However, this clause may not include environmental protection actions initiated by non-government 
organisations (conservation groups).   

50
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Amendment Act 2000 (WA) (no. 49 of 2000) sch 1. 

51
  Mark Gerus, ‘Transferable Water Entitlements in Western Australia: Water Markets and Property Rights for 

the Mining industry’ (2001) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association Yearbook 474, 489; Rights in 
Water and Irrigation 1914 (WA) sch 1, cl 24(1). 

52
  Rights in Water and Irrigation 1914 (WA) sch 1, cl 24(2) generally and in particular (2)(b)(ii)—(iii) and (e).  

53
  Rights in Water and Irrigation 1914 (WA) ss 26GC, 26GD, 26GD(1)(a). 

54
   Gardner et al, above n 13, 699, [27.20], see comment at n 88.   

55
  Alex Gardner, Richard Bartlett, Janice Gray, Water Resources Law (2009) [16.48].  Plans statutory or 

otherwise are only a consideration when the Water Minister exercises other powers, see Gardner et al, 
[17.17]; Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) sch 1 cll 7(2)(g)(iii), 22(2)(a)(ii), 24(f)(i), 25(b)(i).  There 
is slight variation regarding licence renewals, a statutory water allocation plan prohibits the licensees 
mandatory right to renewal on application, cl 22(2)(a)(ii).  The water department has produced non-
statutory water plans, in particular the Pilbara Water Allocation Plan. 
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powers (particularly if attempting to implement a plan) could be the onerous task of individually 

amending existing licence conditions because licensees may assert their right to review in the State 

Administrative Tribunal.56  Moreover, managing the abstraction of some mine dewater of some PSA 

mines under the existing RiWI Act licensing does not move towards the holistic water law reform as 

recommended by the water department.57 

The second option is that the absence of excess mine dewater abstraction rights in most 

PSAs may provide the Government with a strong position to propose a Pilbara water plan and 

engage in a consultation planning process for all PSA mines.  The question is would the Government 

choose to propose a Pilbara water plan with the capacity to regulate mine dewatering and, 

therefore, potentially limit iron ore production, company profits and, State royalty revenue?  In 

2010, when an opportunity arose to negotiate PSA water rights, it is possible that the Government 

chose not to negotiate water law reform because the State needed the royalty revenue.  During the 

Integration Act Parliamentary debate,58 Colin Barnett (MLA) commented that water was ‘just an 

issue that … could have been dealt with but … was not’,59 and that while the Government had no 

intention to restrict co-operation on the issue the legislation did not deal with it.60  Norman Moore 

(MLC) recognised mine dewatering was an issue that needed redress, but, stated that ‘[w]ater is not 

part of this [2010] agreement’.61  These comments may indicate the proponents refused to negotiate 

water rights, or that the Government negotiated other benefits in preference to water rights, or that 

neither the Government nor the proponent wanted to negotiate changes to PSA groundwater or, 

mine dewatering rights or, water law reform, because that might interfere with iron ore production, 

profits, and revenue.   

It may well be that the State’s economic dependence on iron ore represents a greater 

constraint to introducing a Pilbara water plan than the Government’s sovereign risk policy.  To 

illustrate the scope of this additional constraint the following section visits the history of the Pilbara 

iron ore industry’s development in the State, National, and global context.   
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  For full discussion of this issue see Michael Bennett and Alex Gardner, 'A Regulatory Framework for 
Groundwater Management in a Drying South West: Draft Report for Consultation' (Australian Government, 
National Water Commission, National Centre for Groundwater Research and Training, 27 March 2014) 55. 

57
  Department of Water (WA), above n 4, Position Paper – Reforming Water Resource Management (2013) 

[2.2].  
58

  Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA). 
59

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 24 November 2010, 9537 (Colin Barnett) 
60

  Ibid. 
61

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 9813 (Norman Moore).   
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3 Iron ore resources development policy and economic dependence  

The reform discussion inevitably engages the Government’s broader economic concerns 

because iron ore production and mine dewatering are co-dependent activities that generate the 

State’s most important source of income—iron ore royalty revenue.  The potential of a Pilbara water 

plan to reduce revenue introduces an additional economic constraint that may be more limiting than 

the sovereign risk policy.  This study concluded that new legislation could probably deliver a new 

Pilbara water plan regulating most, if not all, excess mine dewater disposal without disturbing the 

sovereign risk policy.  Alternatively, an EP Act Part III policy could also potentially deliver a Pilbara 

water plan with the capacity to regulate mine dewatering.  The question is, could the State afford a 

Pilbara water plan (or other reform) that has the capacity to regulate mine dewatering and 

potentially reduce the State’s most important source of revenue?  

Originally, the Government adopted the sovereign risk policy and the PSA regime to 

encourage proponents to commit to investing in the remote and undeveloped Pilbara region.  This 

logic may have been relevant in the 1960s and 1970s, but now holds less weight because the 

Pilbara’s iron ore wealth, its industry, its market, and the necessary infrastructure to produce and 

export iron ore are well established.  In 2016, during a political campaign, an industry executive 

asserted that increasing rent charges on PSA mining leases could send the iron ore industry into a 

decline similar to Australian car manufacturing.  Brendan Grylls (MLA) responded, ‘[i]f BHP and Rio 

choose to never invest in Western Australia again, maybe jobs could be at risk.  But I find that 

completely fanciful in an iron ore sector where, at the moment, the margin is $60 per tonne.’62  So 

are the reasons upholding the sovereign risk policy less relevant,63 and is economic constraint a 

more formidable obstacle to introducing water law reform?   

To understand the scope of the economic constraint, this section traces the Pilbara iron ore 

industry’s remarkable growth over nearly sixty years and the political influences and decisions that 

have resulted in the State’s contemporary relationship with the industry and its dependence on iron 

ore export revenue.  In the 1960s the Pilbara iron ore industry needed significant infrastructure and 

the State lacked the resources to provide it, which lead to introducing the PSA regime and its 
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  Joseph Dunstan, ‘WA Election: BHP boss warns extra tax could send sector the way of car manufacturers’ 
ABC News (7 March 2017). 

63
  For further comment on sovereign risk in a contemporary context, in relation to the Queensland Adani 

coalmine, see Lisa Cox, ‘No sovereign risk to revoking Adani approval, Saul Eslake says’, The Guardian 
Australian Edition (21 May, 2018).  In particular, ‘Rob Henderson, a former chief economist of markets for 
NAB, said there was no evidence that making decisions on environmental grounds impacted Australia’s 
credit rating’. 
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considerable concessions.64  A major benefit to the State conferred by the PSAs, were the 

proponents’ secondary industry obligations.  Establishing successful secondary processing industries 

(such as steel and pig iron) had the potential to buffer the State from becoming economically 

dependent on iron ore exports and the impacts of global market fluctuations.  However, arguably, 

the 2003 iron ore boom derailed any prospects of orderly development and commensurate 

secondary industry growth.   

First, this section describes the development of State’s resource management policy in the 

context of the Federal system and global market.  Secondly, it examines the State Government’s 

strategy to development a secondary processing industry. 

3.1 Iron ore and the development of resources management policy 

Resources management is particularly difficult in federated countries like Australia,65 

because the power to control the resource is divided between two or more jurisdictions.66  Australia 

is one the few countries that vests its resources wealth at a sub-national level.67  The State owns the 

resource, it controls the licences and tenures and the infrastructure such as road and rail, and it can 

impose royalties—the Commonwealth controls corporations, foreign investment, exports, and taxes, 

customs and excise.68  The division of powers may explain why State and Federal Governments have 

opted to collect revenue rather than to assert control over the resource assets.   

There are two aspects of resources management, governments can receive revenue benefits 

and/or can exert control over the asset by actively participating in the industry.69  Both State and 

Federal jurisdictions can receive a revenue benefit through royalties or taxes.70  A government can 

exert control over the asset by participating in the industry—by methods such as nationalising the 

industry, or taking a controlling or equity share through a government corporation, or establishing 

cartels,71 (participation in industry or industry participation).  In Australia, Commonwealth 
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  J Wilson, Governing Global Production: Resource Networks in the Asia-Pacific Steel Industry (2013) 68. 
65

  Sarah Burnside, ‘Mineral Booms, Taxation, and the National Interest’, (2013) 10 (3) History Australia 171, 
173. 

66
  M G Roberts, ‘Government Participation in the Minerals Industry’ (1978) 1 (2) Australian Mining and 

Petroleum Law Journal, 271, 289 – 290. 
67

  Ibid, 290. 
68

  Commonwealth Constitution ss 51(i) – (iv), (xx), (xxix), 90; Roberts, above n 66, 290. 
69

  Roberts, above n 66, 312.  
70

  Commonwealth Constitution s 51(ii). 
71

  Roberts, above n 66, 275 – 288, 311 – 312. 
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participation in industry requires the State and Federal Governments to co-operate because it 

requires the exercise of State and Federal powers.72   

In the 1970s, there was an international trend towards government participation in industry.  

For example, British National Oil Corporation, British Gas Corporation, the National Coal Board 

(United Kingdom),73 Statoil and Hydro (Norway)74 among others,75 and the establishment of OPEC 

cartel (Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries) that initiated the formation of many national 

oil companies.76  The Commonwealth Whitlam Government, partly prompted by the early 1970s 

petroleum boom, sought to follow the international trend.77   

Whitlam’s attempt to ‘buy back the farm’78 (as the strategy is popularly known) did not 

achieve its aims for a number of reasons (such as the notorious loans affair),79 but a significant 

contributor was the need for Federal-State co-operation.  The Commonwealth attempts to 

participate in industry met with variable success because some States co-operated and others did 

not.  South Australia co-operated with the Commonwealth to develop its uranium deposits,80 

conversely, Western Australia and Queensland resisted Commonwealth industry participation.81  For 

example, as part of its policy, the Commonwealth established the Petroleum and Minerals Authority 

(the Authority) in 1973, which enabled government participation at all stages of resources 

development (exploration, extraction, processing and marketing).82   

The Authority’s acquisition of industry interests required State permission; some agreed 

(South Australia), some refused (Queensland) and some pre-empted (Western Australia).83  The 

Western Australian Government resisted the Authority by refusing the transfer of mineral leases to 
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  Ibid, 310. 
73

  Ibid, 275. 
74

  Amir Sasson and Atle Blomgren, ‘Knowledge Based Oil and Gas Industry’, Norwegian Business School 
(Research Report 3, 2011) 2, 15, 90. 

75
  For example, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea, see Roberts, above n 66, 274, 276 – 277.  

76
  Ibid, 279. See also OPEC, A Brief History <http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/about_us/24.htm> 
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  Roberts, above n 66, 313. See also, R Chambers, ‘Government Regulation of Foreign Investment in the 

Australian Mineral Industry’ (1978) 1(2) Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 221, 223. 
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  Burnside, above n 65, 187; Anne Fitzgerald, Mining Agreements, Negotiated Frameworks in the Australian 
Minerals Sector (2001), 349; Keri Philips, ‘The mining boom that changed Australia’ ABC Radio National (13 
April 2016); Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 21 October 2014, 11548 – 
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  Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 21 October 2014, 11548 – 11549 (Mr 

Katter).  Burnside, above n 65, 187. 
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  Roberts, above n 66, 284 – 285.   
81

  Ibid, 290, 293, 295. 
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  Ibid, 293 – 294.  The Authority also established a $50 million dollar fund to assist Australian companies and 
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  Ibid, 290, 295.   
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governments other than the State.84  In contrast, the development of Ranger uranium deposit in the 

Northern Territory demonstrates the Commonwealth’s exercise of complete powers.85  In this 

instance, the Commonwealth had full jurisdiction so the Australian Atomic Energy Commission took 

a controlling share by financing 72.5 percent of that project.86  In the 1980s, the Commonwealth 

returned to deriving its benefit by taxation (rather than industry participation) and divested itself of 

its resources interests,87 and has not attempted to revive the Whitlam Government’s national 

industry participation policy.   

The State Government developed a policy that was quite different to both the international 

trend or national policy to participate in industry and/or, simply taking a revenue benefit.  The 

policy’s aim was to establish secondary iron and steel industries in Western Australia (WA).  The WA 

Government approach to resources management in the 1950s, and on, was partly due to the local 

perception that WA was the ‘Cinderella’ State, largely ignored by Federal economic policy because of 

its comparatively poor economic performance in relation to the Eastern States.88  This lead to a ‘go it 

alone’ attitude.89  The State followed a secondary industry ‘developmentalist’ policy for its 1960s 

Pilbara iron ore industry.  The policy aimed to facilitate the Pilbara industry through foreign 

investment attracted by generous PSA incentives—in exchange, a major State benefit was the PSAs’ 

secondary processing obligations, which required the proponents to establish a WA iron and steel 

industry (secondary industry policy).90   

The secondary industry policy began prior to the discovery and development of the Pilbara’s 

vast deposits in the 1960s.  In 1952, the State used the Yampi iron ore deposit to broker an 

agreement with BHP to develop a steel industry in Kwinana in 1952.91  This agreement lead to the 

Governments’ ‘exports first’ policy (that influenced the PSAs’ terms content) because the 

proponent’s investment in mine development and production was limited by the level of steel 

production to which the proponent would commit.92  The intention of the exports first policy was 

that once the proponents had established ongoing profit from their iron ore exports they would be 
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  Ibid, 290. 
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  Ibid, 301.   
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  Ibid, 295.  Ultimately, the Authority’s enabling Act was declared invalid in 1975, which lead to the 
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  Wilson, above n 64, 65. 
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in a position to finance a WA steel industry.93  For example, the Hamersley and Newman PSAs 

provided immediate generous royalty concessions but the ore-processing obligation commenced 13 

years, and the steel industry 25 years, after the proponents’ first exports.94  The Government 

justified the terms because the State received three industries (mining, ore processing, and steel) at 

no cost to the public purse.95  

Japan’s demand for steel, and its steel industry’s contracts and interests in mining 

companies, largely controlled the Pilbara industry during the 1970s and 1980s.96  The 1980s – 1990s 

commodities export market was relatively stagnant, which slowed down iron ore mining 

development.  At that stage, iron ore was only one of the State’s important commodities, so its 

influence on the State’s economy was less marked than after the 2003 commodities boom.97  The 

2003 resources boom has been described as changing the face of Australia.98  It was during this 

decade that iron ore emerged as the most important natural resource of the State and the Nation—

its share of export revenue value rose nationally from 3 to 17 percent.99  This increase was initiated 

by China’s industrial growth and growing steel industry.   

China replaced Japan as Australia’s main buyer when its iron ore imports expanded 

astronomically from 70mtpa in 2000 to over 600mtpa in 2009.100  The sudden increased demand 

upset the balance of market power between the steel and mining corporations.101  By 2002 (just 

prior to the boom), the major iron producers (Rio Tinto, BHP and Brazil’s CVRD (Vale), known as ‘the 

majors’) had consolidated their interests, gaining 70 percent of the iron ore export trade.102  In 2005, 

the majors’ control over trade allowed them to drive the price up by an extraordinary 71.5 

percent.103  In response, China introduced two interventionist policies: promoting investment into 

overseas iron ore production, and the establishment of a Chinese iron ore importers cartel to 

insulate its steel producers from high prices.104  China invested $29AUD billion in production 
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companies, of which over twenty were Australian.105  China’s investment policy and strategy 

challenged the three majors,106 because the policy’s aim was to dilute their bargaining power during 

the annual price agreements.107  This post 2005 period of Chinese investment has been described as 

the ‘iron ore war’,108 as Chinese, Australian, Japanese and Korean companies battled for control and 

dragged their respective governments into the melee as the ownership of iron ore production 

companies became a political, diplomatic, and economic concern.109  For example, BHP’s dawn raid 

on Rio Tinto in 2008 (funded by China’s EXIM bank and approved by China’s State Council) initiated 

the Commonwealth Government issuing a new set of criteria, for the screening of such enterprises 

by the Foreign Investment Review Board, that aimed to ensure sales and market forces (not external 

political strategy) drove investment.110  Today, an ‘Australian’ resource industry may be a misnomer 

because overseas interests have developed and control around 80 percent of Australian 

resources.111  Consequently, State (or Federal) Governments may have limited capacity to guide a 

globalised industry that is largely influenced by foreign multinationals.112   

One consequence of the 2003 boom was that WA’s economy became particularly vulnerable 

because it relies largely on royalties income generated from a single commodity (iron ore), of which 

a majority is sold to one importer (China),113 rather than a diverse range of commodities and buyers, 

and income from local manufacturing and agriculture.  In the decade 2003 – 2013, the State’s 

revenue from the iron ore industry rose from $305 million to $5.4 billion,114 and by 2014 – 2015, iron 

ore represented 18 percent of WA’s gross State product.115  A fluctuation in iron prices of a dollar 

per tonne could induce a revenue rise or fall of $45 million.116  In 2017, iron ore sales were valued at 
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$63.7 billion of which China accounted for 82 percent.117  Because the industry currently relies 

largely on sales to China, fluctuations in that economy affect the State.   

China’s recent economic downturn exposed the link between WA’s economic fortunes, iron 

ore, and China’s economy.118  In 2014 – 2015, the State’s increased iron ore production, combined 

with the lower demand from Chinese steel makers, lead to the iron ore price falling by 42 percent 

and a further 28 percent in 2015-16.119  This initiated spiralling State debt described as the worst 

since the great depression.120   

3.2 Implementation of the WA policy: development of secondary industry 

The government considered the PSAs’ downstream processing obligations as important 

State benefits, and rightly so.  A strong secondary industry could have insulated the State’s economy 

against the international market fluctuations in price and demand.  Without secondary industry (or 

other stabilising policy), commodity export booms can have adverse social and economic effects.  

Exporting a high-yield economic resources, such as the Pilbara’s iron ore, boosts the revenue but it 

can have adverse effects.  The inherent difficulties of managing a resource rich economy—

commonly referred to as the ‘resources curse’121—are not unique to WA or Australia.122  The ‘curse’ 

is that over reliance on mineral exports can distort economic growth,123 and lead to negative 

economic, political and social outcomes.124  Secondary industry can establish a range of employment 

(mining, ore processing, steel production and fabrication) and a large diverse employment base, that 

can promote wage equality, and provide large amounts of disposable income at the bottom of the 

social pyramid, which can facilitate stronger and more stable economic growth.125   
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Economically, a commodities boom can affect the growth of other industries,126 and socially 

the living standards of people not directly benefitting from the industry.127  The WA steel fabrication 

industry actually declined over the commodities boom period (2003 – 2013).  In 2005 – 2006, WA 

fabricated 96 percent of its iron/steel products and only eight percent by 2010.128  The boom 

provided high wages for those directly engaged in the industry but overall caused greater wage 

inequality as living costs increased.129  A WA steel industry (and associated steel fabrication) had the 

potential to create a broader employment base and additional financial contributions to the State.130  

The terms of all the PSAs (and the Parliamentary debates) indicate that successive Governments 

from the 1960s through to the 1990s viewed the promised WA steel industry and the jobs and 

revenue that would create as a (if not ‘the’) major State benefit.131   

A WA steel industry and the associated fabrication was an important State benefit because, 

in comparison to the investment and output, the production of raw iron ore has a relatively low 

employment base.132  Iron ore mining generates about three jobs in related professions (known as 

the industry ‘multiplier’) but has a low initial employment base that limits this benefit.133  The real 

employment gain comes from the downstream iron processing (beneficiation and/or pig iron), steel 

production and the fabrication of steel and iron products.134  For example, in 1996, the Yandicoogina 

agreement project initially required a $300 million (AUD) investment and generated $400 million a 

year by producing 15mtpa of iron ore.  The project initially employed 400 people during the 

construction phase but only needed an operational workforce of 100 – 140 people;135 so, including 

the industry ‘multiplier’, it generated employment for around 300 – 500 people.136  Similarly, a new 
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PSA recently signed with the Todd Corporation (operating as Balla Balla Infrastructure), authorises a 

$5.6 billion iron ore mining project.137  The project will generate 3,300 jobs during construction but 

only 910 permanent positions during production.138  Due to the commodities boom, iron ore mining 

created an important employment base in WA (particularly in the Pilbara, 45.7 percent),139 currently 

providing around 50,000 jobs in the State’s fulltime workforce of 918,000 (5.5 percent).140  However, 

the industries’ employment rate is also subject to market fluctuations.  Notably in 2017, although 

iron ore production increased (to 790mt),141 direct employment in the industry dropped ten percent, 

the third successive annual decline.142  The greater value of the mining industry to the State 

ostensibly lies in its revenue contribution (4.6 billion dollars in 2016 – 2017).143   

Iron ore mining employment rates (with industry multiplier) 
2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

8,750 10,881 13,245 17,799 25,000 33,522 49,345 60,292 61,948 54,948 52,315 

Figure 7.2 Iron ore mining employment rates 2001 – 2016
144 

In comparison, the steel industry has a high employment base.  In 2005 – 2006, the Eastern 

State’s steel industry (Blue Scope Steel and OneSteel) employed 91,000 Australians in basic iron and 

steel production and fabrication industries, and generated nearly $29 billion in turnover.145 The 

Australian industry (ranked 22 out of the world’s top 80 steel producers), it is still comparatively 

small (producing 7.6mt in 2008) when compared to China’s production of 500mt, Japan’s 118mt and 

the USA’s 91mt, in the same year.146   
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To date, a WA steel industry remains an unrealised dream, there is no major steel 

production in WA—the State exports all the iron ore it produces.147   

The development of secondary iron ore industries in WA under the PSAs subject to this 

study has been unsuccessful.  The most recent failure was Rio Tinto’s High Intensity Smelting 

(HISMELT) plant developed to satisfy its secondary processing obligation under the Yandicoogina 

PSA.148  This state of the art facility introduced innovative technology (developed in WA) that 

reduced environmental emissions and the cost of producing iron by eliminating the need for a blast 

furnace.149  Despite the State contribution of $30 million and the Federal Government contribution 

of $125 million, and Rio Tinto’s investment of one billion dollars, the Kwinana plant closed in four 

years.150  The plant had created 200 WA jobs even at this early stage.151  Rio Tinto reduced its loss by 

relocating the plant in China, where a pilot project was due to produce 1.5mt in 2014.152  The 

HISMELT project joins other unsuccessful secondary industry endeavours such as BHP Billiton's Port 

Hedland hot iron briquette plant (2000 – 2004)153 and its Kwinana blast furnace (1960s – 80s) and 

steel rolling mill (1950s – 1995).154   

Post 2000 some secondary processing industry has been established in WA,155 which may 

have more success.  These projects are not authorised by PSAs relevant to this study, currently they 

provide comparatively minor benefits in comparison to iron ore production or have not yet 

commenced.156     

In 2010, the argument about the major producers’ (Rio Tinto and BHP) investment in 

secondary industries continued when the Parliament debated the 2010 Integration Act Bill.157  In 

relation to processing, the agreement allowed the proponents to blend ore from separate PSA mines 
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to meet market requirements,158 but did not require Rio Tinto to implement outstanding secondary 

processing obligations, or impose further requirements on either proponent.159  Further, the 

Integration Act allowed the Minister to consider alternative investments in lieu of Rio Tinto’s 

outstanding secondary processing obligations.160  On this provision, Norman Moore stated, ‘…so far 

we have got nothing from either of the major companies in terms of downstream processing.  DIR 

[direct iron ore reduction] did not work; HIsmelt [Hamersley Iron smelting] probably has not worked 

… [s]o let us try to get something rather than nothing’.161   

Presently, the State’s economic dependence on iron ore exports may present a greater 

constraint to introducing a Pilbara water plan water than the Government’s sovereign risk policy.  A 

Pilbara water plan could potentially regulate most (or all) excess mine dewatering, however the 

State’s economic dependence on revenue may limit a currently feasible Pilbara water plan to one 

that does not have the capacity to limit mine dewatering (reduced scope plan).  For example, a 

reduced scope plan could monitor and collate groundwater data regionally and regulate how and 

where mine dewater disposal occurs, taking into account best use and regional cumulative impacts.  

To acknowledge the economic constraint, the following section identifies reforms that do not disturb 

the sovereign risk policy and, do not limit mine dewatering, but can still improve the current system.   

4 Improving the current system, water law reforms that do not limit 

mine dewatering  

There are some National Water Initiative proposals (such as, establishing data sharing 

facilities, ensuring water planning and associated services operate on a fee-for-service cost recovery 

basis, and public transparency) that would not limit mine dewatering and could improve the current 

system and/or assist implementation and administration of a reduced scope plan.  While Industry 

could adopt some of these measures by self-regulation, the management of cumulative impacts 

probably requires statutory support.    

This section discusses the easiest option first—that is, maintaining the status quo that relies 

largely on industry self-regulation.  In the context of cumulative impacts management, self-
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regulation has limits; in particular, the capacity to share data—a service that could be provided by a 

data-sharing and/or water planning agency.  It is not within the scope of this thesis to identify 

whether a new agency should be established or the water department could provide these services.  

For ease of reference, this section refers to the existing water department because the department 

is the logical choice to perform this role.162  Further, it is suggested that adopting a ‘user pays’ or 

‘fee-for service’ cost recovery model and/or adjusting existing Part V licence fees could fund the 

water department’s provision of new services.  It is not within the scope of the research to discuss 

the detail of the powers and procedures that the State could employ to collect and expend those 

funds; rather, the study simply identifies that the legislative capacity already exists to raise ‘user 

pays’ funds to contribute to a cost recovery water planning service under Part V licence fees.   

4.1 Corporate social responsibility and cumulative impact management 

The current system relies largely on industry to self-regulate by exercising their ‘corporate 

social responsibility’ (herein referred to as ‘corporate responsibility’ also known as a ‘social license to 

operate’)—that is, the industry voluntarily acts in an environmentally and socially responsible 

manner.  The aim of exercising corporate responsibility is that voluntary actions surpassing legal 

obligations will promote community confidence in the industry.163  Consequently, the PSA 

proponents may voluntarily comply with a reduced scope Pilbara water plan or other reforms, at 

least to the extent that they do not compromise production plans.   

Currently, the State agencies often rely on the proponent self-regulating because they lack 

the authority and/or the resources to ensure compliance.  For example, the proponent voluntarily 

exercises their corporate responsibility and imposes their own environmental limits when mines are 

not subject to EP Act Part IV implementation conditions (such as mine closure plans for the 1960s 

mines, Tom Price, Paraburdoo and Whaleback).164  Further, because government agencies do not 

have the resources to provide assessment and monitoring services, the proponent commissions and 

compiles the environmental report for submission under the Part IV,165 and then self-monitors and 

reports on its compliance with Part IV implementation conditions (and PSA obligations).166   

Although the PSA regime relies on industry self-regulation, that management method has 

limits—first, the capacity to data-share, secondly, the potential conflict between shareholder and 
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environmental interests and, third, the quality of, and the public access to, the proponent’s 

information.   

In relation to the cumulative impacts of mine dewatering, data-sharing restrictions limit the 

effectiveness of the proponents’ self-regulation.  The proponents may not want to share sensitive or 

costly data, or the data may be commercially confidential and,167 there are statutory limits to sharing 

such information imposed by the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth).168  Data sharing 

arrangements by agreement between the proponents could breach the Commonwealth’s 

Competition and Consumer Act, which designates such arrangements as cartels by broadly providing 

that information should not be shared if ‘likely’ to ‘directly or indirectly provide for the … controlling 

or maintaining’ of prices.169  Arguably, sharing a mine’s detailed dewatering data could indirectly 

disclose the proponent’s production timelines, which could affect its competitors’ strategy.  State 

statutory permission to share data could not overcome this potential breach of Commonwealth 

legislation;170 so, to facilitate data sharing, the government would need to assume a more active 

role.   

In relation to the second limitation, corporate responsibility will necessarily be weighed 

against the rights of shareholders to receive maximum profits.171  Corporations resolve the potential 

conflict between shareholder interests versus environmental or third party stakeholder interest on 

the basis that maintaining a good reputation increases profitability by attracting investment.172  

However, when developing water plans, mining companies may ‘naturally seek to implement 

solutions that impose the least overall cost’.173  In the mining context, environmental responsibility 

may take second place when it interferes with production.174  Mine dewatering amounts directly 

influence iron ore production quantities because water inundation in the pit will cause the operation 

to shut down.175  The need for continuous mine dewatering efficiency (particularly during high flow 

rates) can result in less environmentally sustainable discharge methods, such as water evaporation, 
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or low benefit solutions such as high quality water discharge into high dilution flows or reinjected 

into saline aquifers.176  For example, Collie’s Griffin Coal Company engages in unsustainable mine 

dewatering.  The Collie coal industry has been used as an example in this study because the industry 

relies heavily on dewatering to access coal deposits and the mining operations have depleted the 

regions groundwater unsustainably (over 2000 percent).177  The water department cannot directly 

regulate the industry’s mine dewatering because the proponents’ State agreements confer that 

right.178  Griffin’s website describes its environmental responsibilities and endeavours in detail, but 

its groundwater policy is limited, mentioned only as an aspect of ‘monitoring and reporting’ to 

Government agencies.179  Similarly, although Western Australia’s Southwest and Pilbara coastal 

regions are water poor, and Australia is facing a ‘water crisis’,180 the Pilbara’s fresh mine dewater 

cannot be used to relieve water poor regions because it is not economically feasible to build a 

pipeline.181  Corporate responsibility can only go so far when the best environmental solutions 

impinge on production or are not economically feasible.   

A third limit of industry self-regulation is the quality of, and public access to, the proponent 

information used to make environmental decisions.  Planning for and, managing, cumulative impacts 

is particularly challenging because each proponent develops its own hydrogeological model and 

collects its own data, independent of other relevant mines and,182 there are no universal standards 

to support a self-regulation model.183  Further, although transparency is a ‘corporate responsibility’ 

objective,184 without statutory support there are no mandatory requirements to inform the public 

what voluntary measures the proponent has taken—the proponent decides on the detail, delivery, 

and duration of availability, of public information.   

The quality of environmental information used by proponents has been criticised in the EP 

Act Part IV context and those criticisms equally apply to information used to make voluntary 

environmental management decisions.  The nature of the relationship between the consultant and 

the proponent can lead to the downplaying of particular aspects because the party commissioning 
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the report has an interest in a particular outcome185—a matter of ‘he who pays the piper plays the 

tune’.186  Additionally, the proponent usually outsources the work so the original information from 

the expert in the field may pass through a number of edits before submission to the proponent, 

which may alter the thrust of the original expert conclusions.187  Further, the government has not 

standardised consultant accreditation so the quality of the information produced can be variable.188  

Voluntary regulation does not provide a suitable alternative to mandatory, standardised State 

regulation if there are no universal standards supporting the self-regulation model.189  

Moreover, because the information is privately acquired, it is not publicly available,190 unless 

submitted as part of a proponents Part IV Public Environmental Review submission.  Voluntary 

undertakings are not part of a statutory framework, so there is no mechanism to ensure 

accountability, and no means to measure the efficacy of the mitigating actions unless the proponent 

chooses to share that information.191  The Auditor General commented on the difficulty of 

ascertaining whether the proponents were satisfying their obligations because the PSAs (or other 

statute) did not require mandatory public reporting.192   

The WA Chamber for Minerals and Energy recognises cumulative effects as a ‘priority issue’ 

that requires Government leadership; it states that the regulations are unclear on how to identify 

values at risk and develop collaborative responses to cumulative impacts.193  It is likely the industry 

would agree to the Government taking an active role to overcome-data sharing and cumulative 

impact management issues.  The next section suggests establishing a data-sharing and/or water 

planning service to assist cumulative impact management.   

4.2 Data-sharing and cumulative impact management  

The National Water Commission report recommends that cumulative impact management, 

even in remote fractured rock mining areas (such as the Pilbara), would benefit from ‘a water-

planning process that collates individual mine assessments and data into a cumulative impact model’ 
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and,194 has developed a model for data collation.195  Such a model could collate proponent and 

government department information such as water abstraction and disposal, water inundation (high 

flow) events, monitoring data and, the Traditional Owners’, third parties (pastoralists), and non-

government organisations’ (environmental groups) observations, reports and data.196  In summary, a 

data-sharing model could obtain and update data from multiple sources and, collate, aggregate and 

accumulate that data for future comparisons.  The data would be accessible to the proponent and 

relevant government departments so it would alleviate duplication of information and the 

duplication of submissions for approvals to different administrators.  Lastly, it can provide a 

comprehensive regional model that is necessary for monitoring cumulative impacts, and generating 

a water plan.   

The Government recognises the benefits of having a centralised database that provides 

access to all available mining and dewatering data from the Pilbara (or elsewhere).  In 2011, the 

Government taskforce Shared Environmental Assessment Knowledge (SEAK) reported on the need 

for, and economic advantage of, a shared and aggregated knowledge database for industry, 

government agencies and the public—for which it designed a database model.197  In 2013, the 

process appeared stalled due to lack of funding, issues about the Government’s power to provide 

access to competitors’ data and, who would host the database.198  The Government response to 

enquiries about SEAK’s progress was that, due to the complex issues, they had decided to ‘tread 

carefully’ before incurring the enormous costs of establishing and maintaining a SEAK database.199  

Publicly available information does not indicate a SEAK database is yet established.200   

Next, during the State’s 2013 election campaign, the Government proposed establishing an 

environmental data library,201 and the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) recommended a 

specific Pilbara library, collaborative research, and guidelines for the region’s high value 

                                                           
194

  Hamstead and Fermio, above n 167, 56 – 57.  
195

  Sinclair Knight Merz, ‘Framework for Assessing Local and Cumulative Effects of Mining on Groundwater 
Resources’ (Waterlines Report Series No 17, National Water Commission, September 2010). 

196
  Shared Environmental Assessment Knowledge Taskforce (17 December 2011) (SEAK) 5 – 6, available at 
<http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/policies-guidance/shared-environmental-assessment-knowledge-seak>.  See 
also, data-sharing model inputs and outputs, Mike Harold, ‘Water in Mining’ (2017) above n 10, slide 22. 

197
  SEAK, above n 196, 2 – 10, 13 – 16, 22 – 30. 

198
  Parliament of Western Australia, Legislative Council, Subcommittee of the Standing Committee on 
Estimates and Financial Operations 2012–13, Agency Annual Report Hearings, Transcript of Evidence Taken 
at Perth, Office of the Environmental Protection Authority (6 November 2013) 17.  

199
  Ibid, 17 (Mr Foster). 

200
  A search of the EPA website (and Government generally) only produced the SEAK report itself and 
reference to the report in Annual Reports and Parliament Committees.   

201
  Parliament of Western Australia, Subcommittee of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial 
Operations 2012–13, above n 198, 17  
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ecosystems.202  When established, the library should assist data sharing and provide a knowledge 

pool for formulating cumulative impact strategies.  However, the proposed environmental data 

library may not include all relevant departments,203 or collate and analyse the data (as the SEAK 

model recommended)204 and its does not appear to go beyond the scope of what is already publicly 

available on the relevant department websites.  Similar to a SEAK database, there is no indication yet 

of the library’s establishment.205   

A pilot model database focussing on a specific region and a single industry such as the 

Pilbara and its iron ore industry could reduce costs.  Iron ore industry proponents would benefit 

from a Pilbara specific database so it could attract (or require) industry funding.  The proponents 

would benefit by avoiding information duplication because they have access to pooled and collated 

data, further, it may reduce the need to duplicate report submissions because the relevant 

government agencies would have access to the same pooled data.206  Additionally, the quality of 

information would improve because such a database would allow for comparative analysis, long-

term collation, and data merging.   

An example of a data-sharing and modelling agency is the Queensland Office of 

Groundwater Impact and Assessment (OGIA), an independent (non-government) agency that 

collects and aggregates information for compiling independent reports, data sharing, and advising 

industry and government departments.207  Importantly the agency has statutory authority to require, 

collect, and collate groundwater information.208  A key role of the OGIA is the collation and 

management of monitoring and baseline data that it uses to develop regional models and, compile a 

regional ‘underground water impact reports’ (impact report) for areas that are declared ‘Cumulative 

                                                           
202

  Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Cumulative Environmental Impacts of Development in the 
Pilbara Region, Advice of the Environmental Protection Authority to the Minister for Environment under 
Section 16(e) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (August 2014) 15, 21, 23. 

203
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 10 June 2014, Question Without Notice no 
383, Parliament 39 session 1 (J Norberger, WR Marmion).   

204
  SEAK, above n 196, 17 – 20, see for example operational objective to analyse and present at 20. 

205
  The Department of Mines and Petroleum is the lead agency for this project (currently Department of 
Mines, Industry, Safety and Regulation), see Parliament of Western Australia, Subcommittee of the 
Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations 2012–13, above n 198, 17-18; for mention on 
progress (statement that reports will also assist in the pursuit of a virtual environmental data library) see 
Parliament of Western Australia, Legislative Committee Consultation Paper, Proposed Amendments 
(August 2016) app 6, Department of Mines and Petroleum, Submission to Standing Committee on 
Legislation, Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 (March 2016) 12; for current mining department 
online databases see, online systems <http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/Online-Systems-1527.aspx> 

206
  Hamstead and Fermio, above n 167, 59.   

207
  Water Act 2000 (Qd) s 479; Department of Natural Resources and Mines (Qd), Office of Groundwater 
Impact Assessment (OGIA) (21 February 2017) <https://www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/ogia/role> 

208
  Water Act 2000 (Qd) s 479.  See also ch 3A s 460 that allows OGIA to require industry proponent to provide 
specific information; Department of Natural Resources and Mines (Qd), OGIA, above n 207. 
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Management Areas’.209  The impact report includes cumulative water level impact predictions, a 

water-monitoring program, a strategy to manage spring impacts, and it assigns the proponents 

responsibilities to undertake water management activities in the area.210  The OGIA database is not 

publicly accessible, but anyone can apply for and receive denatured database information by signing 

a ‘deed of licence’ (see appendix [7.2]).211  The deed is a legal agreement and its terms limit the 

applicant’s use of the information.212  The independent third party collection of information and, the 

licence conditioning the information use, overcomes the legal data-sharing issues.  The engagement 

of an independent agency (the OGIA) circumvents the confidentiality issues and, potential 

Commonwealth statutory limits on data sharing, because a third party holds and denatures the 

information and applies conditions under which the parties receive that information.213  

The distinction between the OGIA data pool sharing and the State’s proposed library system 

is that the OGIA can require specific information, direct the proponents’ monitoring and collection of 

data within the cumulative management area, and provide access to aggregated group data.   

Proponents could independently initiate a similar strategy by agreeing to jointly fund an 

independent consultant to develop a cumulative impact strategy and agree to abide by the 

consultant’s recommendations (arbitration clauses could be included); or the third party consultant 

could denature the data and similarly condition the proponent’s use of the information by licence or 

contract.  However, such an arrangement would not have statutory authority to acquire and collate 

information nor would the information be available to proponents who are not party to the 

agreement, government agencies, or the public.   

While, the industry prefers a self-regulated system, it recognises the important role 

government could take in facilitating cumulative impact management.214  The industry and 

government are already engaged in improving the State’s data management system,215 so agreeing 

                                                           
209

  Department of Natural Resources and Mines (Qd), OGIA, above n 207. 
210

  See Gardner et al, above n 13, [27.23]; Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (Qld), 
Underground Water Cumulative Management Area (6 December 2016)  

<https://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/management/coal-seam-gas/cumulative-management.html> 
211

  Lynne Ford, Queensland Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment, email attachment, 19 December 2013.   
212

  See the deed of license at appendix 7.3.  
213

  For completeness, details of the OGIA’s statutory operation is provided at appendix 7.4. 
214

  Deloitte Access Economics, Resource sector report (2014), above n 11, 84; Minerals Council of Australia, 
above n 193, 23. 

215
   See for example, The EPA made a number of recommendations such as development of a Pilbara 
environmental data library, collaborative research, and guidelines for high value ecosystems, and the 
mining industry association (Mineral Councils of Australia) have also assisted by developing a water 
accounting reporting framework that standardises the industries data definitions.  See Environmental 
Protection Authority (WA), Cumulative Environmental Impacts of Development in the Pilbara Region, above 
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to establish a data sharing agency that will save costs and make the system more efficient is a real 

possibility.   

The existing water department could administer the data-sharing service and a reduced 

scope Pilbara water plan developed from the shared data.  However, whether establishing a data-

sharing service and/or administering a reduced scope plan, the government departments are already 

under resourced and struggle to adequately perform existing services—hence, the reliance on 

industry self-regulation.  Regarding under resourcing, the Auditor General reported that the EPA 

cannot audit all the mining project reports (55 of 115, in 2010 and, 47 in 2011) and with increasing 

numbers of projects, it is unlikely to ever audit or inspect all projects.216  So, how would the new 

services be funded? 

4.3 Introducing a cost recovery model 

The National Water Initiative recommends governments provide water planning and 

associated services on a ‘fee-for-service’ cost recovery basis.217  The National Water Commission 

report stated that water plans providing an independent framework to manage the cumulative 

impacts could be ‘funded largely by the mining sector through a shared water system model and 

data collection arrangements’.218  WA’s administrative services do not run on a cost recovery basis, 

even though under resourcing affects the quality and amount of services the relevant departments 

(EPA, environment, mining, water, and PSA departments) can provide.  Many services incur no 

charge, and licence fees do not reflect a commensurate rate for water abstraction or discharge.   

Proponents’ pay fees for RiWI Act s 5C licences (water abstraction)219 and for EP Act Part V 

licences (water disposal)220 but these arrangements are distinct from a ‘fee-for-service’ cost recovery 

model.  For example, the State does not impose a levy or fee when a Part IV implementation 

condition requires the water department to assist the proponent to develop a water management 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
n 202, 15, 21, 23; Minerals Council of Australia, Water accounting framework for the Australian minerals 
industry (February 2014).  See also, Hamstead and Fermio, above n 167, 59 – 60. 

216
  Auditor General’s Report (WA) Ensuring Compliance with Conditions on Mining (Report 8, September 2011) 
25.  

217
  Council of Australian Governments, Intergovernmental Agreement on a  National Water Initiative 
Agreement (2004) <http://nwc.gov.au/nwi> (National Water Initiative) cll 64 (iv), 67.  See also, Parliament 
of Western Australia, Economics and Industry Standing Committee, Legislative Assembly, Water Licensing 
and Servicing Report No 9 (February 2008) ch 7; Hamstead and Fermio, above n 167, [5.12]. 

218
  Hamstead and Fermio, above n 167, 2012) 56 – 57.  

219
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Regulations 2000 (WA) Schedule 1, cl 3. 

220
  See references at nn [234] – [239]. 
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plan,221 or for auditing compliance with Part IV implementation conditions, or review of 

environmental impact assessments and other research and services provided by the EPA.222   

The ‘fee-for-service’ cost recovery model allows agencies assisting or monitoring resource 

companies who are benefitting from exploitation of the State’s natural resources to fund a ‘not for 

profit’ government or independent agency.  The cost recovery model charges for State provided 

services, so the proponent who uses the services the most, contributes the most—user pays.  

Queensland’s Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment (OGIA) and the Commonwealth National Oil 

and Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management Authority (NOPSEMA) are examples of cost 

recovery levy systems that provide data access or environmental monitoring and planning 

assistance.   

NOPSEMA is a Commonwealth government agency that administers the legislation 

regulating exploration and exploitation of Australia’s offshore oil and gas.223  It can operate on a cost 

recovery basis because the agency has statutory authority to charge for occupational health and 

safety, well integrity, and environmental planning.224  Environmental planning tasks that attract a 

NOPSEMA levy are assessment of environmental plans, monitoring plan compliance, and 

enforcement of environmental plans.225  Many of the services that NOPSEMA performs, the EPA 

either will provide without fee or will not perform because the agency lacks sufficient resources.   

Aspects of the OGIA and NOPSEMA models could be adopted to develop a Government run 

but user-funded agency that provides, data sharing, regional assessment, planning and compliance 

services.  An appropriately resourced water department could develop a Pilbara water plan, provide 

planning and assessment services, and perform associated duties such as compliance monitoring.   

The State has imposed Part V licence fees on mine dewater disposal and the regulations 

could potentially be amended to impose a commensurate discharge fee.  These fees could 

                                                           
221

  See, Parliament of Western Australia, Economics and Industry Standing Committee, above n 217 [7.1]. 
222

  For examples of EPA services see, Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Annual Report (2016 – 2017) 
14, 18 – 26, 54.  

223
  National Oil and Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management Authority (NOPSEMA), Legislation and 
Regulations <https://www.nopsema.gov.au/about/legislation-and-regulations/> 

224
  See for example, levy fee imposed on environmental plan submissions, Offshore Petroleum and 
Greenhouse Gas Storage (Regulatory Levies) Act 2003 (Cth) Pt 4D; National Oil and Petroleum Safety and 
Environmental Management Authority, Cost Recovery and Levies (2017) 
<https://www.nopsema.gov.au/about/cost-recovery-and-levies/> 

National Oil and Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management Authority, Cost Recovery and 
Implementation Statement, Regulation of health and safety, well integrity, and environmental 
management of Australia’s offshore petroleum facilities and activities 2015 – 2016 (17 November 2016) 7 
of 28.  

225
  National Oil and Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management Authority, Implementation Statement, 
above n 224, [1.3.3], [1.3.5].   

https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/C2004A01202
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/C2004A01202
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contribute to funding  data-sharing and Pilbara water planning services.  Arguably, some minor 

adjustments to the current statutory regulations could achieve a partial or full cost recovery model 

by raising industry contributions for mine dewater disposal.   

Currently, the State charges licence fees for water abstraction under the RiWI Act, and waste 

discharge (which includes mine dewater) under the EP Act 1986 Part V.226  The RiWI Act regulations 

impose nominal water licence fees that are not calculated by quantity.227  In 2007, s 5C licence fees 

were introduced to reflect the National Water Initiative licence administration cost recovery 

model.228  The regulations introduced modest fees based on administrative hours per licence that 

represented partial cost recovery.229  However, the Legislative Council disallowed the new 

regulations.230  One of the reasons for disallowance was that there was a disparity between fees—

one to two dollars (agriculture) and 14 cents (mining, water utilities, and corporations) per mega 

litre,231 so, currently, the water department does not recover costs through licence fees.   

Proponents do pay licence and discharge fees for mine site waste under the EP Act Part V.  

The Act’s regulations categorise different types of premises that discharge waste, and fees vary 

depending on the type of waste, and the quantity of the waste.232  PSA proponents acquire various 

Part V licences for discharging waste such as excess mine dewater, putrescible landfill, processing 

waste, sewerage, and so forth.233  The regulations prescribe premises that require a licence—a mine 

                                                           
226

  See, Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy Act 2007 (WA); Waste Avoidance and Resource 
Recovery Levy Regulations 2008 (WA) and also Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007 (WA); 
Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Regulations 2008 (WA). 

227
  Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) s 26GZT; Rights in Water and Irrigation Regulations 2000 
(WA) r 49, sch 1.  Schedule 1, cl 3 imposes a $200 fee for licence transfer.  Licence tenure duration is usually 
ten years see, Department of Water (WA), above n 4, Position Paper – Reforming Water Resource 
Management (2013) 6. 

228
  Parliament of Western Australia, Economics and Industry Standing Committee, above n 217, 111 – 118, 
213.   

229
  Ibid, 117, Finding 14.  

230
  Western Australia, Government Gazzette, No 57, 11 April 2008, 1396 disallowance of Rights in Water 
Amendment Regulations (No 3) 2007 published in the Gazzette 28 December 2007 and tabled in the 
Legislative Council on 21 February 2008. 

231
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 22 November 2007, 7613 – 7614 (Nigel 
Hallet, Robyn McSweeney). 

232
  Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 (WA) rr 4(6) – (7), 5, 5A, 5D, sch 4. 

233
  See for example, Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V 
Licence for Prescribed Premises, Mt Whaleback/Orebody 29/30/35 (Licence: L4503/1975/14, File No: 
DER2013/000901) 8 – 9; Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 
1986 Part V Licence for Prescribed Premises, Greater Tom Price Iron Ore Mine (Licence: L4762/1972/14, 
File No: DER2013/001057) 8.   
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dewatering premises (category six), a processing facility (category five), a sewerage facility (category 

54) and so on.234   

The Part V licence annual fee is comprised of two components—the premises category fee 

and a waste and discharge fee.235  Excess mine dewater is ‘waste’ for Part V purposes,236 so a 

category six premises (that discharges mine dewater at more than 50,000 tonnes per annum or 

0.05gigalitres) requires a Part V licence.237  The mine dewatering premises fee varies depending on 

the waste quantity, but the maximum is capped at 100 units (for over 500,000 tonnes or 0.5gigalitre) 

currently $3650.238  As well as the premises fee, the proponents pay a waste discharge fee that is 

also capped.  Discharging over one million tonnes or one gigalitre of mine dewater incurs a 

maximum 400 unit fee of $19,920.239  So, a PSA mines maximum Part V licence and discharge fees, 

no matter how much mine dewater is discharged over one gigalitre, would be $23,480 per annum.  

The fee ‘cap’ means that, whether proponents contribute a lot or a little to mine dewatering, they 

will all pay the same fee.  The discharge amount (over 0.5 – 1 giga litres per annum (glpa)) is low in 

comparison to the amounts many PSA mines discharge.  For example in 2016, the Yandicoogina 

mine discharged around 35glpa,240 which at commensurate rate (400 units per gigalitre) would incur 

a fee of around $714,000.  The introduction of commensurate fees for mine dewater discharge could 

contribute to a cost recovery model.  The advantage is that the fee could apply on a proportionate 

quantity-based scale, so those who dispose of the most mine dewater contribute the most to 

cumulative impact management solutions.   

Possibly, fees for the discharge of other mine site waste could also contribute to funding 

agency services.  Some mine site waste does not appear to incur any fees such as overburden, and 

other waste such as putrescible landfill, which incurs a rates fee or levy in the metropolitan area, 

only incurs a Part V licence fees in the Pilbara.241   Other Part V categories premises and discharge 

fees also have similar maximum fee caps—such as ore processing at a maximum of more than 

                                                           
234

  Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 (WA) sch 1.  
235

  Department of Environmental Regulation, Calculation of Annual Licence Fees Industry Fact Sheet (July 
2016) 3. 

236
  Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 (WA) r 5D(6)(c). 

237
  Ibid, r 5D(6)(c), sch 1 cat 6.  

238
  Ibid, r 4(6), sch 4 Pt 1.   

239
  Ibid, r 4(7), sch 4 Pt 2.  

240
  Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto Annual 
Audit Compliance Report licence (Licence No: L7340/1997/9, File No: DER2013/000903) available at 
<https://www.der.wa.gov.au/component/k2/itemlist/filter?fitem_all=yandicoogina&moduleId=94&Itemid
=1> 

241
  See, Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy Act 2007 (WA); Waste Avoidance and Resource 
Recovery Levy Regulations 2008 (WA) rr 4, 12A; and also, Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 
2007 (WA); Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Regulations 2008 (WA). 
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5mtpa.242  A full examination of whether these fees are adequate, and if they can be adjusted is not 

within the scope of this study, however, further research into the waste discharge fees generally 

could assist the State moving towards a cost recovery system for the EPA, and relevant State 

departments that assess, monitor and audit other mine site waste.  The subject of imposing charges 

commensurate to production of mining waste to achieve a full cost recovery model for the 

administration of water planning and other environmental services is fertile ground for further 

research.   

5 Conclusion  

The 1963 – 1996 PSAs’ rights to mine dewatering are probably not as broad as the parties 

perceive.  The PSAs probably do not provide a right to dispose of excess mine dewater so the 

Government could propose new legislation introducing a Pilbara water plan that regulates excess 

mine dewater disposal without disturbing the sovereign risk policy.  This is significant because a 

majority of the industry mine dewater is ‘excess’ and the cumulative impacts on the Pilbara’s 

ecology is largely the result of excess mine dewater disposal.  However, excess mine dewatering and 

iron ore production are co-dependent activities  Consequently, the economic importance of the 

industry and the State’s dependence on the revenue generated by iron ore production, may 

constrain the political will to introduce a Pilbara water plan that has the capacity to regulate excess 

mine dewater.  The alternative is introducing a ‘reduced scope Pilbara water plan’ that manages but 

does not limit excess mine dewater disposal.   

The industry recognises the limitations of ‘self-regulation’ and that the State could play a 

role in cumulative impact management, in particular, facilitating data-sharing.  The water 

department could develop and provide data-sharing and/or ‘reduced scope’ Pilbara water planning 

services.  However, the department would need adequate and additional resources to provide these 

additional services.  The introduction of a cost recovery model, by imposing ‘user pays’ fees for 

department services and/or proportionate fees for Part V licences for mine dewater discharge, could 

provide the necessary additional funding.   

A reduced scope plan managing Pilbara mine dewater disposal to ensure water is used for 

the best purpose with the least impact is a good start but the next aim should be achieving a Pilbara 

water plan that can regulate excess mine dewatering and is consistent with the sovereign risk policy 

(as evaluated at heading [2]).  Beyond that, the goal should be developing a Pilbara water plan that 

satisfies the State’s commitment to the National Water Initiative and ensures the sustainable 
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  Environmental Protection Regulations 1987 (WA) sch 4, cat 5 (processing), and see, sch 4, Pt 1 – 3 generally.   
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management of the region’s groundwater dependent environmental and social values, whether 

consistently with the sovereign risk policy or not.   

The National Water Initiative’s cl 34 concession to extractive industries (such as iron ore 

mining), which recognises that the resources industry faces specific challenges and that may need 

special consideration,243 should not be viewed as a permanent exemption from water planning.  The 

2017 Productivity Commission report on water law reform emphasised the importance of bringing 

mining within a water planning framework,244 and recommended that governments should remove 

industry exemptions.245  The Commission stated ‘to reflect the increased significance of water 

management issues associated with extractive industries since 2004, the Australian, State and 

Territory Governments should amend relevant provisions in the NWI to explicitly deal with these 

issues.’246 

 
Figure 7.3 Water consumption by mining industries 2014 – 2015

247 

Despite the economic importance of iron ore revenue, and the long-standing bipartisan 

sovereign risk policy, governments must achieve a balance between economic, social, and 

environmental values.  In the longer term, the State may need to evaluate whether the sovereign 

risk policy can accommodate integrated and transparent management of the Pilbara’s resources.  

The sovereign risk policy is not only a constraint on water law reform, the PSAs also grant a range of 

concessions and rights that reduce the State’s normal benefits under State laws.  Ultimately, the 

Government has legislative power and can choose to abandon the policy and introduce integrated 

statutory reforms to manage the Pilbara industry, water resources, environmental and social values.   

The following chapter suggests avenues of further research to facilitate water law reform 

that is more robust.  The development and progress of the iron ore industry significantly affects the 

Western Australian people, and will affect future generations.  At the current rate of production, 
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  National Water Initiative, cl 34.  
244

  Australian Government, Productivity Commission, National Water Reform: Draft Interim Report 
(September 2017) 37 recommendation [9.1]; 61, 70, [3.3].   

245
  Ibid, 14.   

246
  Ibid, 80. 

247
  Ibid, 77. 
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Pilbara iron ore reserves are predicted to last another 67 years.248  The State needs to prepare for an 

economy without iron ore and, management of the long-term environmental costs and social issues 

of exploiting that resource.249  For example, the Pilbara people are particularly vulnerable because 

the region’s employment base depends largely on iron ore mining.  Although mining only represents 

2.6 percent of National employment, it represents 45.7 percent in the Pilbara.250  The State’s Pilbara 

Development Commission recognises this issue and proposes to diversify the Pilbara’s employment 

base into tourism and alternative energy industries.251  Similarly, the Federal Government’s Office of 

Northern Australia objectives include,252 diversifying the economy,253 establishing a Traditional 

Owner’s reference group to enhance Indigenous peoples’ participation in the North’s 

development,254 and establishing a $200 million National Water Infrastructure Development Fund.255  

However, these initiatives do not address the core issue—the need for regional planning and 

management of the Pilbara’s resources—iron ore and, water.   

Investigating the means to facilitate the development and delivery a robust Pilbara water 

plan that manages the region’s interrelated water and iron ore resources, by balancing its economic, 

environmental, cultural, and social values will help to ensure the Pilbara, Western Australia, and 

Australia survive beyond iron ore mining. 
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  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Industry Profile (2017) above n 102, 4.  
249

  On long-term environmental costs see Chapter 6 discussion of legacy issues, headings [3.1.1] – [3.1.2].   
250

  Curtin Economics Centre, above n 139, Table 2. There is 7.5% in WA; Government of Western Australia, 
Pilbara Development Commission, above n 139.  

251
  Government of Western Australia, Pilbara Development Commission, Pilbara Regional Investment Blueprint 
Technical Report (2015) 10 – 11. 

252
  Australian Government, Our North, Our Future, White Paper on Developing Northern Australia (released 18 
June 2015) 11 – 12. 

253
  Australian Government, Office of Northern Australia, Diverse Economy  

<http://northernaustralia.gov.au/page/diverse-economy> 
254

  Australian Government, Office of Northern Australia, A stronger Indigenous voice on the northern agenda 
(14 December 2017) <http://northernaustralia.gov.au/page/stronger-indigenous-voice-northern-agenda> 

255
  Australian Government, White Paper, above n 252, 6, 11; Australian Government, Office of Northern 
Australia <http://northernaustralia.gov.au/>; Australian Government, Office of Northern Australia, A 
stronger Indigenous voice, above n 254. 
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Chapter Eight – Avenues of Further Research 

 

Map 8 of the Pilbara: Aboriginal Land, National Parks and Mining1 

 
 

1 Introduction 

In the long term, the iron ore industry’s economic importance must be balanced with 

protecting the Pilbara’s environmental, social, and cultural values, and the value of its other natural 

resource—fresh potable groundwater.  Broader issues relevant to water planning that require 

further attention clearly emerged during the course of this research.  Clarification of the PSA 

regime’s operation and the obstacles impeding the introduction of Pilbara water plan provides a 

foundation to conduct further research exploring the means of establishing and developing a robust, 

transparent, and integrated planning strategy to manage this unique region.   

                                                           
1
  Benedict Scambary, My Country, Mine Country Indigenous people, mining and development contestation in 

remote Australia (Australian National University Press, Research Monograph 33, 2013) 142.   
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To move towards a robust planning strategy for the Pilbara this chapter suggests four further 

avenues of research.   

 First, by exploring measures to improve the PSA regime’s transparency by evaluating 

the reasons for not disclosing information to the public, in particular, the commercial 

and confidential (commercial-in-confidence) status of PSA information. 

 Secondly, exploring the benefits of integrating State and Federal environmental 

governance to implement a Pilbara water plan or broader Pilbara planning strategy.   

 Third, developing the content of a Pilbara water plan through community collaboration 

and administering the plan via a shared stewardship model that utilises the expertise 

and recognises the role of the Traditional Owners in the development and management 

of the Pilbara’s water resources.   

 Fourthly, re-evaluating native title rights in relation to the scope of the PSA mine 

dewatering rights, which may provide the Traditional Owners a stronger voice in Pilbara 

land use negotiations with the proponents and, potentially, in water planning and 

management.   

2 Government accountability and transparent resource management  

This section discusses the potential for improved management of the PSA industry by 

requiring transparent decision making through increased public access to PSA documents and 

mandatory reporting.  The regime’s opacity limited the certainty of this study’s conclusions and 

contributed significantly to the research time needed to unravel the operation of the regime through 

archival searching.  Given the importance of the projects and related issues, continued Government 

endorsement of the regime’s opacity is not appropriate.  Public access to information ensures, in 

short, that the exercise of executive power comes with responsibility and accountability.2  

Introducing transparency and mandatory reporting measures to the PSA regime will facilitate further 

research and generate public and Parliamentary scrutiny and debate, which is necessary for best 

practice decision-making.  

Reducing the PSA regime’s opacity is critical to achieve transparent water planning—a key 

requirement of the National Water Initiative (NWI).3  Commentators have widely acknowledged the 

                                                           
2
  Robyn Creyke et al, Control of Government Action Text, Cases & Commentary (4

th
 ed, 2015) [1.1.3].  On 

balancing public interest against executive governance efficiency see, WB Lane and Simon Young, 
Administrative Law in Australia (2007) [1.10].    

3
  Council of Australian Governments, Intergovernmental Agreement on a National Water Initiative 

Agreement (2004) <http://nwc.gov.au/nwi> (National Water Initiative) cl 93; Marcus Barber and Sue E 
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need for greater transparency in the State agreement context.4  In 2003, the Keating report roundly 

criticised the PSA regime’s lack of transparency.5  In 2004, the Auditor General recommended that 

the progress of State agreement (PSA) projects and the proponents’ compliance with obligations 

should be subject to mandatory reporting and Parliamentary scrutiny.6  Introducing transparency 

measures and mandatory reporting to ensure accountability in Government decisions pertaining to 

the development and progress of the PSA iron ore industry is an overdue and necessary reform.   

The main reason for the limited public access to PSA information is the classification of State 

agreement documentation as commercial and confidential.  On this aspect, further research could 

evaluate the scope of commercial sensitivity, referred to as ‘commercial-in-confidence’,7 as a reason 

for denying public and Parliamentary access to PSA documents.  To illustrate the potential scope and 

importance of this additional research avenue, this section provides a broad-brush overview of the 

sovereign right of Parliament to elicit information from the executive government and the 

commercial-in-confidence exemption and, in that context, it discusses the status of the exempt PSA 

documents (development or additional proposals, reports, and water licence information).  This 

section also briefly considers the apparent exemption of the Iron Ore Agreements Legislation 

Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA) (Integration Act) from the Department of Treasury’s Regulatory 

Impact Assessment procedure is related to the PSAs information commercial sensitivity.  

Parliament’s right to obtain information from the executive is ‘absolute’8 unless the 

executive has a reason for non-disclosure, for example, by categorising the information as 

‘commercial-in-confidence’.9  In Western Australia, the Constitution Act 1899 (WA) and the 

Parliamentary Privileges Act 1891 (54 Vict No 4) embody in statute the State Parliament’s power to 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Jackson, ‘Water and Indigenous People in the Pilbara, Western Australia: A Preliminary Study’ (2011) 
Research Gate, National Research Flagships Water for a Healthy Country, 1, 66. 

4
  Paul Cleary, Mine Field The Dark Side of Australia’s Resources Rush (2012) 190 – 191; Anne Fitzgerald, 

Mining Agreements, Negotiated Frameworks in the Australian Minerals Sector (2001) 3; John Southalan et 
al, Parliaments and Mining Agreements: Reviving the Numbed Arm of Government (University of Western 
Australia, International Mining for Development Centre, 6 April 2015). 

5
  Michael Keating, ‘Review of Project Development Approvals System’ (Government of Western Australia 

Independent Review Committee, April 2002) 101 – 102; app 4, 203 – 205. 
6
  Auditor General for Western Australia, Performance Examination Developing the State: The Management 

of State Agreement Acts (Report 5, June 2004).  On reporting, see also, Southalan, et al, above n 4, 18 – 19, 
[3.2]; Paul Cleary, above n 4, 190 – 191. 

7
  Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, Parliament of Western Australia, Provision of 

Information to Parliament Report 62 (2016) [4.17].  The committee adopted ‘commercial-in-confidence’ as 
a convenient term used to identify arguments for non-disclosure of information that is potentially sensitive 
because of its commercial nature.   

8
  Ibid, [3.4].  

9
  Ibid, [2.1] – [2.2].  
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compel the production of information under the Westminster governance system.10  The power 

‘serves as a sword to enable the Houses and their committees to inquire, scrutinise, criticise, debate 

and legislate’.11  Parliament’s absolute right to coerce the production of information from the 

executive involves an ‘explicitly recognised tension’ between the two arms of government,12 

because the responsible Minister may refuse to provide the requested information..13   

The 2016 WA Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations (Committee) 

report on the provision of information to Parliament (2016 Report) stated that ‘Ministers and 

agencies should always provide information requested by Parliament for transparency and 

accountability purposes’ and that ‘withholding such information does not accord with principles of 

good governance’.14  Further, if the Minister has significant concerns, he/she should ‘demonstrate 

with precision how the public release of the requested information is detrimental to the State’s 

interest’.15   

This commercial-in-confidence reason for non-disclosure is particularly problematic because 

the critical terms are not defined, which can lead to agencies making erroneous claims.16  

Information may be commercial in nature but it will only be ‘confidential’ if its release would result 

in an ‘unreasonable detriment’ to commercial interests, which is balanced against the public interest 

in the administration of the State.17  The information must have commercial value that would be 

diminished or destroyed by public disclosure—further, in the Committee’s view, it is insufficient to 

assert the information release would ‘likely’ prejudice the commercial position, it must be a ‘real and 

substantial risk’.18  The 2016 Report found that agencies ‘can use the lack of a definition to avoid 

releasing documents for parliamentary scrutiny’.19  It was said that the mechanism is potentially 

‘dangerous and misleading’ because, without clear definition, information may be withheld on the 

assumption that anything of a business nature is commercial-in-confidence.20   

                                                           
10

  Constitution Act 1899 (WA) s 36 and the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1891 (54 Vict No 4) ss 1, 4.  See also, 
Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, above n 7, [3.2]. 

11
  Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, above n 7, [3.7].  

12
  Ibid, [4.3].  

13
  Ibid, [2.1] – [2.2].  

14
  Ibid, [2.6].  

15
  Ibid, [2.6].  

16
  Ibid, 27, Finding 9 p 27 

17
  Ibid, [4.25].  

18
  Ibid, [4.26] – [4.27].  

19
  Ibid, 38, Finding 11.  

20
  Ibid, [4.20].  The Committee recommended establishing a clear definition see 27, Finding 9.   
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The executive government does not release most PSA project information because it is 

categorised as ‘commercial-in-confidence’.21  This includes documents such as the proponents’ 

development or additional development proposals,22 reports on satisfying agreement obligations 

(such as local labour content),23 and the water licencing information.24  So is this PSA information 

truly commercial-in-confidence?25  

Unsurprisingly a key obstacle to this research was obtaining access to PSA proposals and 

water licence information because they are considered ‘commercial-in-confidence’.  Ministers and 

agencies usually raise the commercial-in-confidence exemption to public disclosure in the context of 

Government contracts that are not public, such as tenders, outsourced services and so forth.26  In 

contrast, the PSA contracts are public documents—the ratifying Act and scheduled agreement are 

publicly available on the State Law Publisher’s website.  So, unlike other Government contracts (such 

as tender contracts), the contract itself is not ‘confidential’.  It appears contradictory that the 

documentation relating to the application of known agreement terms (for example, proposals and 

reports) are commercial-in-confidence when the contract itself is not.  On this point Jon Ford (MLC) 

commented that it was ‘extraordinary’ that he was unable to view the State agreement local labour 

content reports regarding Western Australian employment (submitted pursuant to the agreements’ 

public obligations) because the reports were commercial-in-confidence.27  He did not know why the 

reports were confidential or, why they could not be suitably redacted for tabling in Parliament.28  In 

contrast, the project proposals of mining operations authorised under the mining legislation are 

                                                           
21

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 9784 (Robin Chapple).  
22

  Clare Ward, ‘Miners’ Liability to Redress Reduced Water Quantity and Quality After Mine Site Closure: A 
Case Study of the Collie Coalfields in Western Australia’ (2015) 32 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 
455, 462, n 79.  See also, State Records Act 2000 (WA) s 45(2).  Regarding documents related to State 
agreement development proposals, Application by author, Department of State Development, Section 30 
Notice of Decision under Freedom of Information Act 1992, application S0025/201501 (6 May 2015).   

23
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 11 August 2011, 5632 – 5633 (Jon Ford).   

24
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 9784 (Robin Chapple); 

See also Clare McKay and Alex Gardner, ‘Water Accounting Information and Confidentiality in Australia’ 
(2013) 41 Federal Law Review 12, 153. On water information see, Mark Gerus, ‘Transferable Water 
Entitlements in Western Australia: Water Markets and Property Rights for the Mining industry’ (2001) 
Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association Yearbook 474, 497.  See for available information, 
Department of Water (WA), The Water Register Licence and Water Availability Information 
<http://atlases.water.wa.gov.au/ags/waterregister/> 

25
  See the Committee’s comments on this point, Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, 

above n 7, 27, Finding 9.  
26

  Ibid, [4.17] – [4.18], [4.43] – [4.54].  
27

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 11 August 2011, 5632 – 5633 (Jon Ford).   
28

  Ibid, 5632 – 5633 (Jon Ford).   
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available on the mining department Minedex website.29  So should the PSA proposal information be 

available at least to the extent that non-PSA mining information is public?   

In relation to mine-dewatering information more specifically, proponents may assert that 

the mine’s water licence information is commercial-in-confidence because the publication of the 

mine’s groundwater abstraction would enable competitors to estimate their production volumes.30  

Yet, in the Pilbara, mine dewater abstraction can be unpredictable because of factors such as, 

unknown connectivity in a fractured rock aquifer system and, high flow events from storms.31  It is 

questionable whether this information poses a ‘real and substantial risk’ to a company’s commercial 

position by disclosing production volumes.  In addition, the proponents’ own annual reports publish 

iron ore production volumes, which sometimes indicate the individual mine production rates.32  Is 

there a commercial-in-confidence reason not to publish water abstraction rates 12 or 24 months 

after the fact?   

Leading on from that point, information exempt from public disclosure for such reasons as 

commercial-in-confidence or, cabinet-in-confidence or, legal professional privilege,33 is eventually 

available from the State Record Office archives, but not for 25 – 30 years from the time of its 

creation.34  Most PSA documents are not immediately publicly available, such as the State Solicitor’s 

advice on the operation of PSA terms (legal professional privilege), Government correspondence 

with the proponent (possibly cabinet-in-confidence), development proposals and, PSA department 

documents and specific water licence information (commercial-in-confidence).35  When PSA project 

information is exempt from public disclosure how long should the information retain that status?  

Should the statutory time limit be reviewed and amended?  Further research could carefully and 

critically re-examine the extent to which commercial-in-confidence or other reasons for non-

disclosure should prevent public access to PSA information.   

                                                           
29

  Department of Mining and Petroleum (WA), Minedex 
<http://minedexext.dmp.wa.gov.au/minedex/external/common/appMain.jsp>  

For example see Atlas Iron, Mining Proposal, Wodjina DSO Project—Stage III Hercules Deposit (9 May 2013) 
available at 
<http://geodocs.dmp.wa.gov.au/viewer/multipageViewerAction.do?documentId=445144&viewMarkId=0&
ct=true&at=none&btv=true&atv=false&vmtv=false&ac=ff0000&cabinetId=1900&pg=0&scl=64&bds=0|0|2
560|3584> 

30
  McKay and Gardner, above n 24, 153.   

31
  Mark Hamstead and Steve Fermio, ‘Integrating the mining sector into water planning and entitlements 

regimes’ (Waterlines Report Series No 77, National Water Commission, March 2012) 36, [5.3]. [6.3].     
32

  BHP, Annual Report (2017) 245.  The report discloses the individual production rates of Newman, Area C, 
Yandi, Jimblebar and Wheelarra for each year 2015 – 2016.   

33
  Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, above n 7, [2.3].  

34
  State Records Act 2000 (WA) s 45(2).  

35
  See Ward and other references at above n 22, McKay and Gardner, above n 24; Western Australia, 

Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Council, 11 August 2011, 5632 – 5633 (Jon Ford).   
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Requiring the PSA proponents to submit annual reports to Parliament on mining project 

progress would allow open debate and public scrutiny and, introduce a measure of transparency to 

the regime.  In 2004, the Auditor General in his report on the ‘management of State agreement Acts’ 

(2004 Report) observed that no State agreements have provisions that require regular reports to 

Parliament on the project’s status  performance, or changes to its scope and scale.36  The Auditor 

General recommended that there should be regular general disclosure to Parliament in the form of 

mandatory annual reporting on the proponent’s compliance with their obligations and the project’s 

development generally,37 to allow ‘proper public scrutiny’ of progress.38  Yet little appears to have 

changed.  Could the exemptions to public disclosure of PSA information limit the Government’s 

capacity to require mandatory public reporting?   

A further interesting point is the apparent exemption of the 2010 Integration Act from the 

Department of Treasury’s 2009 Regulatory Impact Assessment guidelines.  The guidelines apply to 

proposed legislative changes that may have ‘significant impact on consumers, or the economy.’39  

The Integration Act amended the 1963 – 1996 PSAs to allow for Rio Tinto and BHP to integrate 

infrastructure to improve their efficiency and facilitate expansions of their operations, in exchange 

the Government received a royalty rate rise and one-off payment of $350 million.40  Robin Chapple 

(MLC) described it as a ‘momentous piece of legislation’, 

one of the most momentous pieces of legislation that we have ever seen before the house in terms of 
the effects of its intentions and the corollary of those effects on a range of state agreement acts that 
date back to the beginning of the iron ore industry.

41
  

The Parliament criticised the lack of time the members had to properly consider the Bill (887 pages) 

and its ramifications.42  The legislation would appear to have had a ‘significant impact on the 

economy’ and yet this legislation did not undergo Regulatory Impact Assessment.  In contrast, the 

Land Administration Amendment Bill 2016 (WA) (that incidentally affected the Pilbara region) did 

undergo Regulatory Impact Assessment—a rigorous evaluation and comprehensive consultation 

process that included the mining industry, Traditional Owners and other stakeholders, and the 

                                                           
36

  Auditor General for Western Australia, State agreement Acts (2004) above n 6, 26 – 27.  
37

  Ibid, 26 – 27.  
38

  Ibid, 27.  
39

  Department of Treasury, Regulatory Impact Assessment Guidelines for Western Australia (2009) (i), 2.  See 
also John Southalan, ‘Mining State Agreements: Understanding the Framework’ (paper presented at 
Legalwise Seminar, Mining Agreements Intensive, Perth, 28 March 2018). 

40
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates¸ Legislative Assembly, 18 November 2010, 9163 (Colin Barnett).  

Note the Rhodes Ridge PSA was not part of the amendments.   
41

  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates¸ Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 9772 (Robin Chapple). 
42

  Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Act (No. 2) 2010 (WA); Western Australia, Parliamentary 
Debates, Legislative Council, 2 December 2010, 9765, 9772 (Jon Ford, Robin Chapple).  Chapple also notes 
there was also over a 1000 pages of additional information with the Bill, 9772.   
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production of a publicly available report.43  So, was the 2010 Integration Act exempt from this 

procedure because the PSA information was not subject to public disclosure?  Given the Bill was 

subject to Parliamentary debate, the reason for the legislation not undergoing the Regulatory Impact 

Assessment procedure is unclear.  

Introducing transparency measures to the PSA regime is essential because of the iron ore 

industry’s importance to the future of Western Australia.  In the 2004 Report on State agreement 

management, in his recommendation for mandatory annual reporting on project progress, the 

Auditor General commented as follows:  

Given the importance of Agreements to the State, there should be regular disclosure of Agreement status 
and performance to Parliament. By comparison, public companies have to comply with continuous 

disclosure obligations to meet the information needs of their shareholders.
44   

The annual publication of reports, as recommended by the Auditor General, on the established PSA 

industry progress and proposed new projects (and responses from Government and industry on the 

issues raised by such reports), would add a much-needed measure of transparency to the regime.  

Further research should evaluate the status of PSA information in relation to public 

disclosure exemptions (commercial-in-confidence, legal professional privilege, cabinet-in-

confidence) and, how long such documents should retain any such status—thus identifying any 

obstacles that may impede introducing mandatory reporting to Parliament on the PSA industry.   

3 Integrated Federal and State environmental governance  

Integrated resources governance is a broad topic, of which this section discusses one 

aspect—whether the State and the Federal Governments should collaborate and play a more 

decisive role in the Pilbara by developing a national legislative plan.  The need for an integrated, 

strategic approach to natural resources management to ensure sustainability is widely accepted.45  

In the PSA context, Crommelin, Gardner, Gerus, and Hillman have noted that the integration of State 

agreements into the broader resources management regime is a neglected issue.46  McKay and 

Gardner recommend that greater Commonwealth oversight of the legislative implementation of the 

                                                           
43

  Department of Lands (WA), Land Administration Amendment Bill 2016, Consultation Paper (2016).  For 
consultation process see 67 – 68, [5.1].  Available at, Department of Treasury, 
<https://www.treasury.wa.gov.au/Economic-Policy/RIA-Program/Archive-of-Regulatory-Impact-
Statements/> amending the Land Administration Act 1997 (WA).   

44
  Auditor General for Western Australia, State agreement Acts (2004) above n 6, 7, 26. 

45
  Gerry Bates, Environmental Law in Australia (9

th
 ed, 2016), Chapter 9, [18.2].   

46
  Michael Crommelin, ‘State Agreements: Australian Trends and Experience’ (1996) Australian Mining and 

Petroleum Law Yearbook 328, 349; Alex Gardner et al, Water Resources Law (2
nd

 ed, 2017) 708, [27.30]; 
Mark Gerus, ‘Mining and Water Resources’ in Richard H Bartlett, Alex Gardner and Bob Humphries, Water 
Resources Law and Management in Western Australia (1996) 313 – 314; Richard Hillman ‘The Future Role 
for State Agreements in Western Australia’ (2006) 25 Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal 293, 
329.   
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National Water Initiative is necessary because it provides a national reform framework that requires 

consistent implementation across the State jurisdictions.47  Policy-makers and legislators are 

beginning to recognise the need for an integrated national approach,48 but, the management of 

natural resources is still largely under State governance—the only true national legislative scheme 

being the Murray – Darling Basin Plan (Basin Plan).49   

The importance of the Pilbara iron ore industry to Western Australia and to the Nation 

suggests that integrating governance of the region by combining State and Federal powers would be 

highly beneficial.  The State and Australia have a powerful and important position in the globalised 

resources market because Australia is the world’s largest producer of iron ore (38 percent) and holds 

29 percent of global iron ore reserves—albeit that at the current rate of production the Pilbara iron 

ore reserves will be depleted in 67 years.50  It is not only a question of preserving the Pilbara’s 

ecological, cultural and social values but also a matter of sustainably managing iron ore—Australia’s 

most important mineral resource.  Further research examining the means to establish integrated 

governance for the Pilbara could assist sustainable resource management.   

The State and Federal Governments co-operate in a number of fields such as health, 

education and affordable housing (among many others).51  In particular, they have a long history of 

co-operating on environmental management—sometimes at a very high and comprehensive level of 

planning under an integrated statutory national scheme such as the Basin Plan.52  Since the 1990s, 

despite the Commonwealth Constitution’s division of powers that may constrain Federal 

environmental management,53 the State and Federal Governments have engaged in ‘co-operative 

environmental federalism’ by agreeing to national policy and strategies.54  The Australian Panel of 

Experts on Environmental Law (APEEL, an independent, voluntary body of experts)55 recommends 

                                                           
47

  McKay and Gardner, above n 24, 160.   
48

  Bates, above n 45, [18.2].   
49

  Ibid, [18.2].   
50

  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile 
(December 2017) 2, 4. 

51
  Council of Australian Governments<http://www.coag.gov.au/>; Council on Federal Financial Relations, 

Agreements <http://www.federalfinancialrelations.gov.au/content/npa/default.aspx>; Australian Panel of 
Experts on Environmental Law, Blueprint for the Next Generation of Australian Environmental Law (2017) 
18.  Subsequent references use the acronym APEEL. 

52
  Bates, above n 45, [18.2], [18.30] – [18.31]; Gardner et al, above n 46, [15.88] – [15.109].  

53
  Bates, above n 45, 137 – 166.  For State constraints see [5.39].   

54
  Ibid, 179 – 180, [5.64] – [5.65].  The intergovernmental agreement on the environment in 1992 paved the 

way for two important pieces of Commonwealth legislation, the National Environment Protection Council 
Act 1994 (Cth) and the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth). 

55
  Email to author, 27 February 2018, Bruce Lindsay (lawyer, Environmental Justice Australia).  ‘APEEL is 

entirely independent. All APEEL members contributed on a voluntary basis. Some financial assistance was 
provided by environmental NGOs in the first couple of years of APEELs work.  APEEL is an independent 
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further pursuing integrated environmental management by abandoning the current de-centralised 

system and instituting consistent national governance.56  The panel proposes that a Commonwealth 

Environmental Committee would take responsibility for developing environmental strategies at a 

national level, designed to build strategic leadership and to stimulate State law reform without 

limiting State innovation.57  An APEEL technical paper states the recommendations do not require a 

transfer of regulatory authority because the Constitution confers the necessary powers on the 

Commonwealth.58  For example, there is no constitutional barrier to introducing social and 

environmental considerations and objectives under the Commonwealth’s corporations power.59  The 

Panel’s comprehensive research presents a convincing argument to establish a National 

environmental governance system.60  The Panel recognised that broad national environmental 

governance, as proposed, is law of the future.61  However, a ‘resource-specific’ or ‘region-specific’ 

integrated governance measure may provide a more immediate solution for the Pilbara.   

A recent example of a State/Federal ‘resource-specific’ environmental measure is the 

Commonwealth amendment of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 

(Cth) that introduced the National water trigger regime for coal seam gas or large coalmine 

development that has or, is likely to have, a significant impact on a water resource.62  The regime 

established the Independent Expert Scientific Committee on Coal Seam Gas and Large Coal Mining 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
body of environmental law experts, including lawyers, academics and a former Federal Court judge’.   See 
Australian Panel of Experts on Environmental Law, Our Panel <http://apeel.org.au/expert-panel/> 

56
  The Australian Panel of Experts on Environmental Law, Environmental Governance (Technical Paper 2, 

2017) see ‘Executive Summary’, 3.  For further detail, see Blue Print 17 – 18; Overview, The panel notes 
that the Commonwealth has adopted legislation to ensure the pursuit of a nationally consistent approach 
in economic policy areas (such as corporate regulation, taxation, and consumer protection among others), 
see APEEL, Blueprint, above n 51, 18.  

57
  APEEL, Environmental Governance (Technical Paper 2), above n 56, see ‘Executive Summary’.  See also, 

Australian Panel of Experts on Environmental Law, Terrestrial Biodiversity Conservation and Natural 
Resource Management (Technical Paper 3, 2017) Recommendation 3.1.  

58
  APEEL, Blueprint, above n 51, 17 – 18.  APEEL, Environmental Governance (Technical Paper 2), above n 56, 

13 – 16, [2] – [2.1.4].  
59

  Helen Anderson and Wayne Gumley, ‘Corporate Social Responsibility: Legislative Options for Protecting 
Employees and the Environment’ (2008) Adelaide Law Review 29, 57, see references at n 96 in relation to 
environmental and social factors; APEEL, Environmental Governance (Technical Paper 2), above n 56, 14, 
[2.1.1]; Commonwealth Constitution s 51(xx); Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).   

60
  APEEL, Blueprint, above n 51; The Australian Panel of Experts on Environmental Law, The Foundations of 

Environmental Law: Goals, Objects, Principles and Norms (Technical Paper 1, 2017); APEEL, Environmental 
Governance (Technical Paper 2), above n 56; APEEL, Natural Resource Management (Technical Paper 3) 
above n 57; Australian Panel of Experts on Environmental Law, Democracy and the Environment (Technical 
Paper 8, 2017). 

61
  APEEL, Blueprint, above n 51, 27, [5].   

62
  The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Amendment Act 2013 (Cth) inserted ss 24D and 

24E, and amended s 528.  The water trigger amendments were based on the Commonwealth’s legislative 
interstate and overseas trade and commerce, constitutional corporations and the territories powers.  See 
Gardner et al, above n 46, [27.25]. 
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Development that provides advice to State evaluators on projects that engage the water trigger.63  

For example, in Western Australia, this committee reviewed the Griffin coalmine extension advising 

the State that the proponent’s proposal did not adequately assess or mitigate the significant 

groundwater impacts.64  This raises the possibility that the Federal Government could introduce a 

similar ‘water trigger’ for iron ore mining.  However, an iron ore ‘water trigger’ may not have great 

effect in the Pilbara: first, because the water trigger would only allow review of new projects on a 

case-by-case basis rather than develop a holistic planning strategy; and, secondly, because mines 

that are already operating and disposing of excess mine dewater would not engage a prospective 

water trigger.   

An integrated governance ‘region-specific’ planning response, such as the Basin Plan, which 

sets long-term sustainable diversion limits to protect environmental and social values,65 is more 

appropriate for the Pilbara because the mining industry is well established and the cumulative 

impacts are already evident.  Moreover, an objective of the NWI is the incorporation of Traditional 

Owner knowledge and values and participation in water planning processes and management.66  The 

Basin Plan illustrates the pursuit in national legislative reform of this NWI objective through its 

incorporation of Indigenous knowledge in the plan, and provision for ongoing consultation via 

initiatives such as the Living Murray Indigenous Partnerships Project.67  In WA, State legislation does 

not expressly recognise the Traditional Owners’ knowledge or engagement in the context of water 

management.68  The water department, when developing the Pilbara regional water planning 

guideline, consulted with the Pilbara Native Title Service and Traditional Owner groups; however, 

the department acknowledges this engagement as preliminary and recognises the need for a long-

term process.69  In the State regulation context there is still a ‘clear gap between the rights to water 
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  Bates, above n 45, 793; Gardner et al, above n 46, [27.25].   
64

  Independent Expert Scientific committee on Coal Seam Gas and Large Coal Mining Development, Advice to 
decision maker on coal mining project Muja South Extension (EPBC 2009/5014)—Expansion (10 September 
2014-056) [1] – [17], [24], [26], [36] <http://environment.gov.au/>  Further research could examine the 
possible extension of the trigger to incorporate iron ore mining ground water abstraction.  The outcome of 
this review was not apparent, however the extension does not appear to have received State Environment 
Minister’s approval under the EP Act. Part IV.  

65
  Gardner et al, above n 46, [14.33]. 

66
  National Water Commission, A Review of Indigenous Involvement in Water Planning, 2013 (National Water 

Commission, 2014) 2, 7.   
67

  Ibid, 8 – 11.  The project aims to ensure Indigenous knowledge and values are considered in each Basin 
Plan icon site management plan and employs Indigenous facilitators and cultural heritage monitors who 
work with the icon site managers, 9 – 10.   

68
  Ibid, 24 – 25.  Note the 2007 WA State Water Plan required Indigenous values to be taken into account but 

this plan is no longer actively used, 25.   
69

  Ibid, 24.  See also Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan 2010-2030 (June 2010) 2. 
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for Indigenous peoples recognised by legislation and those conceived by Indigenous people’.70  A key 

objective of the Commonwealth legislation enabling the Basin Plan was ‘to achieve integrated 

environmentally sustainable outcomes through water planning’.71  A similar integrated governance 

Pilbara water plan may achieve sustainable management of the Pilbara iron ore industry and its 

water resources.   

An important avenue of further research is examining the potential benefits of integrated 

State-Federal planning for the Pilbara region and its resources, particularly given its cultural value 

and the significance of the iron ore industry in the State, National and global contexts.   

4 Collaborative plans and shared stewardship: the Athabasca model 

No matter how a Pilbara water plan is implemented, there remains the question of how to 

develop the content of the plan.  The NWI defines a water plan as a statutory plan ‘developed in 

consultation with all the relevant stakeholders on the basis of best scientific and socio-economic 

assessment’.72  This section suggests that comparative research could assist in formulating the 

content of a Pilbara water plan – most immediately by evaluating the effectiveness and 

transferability of the Alberta collaborative planning model that promotes shared stewardship and 

includes community values.  Alberta’s experience may be particularly pertinent to WA for a variety 

of reasons – not least because Canada (like Australia) is one of the few federated nations that vests 

its natural resources at a State level.73   

Very relevantly for Australia, Canada faced challenges in managing the cumulative impacts of 

its oil sands industry after its rapid expansion during the commodities boom.74  The Alberta 

Government recognised that an integrated approach must transcend the separate management of 

air, land, and water (among others matters) and unite various considerations and priorities into one 

environmentally sustainable management system.75  The Alberta Government’s regulatory 

framework proposal observed,  

                                                           
70

  S Jackson and M Barber, ‘Recognising indigenous water cultures and rights in mine water management: the 
role of negotiated agreements’ (2015) 5 Aquatic Procedia 81, 83. 

71
  Gardner et al, above n 46, [14.31]; Water Act 2007 (Cth).   

72
  Gardner et al, above n 46, [14.49]; National Water Initiative, sch B, (i).   

73
  In Canada the States are called Provinces, the word ‘State’ is used here for consistency and reading ease.  

M G Roberts, ‘Government Participation in the Minerals Industry’ (1978) 1 (2) Australian Mining and 
Petroleum Law Journal, 271, 290. 

74
  Alberta Government (Canada), Oil Sands Consultations Multi Stake Holder Committee Final Report (2007) 7.  

75
  Alberta Government (Canada) Towards Environmental Sustainability, Proposed Regulatory Framework for 

Managing Environmental Cumulative Effects (2007) 19. 
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There is a balance between environmental quality, social values, and the intensity of 
economic activities we choose to pursue on any given landscape.  Making those trade-offs, 
and the resulting levels of environmental protection, is a matter of social choice.76   

The Government initiated the process of legislative change by engaging in community consultation 

to promote a culture of shared stewardship.77  Community consultation was important both for the 

content of the new statutory framework and for the design of the Act’s decision-making procedures.  

Community consultation procedures are well known in Australia and recognised as a 

valuable and equitable part of developing legislation, policy,78 and resource development proposals.  

For example, PSA proponents commonly engage in consultation with stakeholders when seeking 

environmental approvals, or exercising their corporate social responsibility.  Rio Tinto’s Hope 

Downs 1 mine received considerable scrutiny in 2007 when its mine dewatering impacted on the 

sacred Weeli Wolli Creek spring.  In response to the concerns raised, Rio Tinto established a co-

management board comprised of mine staff and the Traditional Owners.79  Rio Tinto’s approach 

suggests a broader shared stewardship plan in the Pilbara is a potential management strategy. 

The Alberta Government took the concept of consultation a step further by establishing a 

collaborative planning committee (the Oil Sands Consultations Multi Stake Holder Committee) to 

assist in the regional management of the oil sands industry.  The Committee representatives come 

from a broad interdisciplinary base including local and Federal government departments, industry 

and First Nation (Traditional Owners) representatives, scientists, and environmental groups.80   

The Committee engaged in extensive community consultation to develop a framework 

outlining its principles and values, strategies to deliver its principles and, actions to implement its 

strategies.81  The principles include honouring rights of Canada’s First Nation peoples, developing the 

industry sustainably by ensuring an orderly pace of development, maximising long term value to 

create a legacy for future generations and, providing predictable but flexible regulation.82  The 

framework promotes a culture of shared stewardship by allowing for continuing stakeholder advice 

                                                           
76

  Ibid, 6; See also, Nigel Bankes, Sharon Mascher and Martin Olszynski, ‘Can Environmental Laws Fulfill Their 
Promise? Stories from Canada’ (2014) Sustainability 6024, 6026.   

77
  Alberta Government (Canada), Towards Environmental Sustainability, above n 75, 7. 

78
  For example, Department of Treasury (WA), Regulatory Impact Assessment Program 

<https://www.treasury.wa.gov.au/Economic-Policy/RIA-Program/RIA-Program/> 
79

  Jackson and Barber, above n 70, 85. 
80

  The term Traditional Owner is more common in Australia than First Nation; however, the Canadian report 
used the term of reference ‘First Nation’.  Alberta Government (Canada), Oil Sands Consultations, above 
n 74, 55. 

81
   Bankes et al, above n 76, 6027; Alberta Government (Canada), Oil Sands Consultations, above n 74, 8, 13. 

82
  Alberta Government (Canada), Oil Sands Consultations, above n 74, 14 – 15.  
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and collaboration on objectives and strategies.83  Importantly, the model recognises the value of 

Alberta’s First Nation people’s continuous participation in development planning.84   

Nigel Bankes described the enabling Alberta Land Stewardship Act, SA 2009, c A-26.8, as a 

significant and ambitious statute designed to address cumulative impacts by establishing a regional 

planning framework.85  A central theme of the framework is to move from case-by-case approvals to 

regional planning.86  The regional plan model is results-based, using comprehensive baseline data to 

set firm ‘place specific’ objectives that require defined results rather than simply mitigating 

impacts.87  However, Bankes’ analysis revealed that the excessive discretion the Statute conferred on 

the executive may affect the success of the reform.88  

To evaluate the transferability of Alberta’s shared stewardship reforms to the Pilbara further 

research could examine the implementation of the cumulative impact regional plans, how those 

reforms were supported by legislation, and the reforms’ ultimate success.  Bankes comments that, if 

successful, the legislation ‘will serve as an example of a pro-active, eco-system based environmental 

law focussed on the management of cumulative impacts’.89  Research on the success of the Alberta 

governance model to achieve results-based cumulative impact planning, could assist developing not 

only a Pilbara water plan but also provide a planning models for other resources.90   

                                                           
83

  Alberta Government (Canada), Towards Environmental Sustainability, above n 75, 7, 10. 
84

  Alberta Government (Canada), Oil Sands Consultations, above n 74, 17, see also 49.  Cf see, Bankes et al, 
above n 76, 6029, on the lack of a commitment in the Lower Athabasca Regional Plan to protect First 
Nation Treaty rights or traditional land uses.   

85
  Bankes et al, above n 76, 6025; Alberta Land Stewardship Act, SA 2009, c A-26.8; Alberta Government 

(Canada), Regional Plans <https://open.alberta.ca/dataset?q=regional+plans> 
86

  Bankes et al, above n 76, 6027.   
87

  Alberta Government (Canada), Oil Sands Consultations, above n 74, 18; Alberta Government (Canada), 
Towards Environmental Sustainability, above n 75, 6 – 9; Bankes et al, above n 76, 6027.  Commentators 
and the judiciary have criticised the lack of base-line data, substantive limits and clear objectives in 
Australian environmental approvals, particularly for the coal and coal seam gas industry, see Gardner et al, 
above n 46, [27.35] – [27.41] and references cited there. 

88
  Bankes et al, above n 76, 6026 – 6030.  

89
  Ibid, 6026.  See also the Alberta Energy Regulator (an incorporated State agency) that plays a key role in 

Alberta’s ‘Integrated Resource Management System’ by administering a range of Acts, which allows it to 
make a range of ‘integrated’ resource management decisions.  See Alberta Energy Regulator, Strategic Plan 
Overview 2017 – 2020 (March 2017) pdf 2/2; Alberta Energy Regulator, Who we are 
<https://www.aer.ca/about-aer/who-we-are>; Ernst and Young, Alberta’s oil and gas sector regulatory 
paradigm shift: challenges and opportunities (2015) 3.  The Alberta Energy Regulator administers the 
Responsible Energy Development Act, Statutes of Alberta, RSA 2012, c R-17.3; Public Lands Act, Revised 
Statutes of Alberta, RSA 2000, c P-40; Mines and Minerals Act, RSA 2000, c M-17; Water Act, RSA 2000, c 
W-3 and, the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, RSA 2000, c E-12 (among others). 

90
  Steve Kennett and Dan Woynillowicz, A Review of Alberta Environment’s Proposed Regulatory Framework 

for Managing Cumulative Effects (Pembina Institute, December 2007); Alberta Energy Regulator, 
Cumulative Effects <http://www1.aer.ca/AnnualReport2016/effects.html> 
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5 Native Title and excess mine dewatering  

The participation of Traditional Owners under Alberta’s shared stewardship model leads to a 

discussion of one of the most interesting and complex underlying issues revealed by this research 

project—the relevance of native title rights in the context of mine dewater not utilised for mine site 

purposes that requires disposal (excess mine dewater).  It is not within the scope of this thesis to 

ascertain with any certainty the content of native title rights relevant to excess mine dewatering 

activities, or to define the precise interrelationship of the respective rights.91  Broadly, as a 

preliminary overview in the Pilbara context, traditional custodial rights and obligations to maintain 

and care for country and, protect particular sites and significant areas from physical harm, could 

include many groundwater dependent ecosystems and water sources ‘on-lease’ and/or ‘off-lease’ 

that are impacted by water table drawdown or excess mine dewater disposal.92  Recent High Court 

jurisprudence (and application in the Federal Court) indicates a broader interpretation in relation to 

the nature of native title rights and the extinguishing effect of previously granted interests.93  

Advancing research on the potential content and existence of native title rights relative to excess 

mine dewater may provide Traditional Owners with a stronger voice in the mine dewater 

management discussion.94  Moreover, it may amplify the significance of the questions posed in this 

thesis about the precise scope of the mine dewatering rights conferred under the PSA regime.   

This section provides a background to, and an overview of, some aspects of this complex but 

necessary further inquiry, into native title issues.  First, it outlines the significance of groundwater to 

the Traditional Owners’ culture and lifestyle.  Secondly, it raises further specific research questions 

in the native title context, relating to the vesting of water in the Crown under the Rights in Water 

and Irrigation Act 1914 (WA) (RiWI Act) and the impact of PSA mining and dewatering rights.  Lastly, 

it considers the potential of land use agreements between the Traditional Owners and the 

proponents (land use agreements) to include custodial aspirations.   

                                                           
91

  For detailed analysis on native title rights content, see Simon Young, The Trouble with Tradition (2008) 
generally, and in particular Part V, ch 13.   

92
  For example, see discussion relating to a water hole, Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi 

People) v State of Western Australia [2017] FCA 803, [144] – [145].  On caring for country, [55] – [65].   
93

  Western Australia v Brown [2014] 253 CLR 507; Akiba v The Commonwealth (2013) 250 CLR 209; Karpany v 
Dietman (2013) 252 CLR 507; Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v State of Western 
Australia (No 2) [2017] FCA 1299; Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v State of 
Western Australia [2017] FCA 803 (applying Brown regarding extinguishment); Willis on behalf of the Pilki 
People v State of Western Australia [2014] FCA 714 (applying Akiba regarding economic uses).  

94
  The National Water Initiative recognises Native Title rights to water as part of the Traditional Owners 

participation in water planning and management.  See Australian Government, Module to the National 
Water Initiative (NWI) Policy Guidelines for Water Planning and Management, Engaging Indigenous Peoples 
in Water Planning and Management (2017) 19 – 20. 
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5.1 The cultural importance of water  

The Pilbara is home to twelve Traditional Owner language groups and over a thousand sites 

of importance,95 of which many are groundwater-dependent ecosystems.  The relatively late 

introduction of infrastructure in the Pilbara during the mid-1960s means that culture and tradition 

remains strong and visible in the region;96 but, as in other parts of the country, understanding, 

accommodation, and protection of that culture is a significant challenge.97   

 
Figure 8.1: Native title claim boundaries

98 

Water is at the core of Traditional Owner culture in the region—it is the creative mythical 

essence left by the ‘dreaming beings’, which exists in the rivers, creeks, soaks, pools and springs of 

the Pilbara.99  Water is integral to the lives of Traditional Owners; it is their most sacred and precious 

resource, essential to home, heritage, spirit and soul.100  Caring for and maintaining country for 

future generations is the central cultural role and vital to Indigenous peoples’ social identity—the 

importance of water to Pilbara culture and lifestyle makes protecting and managing water resources 
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  Hillary Rumley and Sue Jackson, ‘“We used to get our water for free …” Identification and Protection of 
Aboriginal Cultural Values of the Pilbara Region’ (Water and Rivers Commission of Western Australia, 2004) 
[2.2], [5], app [9.2], [9.6] 

96
  Scambary, above n 1, 47 – 48, 159. 

97
  Ibid, 165-166. 

98
  Ibid, 150  

99
  Jackson and Barber, above n 70, 85. 

100
  Ibid, 85.   
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a key custodial responsibility.  These custodial responsibilities are significantly challenged when mine 

dewatering effects water quality or quantity,101 for example, the drying up of the Weeli Wolli spring 

(a sacred site).102  The business of resource extraction is often not conducive to recognition of 

Indigenous self-determination, property and cultural rights.103  If land use agreements are not 

flexible and recognisant of cultural practice it can be difficult for Traditional Owners to realise 

aspirations to engage in Indigenous economic activity, maintain cultural practice, and fulfil their 

custodial obligations.104   

5.2 Native title rights, the RiWI Act, and PSAs  

The first research question that arises in relation to native title rights to groundwater is: did 

the RiWI Act extinguish the native title interests by vesting control of the State’s groundwater in the 

Crown?  In an analogous context, the High Court, in the case of Yanner v Eaton,105 decided the 

statutory vesting of control of fauna in the Crown did not extinguish the native title rights in 

question.106  Broadly, a law that creates a regime of control that merely regulates the enjoyment of 

native title or is consistent with its continued enjoyment, does not reveal an intention to extinguish 

or impair those rights and interests.107  Further research could evaluate the precise effect of vesting 

of groundwater in the Crown under RiWI Act on native title rights. 

The research in this thesis on the precise scope of the PSAs’ mine dewater rights opens new 

avenues of inquiry, given the potential relevance of the conclusions reached to native title rights 

and, their treatment under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (NT Act).108  A highly relevant High Court 

decision is the 2014 case of Western Australia v Brown (Brown),109 which considered the effect of a 

                                                           
101

  Ibid, 85.  
102

  See below, heading [5.3]. 
103

  Jackson and Barber, above n 70, 82.  This comment refers to indigenous/traditional owner rights in a broad 
global context.   

104
  Scambary, above n 1, 157, 231. 

105
  Yanner v Eaton (1999) 201 CLR 351. 

106
  Yanner v Eaton (1999) 201 CLR 351, [26] – [30], [38], in particular at [28], Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Kirby and 
Hayne JJ quoting Toomer v Witsell (1948) 334 US 385, 402 (Vinson CJ).  The High Court has recently applied 
the Yanner v Eaton precedent in other statutory contexts.  See, Queensland v Congoo (2015) 256 CLR 239, 
[32], [37], [130], [158]; Akiba v the Commonwealth (2013) 250 CLR 209 [32] – [33]; Karpany v Dietman 
(2013) 252 CLR 507, headnote (1), [2], [29] – [30]. 

107
  Queensland v Congoo (2015) 256 CLR 239, [32] citing Mabo v Queensland [No 2] (1992) 175 CLR 1, 64 
(Brennan J); Yanner v Eaton (1999) 201 CLR 351, 397 [115] (Gummow J); Akiba v The Commonwealth (2013) 
250 CLR 209, 230 [33] (French CJ and Crennan J); Karpany v Dietman (2013) 252 CLR 507, 514 [5], 519-520 
[22], 522 [32]..  See also the brief comment on the RiWI Act in relation to exclusive native title rights 
extinguishment in Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v State of Western Australia 
(No 2) [2017] FCA 1299, [5]. 

108
  For native title rights analysis and comparison to international jurisdictions see, Young, above n 91.  

109
  Western Australia v Brown [2014] 253 CLR 507. 
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PSA mining lease and the proponent’s mining activities (changing the nature of the land) on native 

title rights. 

In Brown, the High Court considered native title rights in the context of the 1964 

Goldsworthy PSA and mining leases granted pursuant to that PSA’s terms.110  Like the other PSAs, a 

term of the Goldsworthy PSA modifies the mining legislation by conferring the right to the grant of a 

mining lease (mining lease term).111  The PSA mining lease term obliges the State to grant the mining 

lease pursuant to the PSA terms ‘as of right’.  The Goldsworthy mining lease term did not require the 

State to grant a mining lease that excluded all native title rights.112  The mining lease term obliged 

the Goldsworthy proponent to allow the State and third parties access to the mineral leases,113 so, 

the term did not confer a right to exclude ‘any and everyone’ from the lease area.114  Applying its 

previous jurisprudence in relation to leases, the High Court held that  

the grant of rights to use land for particular purposes (whether pastoral, mining or other 
purposes), if not accompanied by the grant of a right to exclude any and everyone from the 
land for any reason or no reason, was not necessarily inconsistent with, and did not 
necessarily extinguish, native title rights such as rights to camp, hunt and gather, conduct 
ceremonies on land and care for land.115 

The High Court’s ruling on the Goldsworthy mining lease term is very relevant to the other PSAs.  On 

a selective review, the other PSA mining lease terms also confer the mining lease rights with the 

same access obligations as the 1964 Goldsworthy PSA.116  Therefore, likewise, the other PSA mining 

lease grants are unlikely to have extinguished all native title rights.117   

 Additionally, based on recent High Court jurisprudence, the likely extinguishing effects of 

previously granted interests in the area is lessening—mere interference with particular exercises of 

native title does not necessarily extinguish the underlying native title rights.118  In the case of Brown 

                                                           
110

  Ibid.  For the Courts discussion of the Goldsworthy PSA rights and terms in relation to the State’s obligation 
to grant the mining leases see [1] – [22].   

111
  Ibid, the modified mining legislation in this case was the Mining Act 1904 (WA), see [2], [13]. [43]. 

112
  Ibid, headnote (3), [44] – [46], [63]. 
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  Iron Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act 1964, sch 1, cl 9(2)(g).  High Court of Australia, State of 
Western Australia v Brown & Ors [2014] HCA 8 (2014 Judgment Summaries, 12 August 2014). 

114
  Western Australia v Brown [2014] 253 CLR 507, headnote (1), (3), [44] – [46], see in particular comments at 
[63].   
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  Ibid, headnote (1).  Wik Peoples v Queensland (1996) 187 CLR 1 and Western Australia v Ward (2002) 213 
CLR 1, applied. 
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  For examples of equivalent terms in each era of agreement see Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 
1963 (WA) sch 1, cl 10(1)(g); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act 1972 (WA) sch 1, 
cl 11(7); Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement Act 1992 (WA) sch 1, cl 12(5).   
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  On the types of rights the mining leases did not exclude see High Court of Australia, State of Western 
Australia v Brown & Ors [2014] HCA 8 (2014 Judgment Summaries, 12 August 2014). 
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  Western Australia v Brown [2014] 253 CLR 507; Akiba v The Commonwealth (2013) 250 CLR 209; Karpany v 
Dietman (2013) 252 CLR 507; Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v State of Western 
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itself, the Court continued that trend by determining that the rights were not extinguished even 

though the mining operation had changed the nature of the land in manner inconsistent with those 

rights.119  Overruling the Federal Court decision De Rose v South Australia [No 2] (2005),120 the Court 

ruled that, the mining excavations, the construction of the mine, the town, and associated works, 

did not extinguish all native title rights.121  The test applied was whether the PSA and/or mining lease 

rights were inconsistent with native title rights at the time of the grant, not the manner of exercise 

of the inconsistent rights.122  If the proponent’s rights and native title rights could not be exercised at 

the same time, for example hunting and a mine site office, the proponent’s statutory right 

prevailed,123 however, when the proponents ‘cease to exercise their rights (or their rights come to 

an end) the native title rights and interests remain, unaffected’.124 

For various reasons, including the tenor of recent High Court jurisprudence and the 

conclusions reached in this thesis about the scope of PSA rights, there may be new bases upon which 

more native title exists than previously thought.  Moreover, and more technically, activities 

associated with these purported PSA rights may, in the case of later leases,125 potentially be 

unseated from any ‘past act’ or ‘intermediate period act’ protection that may have applied under 

the NTA.  Further inquiry into this important and challenging topic could then, in various ways, 

provide the Traditional Owners with a new opportunity to negotiate shared stewardship 

arrangements in relation to the management of Pilbara water to achieve custodial aspirations. 

5.3 Pilbara land use agreements 

Prospectively, the Traditional Owners generally settle native title rights in relation to mining 

projects by negotiating confidential land use agreements with the proponents.126  All mining 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Australia (No 2) [2017] FCA 1299; Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v State of 
Western Australia [2017] FCA 803 (applying Brown regarding extinguishment); Willis on behalf of the Pilki 
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  Western Australia v Brown (2014) 253 CLR 507, [43] – [45], [59] – [62] overruling De Rose v South Australia 
[No 2] (2005) 145 FCR 290.  See [48] in relation to the mine pit and mine site construction.   

120
  Ibid, [61] – [62]; De Rose v South Australia [No 2] (2005) 145 FCR 290. 
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  Western Australia v Brown (2014) 253 CLR 507 [48], [55], [58] – [62].  Relevantly, the High Court, when 
deciding Ward, did not rule out Native Title rights to the man-made waters of Lake Argyle.  See, Western 
Australia v Ward (2002) 213 CLR 1 [912] – [918].  On this point, Bartlett notes the ‘High Court did not 
overturn the preparedness of the Full Court to find the continuation of native title over the waters of Lake 
Argyle’.  See, Richard Bartlett, ‘The First Contested Mainland Native Title Determination Western Australia 
v Ward’ (2002) 21 Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Journal 187, 189. 
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  Western Australia v Brown (2014) 253 CLR 507, [51], [59] – [60].   
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  Ibid, [64]. 

124
  Ibid, [64] (French CJ, Hayne, Kiefel, Gageler and Keane JJ). 

125
  Specifically, post 1975 leases whose validity might be affected by the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth). 
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 For example, the Yandi Land Use Agreement, see Scambary, above n 1, 81 – 90.  On the confidentiality of 
mining agreements see, 85 at n 19.   
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proponents are required to comply with the State Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA).127  Under the 

Act, water users are liable for any action that interferes with or damages an Indigenous heritage 

site.128  However, Rio Tinto commented that the State heritage and environmental procedures do 

not adequately provide a forum to negotiate collaborative management.129  On this point, Jackson 

and Barber suggest that land use agreements have the potential to ‘fill the gap between indigenous 

water rights recognized by legislation and customary rights conceived and asserted by indigenous 

people’.130  However, while land use agreements have the capacity to incorporate custodial rights, 

and have achieved good outcomes in some cases,131 the results appear variable.  Some land use 

agreements have achieved elements of shared stewardship,132 but others have been detrimental to 

facilitating a collaborative relationship.   

For example, after the successful conclusion of the Pilbara Buckland iron ore project land use 

agreement, the native title party representative attributed the agreement’s unique elements to the 

goodwill and flexibility of the parties.  The agreement went ‘well beyond the requirements of the 

WA Aboriginal Heritage Act by recognising that water and habitat are inextricably linked to cultural 

values’.133  Demonstrating a similar willingness to integrate Traditional Owner values, Rio Tinto has 

established a collaborative management initiative in relation to the Weeli Wolli spring (a sacred 

site).134  Rio Tinto commented that the State’s environmental approval and heritage assessment 

process did not provide an adequate forum to engage with Traditional Owners in this context—the 

process failed to assist the company to be appraised of the owners’ specific concerns or to negotiate 

collaborative water management.135   
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  Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement Act 1963 (WA) sch 12, cl 4(1)(l)(c); Iron Ore (McCamey’s Monster) 
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  Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation, above n 131.  
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In contrast to these approaches, it has been noted that the long running Fortescue Metals 

Group Ltd (FMG) dispute with Traditional Owners has been costly and not conducive to developing 

collaborative management.136  Relations between FMG and the Yindjibarndi people deteriorated 

when it was asserted that FMG introduced purported family members into the land use agreement 

consulting and voting process, which diluted the voting power of the group who were living on 

country and exercising their custodial role.137  The Federal Court determined that the purported 

relatives were not members of the Yindjibarndi group.138  FMG is currently appealing the Federal 

Court decision granting native title rights to the Yindjibarndi.139  The Yindjibarndi spokesperson 

stated that FMG’s decision not to abide by the Federal Court’s ruling indicated ‘there is no chance 

FMG are wanting to build a relationship with the Yindjibarndi people.’140  The lack of a State 

collaborative planning framework and, variable land use agreement outcomes, suggest establishing 

a stronger negotiating position for Traditional Owners in relation to native title and groundwater 

may assist achieving custodial aspirations.   

Re-examining the potential native title rights in relation to mine dewatering with reference 

to the issues noted above (including the conclusions of this thesis as to the true scope of PSA rights) 

may rebalance the respective negotiating positions and facilitate better integration of Indigenous 

peoples’ perspectives and, the establishment of ongoing custodial roles.  More specifically, that 

further research might help to draw native title considerations and Traditional Owners’ perspectives 

more clearly into any future Pilbara water planning process.   
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  Darren Gray, ‘Traditional owners win native title fight with Fortescue’ Sydney Morning Herald (20 July 
2017).  Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v State of Western Australia (No 2) [2017] 
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Youtube <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KIpTPOWtm4>  An international perspective: Miguelangel 
Ruiz Facenda, ‘The Yindjibarndi People and the Steep Path’ Youtube: 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ku8I1ZP6tI> 

137
  See, the Great Native Title Swindle, Part 1 and 2, The “True” Yindjibarndi Story, and Facenda, above n 136.  
See also, Rares J comments on this aspect, Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v 
State of Western Australia [2017] FCA 803 [391] – [396].   

138
  Warrie (formerly TJ) (on behalf of the Yindjibarndi People) v State of Western Australia (No 2) [2017] FCA 
1299, [4] – [5].  See also, reasons at [17].   

139
  Paul Burrell, ‘Fortescue to continue Pilbara land rights battle’ The Australian (5 December 2017). 

140
  Ibid, quoting Yindjibarndi Aboriginal Corporation chief executive Michael Woodley.  The FMG PSA and the 
proponent of the Buckland iron ore mine are not relevant in the PSA water rights context, the author uses 
the negotiation results to illustrate the inconsistency of land use agreement outcomes.   
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6 Conclusion  

Further research investigating the means of delivering a transparent plan for the Pilbara that 

manages economic, environmental, social values, and Traditional Owner rights, will help to ensure 

the Pilbara’s future.  Research avenues open are: establishing a transparent regime, evaluating an 

integrated governance plan, the content of such a plan, and the role and rights of Traditional Owners 

in the region’s excess mine dewater management.  

On a preliminary view, introducing measures to reduce the PSA regime’s opacity would not 

disturb the sovereign risk policy or reduce State revenue.  The development and progress of the 

Pilbara iron ore industry significantly affects the Western Australian people, and will affect future 

generations, so establishing transparent decision making practices in line with the Auditor General’s 

recommendations should be a priority.  Introducing transparency is an essential step that will allow 

public scrutiny of the regime’s operation, which, in turn, will facilitate the understanding that can 

assist developing an integrated, sustainable management plan for the region.   

A natural vehicle for the plan is an integrated governance agency because it could combine 

State and Federal jurisdictional powers.  The State Government controls the mining, water, and PSA 

laws, and the Federal Government the native title and corporation laws, both jurisdictions have 

environmental laws.  The possible benefits of a unified exercise of these powers suggest introducing 

an integrated governance plan for the Pilbara may be a forward thinking solution to balancing the 

significant economic, social, cultural and environmental values of this globally important region.141  

Canada’s shared stewardship legislation may provide a suitable model to balance those values.  

Evaluating the native title rights in relation to excess mine dewatering may give the Traditional 

Owners a stronger voice in negotiations to establish custodial roles and draw their perspectives into 

future water planning and/or the rebalancing the economic and environmental equation.   

These avenues of further research could pave the way to achieving a transparent, integrated 

governance Pilbara water plan, which incorporates a shared stewardship procedure that recognises 

the knowledge, values, and rights of the Traditional Owners. 

 

                                                           
141

  The First Peoples Water Engagement Council recommends that the Council of Australian Governments 
should establish a National Aboriginal Water Strategy and Aboriginal Economic Water Fund.  See National 
Water Commission, Indigenous Involvement, above n 66, 6.  
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Conclusion: Still Waters Run Deep 

This thesis evaluates the legal capacity of the Western Australian (WA) Parliament and 

Government to regulate iron ore mine dewatering in the Pilbara region as part of water resources 

law reform to implement the National Water Initiative (NWI).  The key legal challenge for such 

reform is defined as delivering a Pilbara water plan guiding regulation of the emerging cumulative 

impacts of increasing mine dewatering being conducted by an expanding industry that is primarily 

regulated under the decades old Pilbara iron ore State agreements (PSAs) that the Western 

Australian Government is reluctant to change because of its sovereign risk policy.  The Law Council of 

Australia has commented that, if the States ‘are to continue existing water take and use rights for the 

extractive industries outside the NWI framework, there must be a compelling reason for doing so’.1  

In WA, the sanctity of PSA rights appeared to be the major obstacle to implementing the NWI.   

My research has revealed that the aging PSAs arguably do not confer rights to mine 

dewatering and disposal because they were, mostly, written before the rapid expansion of the 

industry required vast amounts of excess mine dewater abstraction and disposal.  Thus, the thesis 

argues that there may be vast amounts of unauthorised mine dewatering and, that the Government 

could make a Pilbara water plan that regulates excess mine dewatering without disturbing its 

sovereign risk policy.  The economic importance of iron ore industry and its revenues may pose a 

more significant practical impediment, to the extent that mining may be limited by reformed mine 

dewatering regulation.  

The Pilbara has been described as China’s quarry,2 but it is much more than that—its economic 

value is only one of many highly significant features.  Yet the economic importance of the region has 

a dominating presence—buried under the high social, cultural, and ecological values of this unique 

region is 98 percent of Australia’s most economically important natural resource—iron ore, 

comprising one third of world’s known reserves.  

The Pilbara iron ore industry presents a legally unique landscape because the aging State 

agreements, built on the State’s laissez faire development policy in the 1960s, continue to regulate 

the exploitation of its mineral wealth.  Importantly, at the current rate of production, 790 million 

tonnes in 2016 – 2017, the Pilbara’s iron ore reserves are predicted to last only another 67 years.3  

                                                           
1
  Law Council of Australia, Senate Standing Committee on Environment and Communications, ‘Submission on 

Water Use by the Extractive Industry’ (15 December 2017) [17].  Submission available at 
<https://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/resources/submissions/water-use-by-the-extractive-industry> 

2
  Andrew Burrell, ‘Colin Barnett Saddles Up to Ride All the Way with the Asian Tiger’, The Australian (14 April 

2015).   
3
  Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (WA), Western Australia Iron Ore Industry Profile 

(December 2017) 1, 4.  
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An integrated, holistic and collaborative management approach is necessary to ensure the future of 

the Pilbara, the State and, indeed, the Nation beyond iron ore mining.   

The Western Australian Government (and the Federal Government) have a responsibility to 

the Traditional Owners, Western Australians, Australians, and the next generations, to ensure the 

sustainable management of the region and the industry.  Governing responsibility may require a 

rebalancing of the region’s irreplaceable cultural and ecological values as against the finite economic 

benefits of iron ore and, a re-evaluation of the industry to ensure that the State and Australia receive 

the maximum economic benefit from the exploitation of iron ore resources and,4 to ensure 

responsible management of that finite income.5  Robust, integrated regional planning supported by 

statute is a conspicuously necessary reform.  This thesis contributes to the Pilbara planning and 

resources management discussion by exploring the possible means of implementing the State’s 

commitment under the NWI to introduce statutory water planning.  The focus here has been the 

possible regulation and management of the cumulative impacts of mine dewatering.   

The applied purpose of much of this thesis was to assist the future development and 

implementation of a Pilbara water plan (aligned with the NWI recommendations) by evaluating the 

effect of PSA terms on the Government’s capacity to propose and deliver such a plan.  The study 

addressed a significant knowledge gap in relation to PSAs and Pilbara water planning by evaluating 

the 1963 – 1996 PSA mine dewatering rights and environmental obligations.  Exploration of the PSA 

rights and obligations in chapters’ three to five provided the foundation to answer the following 

research questions in chapters six and seven.   

1. Does the existing legislation—the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA)—have the 

capacity to deliver a Pilbara water plan without disturbing the sovereign risk policy? 

                                                           
4
  See Tony Makin, Australia’s Competitiveness: Reversing the Slide (Minerals Council of Australia, 6 

September 2014) on Australia’s competitiveness and productivity and the need for serious fiscal and 
structural reform, 57 – 60, 65 – 70, 77.   

5
  The State and the Commonwealth governments have been criticised for failing to establish measures to 

protect the economy from fluctuations in the commodities market, such as Norway’s extremely successful 
sovereign wealth fund.  Western Australia established a 300 million sovereign wealth fund in 2012, this 
fund can be disseminated for infrastructure spending in 2032, see Sovereign Wealth Fund Institute, Western 
Australian Future Fund <https://www.swfinstitute.org/swfs/western-australian-future-fund/>.  See also, on 
funds without regulated spending, the article based on Robert Carling and Stephen Kirchner’s, Centre for 
Independent Studies Policy Monograph, ‘Future Fund or Future Eaters? The Case Against a Sovereign 
Wealth Fund for Australia’ The Conversation (February 20, 2012).  See also for commentary criticising 
management of the mining boom, Paul Cleary, Too Much Luck, The Mining Boom and Australia’s Future 
(2011) 49 – 56; Mark Beeson, ‘How WA squandered the mining boom’ The West Australian (2 November 
2016); Emily Moulton, ‘Did WA squander the Mining boom?’ News.com (online 17 October 2015); Keri 
Philips, ‘The mining boom that changed Australia’ ABC Radio National (online, 13 April 2016); Emily 
Moulton, ‘Did WA squander the Mining boom?’ News.com (online 17 October 2015); Keri Philips, ‘The 
mining boom that changed Australia’ ABC Radio National (online, 13 April 2016).  On Norway’s sovereign 
wealth fund see Richard Milne, ‘Norway’s oil fund tops $1tn in assets for first time’, Financial Times (online, 
19 September 2017).  

http://www.cis.org.au/publications/policy-monographs/article/3969-future-funds-or-future-eaters-the-case-against-a-sovereign-wealth-fund-for-australia
http://www.cis.org.au/publications/policy-monographs/article/3969-future-funds-or-future-eaters-the-case-against-a-sovereign-wealth-fund-for-australia
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2. If the government proposed new legislation to deliver a Pilbara water plan, to what 

extent would PSA rights and the State’s sovereign risk policy confine the scope of the 

plan?  

The thesis concludes that the State Government has the capacity to deliver a Pilbara water 

plan under the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) (EP Act) Part III (subject to limitations of that 

Act), or can propose new legislation delivering a plan with the capacity to regulate or control excess 

mine dewater, without disturbing its sovereign risk policy.  Additionally, the vast amounts of mine 

dewatering abstraction in the Pilbara that are potentially not legally authorised pursuant to the PSA 

regime should be authorised under the RiWI Act.  These conclusions are supported by examination of 

the industry’s rapid expansion and the relatively recent emergence of the cumulative impacts of 

mine dewatering in the Pilbara as an environmental risk, neither of which are adequately reflected in 

the PSA structure or provisions.   

In the Pilbara, the relative newness of mine dewatering as an environmental management 

issue, combined with the unexpected success and growth of the Pilbara iron ore industry, indicates 

that it is likely the parties did not properly contemplate or allow for mine dewatering (at least to its 

current extent) when they drafted the 1963 – 1996 agreements.  In 1996, Colin Barnett (MLA) 

expressed the expectation that iron ore production in the Pilbara would ‘level off’ at around 200 

million tonnes per annum (mtpa) in 2005.6  Driven by the unexpected high prices and duration of the 

commodities boom, the production rate increased far beyond that—from 230 million tonnes (mt) in 

2005, to 790mt in 2017.7  In 1999, the industry produced 143mt of iron ore and abstracted 24.5 giga 

litres (gl) of groundwater;8 in 2013 production had increased to 558mt and groundwater abstraction 

to 350gl.  These figures bring into clear focus the likely reality that the parties simply did not see the 

need to include a water term conferring an excess mine dewatering abstraction right in most PSAs or, 

a disposal right in any of the PSAs.  At the expected production rate of around 200mtpa, even when 

the mines extended below the water table, the proponent could have utilised most, if not all, the 

mine dewater produced for mine site purposes.9   

                                                           
6
  Western Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 31 October 1996, 7686 (Colin Barnett). 

7
  Department of Mines, Industry, Regulation and Safety (WA), Iron Ore Quantity and Value, Resource Data 

Files <http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/About-Us-Careers/Statistics-Digest-3962.aspx> 
8
  The 1999 groundwater abstraction figure is the author’s estimate based on aggregating the figures available 

in S.L Johnson and A.H Wright, Waters and Rivers Commission (WA), Central Pilbara Groundwater Study 
Part 1 (Hydrogeological Record Series report 8, 2001) 14, table 3.1.  For iron ore production quantities see, 
Department of Mines, Industry, Regulation and Safety (WA), above n 7.  

9
  The FMG PSA terms negotiated in 2006, illustrates a change of approach in the Government’s awareness of 

potential water issues three years after the mining boom had commenced and the rapid growth was 
evident.  The FMG agreement grants no water rights and requires the proponent to comply with current 
and future water laws.  See chapter 5, heading [4.6]. 
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The understandable lack of foresight in relation to excess mine dewatering needs cannot 

change the limit of the PSA rights or the scope of their environmental obligations.  As concluded in 

chapters five and seven, even in the 1990s, when some mine dewatering was contemplated, there 

was simply no need to confer a right to excess mine dewater disposal modifying the State 

legislation—because the State legislation did not (and, still does not) regulate excess water disposal 

in the Pilbara.  Similarly, in the 1970s – 1980s the State Government discovered they had failed to 

include a term to ensure that the proponent’s right to increase production was commensurate with 

their obligation to establish a WA secondary processing industry.  As the State Solicitor noted at that 

time, the fact the parties have not envisaged a contingency that exceeds their expectations during 

negotiations cannot change the terms of the agreement.10   

While the thesis concludes that the State can impose an EP Act Part III policy or propose new 

legislation that can regulate excess mine dewatering without contravening its sovereign risk policy, 

the underlying current of economic dependency is a significant obstacle.  The economic vulnerability 

of the State in relation to the Pilbara iron ore industry may constrain the political will needed to 

introduce a Pilbara water plan by either means.  With cognisance of this political reality, the study 

identified reforms that could assist the management of the Pilbara without immediately limiting 

mine dewatering and suggested avenues of further research to move towards more robust reform 

over time.   

The critical conclusions reached in this thesis, regarding the potential lack of PSA rights for 

excess mine dewatering or disposal, potentially place the State in a strong position to open 

comprehensive negotiation and/or consultation with the industry in relation to long-term sustainable 

management of the Pilbara’s resources.  The State’s potential capacity to control iron ore production 

through excess mine dewater disposal regulation may open the door to collaborative development of 

a statutory framework for a long-term Pilbara management plan in which the government can take a 

more decisive role.  Importantly, further focused research evaluating (and re-evaluating) relevant 

native title rights could allow the Traditional Owners a stronger voice in the planning development 

process.   

In parting, it is germane to turn the circle by returning to the issue previously identified by 

other commentators – namely, the lack of transparency in the PSA regime, which is a key obstacle to 

moving towards robust reform and, was a formidable hurdle during this research process.  Beneath 

the ostensibly still waters of the laws and processes governing the Pilbara iron ore industry, flow far 

                                                           
10

  See Chapter 3, heading [4.2], ‘Implied water rights’, Hamersley Agreement Act sch 1, cll 5(1)(b), 10(1)(a) – 
(b); State Records Office (WA), Hamersley Iron – Expansion Proposals (item 1976 142, consignment 6582, 
Department of Industrial Development) see Crown Law Department advice, 128, response to question 4, 
135, and file note, 138.  For the processing obligations see, Hamersley Agreement Act sch 1, cll 12(1), 13(1). 
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deeper and more turgid political issues and challenges.  The State’s economic and political fragility in 

relation to the iron ore industry inevitably leaves the region’s very significant social, cultural and 

environmental values vulnerable.  The entrenched opaque culture of the PSA regime exacerbates 

these challenges by limiting open debate and public scrutiny of the regime, industry progress, and 

mine dewatering.   

The special circumstances that steered the early development of the Pilbara iron ore industry 

engendered a government culture that continues to provide ongoing privileges and special 

consideration for PSA proponents.  Since the 2003 commodities boom, the importance and 

vulnerability of this unique region has manifestly increased—hence, the PSA regime should no longer 

be excluded from processes that ensure transparency as well as ecological and economic 

sustainability.  The very importance and vulnerability of the Pilbara demands exacting transparency 

and proper political and public scrutiny of the development and exploitation of a region that may be 

described as one of Australia’s greatest economic, cultural and ecological assets.  It requires the birth 

of a new government culture in relation to the iron ore industry, PSAs and the contemporary 

regulation of mine dewatering.  
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Department of Water (WA) Strategic policy 2.09: Use of mine dewatering surplus (May 2013) 

Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Groundwater Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and 
Planning Series report 55, October 2013) 

Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan 2010-2030 (June 2010)  

Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Regional Water Plan Supporting Detail 2010-2030 (June 2010)  

Department of Water (WA), Pilbara Surplus Mine Dewater Study (Summary Report DOW0814, July 
2015)  

Department of Water (WA), Securing Western Australia's Water Future, Position Paper - Reforming 
Water Resource Management (September, 2013) 

Department of Water (WA), The Water Register Licence and Water Availability Information 
<http://atlases.water.wa.gov.au/ags/waterregister/> 

Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan (Water Resource Allocation and 
Planning Series report 20, August 2009)  
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Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (WA), Licences and works approvals 
<https://www.der.wa.gov.au/our-work/licences-and-works-approvals> 

The Department of Water (WA), Upper Collie Water Allocation Plan, Statement of Response (August 
2009) 

The Department of Water (WA), Western Australian Water in Mining Guideline (Water licensing 
deliver series Report 12, May 2013) 

 

4.5 Environmental Protection Authority  

4.5.1 Reports and Recommendations  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Gorgon Gas Development Barrow Island Nature Reserve, 
Report and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (Bulletin 1221, June 2006) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Jackson 5 and Bungalbin East Iron Ore Project, Report and 
Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (Report 1599, June 2017) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Joint Venture Development of Channar Mining Area, 
Report and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (Bulletin 310, December 
1987) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Expansion Portman Iron Ore Ltd, 
Report and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (Bulletin 1082, assessment 
1374, December 2002) 

 

4.5.1.1 Goldsworthy  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Goldsworthy Extension Project Phase 2 – Yarrie project 
area, East Pilbara Report and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (Bulletin 
673, assessment 753, January 1993) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Goldsworthy Iron Ore Mines Extension Project, Report 
and Recommendation of the Environmental Protection Authority (Bulletin 1171, assessment 1568, 
May 2005) 

 

4.5.1.2 Hamersley 1963 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA) Brockman Syncline 4 Iron Ore Project Report and 
Recommendations (bulletin 1214, assessment 1543, 2006) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA) Marandoo Iron Ore Mine and Central Pilbara Railway, 
Report and Recommendations (Bulletin 643, Report 599, 1992) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Hamersley Agriculture Project, Report and 
Recommendations, (Report 1416, 2011) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Marandoo Iron Ore Mine And Central Pilbara Railway, 
Report and Reccommendations (Assessment 599, August 1992) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Marandoo Mine Phase 2 Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd, Report 
and Recommendations, (Report 1355, 2010) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Nammuldi—Silvergrass Iron Ore Project, 55 km north-
west of Tom Price, Report and Recommendations (Bulletin 997 assessment 1247, 2000) 
<http://epa.wa.gov.au/EPADocLib/959_B997.pdf> 
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Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Western Turner Syncline Stage 2 –B1 and Section 17 
deposits, Report and Recommendations, (Report 1477, 2013) 
<http://edit.epa.wa.gov.au/EPADocLib/Rep%201477%20Western%20Turner%20Syncline%202%20A
PI%20200513.pdf> 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Western Turner Syncline - Section 10 Iron Ore Mine, 
Report and Recommendations, (Report 1325, 2009) 

 

4.5.1.3 FMG 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental 
Protection Authority, Increase in abstraction and reinjection at Cloudbreak Mine, Fortescue Metals 
Group Ltd (Report 1547, May 2015) 

 

4.5.1.4 Hope Downs  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental 
Protection Authority, Hope Downs Iron Ore Mine, 75km North-West if Newman, Pilbara Region—
Change to Conditions of Ministerial Statement 584 under s46 of the EP Act (Report 1484, 15 
December 2011) 2 

 

4.5.1.5 Mc Camey  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental 
Protection Authority, Jimblebar Rationalisation and Planned Expansion, (formerly McCamey’s 
Monster Iron Ore Mining Proposal, BHP Iron Ore (Jimblebar) Pty Ltd Proposed Changes to 
Environmental Conditions (Assessment 917, Bulletin 769, March 1995) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental 
Protection Authority, Jimblebar Iron Ore project (Report 1371, October 2010) 

 

4.5.1.6 Marillana 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA) Report and Recommendations, Yandicoogina (Marillana) 
iron ore Project (Bulletin 323 March 1988) 
 
4.5.1.7 Mount Bruce 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Report and Recommendations of the Environmental 
Protection Authority, Turee Syncline Iron Ore Project (Report 1479, June 2013) 

 

4.5.2 Ministerial Approval Statements 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Gorgon Gas Development 
Barrow Island Nature Reserve (Statement 748, 6 September 2007) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Koolyanobbing Iron Ore 
Expansion Windarling Ridge and Mount Jackson Shire of Yilgarn (Statement 627, 3 June 2003)  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Pilbara Iron Ore and 
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Infrastructure Project East – West Railway & Mine Sites (Stage B) (Statement 707, 16 December 
2005) 

 

4.5.2.1 Channar  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Channar Mining Project – 
Hamersley Range (Statement 016, 10 February 1988)  

 

4.5.2.2 FMG  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Pilbara Iron Ore and 
Infrastructure Project: Cloudbreak (No Beneficiation) (Statement 721, 24 April 2006) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Christmas Creek Water 
Management Scheme Pilbara Region (Statement 871, 1 August 2011) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Cloudbreak Life of Mine 
Pilbara (Statement 899, 5 June 2012) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Increase in abstraction and reinjection at Cloudbreak Mine 
(Statement 1010, 4 August 2015) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Pilbara iron ore and infrastructure project (Christmas Creek 
mine, East-West railway and Mindy Mindy mine) - revised proposal (Statement 1033, 8 August 2016) 

Fortescue Metals Group, Fortescue Marshes Management Plan (11 August 2009) 

Fortescue Metals Group, Groundwater Management Plan (July 2014) 

Fortescue Metals Group, Public Environmental Report 2012 (6 June 2013) 

 

4.5.2.3 Goldsworthy  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Goldsworthy Iron Ore Mines Extension Project 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Goldsworthy Extension Project Phase 2 – Yarrie Project Area, 
East Pilbara (Statement 303, 4 February 1993) 

 

4.5.2.4 Hamersley 63  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Change to Proposal s45C of the Environmental Protection 
Act 1986 Brockman 2 Detritals Iron Ore Mine Extension Phase 2B (Statement 867 sch 1, 11 
September 2013) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Brockman No 2 Detrital Iron Ore mine (Statement 131, April 
1991) 
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Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Western Turner Syncline, Section 10 Iron Ore Project, Shire of 
Ashburton (Statement 807, 17 September 2009) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Brockman 2 Detritals Deposit  (Statement 131, 18 April 1991)  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Marandoo Iron Ore Mine And Central Pilbara Railway (599) 
(Statement 0286, 6 October 1992) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Marandoo Mine Phase 2, Shire of Ashburton (Statement 833, 8 
July 2010) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Hamersley Agriculture Project (Statement 883, 5 December 
2011) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Western Turner Syncline Stage 2 – B1 and Section 17 Deposits 
(Statement 946, 22 August 2013)  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Nammuldi-Silvergrass Expansion (Statement 925, 11 January 
2013)  

 

4.5.2.5 Hope downs 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Hope Downs Iron Ore Mine, 75 Km North-West of Newman 
Pilbara Region (Statement 584, 1 February 2002)  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Hope Downs Iron Ore Mine 75 km Northwest of Newman 
Pilbara Region (Statement 584, 1 February 2002) 

 

4.5.2.6 McCamey  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) McCamey’s Monster Iron Ore 
Proposal (Statement 022, 8 March 1988) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Jimblebar Iron Ore Project, 49 
kilometres East of Newman, Shire of East Pilbara (Statement 857, 18 February 2011) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement to amend conditions applying to a Proposal 
(pursuant to the provisions of section 46 the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Jimblebar Iron Ore 
Mine Rationalisation and Expansion (O35/917) (Statement 385, 23 May 1995) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement to amend conditions applying to a Proposal 
(pursuant to the provisions of section 46 the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Wheelarra Hill Iron 
Ore Mine Extension Life of Mine Proposal Mining Lease 266SA, 40 km Ease of Newman Shire of East 
Pilbara (Statement 683, 16 August 2005)  
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4.5.2.7 Newman 64  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Multiple Iron Ore Mine 
Development, Mining Area C – Northern Flank, 100km North-West of Newman (Statement 000491, 
24 December 1998) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Orebody 18 Iron Ore Mine, ML 
244SA, 32 km East Of Newman Shire of East Pilbara (978) BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd (Statement 439, 6 
February 1997) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Newman Satellite 
Development – Mining of Orebody 23 Below the Water-Table (Statement 478, 8 June 1998) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Orebody 25 Extension Project 
8 Kilometres North-East of Newman Shire of East Pilbara (Statement 712, 24 January 2006) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Orebody 24/25 Upgrade 
Project (Statement 834, 8 July 2010) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Orebody 29/30/35 Mining 
Below Watertable (Statement 963, 18 March 2014) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Orebody 31 Iron Ore Mine 
(Statement 1021, 12 November 2015) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(pursuant to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1986) Orebody 32 Above Water 
Table Iron Ore Mine Project (Statement 1018, 15 October 2015) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Orebody 29/30/35 Mining Below Watertable (Statement 963, 
18 March 2014) 

 

4.5.2.8 Marillana 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Yandicoogina (Marillana) Iron Ore Project (Statement 029, 27 
May 1988) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a proposal may be implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Marillana Creek (Yandi) Life of Mine Proposal Leases 270SA and 
47/292, 90 km North- West of Newman Shire of East Pilbara (Statement 679, 6 July 2005) 

 

4.5.2.9 Yandicoogina  

Eco Logical, Public Environmental Review, Yandicoogina Iron Ore Project – Revised Proposal (State 
assessment 2017, November 2015) 

Eco Logical, Public Environmental Review, Yandicoogina Iron Ore Project – Revised Proposal (State 
assessment 2017, November 2015)  
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Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a Revised Proposal may be Implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Yandicoogina Iron Ore Project – Revised Proposal (Statement 
1038, 3 October 2016) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Statement that a Revised Proposal may be Implemented 
(Environmental Protection Act 1986) Yandicoogina Iron Ore Project – Revised Proposal (Statement 
1038, 3 October 2016)  

Rio Tinto, Yandicoogina Monitoring and Management Plan Water Discharge Monitoring and 
Management, Vegetation and Groundwater Ecosystems Monitoring and Management (October 
2015) 

Wetland Research and Management, Rio Tinto Yandicoogina Cumulative Impacts of Mining on 
Marillana and Lower Weeli Wolli Creeks (July 2015) 

 

4.5.3 Part V licenses and works approvals 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to 
license conditions, L4792/1973/13, Premises: Greater Tom Price Mine (File No DER2013/001057, 21 
May 2015) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986: Works Approval 
Granted, Works Approval W554/2013/1, Premises: Paraburdoo Iron Ore Mine (File No 2013/003959, 
7 February 2014) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986: License Grant, 
L5275/1972/12, Premises Paraburdoo Iron Ore Mine (File No DER2014/000429, 15 May 2014) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to 
license conditions, L4503/1975/14, Premises: Mt Whaleback/Orebody/29/30/35 (File No 
DER2013/000901, 11 June 2015)  

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986: License Grant 
L6807/1997/7, Premises: Tom Price Waste Disposal Site (File No DER2013/000889, 11 June 2009) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 – Amendment to 
license conditions, L4792/1973/13, Premises: Greater Tom Price Mine (File No DER2013/001057, 21 
May 2015) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence 
for Prescribed Premises, Mt Whaleback/Orebody 29/30/35 (Licence No: L4503/1975/14, File No: 
DER2013/000901) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence 
for Prescribed Premises, Greater Tom Price Iron Ore Mine (Licence: L4762/1972/14, File No: 
DER2013/001057) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence 
for Prescribed Premises, Yandi (Marillana Creek) Iron Ore Mine (Licence No: L6168/1991/11, File No: 
DER2013/001190) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence 
for Prescribed Premises, Marandoo Iron Ore Mine (Licence No: L6869/1992/12 File No: 
DER2013/001174) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence 
for Prescribed Premises, Mt Brockman and Nammuldi Iron Ore Mines (Licence No: L5258/1991/11 
File No: DER2013/000902) 
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Department of Environmental Regulation, Licence for prescribed premises Environmental Protection 
Act 1986, Part V, Mt Brockman and Nammuldi Iron Ore Mines (License no: L5258/1991/11, File no: 
DER2013/000902) 

 

4.5.4 Audit compliance reports 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, BHP 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 1July 2016 – 30 June 2017 (Licence No: L4503/1975/14, File No: 
DER2013/000903) (Mount Whaleback orebody 29/30/35)  

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L7340/1997/9, File No: DER2013/000903) 
(Yandicoogina)  

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, BHP 
Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 – 2017 (Licence No: L5415/1988/9, 
File No: DER2013/000900) (jimblebar) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, BHP 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L6168/1991/11, File No: DER2013/001190) (BHP 
Yandi) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, BHP 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence: L4503/1975/14, File No: DER2013/000901) 
(Whaleback) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L4792/1973/13, File No: DER2013/001057) 
(Greater Tom Price mine) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L5258/1991/11 File No: DER2013/000902) (Mt 
Brockman Nammuldi Silvergrass) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L6869/1992/12 File No: DER2013/001174) 
(Marandoo) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA) Environmental Protection Act 1986, Part V, Rio Tinto 
Annual Audit Compliance Report 2016 (Licence No: L8688/2012/1 File No: DER2014/00622) (Hope 
Downs 4) 

Department of Environmental Regulation (WA), Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part V Licence 
for Prescribed Premises, Whaleback orebody 29/30/35 (Licence No: L4503/1975/14, File No: 
DER2013/000903)  

 

4.5.5 Other EPA documents  

Department of Environmental Regulation, Calculation of Annual Licence Fees Industry Fact Sheet 
(July 2016) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Cumulative Environmental Impacts of Development in the 
Pilbara Region, Advice of the Environmental Protection Authority to the Minister for Environment 
under Section 16(e) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (August 2014) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental and water assessments relating to mining 
and mining-related activities in the Fortescue Marsh management area, Advice of the Environmental 
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Protection Authority to the Minister for Environment under Section 16(e) of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986 (Report 1484, July 2013)  

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Environmental Protection (Gnangara Mound Crown Land) 
Policy 1992, Advice of the Environmental Protection Authority to the Minister for Environment as 
required under s 33(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (November 2015) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans (June 2011) 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA), Level of Assessment Set, Not Assessed, Public Advice 
Given and Managed Under Part V of EP Act, Eastern Ranges Iron Ore Project - Paraburdoo 23E-42E 
extension, 5km south of Paraburdoo (21 December 2004) 
<http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/News/monday/Pages/1941_LevelofAssessmentSet.aspx> 

Environmental Review Document (2014) 17 [4.1] 

Rio Tinto, Brockman Syncline 4 – Revised Proposal Assessment on Proponent Information 

Rio Tinto, Western Turner Syncline Stage 2 B1 and S17 Deposits Assessment on Proponent 
Information Environmental Review Document (April 2013) 

Western Australia, Gazzette Special, No 223, 7 December 2012, ‘Environmental Protection Act 1986, 
Environmental Impact Assessment (Part IV Divisions 1 and 2) Administrative Procedures 2012’ 

 

4.6 State Records Office  

4.6.1 Goldsworthy agreement  

State Records Office (WA), Investigations Enquiries Environmental Review and Management 
Programme ERMP Area C Proposed Goldsworthy Mining Ltd CALM (item 1977 01719 volume 1, 
consignment 4069, Land Administration) 

 

4.6.2 Hamersley agreement 

State Records Office (WA), Hamersley Iron – Expansion Proposals (item 1976 142, volume 1, 
consignment 6582, Department of Industrial Development) 

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreement, Hamersley Project Proposals 
(item 1977 031 volume 2, consignment 5495, Department of Resources Development) 

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agreements (item 1968 1054, consignment 
1659, Local Government Department) 

State Records Office (WA), Resources Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd, Leases and other Rights – Issued under 
Detailed Proposals (item 1967 0400, consignment 2859, Department of Industrial Development) 

 

4.6.3 Marrillana Agreement 

State Records Office (WA), Marrillana Creek Agreement BHP – Utah (Yandicoogina Project) Project 
Status (item 1990 149 volume 1, consignment 6707, Ministry of Economic Development) 

 

4.6.4 McCamey Agreement 

State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster (item 1972 159 volume 1, 
consignment 2859, Department of Development and Decentralisation) 
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State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster (item 1972 159 volume 4, 
consignment 6582, Department of Development and Decentralisation) 

State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster (item 1972 159 volume 5, 
consignment 5495, Department of Resources and Development) 

State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster Reports and General 
Matters (item 1972 159 volume 6, consignment 5495, Department of Resources and Development) 

State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster Reports and General 
Matters (item 1972 159 volume 7, consignment 5495, Department of Resources and Development) 

State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster Reports and General 
Matters (item 1972 159 volume 8, consignment 5495, Department of Resources and Development)  

State Records Office (WA), McCamey Iron Associates McCamey’s Monster Reports and General 
Matters (item 1972 159 volume 9, consignment 6582, Department of Resources and Development)  

State Records Office (WA), Shire of East Pilbara McCamey’s Monster (item 1974 019 consignment 
4012, Department of Conservation and Environment) 

 

4.6.5 Newman agreement  

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 
082 volume 1, consignment 6582, Department of Industrial Development)  

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 
082 volume 2, consignment 6582, Department of Resources Development)  

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 
082 volume 3, consignment 6582, Department of Resources Development)  

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Mt Newman Agreement) Newman Project Proposals (item 1977 
082 volume 4, consignment 6582, Department of Resources Development)  

 

4.6.6 Rhodes Ridge agreement  

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Rhodes Ridge) Agreement Rhodes Ridge Project Agreement 
(item 1977 281 volume 2, consignment 6582, Department of Resources Development) 

 

4.6.7 Wittenoom agreement 

State Records Office (WA), Iron Ore (Wittenoom) Agreement Marandoo Project Agreement (item 
1977 093 volume 1, consignment 5495, Department of Resources Development) 

 

4.6.8 Environmental protection  

State Records Office (WA), Environmental Legislation 1986 (item 1986 057 volume 1, consignment 
6197, Department of Conservation and Environment)  

State Records Office (WA), Environmental Legislation 1986 (item 1986 057 volume 2, consignment 
6197, Department of Conservation and Environment)  

State Records Office (WA), Environmental Legislation 1986 (item 1986 057 volume3, consignment 
6197, Department of Conservation and Environment)  
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State Records Office (WA), Environmental Legislation 1986 (item 1986 057 volume 4, consignment 
6197, Department of Conservation and Environment)  

State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1973 1247, volume 1, consignment 
5620, Department of Mines)  

State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1976 1247, volume 2, consignment 
5654, Department of Mines)  

State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment (item 1978 977, volume 4, consignment 
5654, Department of Mines)  

State Records Office, Environmental Impact Assessment, Environmental Protection Act 1971 (item 
1983 1013, volume 5, consignment 5654, Department of Mines)  

 

4.7 Other Departments (WA) documents and reports 

Auditor General for Western Australia, Performance Examination Developing the State: The 
Management of State Agreement Acts (Report 5, June 2004) 

Auditor General’s Report (WA) Developing the State: The Management of State Agreement Acts 
(2004) 

Auditor General’s Report (WA) Ensuring Compliance with Conditions on Mining (Report 8, September 
2011) 

Auditor General’s Report (WA) Ensuring Compliance with Conditions on Mining – Follow-up (Report 
20, November 2014) 

Department of Lands (WA), Land Administration Amendment Bill 2016, Consultation Paper (2016) 

Department of Tourism Western Australia, Economic Contribution (2016) 
<http://www.tourism.wa.gov.au/Research-
Reports/Latest_Visitor_Facts_and_Figures/Pages/Economic-Contribution-of-Tourism-to-WA.aspx>  
Department of Treasury (WA), ‘Overview of State Taxes and Royalties Western Australia 2011–12’ 
(December 2011)  

Department of Treasury (WA), ‘Overview of State Taxes and Royalties 2016-17’ (November 2016)  

Department of Treasury (WA), 2016-17 Pre-election Financial Projections Statement Media 
Statement (9 February 2017) <http://www.treasury.wa.gov.au/Treasury/News/2016-17_Pre-
election_Financial_Projections_Statement/> 

Department of Treasury (WA), 2016‑17 Pre‑Election Financial Projections Statement (February 
2017)  

Department of Treasury, Regulatory Impact Assessment Guidelines for Western Australia (2009) 

Department of Treasury and Finance (WA), An Economic History of Western Australia Since Colonial 
Settlement (Research Paper, December 2004) 

Government of Western Australia, Budget Overview 2010 – 2011 (May 2010) 

Government of Western Australia, Pilbara Development Commission, Pilbara Regional Investment 
Blueprint Technical Report <https://www.pdc.wa.gov.au/our-focus/pilbara-blueprint> 

Johnson and Wright, Central Pilbara Groundwater Study Part 1 

Michael Keating, ‘Review of Project Development Approvals System’ (Government of Western 
Australia Independent Review Committee, April 2002)  
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S L Johnson and A H Wright, ‘Mine Void Resources and Issues in Western Australia’ (Hydrogeological 
Record Series 9, Water and Rivers Commission (WA), 2003)  

S.L Johnson and A.H Wright, Waters and Rivers Commission (WA), Central Pilbara Groundwater 
Study Part 1 (Hydrogeological Record Series report 8, 2001), 25.  (Johnson CPGS) 

State Library of Western Australia (WA) Western Australia and Federation ‘boom state’ (2001) 
<http://www.slwa.wa.gov.au/federation/iss/075_boom.htm> 

The Attorney General of Western Australia, ‘Written Submissions of the Attorney General for 
Western Australia (Intervening)’, Submission in Fortescue Metals Group Ltd v The Commonwealth of 
Australia (No. S163 of 2012) 27 February 2013 

 

5 Government Departments  

5.1 Federal  

A.F. Britt et al, Australia's Identified Mineral Resources 2014, Geoscience Australia (Cth), 
<http://dx.doi.org/10.11636/1327-1466.2014>  

Australian Government, Module to the National Water Initiative (NWI) Policy Guidelines for Water 
Planning and Management, Engaging Indigenous Peoples in Water Planning and Management 
(2017) 
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